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JEAN L. NOBLE 
(Under the direction of ROBERT WALLACE) 

ABSTRACT 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s. both queer theop and queer popular culture began 

to grapple with the figure of female masculinity. Tests such as A Restricted Countn. b!- 

Joan Nestle ( 1990): Stone Butch Blues by Leslie Feinbcrg ( 199 1 ): collrctions like Daeeers. 

edited by Lily Burana, Rouie and Linnea Due ( 1991): and The Persistent Desire: A 

Femme-Butch Rrader, edited bu Joan Nestle ( 199 1 ) began to articulate sites of butch 

subjectivities. At the same time. man! of thesc texts were named in emergent femalc-IO- 

male trans-sexual discoune as proliferating a confusion and a colonization of. the field of 

jrmcllr musciilrnity, claiming t hat while butch subjectivi~ and fim trans-sesual masculini~ 

rnghr, on occasion. look the same. such mis-recognized similitudes masked important 

historical and experiential differences. This dissertation considers the cultural signiticancr 

of. but also the discursive and epistemological histories of the "slash" betwen '-butch . fim 

trans-sexual" masculinities. It argues that the discursive history of both is to be found in 

Radclyffe Hall's 1928 novel, The WelI of Lonelinrss. a rearticulation of the subjrct 

produced by late nineteenth-century sexology : the inven. Workin- from the poststnicturalist 

premise that subjectivities are effects of discourse and !anpage. this work posits that trans- 

sesual. tram-gendered. and'or butch bodies ernerge as the effect of onto-pedormarive 

speech-acts. discemable through the strategic use of pronouns. 
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Section One theorizes female rnasculinity relative to dialogic sites of male 

masculinity, gay masculinity and trans-sexual rnasculinity in queer popular culture. Section 

Two offers historical, discursive and jundical contexts within which to consider female 

masculinity as the effect of Hall's The Well of Loneliness and its obscenit) trial. The 1928 

tnal that banned The Well followed the legal and moral precedents established only 10 

years earlier in the 191 8 Pembenon Billing trial which constnicted sexolog and its subjects 

as German and therefore treasonous Consequentiy. one of the long-tem effects of the 

Billiny tnal was a metonpic slippage bctween British nationalism and hetrrosesual 

masculinity. a slippage that both produced but also necessitated the lqa l  censunng of the 

subject of Hall's novel. 

Section Three offers a reading of The Well of Loneliness that examines the 

processes b) which Stephrn Gordon rearticulatrs himself as a subject of male masochism 

through a disidentification with non-phallic rnasculinih. vis-à-vis Christ motifs. This section 

also examines the mis-readings of the mirror scene by recent critics  ho erronrously posit 

that Stephen is female and then miss the ways that the scene at the mirror reproduces 

Stephen as a subject of whiteness. Chapter Four reads two contrmporary prose narratives. 

Stone Butch Blues ( 1993) by Leslie Feinbeq and Sacred Countn. by Rose Trernain ( 19921, 

for the ways that the) rearticulate the subject of a productive male masochism and 

whiteness as it was produced in Hall's ten. The Postscript concludes by csamining 

discursive utterances differentially producing but then collapsing butch and trans-sesual 

masculinities in Kimberly Peirce's film BOYS Don't Cm. a fictionalized account of the rape 

and murder of Brandon Tsena ( 1999). 
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SECTION ONE: INTRODL~CTORY FIELD NOTES 

L Field Hockey in No Man's Land 

"Many of these guys have been in what would be callrd lesbian 

. . 
relationships for years . . . 

Gerald Hannon, "Dicbing over Genitals" ( 2  I 1 

.. 
'Tm a lesbian man . . . 

Holly De~or,  FTM (4.18) 

The end of the twentirth-crntuc \ d l  be rernrmbered as an interesting timr 

for masculinity. Poet Robert BIy might concur with Michael S. Kimmel and 

Michael Kauhan when the! a r g x  that rnasculinih suffers from intemal esistential 

crises caused by al1 the wong influences. Bly accuses women of feminizing 

America's sons while Kimmel and Kaufman argue thosr same sons are suffenng 

under the influence of too much of the wong kind of men. To the horror of Bly. 

Kimmel and Kaufman sugpst that America needs "more Ironing Johns. not more 

Iron Johns" (27). Still rreling from its socialization failures. masculini ty then faces 

its constitutive absences and ambivalences as articuiated bu psychoanalysts. 



Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan cite different crises as constitutive of male 

subjectivity Freud suggests castration anxiery whereas Lacan argues that lack. 

acquisition of language and entry into the symbolic order mark the subject's coming 

of age. And just when masculinity's intemal crises and vacuity become ironically 

visible, Franz Fanon. Corne1 West, Stuart Hall, Kobena Mercer, and Richard Dyer 

de-emphasize semblance (pnder) and reiterate racial difference. Masculini h. i t 

serms. is not what it used to be. Moreover. and most productive. or perhaps most 

disturbing dependin- upon your point of vièiv. arc the assenions of Evr Kosofsky 

Sedgwick and othrr contemporary gender scholars that. somctimes, masculinit- has 

absolutrly nothing to do with men whatsoever (1997). My axiornatic staninç point 

in this dissertation borrows its argument from Judith Halbcrstam usho argues that the 

best place to find masculinity is actuall~ the least obvious: that is. not with men at 

a11 ( 1998). Masculinih. she argues, cannot and should not br reduced to the 

supposedly self-evident male body and its effects ( 1 ). Thus. irhen we want to 

theorize the constitutive features of masculi nit'. t hey are. as Hal berstam suggests. 

best and most accurately discrrnablr the funhcr the? travel away from what is read 

as ihr white male body. Hence. this dissertation positions itself as much in 

masculini' studies as it does in the study of sesual subjectivities. 

For reasons that 1 will elaborate below. mu study of masculinities in the 

nventieth century marks its o w  discursive origins in the period j ust fol lowing 

World War One. Canadian-Lebanese novel kt Ann-Marie MacDonald t hernat izes 

the discursive changes initiated by both modemih and the First World War in her 
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first novel Fall on Your Knees ( 1 996). MacDonald tropes on the phrase "No Man's 

Land" in a way that is panicularly productive for my purposes. 

The mud between the opposing trenches is known as No Man's Land. 

This is a reasonable name for a stretch of contestrd ground that has 

yet to be won bu the either side. [. . . ]The name has corne to mean a 

haunted foggy espanse of silent slime. A limbo-greu. yellow. 

green. mostly g c y .  and empty except for the dead. Rats ma!, scamper 

across i t  and remain rats. Birds ma!. fiy above it and remain birds; 

the! may alight and tear and eat and pnck up their heads to stare 

motionless and beady for a moment before eating again, and remain 

birds. But no man ma!. venture into this space between the lines and 

remain a man. That is the differencr No man ma! enter. rithrr 

stealthily on his belly alone. or noisil! on two feet racing through 

elue with a thousand versions of himself firing. falling. on either sidc 
Y 

as far as the e y  can sec' and remain a man. It is possible to become a 

man once more if !ou make it bac% behind your line again. but !ou 

suspend your humanip for your sojoum in between. That is why the 

place is callrd No Man's Land. ( 108) 

If gender is the process whereby concrete individual subjects are constituted 

as subjects of a pre-esisting social category' then, as Gayle Rubin suggests. the 

seqender  system. or those sets of arrangements which perform this task. function 

best by cloaking their operations and impiying that their effects arc thosc of nature 

instead. Recent scholarship in the field of gender studies exposes the technologies 



4 
that construct gender as an unchanging biological essence ~ l t h  self-evident links to 

physicaiity, identity and authority. Conservative ideas about gender dictate that 

people with male bodies naturally possess both a man's identity and a man's right to 

wield power. Thus, as Gai1 Bedennan argues, the ideological process ofgender 

works through a complex political technology made up of institutions, ideas and 

daily practices, which, when combined, produce a set of truths about who an 

individual is or can be basrd upon his or her body (7). This dissenation shares with 

Rubin, Bedeman and other scholars a belief that that cornp1r.u poli tical tec hnoIogv 

was thrown into a cnsis during the late twentieth-century. bu which 1 mean it  has 

now become a site wherr anatom-. identity and authority no longer function as 

synonyms for each othcr. Thus. no man is automatically granted the status of 

manhood. 

That ontological centre. where a man was considered a man based on the 

supposedly natural link betwecn those thrre thines, no longer holds. It has been 

replaced by No Mao's Land wbcre ontological status is suspended. No Man's Land 

is a stretch of contestator): and discursively productive ground that no man can 

venture into and remain a cohrrently ontological subject where a thousand versions 

of himself, both like and unlike him. fight for the supposedly singularly uuthentrc 

position on that field. I use the word producrive to evoke a Marxist sense of 

industrial manufacturing but also the process of externalization by which something 

is made or allowed to appear. As Calvin Thomas argues, *'production thus discloses 

[. . . ] linguistic and representational processes [. . -1, the restricred economy of sesual. 
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textual, and political representation that hails men as masculine subjects in history" 

One of the subjects of masculinity repeatedly misread but persistently 

entrenching within that field is female masculinity. Female masculinity references a 

range of subject positions-drag king, butch, ftm transman. both operative and non- 

operative, trans-gendered man, stone butch-simultaneously constitutcd by 

irreducibls contradictions between (de)constructions of "bodies" m ~ ~ u d  ln u 

cerrctr~t wuv as frmale and yet masculine. No one of thesr practices is reducible to 

the other as exemplaq. of fernale masculinity. Whilr the histories of each of thrsr 

practices are no more reducible to each other than thrir constitutive or component 

pans. the "character" of female masculinity vis-à-vis its most common 

mani festation-stone butchness-began to undergo changes in and around 1 989 

with the publication of Joan Nestle's A Restncted Country. Nestle's work re- 

assemblrd butch-femme sexual cultures of the 1950s and. despite opposition. shed 

light on these. at that time. long forgonen practices. SaIl!. Munt. Lynda Han. Judith 

Halberstam and othrrs acknowledge that the phrase "butch-femme" references 

homosexual (differences in sexual orientation) but in ternis that are hetero-gendered 

(differences in gender identifications) and that centre erotic practices which 

emerged in p s t -  World War Two urban working-class lcsbian cornmunitirs in the 

United States. These practices were dnven underground afier a harsh condemnation 

by lesbian-feminism in the 1970s but reappeared in the early 1980s afier the 

acrimonious ses wars In thesr skirmishes. lesbian-feminism. challenging the 

homophobia of mainstream feminism and atternpting to redress the smictural 



inequities behveen women, argued that butch-femme reproduced 

dominant~submissive power imbalances thought inherent in heterosexuality. 

Lesbian-feminisrn sought to recentre lesbianism as quintessentially feminist by 

privileging a lesbian subject position-the woman-identi fied woman-that 

disavowed al1 manifestations of masculinity and femininih. 

Cultural work in the mid- 1 980s began to reconceptualizç butch-femme. 

arguing that what was bring dismissed was an important erotic s!.stem as uell as 

pre-Stonewall lesbian working-class crotic history. Nestlets A Rcstrictrd Countn 

restores butch-femme as embodied resistance to the seagender s>.strrn b!. 

establishing butch-femme as lesbian gender identities which eroticise gender. not 

power. differences ( 1987). If ses is biolop and gender the culturallg constructrd 

subjectivitiès of masculinity and femininic mapped onto biolog+. then. as Nestle. 

Rubin, Feinberg and Butler argue. boys could be girls. and soine girls. bojts. 

regardless of biolog. Butch or rnascul ine women challenge the "naturalness" and 

biological cssentialism of the ses gendçr system whiie lesbian and bisesual femmes 

trouble the necessary alignment of gendrr (ferninini- ) wit h the overdrterm ined 

object choice (male-ernbodied masculini~ ). Butch-femme. thrn, is no longer an 

imitation of gender but a parody of heterosexuality that deconstructs the operations 

of the sextgender systrm and. subsequrntly. al1 gender identities as perfonnativr: 

effects. 

More recently, debates around butch-femme have widened to overlap with 

rhose of trans-gender. trans-sesuality. gender performativi h and drag " kinginp." 

necessitating a similar shifi in langage from "butch." referencing panicular foms  



of lesbian masculinity, to "female masculinity," or particular types of gender 

expression that bring together both ends of that phrase (Halberstam 1998). At stake 

in many of these debates are the ways in which female masculinity has erronrously 

become coteninous with ontological "lesbianism " (not al1 female masculinities are 

lesbian: not al! lrsbians are masculine: not al1 lesbians arc female). When pressure is 

placed on the fault line betwecn masculinities. what is exposed in the fissure are the 

limitations of heterononnative (read: binaristic) configurations of gender. 

cmbodimrnt and identities. All too frequently, lesbian configurations of identity 

which strive tomrd stability and certainh also have assumed a kind of concordance 

between body shape and grnder category. a concordance which. as 1 will show in 

both Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness and also the contemporaq. novels 1 

discuss in Section Four-Leslie Feinbcrg's Stone Butch Blues and Rose Trcmain's 

Sacrrd Countw-hate reproducrd the limitations and. somrtimes. the violence of a 

naturalized biological rssçntialism. 

Thus. as part of a larger agenda that anrmpts to rethink the strategic use of 

gendrr essentialisms, this project hypothesizes four aviorns of "prndrr studies" 

(Sedgvick 1995): First, sometimes masculinity has nothing to do with men. 

Similady, fernale rnasculini~ and or butch identih in women is larçely. but not 

exciusively, lesbian. Second, masculinity and ferninini- are in many respects 

orthogonal to rach other-that is, they are not at opposite ends of the same asis. but 

rathrr are actually different social and psychic axes. Gender-queering masculinit). 

(drag kings. butch and stone butch masculinities. tornboys. girl fags. intersesed by 

design, he-she's, boydykes, etc. ) is a torsional queenng or performance of 
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heteronomative masculinity. while transitive identities-those such as ftm trans- 

sexuality which are not necessarily queer but which are marked by 

subjectivity. somatic inconguities-linger in and around the critical limitations of 

heteronormative rnasculinitiçs. Third, because some people are more gendered than 

othrrs. masculinity and femininity are "threshold effects" where quantitative 

increments in somatic signi fiers of gender along one asis can suddenly appear as 

qualitative differences on the other. For my purposes here. this penultimate asiom is 

crucial. Figurari~ely. this means that it is somrtimes necessa- to cross over the 

threshold of one thing (butchness and queemessi. or to flip its switchcs from on to 

off. to registrr on an entirely different scalr (ftm trans-srsual) In terms of race. 

howwr.  the oppositc is trur. It is necessanr to invert that which is normally 

hypmisiblr (people ofcolour) in ordrr to sec what white people are not supposrd 

to sec (whiteness 1. Finally. in  masculinity. femininity. a d'enarnic of self-recognition 

mediates betwen bodies and gender performance. Influenced by the interrogation 

of gendcr by second wa~-e ferninism. contemporary studies in rnasculinit!. have 

intensified masculinit> as a heteronomative and anxious irnprative. shifiing the 

tems from straightfonvard descriptions of maleness to a critical esploration of 

"rnasculinity" as a cornples set of meaninçs. This field of inquin suggests that 

masculinih (and by implication. female rnasculinit-y) is a category that alters across 

time, region, social class and ethnici'. 

Recalling the axioms that masculinity is not always about men. and that 

female masculinity is a torsionai performance of masculinih. 1 wiil argue that 

conternporary masculinity has shified from the sineular to the plural. a senes of 
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subjectivities inflected by and articulated through a vanety of positions, discourses. 

institutions and apparatuses. Similarly, fernale masculinity has proliferated and 

mutated from the indeterminate subject of Hall's The Well of Loneliness (Section 

Three) who vacillates continuously betvieen the axes of masculinity and ferninini?., 

to the complexly trans-gendered and panially trans-sexed subjects that I discuss in 

Section Four of this project. Jess in Stone Butch Blues and Manin in Sacred 

Countrv. In other words. 1 will argue that contemporary fictions of female 

masculinity are ambivalently enabled by the histoncal. but more importantl!*. 

discursive "rvent" (both publication and banninç) of Hall's novel. sipalling its 

productive success but also its epistemological and discursive limitations These 

contemporary gender-vanant fictions are grafted from something that sertms as if it  

has not ?et esisted. bu ansiously grafting articulations onto the languages of both 

Radclyffe Hall and Stephen Gordon. By doing so. the3 inadvenently repeat what 

Hall did when she created Stephrn. that is, grai? discursive but also self-articulating 

practices from past knowledges and reprcsrntational practices includin- those 

already and equally bound by discourses of race and nation, in ordcr to present what 

is imaginrd as new in a world of horrowrd un J r r l w y : s  ulrru& rnhuhrrcd lungitaga~c.. 

In The Well of Loneliness. Stephen Gordon tinds two tests with which to 

rewrite himself. sexologr and the Bible. Each complements his farherfs legacy to 

him of British anstocratic masculinity. A n e d  with the alibis that each provides' 

Stephen is rnabled into language and into subjectivih. with the alibis functioning as 

the condition of both possibility and limitation. In other words. the "revolutionary" 

ardour for Stephen and for the late twentieth-centu- gender-variant subjects that 



follow in Stephen's footsteps is dressed in borrowed clothing. Stephen's alibi of 
IO 

essence still flounshes in the discourses of female and trans-sexual masculinities at 

the close of the twentieth-centus, which suggests that each is bound by the ven  

thing it cites. These "men" are making their own histoy the' are not rnaking it  

under circumstances chosen by themselves but rather under circurnstances directly 

encountered, given and transmitted from the past (Marx 1 852,300 ). That past and 

those circuits of transmission are inevitably but ineducibly grafted from. bound with  

and by The Well of Loneliness. 

The increasing visibilit) and politicization of gender vanant idrntiiirs- 

intersexual individuals: non-operative. pre-operative and pst-operative ftm and mtf 

trans-sexuals: trans-grndered people-that esist outside of a supposedly rrferential 

epistemology and linguistic systems function as touchstones for what can be 

(somewhat reductivel!) identified as the condition of postrnodemity. As Susan 

Sniker notes in her introduction to "The Transgender Issue" of GLU. 

That a signifier does not point to its signified in an! direct manncr 

has bern something of a first principle in linguistic th ton for most of 

the twentieth centun: only more recentlg, however. has i t  becomr 

socially significant that the signifier "gender" does not reference a 

signified "sert" in quite the direct way assumrd by the idea of a 

"ses;gender system." [...] As such. these phenomcna becornç sources 

of cultural anxiety and semiotic elaboration [...] [and] prokide a scts 

for grappling ni th  the problematic relation betwern the principles of 
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perfomativity and a materialih that. while inescapable. defies stable 

representation. ( 147) 

Nowhere is this poststructuralist cnsis of language and representation more 

evident than in the smallest but most resonant discursive traces which mark identih: 

gendered pronouns. As Stryker notes above, when "gender" no longer references 

"ses." then the pronouns "he" and "she" can no longer reference a discernibly 

eendered body. In this project, 1 use pronouns strategically to reference precise rr- 
C 

articulations of counter-discursive subjectivitjes and practices. If subjects are in 

dialogue with discourse and speak it as ofirn as the! are spoken by it. thrn the 

processes of "self-articulation" lvhich. as 1 have already noted, are also the ob~ect of 

this study. are themselves metadiscursive. For esample. the verb "to articulate" cm. 

according to the Oxford Endish Dictionary. mcan one of two things simultaneousl~ 

cithçr to dividt into words. pronounce. distinctly uttcr. But, as a transitive w b  i t  

means to connect or mark with or by joints, or with flrsibly connècted sections. 

That is. to articulate rneans to be able to express onrsrlf fluenil> and coherently  LI^ 

to be the site where component parts join. as in a knce or hip joint that brings 

constitutive elements of the same entity together. To articulate that joint rneans to 

bring its segmented or constitutive components togethrr to enable functionalir!-. or. 

convenelg, to perfom its dysfunctionalit).. When joints bend in ways the! are not 

supposed to, thry are ofien decmed groresqzîr. As 1 argue in Section Four. the 

grotesque bodies of thrse subjects of rnasculini& profoundly disturb a phallic 

economy, the stock from which they are produced. 
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But the term "articulation" also references a set of theoretical problematics 

that emerged out of the work of Stuart Hall and his rereading of Ernesto Laclau. 

Laclau developed his notion of articulation in reference to Plato's allego. of the 

cave ( 1977). Recall that in Plato's allegr). men since childhood have had thcir 

backs to the entrance of a cave and cannot see the outside world. On the wall of the 

cave are projected shadows of other men and, by linking the voices of thrse men to 

the shadows, the inhabitants conclude that the first derive frorn the second. One of 

the men leaves the cave. escapes and perceives the true origin of the voices. As hc 

leaves the cave, the sun blinds him. As he becomes accustomed to it. the vision he 

gains helps him to understand and unthink the falsehood in which hr has been 

living. Laclau argues that common sense discourse is presented as a system of 

misleading aniculations in which concepts do not appear linked b'. inhrrent logical 

relations but are bound together simply b'; connotative or evocative links which 

"custom and opinion" have established brnveen thern (7) .  As a critique. a theon. of 

articulation sirnilady secks to break the links between concepts that are the residuè 

of opinion and custom. "Knowled~e presupposrs. then, an operation of rupture: a 

disarticulation of ideas from those connotative domains to which the' appear l inked 

in the form of a misleading necessity" which enables us subsequently to reconstruct 

newlp grafted aniculations (S. Hall 8). As a theory and a method, articulation can bè 

understood as a Lay of understanding a social formation without falling into the 

traps of reductionism, where al1 formations are reduced to a mechanical relation 

between base and superstructure. and of biological cssentialism (Slack 1 12 ,. As 

Jennifer Slack writes. 
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articulation is a way of thinking the structures of what ive know as a 

play of correspondences. non-correspondences and contradictions, as 

fragments in the constiturion of what we take to be unities. ( 1 12) 

S. Hall uses the specific trope of the aniculated lorry, or British truck, where the 

front cab and back trailer can, but need not necessarily, be connectcd to one anothrr. 

The result is that the two parts are connected to each other but, because of that 

iinkagc. can also be broken apan (S. Hall 1989b). Thus- an articulation is the form 

of connection that can makç a unity of rwo different or contradictory elements under 

certain conditions: but it also is a linkage that is not necessary. dctmnined. absolutr 

or essential for al1 time (S. Hall 1989b, 11 1 ). According to S. Hall. gi\:rn that the 

unie of a discourse is reallv the aniculation of different distinct elements that do not 

ha\t  a necessary "belongingness" but which can bc "languaged" togrther. the 

question to ask of an articulation is undrr what conditions can the connection be 

forged, made. or indeed for pan of my purpose here. disaniculated? (S. Hall 1989b. 

141). 

S. Hall draws on the esample of the Rastafarians in Jarnaica to show houv 

distinct elements become languaged together. New cultural (trans-)formations are 

rnanifested, according to hirn, when what he calls "lines of tendential force" 

articulate a political group (in this esamplr Rastafarians) to political, economic and 

ideological structures (again in S. Hall's example. the Bible). S. Hall suggests that 

Rastafarians have had to transfom Biblical language. develop it. inflect it. clarif~- it 

and engaee it in order to transform it and themselves into a cenain kind of 

consciousness because that consciousness is already bound with the comrnunity's 
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historical relation to Biblical discourses ( 143). "In the case of the Rastafanans," S. 

Hall argues, 

[they] borrowed from a text-the Bible-that did not belong to them; 

they had to tum the test upside-dom. to get a meaning which fi t  

thrir experience. But in tuming the test upside-dota they remade 

themselves: the- posiiioned thrmsel~es differently as ncw political 

subjccts: the? reconstructed themsrlves as blacks in the new world: 

the! brcarnè what thry are. [...] This is a cultural transfomation 

(143) 

In other words. this panicular formation is the product not of an unbroken line of 

continuit!. from the past. Rathcr. it is a transformation through a regrafting and s 

reorganization of the elements of a cultural practice. elrmrnts orpnized togrther in  

a new discursive formation. 

To articulate the selves at the hêart of my tests is to read how the- simi lady 

join. attach. or indred. detach. dis(as)semble or disjoin( t )  discursive and 

rpistemological elements. not only to function within tbose economics but to 

foreground and trouble their anicular machineries as well. These subjects also 

reoganize elements of existing social formations to rnake them. and thernselvcs. 

new. These subjects cite authoritative sex'gender discoursrs. which for Radclyffe 

Hall include Biblical and sexological texts, to enable resistant counter-citational 

articulations at the same time. In other words. to create "something ne\\." an identity 

or a sender supposedly not thinkable inside the sesgnder sustem. the aurhors 

under study here often evoke an identity that is thinkable to resigify what that 
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gender lmks like and, indeed, how it dys-functions outside the limitations of bodies 

as the current episteme "aiticulates" them. My authors performatively cite 

authorities at the same time that their self-articulation is enabled by them to effect 

dysfunctional counter-citational practices in, around and through the categop of 

female masculinity. This is a social category which 1 argue is inciting riotous 

destabilizations, performing as a catesov in1as crisis. That said, the panicular 

formations of gendrr articulations manifest in The Well also are Ianguaged by and 

nith white supremac?. As S. Hall notes. these formations are made up of elèments 

"which do not in thrmselws ha\ t an!. necèssary political connotations" ( 1989b. 

143 1. In the case of white supremacy. the imperative is that whitenrss qua race not 

have political connotations as i t  is hinged \\-;th discourses of gender to fom a ne\+. 

discursiw formation. Section Three seeks to dis-aniculate that formation. 

As 1 will argue in more detail in Section Two. by 1928 the sites 

homosexuality and femininity becamr the objccts of intensification via the 

supposedl' nrutral disciplinary powers of regdation. policing. and punishmcnt 

when Hall's novel The Well of Loneiiness \vas seized and banned. The effect \vas 

not the eradication or repression of a female homosesual subject but rather its 

epistemological realization. Many other early twentiethsentury texts fratured 

lesbian. gender-inverted or othenvise sesually Jewonr subjects. Indeed. one of the 

important thematics to emerge out of the early twentieth-century modernist literan 

cultures of which Radclyffe Hall was a pan was not on& an interrogation of 

masculinic but. mon precisely. the representarions of both masculinity and 

ferninini- as modern(ist) subjects in crisis. 
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Regardiess of whether or not one argues that a cnsis in identity begins or 

follows modemisrn, there can be little argument that modemism, if not 

ambivalently, responds to, contests, or attempts to work through the crises of 

modemity. That is, one of the irrefutable conditions of the modem world is its o m  

paradoxically unimaginable and profound transition and destabilization dur to 

industnalization, capitalist market relations, urbanization, sustained war. and so 

forth. A modernist aest hetic sel f-consciousl y (and perhaps paradosical l y ) 

esperiences. indeed. hails, the end of timr and history. Thematically. modernist 

texts began to re-imagine and reconfigurz themselves in their ou-n thematics that 

were often preoccupied with identity. voice and silence. subjectivih and (especiall~ 

the fracturing of) consciousncss vis-à-vis spatiality and the civ. Shl isticall!-. 

modemist n~iters often deployed a method that \vas anti-representationak anti- 

realist. obsessed with both the end of literap time and a formal portics of the .\& . 

In short. modemism is a wholly unresolved and irrrsolvable. contradic~ory (anti- 

)tradition of rupture or a ruptured tradition tumrd against itsclf. ag~essi\rI!~ 

rejecting the supposed authorities ( moral. fomal, social, literav ) of its onn literap 

and historical past. Finally. it is that which. by interrogating fom over. sometimes 

as. content, paradosicallg both affirms and denies an. In other words. that spasm of 

rebellion which isbas modemism compelled a contestatop imperative to break 

from the past in order to rupture tradition. clustered around the complesities of 

fom? the representation of inward states of consciousness: foregrounding. rather 

than disavowing. the oflen nihilistic disorder behind the ordered surface of lire and 
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reality: thought itself freeing an  from the burdens of the du11 habit of formal and 

literary convention. 

Male witers like F. Scon Fitzgerald. T. S. Eliot, Emest Hemingway, 

Tennessee Wiiliams, William Faulkner, and D. H. Lawrence, to mention only a feu.. 

stage this crisis in white masculinih in a vanety of textually non-conventional 

ways. For instance. Hemingway's early novels, The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell 

to Arms. aggessively perfom, to excess. rnasculinity as a profound woundedness. 

But femininih was similarly imploding in fictions of the carly twntirth century. 

showing the productive impossible complexities of femininity. narrative and ~ o i c c  

(impossibilities that Virginia Woolf and Gertrude Stein must also corne to terms 

with  1. Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eves Were Watchinp God. Nelia Larsen's 

Passinc. Rosamond Lehmann's DUSR Answer; Clemence Dane's Retliment of - 
Womcn: Compton Mackenzie's Estraordinan Women: Virginia Woolfs Orlando: 

and Djuna Barnes's Nightwood and Ladies Almanac: as well as some drama of the 

same period. Sholrm Asch's The God of Vengeance and Edouard Bourdet's T A  

Caotive, al1 similarly interrogate the supposed self-evidence of ferninini'. as wll 

as the relationships between sex. gender. sexuality. desire and representation. 

In many ways. what seem now to be recognizable as Iesbrcin tests of the 

early twentieth century were exploring the paradoxes at the hean of an! imperatiw 

toward sel f-representation. Lill ian Hellman's play The Children's Hour. for esample, 

metatestually performs this parados bu staging the dangers of even negative 

representations of fernale same-ses desire: even though its main charactrrs. Martha 

and Karen, are accused, in the ternis of the play. of something horrible. Martha 
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cornes to terms, as it were, with the "new meanings" which inevitably follow Mane's 

accusations: "Every word will have a new meaning" (Hellman 66). Manha 

recognizes herself in those new meanings. In other words, the world of the play 

actually produces a negative representation into which Manha reads herself: 

"Therets somcthing in ?ou and you don't know it [...] and [then] there you are, 

seeing it for the first time" (71 ). While these "meanings" are not positive, in the 

srnse of challenging negative stereotypes. they are pndzrctrw: that 1s. while there 

are no l a w  prr se a-ainst femalc same-ses desire, there are interdictions which 

accord it the status of the "not pemitted." the "unspeakablr." and "unintelligible." 

The irony. of course. is that ro render it non-permitted, unspeakablr or unintelligible 

is to continually "spak." or for my purposes here. "represent." it. "11" becornes the 

thing strict[> forbiddrn but continuousl> produced for the interdiction( s to function, 

Two other earl? non-canonical modrrnist plays-The God of Veneeancr and The: 

Captive-as well as Hall's novel al1 function in such paradosical ways: al1 were 

subject to legal interdiction (the strictly forbidden or non-permitted) but al1 create or 

open up subject positions which producr desire ( the thing continuously demandsd i 

as their effect. Unlikc novels which are usually read in privatr. these two tests also 

contributed to the production of social space and socio-political context of reception 

that? like Salome in the Pemberton Billing trial which 1 discuss in Section Two. 

always already taints its viewing audience. 

Asch's The God of Veneeance \ras the first play with a lesbian theme 

produced on the Amencan stage. Whi le fonnally consemative. it challenges 

negative representations by presenting its themes in morally arnbiguous ways. 
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Yankel, patriarch and protagonist of the play, runs a brothel in the basement of his 

home. Upstairs, he purchases a Torah Scroll to help appease what he perceives as a 

vengeful God of the OIJ Tesiunien! in order to keep his daughter. Rivkele? pure for 

mamage. Not only does the play actually stage physiccilly intimacy between 

women-Act One ends with Rivkele and her lover, Mankr. a Young prostitute frorn 

her father's brothr1. alonr on stage passionately kissing and touching. a direct (and 

pleasurable) challenge to the "not permined" interdiction. and a second sccnc occurs 

later in Act Two where Mankr and Rivkelr "pretend" to be bride and groom on thrir 

wedding night-but it also stages a failure in "truth." In the end. Yankelts rrligious 

faith is permanently shattered by his own inconsistencies and contradictions. Thus. 

one of the play's thematics is a tension between "old" world moral authorities 

{religion) and "new" modem values. rspccially thosc of capitalist market relations 

(at one point. one of the prostitutes challenges the way sesualie is burdrned with an 

exccess of moral significance: "You think we are any different from the girls who go 

in(to] business?" (95 ). But prrhaps most imponantly. when Yankel discovers that 

Rivkele spent the night with her lover (he does not know her lover is a woman 1, he 

demands to know whether or not she is still a virgin. At the emotional c h a s  of the 

play, Rivkele answers him with a desperate: "1 don't linou-" ( 1 1 1 ). Here the play 

poses a direct challenge to the "unintelligible" interdiction. WhiIe lesbianism is 

indeed unintelligible within terms of the ses'gender system as the play defines it, it 

also sends that system into a conceptual crisis. revealing its limitations and 

demanding of the play's audience that it too question the categones of supposed1'- 

self-evident sesual "truth." Even though. in the end. Rivkele is banished to the 
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brothel by her father, the questions the play raises cannot be contained by the l e s -  

than-positive images. especially of Manke. Finally, the play itself was brought to the 

attention of the Courts and al1 of the actors were arrested, charged and convicted (by 

a Jury) of producing a play deemed "obscene" and "immoral." The arrest and 

conviction made front-page n e w  in most of the important New York daily 

newspapers as it was the first time that an American jury had found perfonncrs 

euil- of presenting immoral public entenainment. The "cvent" of The God of 
C 

Vengeance enabled the proliferation of the vrq identitirs that lesal interdiction 

anempted to contain. 

Bourdet's play The Captive neas the second pla! io put female same-ses 

desirr on the American stage. Hcre. our  main charmer 1s Irene. a youny woman 

( apparrntly motherless J who refuses to travel n i t h  hrr family and is presumed to br 

preoccupied with a lok,er. In a desperate bid to remain in Paris. she gives her fathrr 

the name of a Young man-Jacques-who \vas a suitor but is now pursuin@ an affair 

with Françoisr. We subsequently discover that her lover is. in fact. a woman. Mdrn. 

D'Aiguines. The fascinating thing about Bourdet's play is that our seductive 

"villainess," Mdm. D'Aiguines. never appears on stage. She is the wife of a fricnd of 

Jacques, M. D'Aiguines, and she is either discussed on stage by her husband and 

Jacques as a powetiul seductress or is represented on stage by a bouquet of violets 

(curiously, this play was so popular that after its wwll-publicized encounter with the 

American courts the sale of violets dropped in New York c i 5  flower stores to a 

small but very tellinç amount). Moreover. heterosesualie cornes under the 

microscope in this play and. like religious and sexual tnith in Asch's play. is 
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troubled as a source of moral authority . The attachments between these kintb of 

woman is likened to a secret alliance of hvo beings who understand each other 

because they are of the same ontological species. Even more interestingly, rhesr 

wornen are likened to a kind of country where men become the stranger and enemy. 

AAer Jacques and lrene have lived together in an "empty" marriage, Jacques couns 

his previous mistress and tells her that afirr living in a mamage with a woman who 

does not retum his passion he has lramrd something about himself That is, he tells 

Françoise that he longs to corne home to the "people of his homeland." to the people 

who speak his languagr: "Itts tiresorne to talk whrn one isntt undçrstood. One 

weanes of it [...] I've corne back to rny own people" (237). Thus. sesual difference 

is represented as a kind of ethnic. linguistic or national diffrrencc. an "other." a 

cnsis in represrntation that 1 will return to more thoroughly in Sections Three and 

Four. Moreover, the fact that Mdm. DtAiguinrs functions as an erotically poweiiul 

absent presence facilitates a kind of plcasurable rrotic tramference by women in the 

audience to f i I l  in their own details. as it wrre. In the end. not only does Irene lravr 

Jacques to be with her lover. but Jacques too leavrs his marnase to br with 

Françoise. While The Captive does portray Mdm. D'Aiguines nrgatively and lrenc 

as a "prisoner" of her unnatural desires. the pap left by fading to rnatenalize Mdm. 

D'Aipinrs manipulates the "not pemitted" interdiction by refusing to embody her 

as an object of erotic contemplation. Once again, this play suffered under the gaze 

of the censors and the police who staged a rather sensational "night-stick" raid on 

the production. One historian unknowingl~ articulates the ironic effect of such 
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actions: the play "revealed to thousands of innocents the fact that the world contained -- 

such a phenomenon as homosexualip" (Curtin 44). 

While these and many other texts explored lesbian and gender-variant 

subjects. Hall's novel began to accrue currency as "the" lesbian novel of the period. 

due, in part, to its construction of Stephen as the protohpical invert. The Wcll of 

Loneliness. vis-a-vis its symbiotic relationship with nineteenth-century sexolog 

and its alibi of essence. provides a game of truth. or what Michel Foucault cal 1s "an 

ensemble of rules [or procedures] for the production of tmth" about the sesual self 

( 199 la. 16). The Well's protagonist. Stephen Gordon, recognizrs or constitutes 

himsrlf as a cross-gendrred or masculine subjçct. At the same tirne. though. I wi I l  

argue that both sesolo@ and The Wcll produce a resistanr subject. for the non- 

masculinized "ferninine" and Iesbian subjrct recopizes. constitutes hcrsrlf as a 

discursive and episternological impossibility. Both of thesr subjects emerge as 

strateçies of resistance to the productionïnvention of rigidly gendrrcd codifications 

of desire in nineteenth-century se solo^. Thus, two paradosically gendrrrd subjects 

emerge: the first produced by realization (female mascul inity J and the second by 

resistance (femme. refuted as an epistemological impossibili~ ). 

One final note: These debates in No Man's Land over butchness. drag 

kinging. intersexuality. nans-sexual and tram-gender identities have profound1'- 

important implications for a subjcct that haunts this work (and its subjects) but 

remains. perhaps dangerously so. bracketed. That subject is. of course, Irsbian- 

identified, heterogendcred or bisesual femmes. In many way.  femalr masculinit!. is 

as guilty as heteronormativr masculinih of constructing or producing itsrlf in 
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relation to the thing it is compdled not to be, that is. ferninine. Thus. my dissertation 

will assume the following prcmise: masculinity's disavowed Other, in this case. the 

lesbian femme subject, remains an epistemological impossibility in sexological 

discourse, but emerges as a problamatic but productive subject in later tusentieth- 

century lesbian and queer discourse. What continues to be bound in the seugender 

system where same-sex desire is represented as gender inversion is queer 

femininih. Given that queer or ironically performed femininih might be the thing 

that pushes the limits on binding and bound gender discourses. it also remains in a 

discursive bind. If Judith Butler is correct in suggesting that i t  is "important to think 

about how and to what end bodies are constructrd [...] and [ ] [which] bodies arc 

not constructed and. funher. to ask after how bodies which fail to materializr: 

provide the necessap outside. if not the necessary support. for the bodies which. in 

rnatenalizing the nom, qualie as bodies that matter" r 1993. 16 1. then quèer 

femininity in a female body has ernerged as resistant but contradictog in relation to 

queer and queering discourses that have onhogonally pnvileged cross-gendcred 

bodies and subjects (essentialism. sexology. qurer theop). Femme is at once the 

subject of "nature" (Biddy Manin argues she is al1 too often still (mis)read as a non- 

perfonnative subject of nature. as "a capitulation. a swamp. something matemal. 

ensnared and ensnanng" ), the subject of an cpistemological impossibility (neither 

feminism nor queer theory have adequately conceptualized her) but also the subject 

of the technologies of white femininity in this moment of late capitalism (Manin 

1994 105 ). 



While Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness can be seen as the most 

productive novel of lesbian identity in the early twentieth centurv, it too raises 

interesting questions about femme subjectivity that its noisy dialogism cannot 

contain or account for. Although a realist test and not at a11 formally experimental, 

it, as 1 have suggested already, deploys an alibi of essence (vis-à-vis sexolog.) to 

open up new gendcred and desiring subjectivities. While Hall writes the 

stereotypical butch or invert in Stephen Gordon, the most troubling and problematic 

image in the test is that of Man .  the supposedi) "non-inverted" woman who 

becomes Stephcn's lover. Despite the negative representations of Maryfemme 

subjectivity in this novel. shr persists. Joan Nestle has argued that in order to read 

for femme one must read between the [testual] lines: by readinç between the at 

timrs limited ponrayal of M a n  in Hall's test one can find a rrsistant femme subject 

and a portrait of femme desire and agency Wc encounter a femme eaze which 

pleasurably reads butch as the object of its desire: M ~ F  and Stephen are standing in 

front of a mirror in their home and. while Stephen grooms hrrself. Mafi. watches 

her, desiring both the strong thin masculine lines as well as the cunme of her breasts. 

"slight and compact, of a certain beauty" (32 1 ). Moreover. in earlier scenes we see 

that, despite the myth in sexology of the invert as sesual agpessor. it is Mary who 

initiates consummation of their relationship: May Iays her hand upon Stephen's 

knee, imprisons Stephen's fingen in her own, asks Stephen to kiss her goodnight. 

then tells Stephen she wantrd this kiss more than anything in the world (297). 

Subsequently. the transcripts of the judge's decision to ban the test and the test itsel f 

reveal the pleasurable moments between Mary and Stephen: "and that night they 
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were not divided" (Hall 3 13) and "[as] they look[ed] straight into the eyes of a love 

that was changed-a love made perfect. discarnate [. ..] they drew together. . . ." 

(324). At another point in the novel, Stephen is called home by her mother but is 

told she cannot bring her lover with her. Man wites to Stephen in a moment filled 

with longing and "only one ache": "that letter was full of many things which a less 

privileged pen had best lefi unwritten-loyalty, faith, consolation, devotion: al1 this 

and much more she wote to Stephen" (338). That letter. as a momenr of enabling 

self-articulation. is a profound (and articulate) silence where femme desire is 

supposedl y unimaginable but exists nonetheless. ' 
All of these subjects-gender-queers, femme-butch. hm. mtf. invert, nellir, 

queen. third ses, hermaphrodite, tornboy, sissy, drag king. femalr impsrsonator. 

cross-dresser. etc-represent a srries of somatically siçnifird 'et productive 

contradictions. My questions are less "What do these contradictions really meanl" 

or "Who o m s  them or are they good or bad?" but "What do the! reveal?" and 

" M a t  do they allow (or conversely, what do the! not alloa) discurske economies 

to do?" There are pivotal moments in the twentirth ceritUr). where grndercd subject 

positions have been invested with and articulated to an important currency within 

economies of sesuality. This dissertation does not purport to be. as Foucault wote. 

a h i s t o ~  of those past investments in terms of the present. Rather. 1 intend this as a 

history of present investments (Foucault 1977b, 3 1 ). 

' MY work here inevitably raises questions about femme subjectkih that are bcyond its o\+ri 
SC&; thus, 1 will not atternpt to answer those questions but will instrad bracket them as 
touchstones for future research. 



II. The Men of1998 

Four recent. albeit veq different. community events demonstrate the degree 

to which the subject of female masculinity remains unstable and contingent 

regardless of how econornies outside of No Man's Land attempt to invest it. Wlile 

al1 four of these events occur outside academic institutions and the narratives of 

theor): told inside those institutions, nevertheless the' remain intelligible outside of 

those institutional practices. 1 include thern here as esamplcs of community and so- 

called "non-academic" events whosr subjects rearticulate cornples theoretical 

questions which seem to be the terrain of academic discourse alone. These events 

skirmish across the field of No Man's Land ro re-langage and rearticulate elements 

of social formations in ever-increasing prolifrrations. 1 raisr thcm h m  as rsamples 

of the dynamic and contingent nature of cultural and political articulations occui~ing 

outside of academe. 

"Dicking Over Genitals." is an anicle authored by Toronto academic and 

notonous ses-trade worker Gerald Hannon. and published in .\'Oif' .\luguziw. a frce 

weelily arts magazine produced and distnbuted in Toronto. Hannon reports on 

"Crossing Borders." the twelfih annual convention organized by the U. S. based 

International Foundation for Gender Education. hosted in Toronto by Xpressions. 

the "fastest-growinç transgender club in Canada" (Hannon 18). The convention in 

i 

dowvnto\+n Toronto brought together several hundred trans~estites~ trans-sesuals,- 

' 1 unte rruns-sexuul and rruns-gendcr for several reasons. As 1 explain later in this section. 
the suffix rrans ofien is used to sugest that its subjects, those referenced by either the .se.ruul 
or geender which follows the suffis. somehow "transcend" gender by "esplodinp" the bina- 
gender systrm. These subjects do transcend the discourses of the sexisender system that 
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cross-dressers and their fnends, spouses, parents and significant others. to share 

information, experience, and advice on living in and with differently embodied 

gender identities. Hannon describes the convention as a cacophonous mis of 

individuais: Virginia Prince, self-descnbed as a "man for 50 years" but a "woman 

for 35" who has donc "everything except go to bed with a guy" runs a cross-dressing 

and transvestite ooanization called the "Society for the Second Self' which serves 

primarily heterosexual men and which does not allow gays or trans-sesuals to join. 

The convention also wrlcomed Miqqi Alicia. aka York University philosophy 

professor Dr Michael Gilbert. who c haracterizes her-sel f and the convention 

anendees as "the walking deconstruction of the bi-polar gender dichotomy" ( 7  1 1. 

But the convention also attracted younger people. like two mtfs (male to female 

trans-sesuals ) namêd Siobhan and Tina. "local girls who pot engagcd to each othrr 

the previous Saturdaf as well as for the first timr, a large ftm i female to male 

trans-sesual ) contingent ( 2  1 ). 

Black and white photographs of con\.ention panicipants accompan? 

Hannon's musings about gendrr, nature. and. "the meaiiing of sesual liberation:" a 

ground al1 rneanings of gender in the appropriatel' sexed body. But to sa? that thesr subjrcts 
"transcend" gender seems to suggest that they do not find themselvrs aniculated by gender. 
They most certainly do embody and perfonn gender difference. But the body which houses 
that performance is a rrui~snarural body produced with the help of science. endocrinolog. 
surgeries, etc. (Doan 152). Thus, 1 write rranî-sexuel and rrcins-gen~kr with hyphens to 
defarniliarize the way that these terms manipulate and produce gender difference by 
deploying what 1 will cal1 an alibi of gender essence, an alibi provided by the sesologists and 
clinical psychiatn. that authorizes interventions if the correct narrative is present. Again. 
these discourses do not transcend gender but are instead productive of subjectivities that are 
rewrittenhe-aniculated by those samr subjects. 1 h~phenate to foreground these productive 
but troubling relations between bodies, subjectivity, discourse. temporalities and langages 
that, albeit perhaps only contingently. eventuallp produce something resembling i trans- 
)gendered subjects. 
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quick glance at these images by an unsuspecting reader seemingly would reveal nest 

to nothing other than banal and unremarkable-looking white men and women ( 18 i. 

To quote Hannon, "[Tlhese gals dress rather conservatively [.. .] most of these guys 

are straight [...] [but] it was still a bit like hanging out with a gaggle of kinhy 

Kiwanis" (2 1 ). Two things betray this panicular statement and, indeed, the article. 

as perversely ironic: .V0CIv !Llugu~rnc'.c choicr of Hannon as reporter. and Hannon's 

choice of the adverb strll in this sentence. Anyone who has read a Toronto 

newspaper or watched local n e w  coverage in the two years preceding this article 

rnight recognize Hannon's namr from the controversy surroundhg his termination 

as professor of joumalisrn at Toronto's Ryerson University. Whilr Hannon was an 

employre of Ryerson, hr continued to work as a gay se't-tradc workrr: when 

Hannon outed himself (as a ses-tradr worlier? Ryerson fired him. Hannon himself 

notes the irony of his own reading position: 

I've becn a pa! activist for somr 15 years. live in the [gay] ghetto. 

have done Party drag mysel f. [. . . ] but what 1 \vas seeing \vas not drag 

as 1 had corne to understand it. (...] 1 spnd  a lot of time rather diuily 

discombobulated. 1 met a 19-year-old woman who had cut off her 

o i m  balls. 1 kept reading for a vocabulap that isn't there yet (though 

I did discover 1 was a "bio-boy"). 1 wanted the shock of the new. 1 

got it. ( 18) 

Hannon ivas commissioned by .VOHWugccrne clearly because of his visibilih as a 

gay activist and ses-trade workrr to wite a story on what would inevitably be rcad 

as a queer event. Hoivever. the prima- tension that runs throughout Hannon's 
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article and his construction of his own erotic responses to the trans-srxual men he 

meets at the convention is one of a mildly annoying disappointment and 

disorientation. Sexuality. as Hannon discovers, was not at al1 the point. From 

Virginia Prince to the cute "yy," "early l o s ,  lanky? crew cut, tight white T. jeans." 

man' of the subjects highlighted in Hannon's piece perform posr-hrtrrosesual 

identities, motivating Hannon to concludr that, 

This past werkend left me wondenns whrther sesual liberation isn't 

in fact a subset of a much more powerful phenornenon that's getting 

called "gendrr agnosticism." This past werkend left me wondenng 

whether the torch hasn't been passed from our [rhat is. gay acti~ists'] 

hands. (2  1 ) 

Hannon's choice of the term uptosirc shows both the parodic and 

epistrmological aesthetics of a queer reading practice that docs not quite fit. 

coupling with the temporal anxiety signalled by his use of the term .wll in the similr 

1 cited earlier ("it  was still a bit like hanging out with a eagglr of kinky Kiwanis" ,. 

Drspite the best effons of feminist. gay, lesbian and queer scholars to p q  sesuality 

apart from gender, the two terms remain caught in an analytically illicit embrace. an 

ironic proximity overdetermined by crises in knowledgr. constructions of rime and 

space and, indeed, the ven language we used to talk about. well. rt (Hannon: "[Ylou 

begin to see the vocabulan problems" 18). It is characterized in an- number of 

waays. as this project w i l l  suggest:  ho^ we even begin to articulate r r  ovrrdetermines 

esactly how ir might even be knowablc at all. 
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One of the prima- ways that Ir is descnbed as thinkable is through histoncal 

and temporal relations of proximity. Hannon's owm sernantic choices foregound 

these discursive relations of time: phrases such as "it was still like," "what began as" 

"the torch hasn't passed from our hands," "the shock of the new" suggest that 

Hannon is conceptualizing that new as ernergent in the tram-gender movemènt. not 

in a gay, lesbian. bisexual or even queer movement, which began in a supposedly 

knowable past and is now "mircd in the gloorny swamp of spousal rights and 

pension plans" ( 2  1 ). At the same timr. a gay and lesbian histon continues to 

function as the frame of reference for Hannon and thé conference attendees he 

interviewed. His interviewees would concur: "These." daims one trans-grnder 

activist interviewed by Hannon. "are our Stonewaii yrars. [...] This is our first 

eeneration of activists." at once e~oking and defrmng the epistemological. 
C 

discursive, temporal and conventionally "historical" framcs of rcferencr which 

make it intelligible. The recitation of a gay and lesbian frame of reference is 

fascinating given ihat many of the biologically-bom men in the "Crossing Borders" 

convention dress in womenfs clothes but are accompanied bu their female wkes and 

spouses: it is also curious that many of the biologically-bom wornen at the 

convention are transitioning into male bodies through hormone treatment and 

surgical intewentions, identifiing throughout the process as heterosexual men: it is 

curious again that many biologically-bom men are similarly transitioning into 

female bodies to complete their sense of themselves as heterosexual women. 

"Crossing Borders." the title of the convention. works against the most frequent 

misreading of the ternis trans-sexual and trans-gender which reads the sufns 
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suggesting trunscrn&nce. Hannon's conceptualizations of the relationships betwern 

gay and lesbian discoune and trans-sexual discourse simi lady work against reading 

the suffix as meaning trunscendence. Despite the at times acrimonious debates over 

how this term functions, 1 will use the tenns trans-sexual and trans-gender in this 

project to suggest movement ucross gender difference, bodies. and discourses, not 

be-vond. Bodies may be reconstructed but gender is neither transcended nor rendered 

insignificant. Al1 of the characters in the novels that 1 discuss in subsequent sections 

of this work find a home in a gender: i: just happens to be a onder that means 

differrnrly from how and what grnder is conventionallp authorized to mean in 

relation to x a .  Such contingent precisionalifv similarly begs the question: whai 

rsactly is being crossed? A gay and lesbian liberationist politic. as Hannon 

suggests? A queer practice? Compulsory engendering and heterosexuaiih' ( 'ro.wug 

sugsests conirarincss. a binary opposition, especially in its definitions of pu.v.\iug 

$-uni srde ro rrde: rmrrsrcring: plucrng crosswme. To cross from one point in a 

binary opposition to another is not esactly the most productive trope for m'- 

purposes here. 

This process of evoking a subject only to disavow it betrays an 

ontological anxiety that undeniTites identity politics as the? are performed in 

Hannon's reading of this event and in the twventieth-centur). prose texts that are 

the objects of rny study. To frame this point differently, the definitional cnsis 

over the ontolo-ical discreetness of subjects produces a pattern whrre a fiction 

of o@ns is posited that centres a supposedly new subject in relation to an old 

one. hence. continuallp (re)producing the new from wvithin the old as if it \vere 
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somehow always already outside of it. That new subject emerges in and through as 

well as against the old subject, (the more conventionally defined gay and lesbian 

movements that contested essentialist alignments between bodies and genders 

and desires, or, convenely the pst-gay and lesbian' queer subject who 

celebrates those interventions). In many ways, the suffix tram suggests that 

sornehow it is precisely this gay and lesbian past that is being trans-(c)ended. 

Such a notion of transcendence or closure, however, suggests that moving 

beyond, past, or risinp above such discursive histones is even possible. M a t  

might fit better is the trope of grufrrng that Laura Doan elucidates in her 

readings of the deconstructive strategies in Jeanette Winterson's novels. 

Grafiing is a replication process '-whereby a plant, perhaps tender or uncertain. 

is fused into a hardier mrmber of its strain. and so the two take advantagr of 

each other and produce a third kind, without seed or parent" (Doan 1991. 152 1. 

The literal process of grafiing is an oqanic reproductive process. wherr a new 

shoot might bc insened into slit of stock from which it reccives enough 

nourishment to generate a new entity, produced by but not reduciblr to eithrr of 

the two constitutive elements. As a figurative trope. to mafi means to insen 

somethinç into. on, upon. or together, to insert or fix in or on so as to produce a 

vital or indissoluble union: to sew together; to attach on to make a 'new' thing 

out of the two. As Doan sugsesü, this is a rnuch more useful conceptual trope. 

one which allowvs us to acknowledge the dependence of the new thing on the 

other two, as it is made out of those two but is not reducible to either. As Doan 

puts it: 
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The transnatural practice of grafting does not circumvent. eliminate. or 

destroy the original [. . . ] biologcal matter that produces a hybrid. 

and as a result the process that makes an "othei' ultirnately 

registers the inceptive binarism as excess, as redundancy. The 

hybrid presupposes a biological precursor (as opposed to 

spontaneous regeneration). but cultural (in this case, scientific 

intervention bears the responsi bility for the act of creation. By 

becorning *'something elsr" in a complex interplay of 

independence from and dependence on its biological precursors. 

the hybrid denatures dominant oppositional paradi-ms that set 

one against the othrr and subsequently accomrnodates more 

options. ( 1994, 152 ) 

1 use the trope of grafting in this dissertation to signifj two processes: The 

first is that identified by Doan. although I w i i l  use it as a way of thinking the 

relation between the manifestation of rruns-gendcrrd freud: dqf~v-c.nc!v gcmI~rL~~//  

bodies as effects of the sekgender systrm in crisis and transition. The process of 

grafiing, not as an artificial. scientific reproductive mechanism. but as self-making 

and reproduction outside of (beyond) an hetrronomative model, spawns a third 

hybnd ses. But this 1s not androgny, a mil or blending of both [read* natural] 

genders. As Doan puts it, "the notion of hybridity resonatrs with doing violence to 

nature. which results [ .  . . ] in the scientific equivalent of freaks. mongrels. half- 

breeds and cross-breeds-' ( 1994. 153 1. This is a strateg of naturail? denaturalizing 

biological essentialisms wïth a "sexual politics of heterogeneity and a vision of 



hybridized gender consmictions outside an either!or proposition" in order to 

naturalize "cultural oddities, monstrosities. abnormalities, and [what appear to bel 

conformities" (Doan 1994, 154). The trope of grafiing thus allows me to argue that 

gender differences and distinctions are still produced in  these spacrs but are 

deployed in vans-sexual and vans-gendrr discourses to entirely different ends. 

The notion of grafting as opposed to crossing, also allows me to think the 

irnbncations and radical dependencies that these identities-gay. lesbian. bisesual 

as well as rruns-.wmd and traiis-gemkr-have onwith each othér both historical ly 

(the inven - the lesbian - the trans-sexual) and in the current moment when the 

differences between them often appear as the rffect of productive and performatiw 

speech acts. "1 am a bof9 or "1 am not a lesbian" have particular effects which may 

not be immediate but which emerge oover time. One of thrse productive rffects is 

the matrrialization or extemalization of a body not visible: in the case of the 

subjrcts in the fictions 1 discuss. this is a boy's body. Because these speech-acts are 

particularly productive. 1 have given them the tenn om-pr-~rnlurric. speech acts. 

This differential process which produces the fantas! of positivip occurs through 

practices of self-articulation and oppositionality. Thus. the object of my project herr 

is not only the way in which the texts under discussion in the upcoming sections 

contest the alignment of bodies, identities and power but also (perhaps more so) the 

ways they contest discursive practices and force a crisis by grafting aniculations 

onto each other. 

The article that appears in April 1998 in G~rifrirnds .Ifugu~rnr clearly 

depicts this process of grafting new aniculations out of older onrs through a relation 
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of proirimity and oppositionality. If Hannon's argument that resemblance marks the 

relations between the trans-gendered and ironically heterosexual performances of 

"Crossing Borders" participants and the mandatory heteronormativity of a Kiwanis 

convention, then Athena Douris's article, "The Well of Genderlessness: Who 

Decides if We're Lesbian or Transsexual?", suggests that dissemblance marks 

relations within two members of the first group instead. If Hannon compares two 

seerningly unlike things-heterosexual men of the Kiwanis and the man! different 

kinds of heterosesual and heterogendered "men" at "Crossing Borders"-then 

Douris compares two seemingly 1 i ke things-ftm nans-sexuals and butc h lesbians- 

to complicatr these relations rven funher. Douris repons on a talk given by a 

developmental child psychologist and male-to-female trans-sesual. Shoshanna 

Gillicli. to a group of lesbian and gay journalists and scholars on the topic of Gendrr 

Identity Disorder, or GID. "Gender Idcntity Disorder" is the label used in the 

Amencan Psychiatrie Association's founh Diagnosiic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (DSM IV) to name and diagnose gendcr idcntih confusions. A s  it 

now stands. children or adults have GID if they eshibi t both a strong and persistent 

cross-çender identification and discornfort with either their biological ses or the 

gender role deemed appropriate to their biological ses. Girls. for instance. are urll 
t 

on their way to a diagnosis of GID when they insist on "wearing only stereotypical 

masculine clothing," "esdibit a preference for cross-ses roles in male-believe play." 

demonstrate a "rnarked aversion toward normative ferninine clothing." and'or assen 

thar "shr does not want to grow breasts or menstruate" (DSM IV. quotrd in Douris 

18). 
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Gillick's research tries to complicate such confusing and supposedly self- 

evident certainties in the DSM IV by arguing that none of the critena for G D  in 

girls seerns indicative of a psychological disorder. For instance, Gillick argues that 

between 50 and 75 percent of G D  children are actually mis-diagnosed. Giilick 

insists that long-tenn studies show that up to 75 percent of GD-diagnosed children 

never have sex changes and instead grow up to be gay, lesbian, or bise?tual( 18). In 

other words. what appears to be clearly definable gender disorder (GID) accordin- 

to the DSM IV. potentially "correctable" bu ses-reassignment surgeq-. might. in 

fact. be early s i p s  of a masculine or butch sesual identification in girls othenvise 

not "uncomfo~able" with  their biological ses. Simpiy put, and despite the 

resemblances. one (trans-sewal ) man's gender identification is not necessarily 

another (lesbian) butch's scsual orientation. Again. in No Man's Land. sesuality is 

not necessarily the only stake. 

What is at stalie both in Douns's article as weil as in the DSM IV diagnosis 

is. in fact. evokcd by Douris in the titlr of her anicle. "The Well of Genderlessnrss" 

cites Radclyffe Hall's 1928 novel The WelI of Loneliness, a test which both camps 

that Douris discusses in her article have claimed almost exlusively as a narrative of 

origins. Stephen Gordon. the main character of Hall's novel, functions as a similar 

site of contest to that described by Douris. As 1 discuss in Section Three. Stephrn 

understands himself best as an rnrrrt. the term used by late nineteenth-centun 

sexology to describe. produce a phenornenon similar to that named by GID-thai is. 

a discomfort. or lack of f i t  between gender identity and biological ses. Somr 

definitions of Iesbianism and. recently? fim trans-sesuality trace discursive histones 
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back to the late nineteenth and early twentieth century constnictioiilinvention of 

inversion and, curiously, back to The Well. What interests me here is not the 

truthfûlness or accuracy of any of these terms but, rather, the different and 

numerous ways they function to legitimatc different claims to power and truth. The 

repudiation of rhese identities flags the discursive limitations of each, suggesting 

that these subjects are thinkable through the contestation of limits, boundaries and 

exclusions. For instance. much of the lesbian criticism of Hall's novel has dismissed 

Stephen's masculinity in order to articulate a lesbian-feminist subjec t not 

(obviously ) bound by gender difference but rather by object choice: girls instead of 

boys. Rrcent trans-sexual and queer thcoq has again contestrd carly feminist 

readings of The Well, arguing, in tum. that the novel articulates a subject neither 

thinkable nor desirable. Two recrnt studies published within the same year. Judith 

Halberstam's Female Masculinin. and Jay Prosser's Second Skins: The B o d ~  

Narratives of Transsexuality, daim that the modem oripins of their respective 

subjects do not overlap and are to be found in Hall's bannrd novrl. 1 will argue hrrr 

that genealogies of both subjects can indeed make a twentieth-centun. home in T h  

Well. whose subject is neither exclusively, but borh. - 

The very acrimonious disputes between trans-sexual and queer theonsts that 

ofien have exploded into full-fledged border wars empted most profoundly o\.er the 

owmership of Brandon Teena. In Toronto. omership banles flared in May 1 998 

following a showing of The Brandon Teena Ston. (Susan Muska and Greta 

Olafsdottir. USA. 1998) at Insrde Our. the Lr.shu,ru>~ o17J CA.+. F~lnr und I i~keo I . ~ ~ w r i ~ i /  

of Toronto. the third event I want to use to theorize the No Man's Land of 
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rnasculinity. Brandon Teena was a white working-class Nebraska yout h who was 

murdered with two fiiends (a white female fnend named Lisa Lambert and a Young. 

Biack man, Phillip Devine) in 1993.~ Audience members at the Inside Our 

screening continued to speak about Brandon as "female" and "lesbian" when asking 

questions of the film-maliers who were in attendance, even though Brandon 

identified as heterosexual and male and disidentified with lesbianism and female- 

ness. The murders of Tsena, Lamben and Devine attracted enormous media 

attention. The gay press coverage of the event evolved into a discussion of violence 

against lrsbians and women as well as a debate over lesbian and gay civil riçhts. it 

specifically orniard discussion of violence against trans-sexuals. Donna 

Minkowtz's W h g e  I ijrcr narrative of Brandon's death, for instance. acknowledges 

the fact that Brandon himself identified neither as lesbian nor femalr !et continues 

to use a fernale pronoun to fetishize Brandon's masculinity as lesbian and to 

characterize him as a confused but sexy cross-dressing butch. 

From photos of the wonder-boychic / .SIC/ playing pool. kissing 

babes. and lifting a straight male neighbor high up in the air to 

impress Party goers [...] Brandon looks to be the handsomest butch 

item in histo-not just good looking, but arrogant. audacious. 

cocky-everything the?, and 1. look for in lovers. (27) 

' Kimberly Pierce's film, Bovs Don't CF ( 1999), dramatises Brandon's rape and rnurder in 
Falls City, Nebraska. Cunously, Pierce does not include DeVine's murder in her film at all. 
an omission which, while likelp not intended as a racist exclusion, can only fmction as such 
given its reception within economies of white supremacy. 1 thcorize this racial occlusion 
more fully in my Postscript. 
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In subsequent interviews, those "babes." the white working-class women 1410 were 

lovers with Brandon, make it very clear that they identiQ as heterosexual. that 

Brandon frequently talked with lovers and hends about being trans-scxual, and that 

he repeatedly talked about understanding himself as a man. not as a butch lesbian. 

As 1 show in my Postscnpt which interrogates these questions again in Kimberly 

Peirce's very successful 1999 film, Bovs Don't CR. these quarrels continue. 

What 1 find so profoundly disturbing about the border war that has erupted 

over Brandon Trena is its insistent and compulso~ singularin;. indeterminacy and 

need for possession. Not only is Brandon misrepresented as something he sremrd 

not to be, but his lovers-young working-class white women who have clearly and 

aniculately named themselves-also are misrepresented and characterized as self- 

hating closeted lesbians or "duped" heterosexual girls. By constructing the border 

war between hvo camps (butches and fims) over gender only (specifically, 

masculinity in No Man's Land) such arguments must ignore or repudiate other sites 

of contest-in this case, contests of meaning between lesbian-identified femmes. 

and the, for al1 intents and purposes, heterosesual workinp-class women who w r e  

Ioven with Brandon and who have been delegated to the sidelines througnout the 

press-coverage. One of the most frequent questions about Brandon asks why he 

chose to stay in Nebraska instead of questing West to the gay Mecca of San 

Francisco, a question that refuses to recognize that similarities in class might have 

been more important to Brandon than similarities in sexuality.' Brandon serms to 

4 #en 1 use the t em  class, 1 refer less to a panicular structure or economic goup than to one 
particular effecr of an economic matris or social formation. That is, I do not intend a 
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have found himself in a non-queer but working-class rural community where he could 

more readily pass as male because he did not identiFy himsel f or his desires as 

"female" or "queer." The border wars over Brandon, by focusing on his supposedly 

self-evident queer orientation, completely disavow equally imponant facets of 

Brandon's identih which remain contentious within gender and sexual debates. 

Finaliy, the founh skirmish that 1 want to discuss took place when the CBC 

aired the documentary by Bester Cramm called You Don't Knoa Dick: Couraeeous 

Heans of Transsexual Men in late June 1998. On July 2nd. .ilru ' Turonro 5 (;ujp uml 

Lesbrm Riweekb- newspaper featured a rather contentious review of the 

documentary by gay critic Brent Ledger enritled "Gening to Know Dick: 

Transsexuals as Guardian of Gender Status Quo." Ledger ups the ante on the stakrs 

of the border wan in No Man's Land by shifting the focus of those wars from butch 

lesbians and fim trans-sesual men to gay men and trans-sesual men over the right to 

define rnulcne.~.~. "This wide-eyed doc," Ledger writes, "lefi me feeling as if I'd 

stumbled into a time warp. Maleness hasn't felt this claustrophobic sincr the fiftirs" 

(37). Ledger's primary quarrel with the documenta- seems to rest with trans-sçsual 

men seemingly conforrning to heterosesual, and therefore. in Ledger's estimation. 

heteronormative notions of masculinip. "The real question," he wwites. "is what are 

these guys chasing'? For many gay men. maleness is a chimera, an illusion inventrd 

definition of what cku.~- 1s but am more interested in how it functions. For my purposes here, 
it functions as a relation of and to power-not only to a means of production but also to the 
means of re-producrion. that is, modes of self-representation. Brandon's rape and murder not 
only deny him the right to self-define within his o\4n short life but also to allow his self- 
definition as a man to survive him. It is crucial to re-iterate at this moment that no one asiom 
of identi-race, class, gender or sexuality-esists prior to the other but also that each is 
only realized through the other. 
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aggression, control and dominance" (37). Ledger unproblematically equates gay 

masculinity with a critique of heteronormativity and compulsory heterosrxuality 

when he simultaneously realigns al1 foms of heterosexual masculinity with 

aggression, control and dominance, repudiating-indeed, disavowing-the ways in 

which gay men ofren are accorded foms of social power vis-à-vis class and race. In 

his ironic accusation-"lnstead of questioning standard gender roles and images 

these men embrace them-and the more conservative the betteru-Ledger disavows 

Leo Bersani's claim that. for white gay middle-class men, "there may have been no 

time at which the object of [their] desire did not include a socially determinrd and 

socially pervasive definition of what it means to be a man" ( 1 17). Bersani makes tt 

clear that. for man! gay men, the struçgle against those definitions. like the strugglr 

against white supremacy for many white subjects, includes the ways that those 

struggles are am bivalently mapped onto their bodies. 

An authentic. gay. male, political identity therefore implies a struglr 

not only against definitions of maleness and of homosesuality as they 

are reiterated and imposed in a heterosexist social discourse. but also 

against those very same definitions so seductively and so faithfully 

reflected by those male bodies that we c a p  within us as 

permanently renewable sources of excitement. (Bersani 1 1 7) 

Pan of what Ledger misses in his reading of You Don't Know Dick are the 

ways the documenta? and its subjects refuse to allow male bodies. au thon^ and 
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power to stand as synonyms for each other. Ledger notices yet misrads the fragility 

and instability which is constitutive of masculinity: 

Al1 of the men in the documentary share this sense of fragility. 

They're aware of the waps in which masculinity can be socially 

constructed. They talk about leaming to be men, adopting a new 

personality. They're aware that their sex practices are not quite those 

of genetic men. They know they dont quite fit. (Ledger 37) 

What Ledger cannot know and, clearly, what he disavows is that al1 masculinities 

are fragile, rnarkedly unstable, and continuously in process. In other words, if 

masculinity is no longer an essence that male bodies are naturally bom with. then, as 

this dissertation will suggest, becoming any gender is a process that is on-poing. 

contingent, non-foundational and self-conscious: masculinit) is the process by 

which men of any gender leam to identify and fit themselves into discourses of 

gender.s "Sometimes. " Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick argues. "rnasculinity has nothing to 

do with men" ( 1  2); the trans-sexual men in You Don't Know Dick drke a wedge 

between masculinity as a cultural identification and masculinity as the sole 

prerogative of male bodies. Ledger patholoezes trans-sexual masculinity as the pale 

imitation of the original heterosesual and heteronormative masculinity which he 

himself, as a gay man, refuses. He constnicts the female lovers of trans-sesual men 

as homophobic women who pander to phallic penetration while remaining entirely 

5 By dt.scourse 1 rnean both speech and langage as signifj-ing systems. These sign systems 
are produced and manipulated in and through history, popular culture, pnnt based media and 
fictions, institutions and their effective practices, everyday talk, narrative. community-based 
or social infrastructures Iike newsmagazines, etc. which al1 claim some truth value. 
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passive sexually. Ledger wites: "Mau [one Am in the film] has a relationship with a 

woman who says: 'Mau is just absolutely the most male man I've ever been with. 

Max uses hands, dildos and strapons for penetration.' Which makes you wonder 

what the lover would do with a butch dyke like Lea DeLaria." Moreover, Ledger 

collapses al1 forms of hererosexual masculinity, including trans-sexual masculinity, 

with "aggression, control and dominance," qualities that apparently al1 gay men 

essentially reject (37). 

More irnportantly, Lrdgtr also misses the v e q  contingent and ironic status 

of the masculinity as suggested by the film's title You Don't h o w  Dick. The title, 

which resonates yuu connor know (the supposedly self-evident tnith about bodies 

and subjects) as much as you do nor know (what you think o u  know about 

masculinity), foregrounds the crisis of knowlcdgr and certaine which 1 argue is a 

constitutive feature of mascul inity but whic h percolates most productively in, 

around and through the bodies of trans-sexuai men and butch wornen. As Holly 

Devor and othcrs have norrd. the transition from fernale to male is a process far 

more fraught with difficulties than its male to fernale counterpart. Current medical 

technologies have not been as successful at constnicting a full-functioning p i s  as 

they have been at constructing a vagina from a penis; the result for many ftm trans- 

sexuals is intersexed bodies, bodies which are marked as masculine through facial 

hair, primarily flat chats, dense muscle tone, masculine clothing and so fonh, but 

which do not seem to bear that supposedly ultirnate signifier of maleness: a 

stereotypical. conventional-looking penis. As one self-fashioned transman wites. 
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1 call myself "Intenex by Design" in order to call attention to the fact 

that it is a choice 1 am proud to make. [...] I find it a far more 

effective strategy [though] to be accepted as a regular gus first and 

then to reveal myself as somcthing a wee bit different. (Volcano n.p.) 

Del LaGrace Vo lcano acknowledges that for many intersexuals, self- 

detemination and control over one's own body has been violently stripped away by 

surgeons and family members. Morgan Holmes. Suzanne Kessler and othrrs have 

documented and theorized the surgical and psychological violences done to 

intenexed babies by paediatric surgeons. endocrinologists and parents who need to 

stabilize meanings between gender, genitals and sexualities. The intersexed bodies 

that medical technologies forcibly produce are radically different from those 

manufactured fim bodies. Nevenheless, the); remain intenexed. In Section Four. 1 

pay panicular attention to intersexed bodies created by removing the most obvious 

and immediate visual sipifiers of femininih: breasts. Reading the breast-removal 

scenes in the two novels under consideration in that Section, 1 argue that within 

what I will cal1 a mamillan economy the absence of breasts changes these subjects' 

experience of a lack. By removing the sipifiers of objectification and without 

adding the requisite penis, the subjects of female masculinity resigniS lack (the lack 

of breasts) as both a refusal of but also a disidentification W h  masculinity's 

objecti-ing gaze. 

The questions raised by both Ledger and the transmen in You Don't Know 

Dick are the questions of contemporaq scholarship in gender and sexuality studies: - 
what is rnasculinity? What is gender? And how is gender related to bodies? Indeed, 
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what is that "something a wee bit different" referenced by the transman above? And 

how is it possible to know or aniculate that ~ornc.t/ttng u wrr bii Jffirenr? This 

study suggests that answers to these questions are to be found in cultural artefacts: 

texts, performances. andor images that explore gender-variant subjects. Those 

anefacts-drag king shows. butch theatrical rolrs, documentarirs, newspaper 

articles, hm autobiographies. and novels articulating fernale masculinity-set the 

stage for the narratives 1 query in this study. In shon. those answers are found in the 

rrenchr~tg in No Man's Land. whtre t o  rrrnch tipo~t means "to encroach upon a 

person's rights. privac!.. etc: or to verse upon [the] borders" between qurers and 

transfolks: brtween ftm but gay trans-sesual men and gay men: betwrn 

heterosesual wornen and heterogenderrd women; bctween non-operative ftm 

transmen and butch lesbians and the bisesual and (sornetimes lesbian) femmes who 

seek out both, 

But those answers can also be found in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin. One of 

the central premises of Bakhtin's work is the parallrl betwern the construction of 

texts and the construction of the self. Both centnpetal and centrifuga1 forces 

intersect in and as utterances which are not the product of a closed system but of 

social acts or "active participant[s]" that respond to and anticipate other utterances 

( 198 1.233 j. Because Bakhtin's concem rests far more with language as living 

speech in its concrete totaiity (what Bakhtin rneans bu "discourse"). he suggs t s  that 

the meaning of an! linguistic s i 9  is diachronic and relational. in1,olving different 

speakers and their use of words within sentences. Bakhtin goes so far as to argue 

that language Ïs inseparable from its specific socio-historical contest: "Languape 
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acquires life and historically evolves [ . . ] in concrete verbal communication. and not 

in the abstract linguistic system of language forms" ( 1978. 129). The results of these 

context-determined utterances are meaning-making processes dependent upon 

contests. Languaçe as discourse is productive: and relations of language evoke 

present, past and possible future contests as tel l .  Thus. it follo\vs that the 

constitutive nature of a word itself embodies a multiplicih of meanings and traces 

of i ts past usages. 

lj~terances are not indifferent to one anothsr. and are not self- 

sufficient: the!. are aware of and rnutually reflect one another. Each 

utterance is f i k d  with echoes and reverberations of other utterances 

to which it is relatrd by the communalip of the sphere of 

communication [. . . ]  Each utterance refutes. affirms. supplemrnts. and 

relies on othtr [... j and somehow takes thcm inio account. ( 1986.9 1 I 

If language is the space of confrontation between differentl!. orientrd 

accents. t hm. b! speaking and hence re-articulating and "languaging." subjects 

transform both the social contcst in which speech occurs and themscltxs as \wll. 

These transformations arc what constitute language as dialogic. Stuan Hall rereads 

Bakhtin to posit that subjects are formed. and bu implication. refomed "netv" vis-a- 

vis discourses and utterances. Conversely. since subjects are "languaged" by 

discourse, so the' must use and reconfigure those same discourses to. as Stuan Hall 

puts it, "construct somr narrative. ho~ve\.er impoverished and impure. to conncct the 

past and the present: where the!. came from u i th  where they are" and indred wherc 

t h e  are bound i 1996. 143 ). In tuming thrse tms .  discourses. and dialogic 
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language-ing processes upside-doan, subj ects remake themselves. becom ing and 

exceeding what the! are, finding a meaning thatjirs. however ternporarily. and onl!.. 

as Bakhtin reminds us, until its next moment of refraction. 

When a mernber of a speaking collective cornes upon a word his own 

thought finds the word already inhabited [ . . ]  there is no access to 

one's own personal "ultimate" word [...] rvey thought. feeling. 

espcrience rnust be refracted through the medium of someons else's 

discoursr. someonr clse's style. somèonr else's manncr (. . . ]  almosi 

no word is wirhout its intense sideward :lance at somcone else's. 

( Bakhtin 1984.202-203 ) 

The lar-er question at s t a k  in performances of female masculinit!.. 

especiall! w h r n  the!. emcrgc in lesbian contests and thcn repudiate that contcst. i s  

similar to one reitçrated by Stuart Hall Hall rereads Stallybrass and White who 

draw on Bakhtin to throrize metaphors of transformation. including thosr of the 

self Stallybrass and White ask a question that 1 cannot full) answer here but one 

that. nevertheless, informs rny o ~ r n  reading and wnting practicrs: W h y  is it that the 

thing we deem sociall~ peripheral has be[come] symbolicall~ central"'? (S.  Hall 303) 

Anyone who has watched lesbian-ferninist comrnunities and subjects transfomi 

themselves over the last twenh years would recopize the ways that performances 

of gender. but especiall y masculinir) once Othered and banished, haw no\\ 

retumed to become symbolicall y central. Thesr failures trouble constructions of the 

subject and allow me to flesh out Bakhtin's assertion that the subjçct is constitutrd 

b!; an "irnpossibility of a direct relation with onesrlf' (quotrd in Stam 4 1. Like man! 
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of the poststructuralists who followed hirn, Bakhtin argues that there will always be 

an element of '-outsideness" to any self ( 1986, 7); that is, the consurnmation of the 

whole. either a self or a test (which Bakhtin understands. with the poststructuralists. 

as any coherent comples of sibgns j, can ncver be complete. In other words, as 1 

become and realizr rnysel f as a "self," 1 becomc aware of mu relations wi th  others 

in the very moment which 1 transfom myself through actions of language. Without 

those "others.'* the self could not ssist. For Bakhtin. the self-othsr relation is also 

dialogic. in that the self does not and cannot esist as a fised. finished or finalized 

entih. but. rathcr. is in a statc of constant activity. Whilr the building of a self 

constirutes a process that is dialogic. the self. nrvenhelcss. rernains panl! outside 

t hr sel L Thus. dialogisin is grounded in alteri t! . u-here subjectivib constantly sceks 

to c i  okc or engage the bords of others that might '-cstemalize" and '*final ize" its 

sense of self. 

The hero-s attitude toivard himself is inseparabl! bound up wirh his 

attitude toivard another. and with the attitude of another toivard him. 

His consciousness of self is constantly perceived against the 

background of the other's consciousness of him-'-1 for myself ' 

against the backgoound of "1 for another." Thus the hero's words 

about hirnself are structured under the continuous influence of 

someone else's words about him. ( 1984,207) 

This seIf. then. exists on the boundaries between its onn and the other's 

consciousness, between its words and those of others. It is this other that cnables the 
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self to reflect on its others and to respond, so that the other's words becomc pan of 

oneself. As Bakhtin puts it. I need the othrr to "author" rnyself. 

If the word. as Bakhtin suggests, is both already inhabited and is a social 

eient, the espression and product of listeners and speakers. thtn the resignification 

of words and the performances of those resignifying practices are precisel) what is 

at stake in both the code-crossing and riots of meanings which are fought on and 

. . 
over the words "man. "~voman." "1esbian.-' "butch.'* "fernale to male trans-sesual" 

and so on. At its most consénatiw and violent. the seqender  system cannot rnake 

prousions for the crises of meaning inherent in the nature of language. or what this 

dissertation will name as a dialosic. or double-. indred. multi-voiced. collision of 

unerances and discoursrs aniculatinp fernale masculinity in the tuentieth centun. 



SECTIOS TWO: TRIALS AND TRIBLLATIOSS. AT THE WELL OF 
OBSCENIn' 

1. dlibis of Essence and Enemies Mtliin 

In 19181 George W. Hen?, M.D., member of the esscutive of the ( Arnerican i 

Committse For the Study of Ses Variants, Lnc.. published a huge volume of researcli by 

the Committee. simply titlrd Ses Variants: A Studv of Homosesual Patterns. The 

"Committee For the Study of Ses Variants. hc." itself was cornposed of borh an 

Esecutive Committee and a research cornmittee. and members. authonzed by the traces 

"M.D " and "Ph.D." wliich follon~çd thrir signatures. hailed from prestigous 

universities and msdtcal researcli committees including Yale University. Colirinbia 

University. H a n  ard University. Johns Hopkins Universi?. Sianford University and the 

University of Pennsylvania as well as the Psychiatnc Division of New York's Bel lewe 

Hospital. 

The research undertaken by the Cornmitter is vast, and inclildes the study of 

numerous male and fernale homo- and bi-sesual males and temates. Structured around 

basic types of deviancy. "Homosesual Cases:" "Bisexual Cases." and "Narcissistic 

Cases." the sex variant study followed the ~ ~ O ~ O U S  metliodologies established by tum- 

of-the-cenniry sesology and included detailed interviews as well as estensive structural. 

physiological. psychological. gy~aecological and skeletal esaminations The case 

studies themselves in Ses Variants follow a consistent format and are organized aroiind 

the following: General impressions: Family Back~ound: Personal Histop: Physical 
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Examination: Gyaeco lo~ca l  Examination: X-ray Examination: [Expert] Commenr: 

and finallu [familial] Résumé. Each section is ofien appended with additional 

"Cornmentary" or "lrnpression," notes by those conducting the research nith each 

particular case. Moreover, each case is accompanied b>' detailed genealogical maps that 

outlint'. in numerous qmbols and codes, the particular psychological t i i s t o ~  of the 

case's family. For instance. the genealogical map for "Rebecca R.  [...] an attractive. tall. 

slender blonde woman of twenty-five." shows a long Iiistoc of Arttstic. Bisesual. 

Neurotic. Psychotic. Mentally Retarded. Suicidai. Promiscuous. Separated and 

Divorced individiials in her family. witli Rebecca placed precisely at the intersection of 

such hm (962 1. 

Wiat is particularl~ noteu.onhy about the case studies collected in Ses Variants 

are the detai ied pen-drawings reproduced in "Appendis VI: The Gynaecology of' 

Hoinosesiialit~~" ( 1069-1 130 1. Appendices "1" through "V" document the varioiis 

"Masciiliniry-Femininity Tests;" inventory charts of "Physical Characteristics 

Suggesting Masculinity or Femininity;" "Anthropological Data" for al1 case studies: 

and the "Intemal Pelvic Measurements of Ses Vanants." again more qualitative and 

quantitative statistical and classificatory inventories of the data collected from the 

subjects. inciuding reproductions of numerous tables. graphs. x-ra>.s and photographs. 

However, Appendix VI is the pr3ce dc rksrsrancr of the entire study The dra~rings 

were made using both measurements and tracings of both tumescent and detumescent 

wlva and breasts. 

In addition to taking measurements of the parts. Dr. Moench made 

tracinss b~ Ia>ing a glass plate on the rulva. and outlining the rxtrmal 
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genitals upon it in soft crayon-then tracinp !his oütline on the record 

sheet [...] [tlhe Moench record, it wilI be noted, is very specific in the 

description of each condition[.] ( 1099) 

The over 30 pages of rernarkably detailed pen-drauings document the anatomies of 

mostly female genitalia and accornpany the descriptive. analflical and statistical 

ekidence. Taken as a uhole. Sex Variants produces the fernale variant as Foucaiildian 

specirs by grnerating a fictional narrative about one's in-sidc tnith via quantifiable 

O~IISILIL '  anatomy. an imbrication of morpliology ~ i t l i  ontology. producin? a test botli 

~ i n n e n  and read by the appropnately authorized esPen.' 

Once more. what is even more cunous about "The Gyaecolog  of 

homo se sua lit^" in panicular. and the cntire ses variants study in general. are the ~ a y s  

in wliich it  inadvenently funcrions as a "hou to" inanual of aojected ses practiccs One 

section of "The Gyaecolop of Hornosesuali h." with the strange siibheading 

"Sugrestions For Detailed Case History of Ses Beha\.ior." offers detailed descnptions 

of sesual activih.. obsened b' the doctors. between several participants in tlie stiid?. 

producing the so-called natural. albeit deviani. practices it claims to be uneanliing 

I "The nineteenth-centun homosesual becarne a personage. a past. a case histo?. and a 
childhood. in addition ro being a type of life. a life form, and a morphoIop. uitli an 
indiscreet anatomy and possibly mynerious phys io lo~.  Nothing that went into his total 
composition was unaffected by his sexuality. It was eveqwhere in him: at the root of al! his 
actions because it  was their insidious and indefinitely active pnnciple: witten immodestly 
on his face and body because it was a secret rhat always gave itself a way. It was 
consubstantial with him, less as a habitua1 sin than as a sinplar nature. [...] Homoseiiuality 
appeared as one of the foms of sesuality when it was transfomed from the practice of 
sodomy onto a kind of interior androgyny. a hermaphroditism of the soul. The sodomite 
had been a temporan aberration: the homosexual \vas now a species" ( 1978.13 1. Foucault 
is. of course. writing about "the homosexual" as male. but his q u m e n t  does not preclude 
the possibility of reading what the earlier sesologists identified as tlie "femalc inwt." the 
subject of Hall's novel and this project as \vell. into this ofien quoted passage 



Location of touch alongside clitoris, beneath and lifting saokr; both 

sides at once; above clitoris, on lesser lips [...] Vapnal en- with finger 

a linle at first, then freely and full length, gadual process: two fingers or 

three: stroke gentle. strong, slow, rapid, increasing thnist. witli clitoris 

pressures at same time[.I( 1098) 

This section continues its nanative for several pages, lesbianism p n n g  a non 

discursive and "detailed account of i tself' before the watcliful wimess. and finally 

refers to a pen drawing ( Foucault 1978.37 ).- "Figure 3 1 " depicts "uoman abovt" and 

"woman below" slianng a double dildo in quite remarkable detail ( 1 130 ). 

Published 20 years afier The Well. the case studies in Ses Variants also providr 

a vep  nch description of the productive effet of early twenrieth-century fiction tliat 

was exploring fernale same-ses desire. Here is pan of one accoont. asain Rebecca R 's 

and bp noa. a class-based narrative of the almosr rnythical currency accorded novels 

like The Well in the United States soine rime afier their publication. 

As I grow older 1 am beginning to realize that 1 am 'pical of a most 

obvious group of young American women who have homosesual 

' It is possible to trace in passages like these Foucault's account of the "perpetual spirals of 
power and pleasure": "imbedded in bodies. becoming deeply charactenstic of individuals, 
the oddities of sex relied on a technolop of health and pathology. And conversely. since 
sexuality was a medical and medicalizable object. one had to rry and detect it  [. ..] in the 
depths of the organism, or on the surface of the skin. or among al1 the s i p s  of behavior. 
The power which thus took charge of sexuality set about contacting bodies. caressing tliem 
with its eyes, intensifying areas, electri-ing surfaces. dramatizing troubled moments. It 
wapped the sexual body in its embrace [...] Power operated as a mechanism of attraction: it 
drew out those particularities over which it kept watch. Pleasure spread ro the power tliat 
harried it; power anchored the pleasure it uncovered" ( 1978.44-5). Botli Foucault's prose 
and the strangely clinical, but equally e~ocative. tone of these passases from Se\ Variants 
continue to perfom the spirals of power and pleasure in each successive and always 
already voyeuristic rereading. 
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tendencies. With minor variations my history duplicates that of girls 

seen in rendemous in half a dozen shabby cafes in the repon of 

Washington Square, on the terrace of the Dome in Paris or on the Island 

of Capri. Most of them have had a parnpered cliildliood: several years in 

girls' camps or schùols and nith a series of crushes on girls. usually 

older: incomplçtr. or unpleasant relations with a man in their latc teens 

or early twenties: and recollections of the greater tendemess of the 

intirnacies with girls. By rhis time rhry have read "The Weil of 

Loneliness" or "Estraordinary Women"' and the' have bern introduced 

to a circle of girls who profess to be Lesbian and wlio swagger a good 

deal in mannish clothes (...] (969 J 

Thers are numeroiis references throuphout Ses Vanants to tliese two novels. and io 

others including Rosamond Lehmann's D u s t ~  Answer and Clemence Dane's Reciinent 

of U'omen. suggesttng an overdetermined relationship beriveen reading practicrs and 

identity formation.' .r\s Jennifer Terry has noted. estant historical tests thar document 

homosevual i d e n t i ~  formation and questions of the wlf 'are rare and. ironical ly. tests 

such as Sex Variants often provide some of the tichest and most detailed accounts of 

homosexuality in the lare nineteenth and early wentieth centur) ( 199 1.60). Trm. 

Extraordinani Women: Themes and Variations. Compton Mackenzie. London: Martin 
Secker, 1928. Mackenzie's novel is a satirical parody of female homosociality and of the 
tensions between "female hendship" and "inversion." Like many parodic or satirical 
novels, the specificity of the fonn is ofien missed. 
4 Regirnent of Womon. Clemence Dans (Pen name of Winnifred Asliton. j London. Viraso 
Press. 1 995. First published by Heinemann Books. 1 9 1 7. Dustv h s u  er. Rosamond 
Lehmann. New York: Henry Holt and Company. 1927. Radclyffe Hall \vas farniliar witli al1 
of these novels (Baker 1 985 ). 



names the value of such texts, and inadvenently outlines my methodology in this 

project. 

While it ma) be depressing to think that these (texts] account for the 

largeest num ber of sources on homosexuality from the late nineteent h 

centuq until at least the bepning of the homophile movement, these 

sources are ripe for destabilizing strategies of reading for di fference. 

They constitute the hegemonic discursive field for watching the 

conflictual interplay betueen scientists. doctors. police. and c l e r g  on 

the one hand. and deviants on the other. ( 5 9 )  

Tem's project 1s limited to readings of sexolopcal tests: in this section. 1 \vil1 

explore those same discourses only in  conjunction with one fictional test produced 

aroiind the same historical moment. reading for powerknowledgr regmes and 

strategies of resistance in both. More precisely. this section will analyze the trajectop 

of one prose narrative. The WeI1 of Loneliness. through its collisions witli the 

discursive fields of sesolog. the British Obscene Publications Act. the subsequent 

obscenity tnal. as well as critical dialogues and newspaper coverage. Pan II of this 

section. "The Codifications of inversion." will interrogate the late nineteentli- and early 

twentieth-century fields of sexology. examining the discourses in some detail. Pan III. 

"Ironic Proli ferations and Shameiless Ractices of Freedom ." will analye the Bnrisli 

obsceniry trial and the Londo~l Tinies coverage demonstrating that the figure of the 

invert as he5 was first produced in sexological discoune. then reconfipred by The 

1 niil1 use the masculine pronoun when referring to Stephen from hereon in this 
dissertation. My reading of The Well of Loneliness is grounded in a recognition of the 
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Well, represents a producti\.e contradiction. and constitutes both an overdeterm ined - 

identity-space or subject position. as well as a strate= of resistance (Te- 59-60). The 

final part, "The Outsider Within," will explore this historical moment as one 

obsessively concemed with questions of nationaiity. By setiing The Well obscenity tnal 

in the context of a previous libel case, the 191 8 Pembenon Billing trial. 1 will argue that 

both the context of production and reception of The Well was overdetermined by post- 

World War One anxisties about nationalities and racialized identities. That is. the trial 

that banned The Well as obscene functions as a micro-site whitrcr discourses of 

sexuality are aniculated within a politics of race. Laura Stoler names ahat \vas at stake 

in these kinds of discursive events 

[This wûs a] micro-si te uhere desig-nations of racial incin bcrsliip uere 

stibject to gendered appraisal s and uhere "character." [and] "good 

breeding." were implicit ly raced. These discourses do more t han 

prescribr suitable brha~ior: t hey locate how fundamentaIl! bourgeois 

identity has been tied to notions of being "European" and bring "u.hitrt" 

and how sesual prescription senved to secure and delineate the authentic. 

first-class citizens of the nation-state. ( 1 1 ) 

Hall's novel is banned not so much because i t  articulates supposedly unsuitable desires. 

although that cenainly is the case. Rathrr? Hall iegitimates Stephen's sevual and gender 

limitations of pronouns to refer to genders outside of the sedpender system At the same 
tirne. linguistic_ grammatical and discursive markers of subjectivity such as "he" or '-she" 
are die pnm- means through which subjects are "languaged" or "discouned into being 
in the fint place f S. Hall 1997, 143). Thus. while neither "heu nor '-she" is entirel!. 
accurate, Hall chose "she" to make Stephen intelligible. My '-disc<iurse" is happening in an 
entirely different historical moment. one that affords me the opponunity of arpting that 
"he" cornes far closer to descrïbing Stephen than "she" mi@. 
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identity b} deploying the alibi of essence proided bu Gennan sexolopsts, the samc 

thinkers who, according to Billing in 19 18, constituted one of the biggest and most 

potent threats to England during the final p a r  of World War One. 

To argue that the technologies producing female masculinity coalesced aroiind 

Hall's novel, it is necessary to situate The Well in the context of the Iate nineteenth- and 

early twentieth-century notions of inversion as theorized in the writings of sesologists 

such as Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Karl Heinrich LJlrichs. and Havelock Ellis Hall's 

novel poaches its raison d'2trr frorn sexology. positing that the inven is an innatc and 

supposedly naniral subject. the product of the inversion of normal sesuality and tlius. a 

subject that ought to be tolerated because it cannot be helped (Ruehl 1986). Hall traces 

the Iife of a Young inven, Stephen Gordon, from his binh into British moneyed coiintry 

eentrv. through adulthood and an invened sesiiality. and follou-s hirn throiiph a small 
C r 

circle of sophisticated lesbians to the bar life of British and Amencan expatriate lesbian 

culture in Pans (Newon 198-1). Ostensibly alone at the end of the novel. Stephen 

discovers that his m e  vocation is to challenge the social ostracisrn diich "distorts r l i s  

lives of lesbians like herself. whom God created and who are. Hall declares. nomial in 

their inversion of heterosexuality" (MacPike 2 19). Upon publication. Hall's novel \vas 

immediately denounced as "însidious moral poison" and was, withiri sis weeks, 

prosecuted for obscenih. and eventuallj banned (Brittain 86). As Ruehl notes: 

the trial and surrounding publicity about the book put lesbianism on the 

map. A battle over competing definitions of lesbianism was engaged 

and- for the first time. the idea of "the lesbian" as a specific identity and 

image was given wide public currency. ( 15) 
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Hall's novel remains one of the most popular and, indeed. in 1999 is still listed 

as one of the three most notonous lesbian novels (Boutilier 1995: MacPike 1994; Ruehi 

1986). As Loralee MacPike notes, Stephen's masculinized self, which embodies the 

sesolopst's theories of inversion, has been and continues to be the fociis of most 

critical response to the novel (219'). For instance, even thougii they uere u-rtting uitiiin 

15 years of each other, lesbian-feminist critics Jane Rule and Dolores Maich lament 

that the novel 1s depressing and anti-feminist brcause it  over-seuualizes the idyl lic 

homosocial world of female friendship. love and work (Klaich 1989; Rule 1975 1. 

Lillian Faderman concurs with Klaicli and Rule. She argues that the predominantly 

working-class Iesbians ulio identified with the mode1 of female saine-ses desire 

represented in the novel-that is. drsire wliich is heterogendrrrd. or operatin- witliin 

the realm of gender (but not necessanly bod! or ses difference (uhat is more 

commonly knoun today as biitch-femme)-were misled by the sexologists and thiis 

were complicit in destroyine the innocence and safety of female friendships ( 199 1 i .  

More recent readings of The Well. influenced by the separation of sesiiality 

from grnder. invest it with a new imponancr An entire aftemoon session of fivr papers 

was devoted to Hall's novel at the threeday Sisth Annual North Amencan Lesbian, 

Gay and Bisesual Studies Conference in November 1994. In addition. Sonia Ruehl 

(1982). Esther Newton (1984) and Lisa Duggan 1 1991) argue against the ferninist 

readings by critics like Klaich and Rule and suggest instead that the novel initiated a 

productive rupture nith existing definitions of lesbianism as the "female world of love 

and ntual" ( Smith-Rosenberg 1975 ). Ruehl reriews bot h rhe medicai-psyliologicaI 

discounes that organized the neu. field of knowledge about deviant sesual practices. 
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that is, nineteenth- and early twentieth-cenniry sexologv. and the practices of power. 

the Obscene Publications Act of 1857 which banned Hall's novel, to argue that The 

Well be read as the start of a Foucauldian reverse discourse, the process by which a - 
category produced by discourse is initially adopted and then eventually transfomrd by 

those originaliy defined bu i t .  Thus, Ruehl suggests that the definition of lesbianism 

inhereni in Hall's novel laid the groundwork for an important moment of political 

rnobilization (27). 

UliiIe Ruehl's well-crafted anaiytics of the production of lesbian sesiiality reads 

The Well in rems of the knowledp;power regimes refemng to seuiiality. 1 suggest thar 

i t  does not go far enou-. Ruehl presumes a far too stable and. ironically, ahistorical 

definition of gender and sesual identih., but also posits the erotics at work in Hall's 

novel as esclusivel'; lerhrm~. Such an argument misreads Stephen as only. or sirnpl!.. 

f~niclle.  Instead. 1 place Stephen at the criticai aporia between -'trans-sesual." "butc hW 

and " m a n "  If ive understand Steplien as an esample of female masculinin. hc must 

inhabit the space behveen "female" and "masculine." neither full'- one nor the other. but 

citing both. The specific practice referenced by Hall is a gendered erotic system which 

pre-dates lesbian-feminism, and Stephen realizes the first term of "butch-femme" 

sexual practices as well as a "trans-pndered" silbject who imagines and drfends its 

own ontological being with an alibi of essence. 

II. The Codifications of Inversion 



The collisions behveen The Well and the nineteenth-centun sexolopsts 

mentioned by name in Hall's text, Richard von Krafft-Ebing. Karl Heinnch Ulnchs. and 

Havelock Ellis, constitutc not only a productive moment for sexual sub~ectivities. but 

an intertextual arena wherein texts become virtual microcosms of the overail field of 

competing discourses themselves (Collins 60). Stephen Gordon, the protagonist of 

Hall's novel. was re-witten by these texts as much as Hall artemptcd to re-wite them. 

foregrounding the ways in wliich sesual subjects are made to speak and be spoken 

rhrough the impsratives of subjectivity played out in tiiose collisions. This part of 

Section Two u-il l conclu witli Collins. who writes, 

[tjhese collisions share a comrnon purposc-to demonstrate tliat our 

cultures are so tlioroughly discourse-based that Ive cannot cven Iiopr to 

encoiinter "real life" unless a e  investirate the ways discourses 

fundarnentally shape our e~perience (60 ) 

Tum-of-the-century sesolop \vas preoccupied with em pincall~ idrntify-y 

describing and understanding sesual perversion and inversion The scientific stud! of 

sexual inversion is usually dated fiom the 1869 publication b!. Car1 Lon Wcstplial of a 

case study of a woman suffering fiom "a contran, sema1 instinct" (Duggan 2 6 5 ) .  

Westphal, a professor of psychiatp in Berlin, believed the patient's condition was 

congenital, the result of hereditary degeneration. He had been influenced by the 

initiatives of other psychiatnas. mainly in France. who had been devrloping and 

applying the notion of hereditary degeneration as an explanatory model for a wide 

range of conditions and borderline diseases-hysteria. neurasthenia. and seual 

pen-ersion among them. The model of hereditary degeneration as it was appl ied to 
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mental and nervous diseases became a major activity of the new medical speciality of 

n e u r o l o ~  as well. As Duggan notes. rnanp well-know European neurologists uere 

al so involved in defining and esplaining the new sexual perversions, particularl y 

"contrary sevual instinct" or sexual inversion (26567). 

The burpeoning field of se solo^ viewed sexual perversion as a combination of 

vice and disease but did so. as Bland and Doan suggest. to displace the old view of 

sexual practices as sinful and hence under the jurisdiction of tlie church ( 1998. 2 ) .  

Psychiatrist '4. B. Morel and cnminologst Cesare Lombroso had been quick to link 

sexual penpersion. as disease. with vices suc11 as alcotiolism. pauperism and 

prostitution. combining thrones of cnminality w-ith those of degeneration. Bad habits 

and immoraiity. Morel wotc in 185;. could be passed to offspring in the form of a 

constitutional weakness. or neuropathic weakness. thus acting as a predisposition to 

disease (Duggan 265-66 ). Gendcr. i t  was ar~wed, was similarly rooted in bioloe . 

evolution and herediry and. thus. gender debiations miist br similarly rootrd. Lynda 

Hart also has traced this couplins of senual perversion with \ice. arping that from Iisr 

initial entn into sexological discoursr. the female invert. as an ahistorical constmct. 

was aiways already both pathologized and criminalized (4)  

Sexoiogical discourse was not oni y interested in documenting so-called demnt 

sexualities (i.e.. "normal" fiom "deviant.") but also \ras preoccupied with the idea of 

"nomality" in and of itself. Jonathan Ned Katz notes that tlie terrn "hetero-sexual" first 

appeared in the United States during this same moment in an 1892 article by Dr. James 

G. Kiernan i 1995). in this contest. kc.rrrosr-rital did not signify non-deviant. or normal 

sexual identity but. rather. suggested ?et another "abnonnal manifestation of the sesual 
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appetite" ir! a catalogue of "sesual perversions" (20). Thus heterosexuality was a kind 

of "psychical hemaphroditism" where the subject eaperienced both a male erotic 

attraction to females and a female erotic attraction to males (20) .  In other words, 

emotions were presumed to have a biological sex. and those who were idennfied as 

heterosexual had "inclinations to both sexes," the hetrro referring not ro a desire for the 

opposite sel  but to a desire for two different sexes instead (10).  Katz's genealop of 

heterosesualit)- reveals a kind of contest of meaning taking place within the categon. 

heterosexual as well. Kiernan. Richard von Krafft-Ebing. and Havelock Ellis al1 note 

that sexual instinct was generally identified as a procreative desire of men and women. 

bhat  emerges as heterosexuality in their respective works was an ambivalent. and not 

always reproductive. senuality. clearly consaucted as "abnomal" for its reproductive 

deviance. According to Katz. "[Kieman's] heterosexual described a mixed person and 

compound urge-at once ses-differentiated. eros-oriented. and [ambivalently] 

reprodlictive [ .. .] heterosexual s ambivalent procreative desire made them absol~iteI!- 

abnormal" (20). 

Kieman was influenced b!. Richard von Krafft-Ebing's famoits Psvcho~athia 

Sexualis, wirh Emecial Reference to Contrar' Sesual Instinct: A Medico-Leeal S t u d ~  

( 1893 ). With Kraffl-Ebing's work. it becomes clear that not al1 sesolo~s ts  were 

interested in rnsurinp that sexual perversion and criminality necessarily were 

imbncated. As Bland and Dom note. one of the most erroneous assumptions made 

about the field of sexology is that it can and should be read as monolithic: thus. man!. 

of the thinkers in the tield are lumped together as if the? were somehow al1 in 

agreement (1 998.4). in fact. man? of the sesologïsts represented and produced diverse 
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and contradictoxy theoretical positions (Bland and Doan 4 )  A disciple of Wesphal. 

Krafft-Ebing developed a classificatoty scheme around several distinct and important 

aues. "Pathological sexual instinct" and "contrw sexual instinct" both ref- cr to non- 

procreative desire, and are set in simple opposition to "sexual instinct." or reproductn-e 

desire (9). Non-procreative desires are further dicided into "congenital sesual 

perversion." congenital. hereditary behavior for which the subject could not be Iirld 

responsiblc. as distingiiished from "acquired sesual pen-ersi ty ." wi lled. irnnioral 

behavior or \ice for which the subject could be held accountablc These are important 

distinctions tliat allow Kraffi-Ebing paradosically to propose and subsiantiate the 

notion of a Iiealtliy sesual instinct, venus the pathological. 

Havrlock Ellis also interrogated heterosesuality long before inversion. His 189.3 

book Man and Woman conciined wi th Krafft-Ebing in the assertion that in nature thers 

is a "ccismic conservatism" or natural harmony in the two gcnders. and hence. p d r r  

roles and splieres: "woman breeds and tends: man providrs: it remains so cwn d i e n  

the spheres tend to overlap" (440) Mile Ellis did focw more on reproduction as the 

source of that "nat ural h m o n  y." Krafft-Ebing rlevated desirc benveen men aiid 

women to great heights. It is fitting that Krafft-Ebing begms his 436-page tome with the 

following admonishment of both chastity and purely procreativc desires. 

The propagation of the human race is not lefl to mere accident or the 

caprices of the individual. but is guaranteed by the hidden laws of nature 

which are enforced by a mighty, irresistible impulse. Sensual enjo)menr 

and pliysical fitness are not the only conditions for the enforcement of 

these laws. but higher motives and aims [...] [mlan puts himsrlf at once 
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on a level with the beast if he seeks to gratify lust alone, but he elri.ates 

his superior position when by curbing the animal desire, he combines 

with the sexual functions ideas of morality, of the sublime, and the 

beaiitifiil. Placed upon this  lof^ pedestal, he stands far above nature [ ..] 

[iJf man were depnved of sexual fulfillment and the nobler enjoynents 

arising there from, al1 poetry and probably al1 moral tendency would be 

eliminated from liis life. i 1 ) 

Krafft-Ebing continues to togele between the healthy and patliological. often on the 

sarne page. establishing the contradictor). and discursive rems by whicli Tlie U'cll 1s 

not only produced. but later. in like fasliion. both praised and condemned. 

Sesual feeling is really the root of al1 sthics. and no doiibt of 

aestheticism aiid relipon. The sublimist virtiies. even the sacntice of 

self. ma? spnng from sesual life. which. however. on account of its 

sensual power. ma? easily degenerate mto the lou-est passion and basest 

vice. Love unbridled is a volcano that burns doun and l a y  \vaste al1 

aroiind i t :  it is an abyss that devoiirs dl-lionour. substance and I~ealtli 

[. . .] Life is a never-crasing duel between the animal instinct and 

rnorality. ûnly will-power and a strong character can rrnancipate man 

from the meanness of his compt nature. and teach 11im hou. to enjoy the 

pure pleasures of love and pluck the noble fniits of eanhly existence. I 1 - 

3) 

In other words. the questions of "sublimist iinues." "sacrifice of self." and the "never 

ceasing duel between the animal instinct and morality" become the foundation upon 



which the condemnation and eventual banning of Hall's novel were successfully 

con structed. 

h addition to drawing important distinctions between "healthy" and 

"pathological," or "perversity" and "perversion." Krafft-Ebing's theones of fernale 

inversion are worthy of namination. Krafft-Ebing draws his oun conclusions from his 

case studies. as well as documents cases of inversion from othrr sexologists. He is. 

however, quick to read extant case studies through his oun distinction betusen 

perversity and perversion: "1 canot  lay sufficient stress upon the fact tliat sesual acts 

between persom of the same-ses do not necessarily constitiite antipatliic sesiial 

instinct" ( 2 6 2 ) .  hstead. the latter only exists when "the physical and psychical 

secondap sexiial characteristics of the same-ses esert an attracting influence over the 

individual and provoke in him or her the impulse to sesual acts" (262) .  In other words. 

inversion is antipathic only whcn two conditions exist. First. Krafft-Ebing rnakes a 

distinction benveen the "sexual meeting of womcn." or what lie calls "Lesbian Lote" 

that takes place in female hornosocial sites such as "the harein. in female prisons. 

brothels and Young ladies' seminaries," and inversion, or what he calls "virapnih." 

(262-63). The former, "Lesbian Love." is not antipathic. but merely circumstantial. 

These abnormal, but not congenital, inclinations can be corrected as the subject is 

"forc[edJ [...] into the ways of normal sexual intercourse" (163). 1t is the latter. or 

"virapity," which concems him the most, and it is these practices. when provoking the 

object to semai acts. which quali@ as perversion. Clearly. it is provocation via the 

usurpation of masculinity. or those "physical and psychical second- sevual 

characteristics" in viraginious women which "esen an anracting influence over the 
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individual and provoke in him or her the impulse to sesual acts," and which trouble 

Krafft-Ebing the most. 

Krafft-Ebing details, in much the same way that Ellis will later. the fernale 

masculinity which sipals inversion, although cautions that not al1 "homosrxual wornen 

[...] betray their anornaly by extemal appearances nor by mental (masculine) sexual 

characteristics" (263). in fact. when read against thek own clinjcal and reglatoq, 

discursive contexts, these texts can also function as how-ro maniials. textuaIl> 

producing in rich detail the specificities of an erotic signi-ng systein. 

Uranism may nearly always be suspected in females wearing tlieir hair 

slion, or who dress in the fashion of men. or pursue the spons and 

pastirnes of thrir male acquaintances: also in opera singers and actresses. 

who appear in male attire on the stage [...] The feniale homosesual ma!. 

be found in the haunts of boys [...] perfumes and sweetmeats are 

disdained [...] [and] the masculine sou1 [...] finds pleasure in the pursuit 

of manly spons [ . . ]  (263-64) 

kaffi-E bing paradoxi cal1 y descnbrs not on1 y the hou*-ro-.ris~iti* of femalr 

homoseauality. but the wherc-to,find-it as well. 

Mol1 has gîven rnany interesting items about the mode of life led by 

these men-women, and about the way in which they satisf~ tlieir sesual 

needs [...] [and] suspicion may always be tumed towards homo se sua lit^. 

when one reads in the advenisement columns of the daily papers: 

"Wanted. by a lady. a lady friend and companion " (264-65) 



Texts like Psychopathia Sexualis, Ellis's Sexual Inversion and, larer & 

Variants, circulated p r ima&- ,  but not exclusively. within clinical, discursive and legal 

contexts. But Stephen Gordon, Ma Radclyffe Hall, was also subject to this "game of 

truth" and. in Foucault's words, not only recognized himself, precisely as a "desiring 

man." but came to decipher and acknowledge the "mith of his being. be it naniral or 

fallen," transforming that self into an ethical subject (1985.527). The figures that 

ernerge from Kraffl-Ebing's test are very precisely both gendered and sexed subjects. 

Female same-sex desire is no longer that of simply forbidden fnendsliips. "Lesbian 

Love." or what Krafft-Ebing ironically calls "homosexuality by cultivation" (106). 

Rather. what emerpes are the tropes of the active inven. "Where viraginity is full' 

dweloped. the woman so acting assumes definitely the masculine rote [...] [and that] 

desire to adopt the active role towards the beloved person of the samr-ses seems to 

invite the use of the priapiis." as well as the "passive" woman to whom the active inven 

i s  attracted, "the woman of tliis type possesses [...] the feminine qualities" (264).  

The episternological contradictions tliat structure tests by Krafft-Ebing. Ellis 

and eventually Ulrichs. or tensions between "homosexuality by cultivation" and 

"viraginity." are those that Eve Kosofsky Sedpick  identifies as tropes of "gender- 

separatism" and "gender inversion" ( 1990.83-90). Within more recent understandin-s 

of female sarne-sel desire which pridlege tropes of gender-separatism (for instance. a 

movement such as twentieth-century second-wave lesbian-feminism), lesbianism came 

to be understood as a "diacritical mark of social organization" where people wlthin one 

gender (fernale) "whose cconomic. institutional. emotional. physical needs and 

knowledp [...] have so much in common [...] the) should bond together also on the 



avis of sexual desire" ( 1990, 87 j. Under such a gender-separatist parad@, butch- 

femme practices that clearly rely on queered notions of gender were only intelligible as 

less than pure imitative hetero-sexual practices which threatened a lesbian-ferninist 

agenda. Lesbian-feminist scliolars revisited the texts of Hall and the sesologsts and 

argued that the subject positions opened up in these works destroyed pre~ious gender- 

separatist sites. Thus. the critiques levelled against but ch-femme practices argue tliat 

they do linle more than reify and consolidate gcnder identities. On the otlier hand. 

tropes of gender-inversion or limmality beturen gender. thosr concrptual registers 

surrounding "the sissy boys and tlieir mannish sisters" so popular under the banner of 

"Queer Theop." radical1 y destabi l ize the naturalness of gender identirirs. but prrsen <: 

an essential heteroxxuali~ within a butch-femme erotic sipifjing system. 

[Dlesire. in this view. by definition subsists in the ciment rhat mns 

between one male self and one fernale self. in whatever ses of bodies 

these selves ma! be manifested. (Sedgwick 1990.87 1 

Clearly these are epistemolopcal contradictions which structtirc nineteenth- 

centun. sexoiog , conremporp queer theory. and much of the recent scliolarship on 

butch-femme. But Jefftey Weeks understates the case. however. when he nites.  

"[sexological] work on homosexuaiih was not stnkingly orignal in method or content 

[. ..] [however] its form 1s the central fact about it [...] [it] was arguing a case wliicli 

history has made not less but more pressing. This must be nored [... j " ( 165 1. What is at 

stake in my retum to b a h  sexolog and The Well. and despite queer theory's necessac. 

theoretical and strategc separation between the axes of "ses" and "pnder." is a 

rnomentary insistence on a contingent and strategc reconsolidation of ses and gendcr. 
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What troubles and eventually emerges fiom sexoloa is not ntcessarily just the 

privileging of a sexual practice, Le., heterosesuality, Ma the pathologzation of its 

"Other." homosexuality, although that does occur. Rather. what is also reified and 

naturalized in these writings are gender subjectivities. Krafft-Ebing. Ellis and others are 

pre-occupied by the presumption of rnasculinity in invened subjects. Judge Cliartres 

Biron. who presides over the obscenity mal that eventually bans The Well. betrays. as 

we shall see. a siinilar preoccupation with Stephen as mannish. If sesoloe\- suçceeds at 

codifying gender identities. as i suggest it  does. then resistance to sucli a 

power.knou*kdgr regirnr can only mobilize those pender identities back a-inst 

themselves. Inderd. as Bland and Doan note. critical assessrnent of tlie sesological 

project often focuses on the qiiestion of wliether sexology constitutcd a bold innovation 

and emancipatory investigation into human sexualip or whether i t  \vas rn erel y anotlie; 

social repression This question is supplemented by the additional question of 

srsology's aiidience. Some have argiied that because it was siicli a speciaiized field. 

only clinicians and theorists could access tliis body of aork (Chaunce) 1989). Bland 

and Doan are amongst those who would challenge those assenions. answering tliat 

many of the ideas ernerpng in sexological writing circulated in and around fiction 

(certainlu in The Well) but also in obscenity trials where se solo^^. was deploued as a 

scientific discourse to either prove or disprove perversity (Doan 1998.11 1 ) Tliiis. I 

concur with Duan when she writes that "sexoloa. could thus be sirnultaneously 

empowering and disempowenng for it ofTered not a homogeneous ideology but tlie 

potential to be a11 things to al1 people" (3 1. 



Althouph sexologv may not have engendered universal sesual 

"emancipation," we would suggest that i t  is equally won$ to conclude, 

as have some historians, that sexology has been simply harmful in its 

effects. It is clearly the case that sexology has contnbuted to the control 

of certain sexual behavion and sexual subjectitities. biit it  has also 

proved positive for many in its offer of identities and a lan~wage of 

expression. ( Doan 4, 

If. as Foiicaiilr suegests. ewn the so-callrd "tnith" of the biological or the bod?, 

is unstable and cannot "serve as the basis for self-recognition." tlien what i trace Iierc 

are the ways in which a system of abstracted uolences. or what Foucault calls "the 

endiessly repeated play of dominations." are staged over the "female" body as i r  1s 

representrd in Hall's test ( 19%. 150-51 1.  Truth regimes. systems of interpretations and 

rules that force p d e r  tu s i p i f y  according io so-called biological tniths are. in fact. the 

very thing being conrested by Hall. My genealom of the contradictions si~mallrd b!- 

female masculinity challenges the supposed self-evidence of the act of intcrpretation 

itself and concurs with Foucault when he wites: 

If interpretation were the slow exposure of the meaning hidden in an 

origin, then only metaphysics could interpret the development of 

humanit). But if interpretation is the violent or surreptitious 

appropriation of a %stem of rules. uhich in itself has no essential 

meaning. in order to impose a direction. to bend i t  to a new will. to force 

its participation in a different game. and to subject it to seconda? niles. 
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then the development of humanity is a senes of interpretations. The role 

of geneaioe is to record its history. ( 1977a, 15 1-52) 

With its denaturalized and differently gendered bodies, The Well re-interprets suc11 

resistances with the alibi of essence provided by seitological discourse. Inversion. or 

female masculinity. constitutes a productive contradiction between supposedly natural 

or biologycal tmths or rules, and culturally gendered subject positions in this tevt which 

not only hijacks the technologies of its own imagined origins. biir jams that machine? 

as well. almost making i t  "function so as to overcome the rulers througfi tlisir own 

mles" (Foucault 19?7a. 15 1 j .  

But tests sucti as the sesolo~sts '  also reveal the discontinuities. contradictions 

and tensions structured within that complrs mechanism as a systein at war u ~ t h  itsrl f. 

In "Congenital Inversion in U'oman." Froin Psvchooathia Sewalis. Krafft-Ebing 

laments "Science in i ts present stage has but f e ~ .  data to fa11 back on. so far as the 

occurrence of homosesual instinct in woman is concrmed as compared wiili man" 

(262). This dors not suggest. he asserts. tliat inversion in women is rare. since the 

"degenerative influences will prevail alike in the female as wrll as in the male" i 162 1. 

What it does suggest. however. crucial for my purposes here. is that: 

[Tlhis anomaly, in so far as it leads to sesual intercourse. among 

women. does not fall [..] under the cnminal code. and rherefore reinains 

hidden fiorn public knowledge. (kafil-Ebing 262 ) 

Psvcho~athia Sesualis. in conjunction with other sexologkal tests and the obscenity 

trials which publicized The Weil. unknowingly displays and. in fact. legitimates the vep 

thing they sought to regulate through epistemological domination; tiiat is. the gendered 
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and unwittingly queered subject positions articulated in and across a number of tests. 

including Hall's. Again. Foucault rerninds us that the endlessly repeated play of 

dominations leads to differentiation of ideas: "class domination generates the idea of 

liberty" etc. (1977a, 150). Thus, relationships of domination are fixed in ntuals. "in 

meticulous procedures that impose rights and obligations," estabIisliing marks of its 

power on bodies ( 15 1 1. 

[Tlhe law is a calculated and relentless pleasure [ . . ]  which permits tlir 

perpet ual instigation of new dominations and the staging of meticul ouslj 

repeated scenes of violence. ( 1 5 1 ) 

An analysis of these procedures of law as the interstitial non-place of confrontation 

both contests and seizes inscriptions tvhile. ai the same tirne. i t  installs a nrw systern of 

niles regarding nationliood ( 19721. 15 1 ). 

Not only did Krafft-Ebing and. later. Havelock Ellis as well cast tlieir empirical 

and scientific gazes toward the imbrication of gender and sesualiry identities in genrral. 

it and the' also scrutinized the "savage races" in their tevtual prodiiction of the 

heterosexual. "healthy" and Christian subject (Krafft-Ebing 1 ). By the end of the first 

page of his text. Krafft-Ebing tvrites: 

The gratification of the sexual instinct secms to be the p r i r n q  motive in 

man as well as beast. SexuaI intercoursr is done openi!. and men and 

wornen are not ashamed of their naiiedness. ( 1 ) 

At the end of this passage, he proceeds to cite nurnerous "savage races [ . ]  who are still 

in this stage" and teleologicaIiy reads these "lotver" races throu& those "Greek" and 
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"Teutonic" races whose so-called superior and civilized institutions propelled thern into 

a highly evolved sexual ethos. 

This developrnent is hastened wherever nomadic habits yield to [...] 

colonization [...] Chnstianiv raised the union of the sexes to a sublime 

position by cnaking wornan socially the equal of man and by elevating 

the bond of love to a moral and religous institution [...] Even thou& 

nature should daim merely the law of propagation. a communih [...] 

cannot subsist uithout the parantee that the offspnng thrive [...] [and] 

in cornparina the vanous stages of civilization it becotnes evident that. 

despite periodical relapses. pub1 ic moral i ty has made strady progress. 

and that Christianity is the chef factor in this advance. (2-3 ) 

Havelock Ellis's "Sesiial Inversion in Women" not only fixes the female 

subaliern in  his gaze. but sesually rnarginalizes her as well ( 19 13 ). For Ellis. female 

homosexuality ernerges out of both colonized and "lower races." Out of approxirnately 

26 case studies and citations of fernalç inversion in his work, more than half are from 

colonized nations, including Brazil. Nonh Amcncan Indian tri bes. Bali. India. 

Zanzibar, Arabic and French Creole countries. Madagascar and China. The remainder 

are accounts of inversion from prostitution, female prisons. fernale colleges and other 

sex-sepegated sites. A small handful is referenced in Germari sexoloe, French 

literanire. and sensational American newspapers (,Duggan 1992). The female invert was 

not merel? a sexual subject. but always already a race- and class-specific entity as well; 

thus. the threat of female deviance was safely displaced ont0 women considered always 

alread!. socially marginal. 
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It would seem to be precisely when the threat of lesbianism became an 

area of concem for white middle-class European men that 1 esbianism 

was consmied as a secret that must be withheld from its potential 

practitioners. That is io say. when the objects of conccm become white, 

rniddle- and upper-class women, lesbianism becarne foreclosed. (Hart 4 ) 

Unlike Krafft-Ebing and Ellis. Kari Heinrich Ulrichs was a Gennan l a ~ q e r  and 

writer, although. likr Krafft-Ebing. he too arped thar female homosesuaiih could be 

discemed in those women possessing "ment ai (masculine) sevual charactenstics" 

(Krafft-Ebing 263). Brpnning in 1864. Ulriclis developed his oun congenital t l i eo~-  of 

sexid inversion and published his theories in 12 books with the collective title 

Researches on the Riddle of Love Between Men. witten and printed at his own 

espense ( Katz 5 1 1. Like Krafft-Ebing. Ulnclis also assened thar erotic feelings are 

gender-speci fic and thus a rped  throughout Iiis man- texts that the rimrng was the 

product of an unusual development in the htiman embryo wliere the brain of the infant 

was actually cross-gendered. In otlier words. the uming was charactenzed by tlic 

growth of a female brain in a male body and tlce-versa. Duggan cxplains the stratrgic 

impact of Ulrichs's influential theor).: 

Ulrichs. himself an "uming." could thus proclaim the congenital basis of 

his condition in a way that freed him from association witli vice or 

disease. The anomal?. was benign. and the uming's love for his o m  sel 

was perfectly "natural" under the circumstances. (268-69) 

Mile it is no accident that ülrichs is the first of several seaologists mentioned by namr 

in The Well, his work \vas not as well-knoun as that of Krafft-Ebing and Ellis. and \tas 



not published in English until uell past the obscenity trials (Weeks 150). Clearly. 

thou*, its influence on Hall's text cannot be underestimated. The frw evtant tests by 

ülnchs in English were published as "briefs" in the Uranra dfunani~scrtpts series. Los 

Angeles california." 

Raeing Sword: The Riddle of Nature. and of Uranian Love, by Lnrichs is a 

remarkable test which combines his 1868 address and recommendations to the 

Legislaiive Assembl!. of Gemany, including the Tewes-Uirichs Proposal. several 

appendices which document the scientific. anthropological and statistical daims made 

in the address, as well as Lombardi's 1977 notes and annotations ( 1868 ) Ulrichs's 

address uas occasioned by an opportunity to amend the German cnminal code to 

include protection for homosesuals. Lom bardi wites of the outcome of Lilnclis's 

efforts 

Ulrichs [...] indicated what \vas w-rong 151th the goveming system in 

ninetesnt h-century Germany . An el aborate magstrate. lit. atternpted to 

describe in detail to his fellow legislators how the' mi& approach the 

siibject of homosesuality and seek a suitable answer to the legal 

problems which concern it. But the legislarors silenced his speech. ( 1 ) 

6 "Urania Manuscripts" was a very small non-affiliated organization in Califomia which 
translated and published many of the very early works by Ulrichs himself and others. in 
honour of Ulrichs's life work. Each text. annotated and nanslated fiom the Cerrnan b?, 
Michael A. Lombardi. was inscnbed with the following: "Ln Honor of the 153rd Binhda! 
Anniversary of Karl Heinrich Urichs." and ülnchs is clearly constructed as a hero of the 
early twentieth-centuq German and n o a  Amencan "gay rights" movement. 





spectres into me and into men of my nature. Man? were dnven to 

suicide because a11 their happiness in life was poisoned. Indeed I am 

proud that I found courage to deal the initial blow to the hydra of public 

contempt. What gave me strength [...] was the awareness that at tliat 

ver) moment the distant gaze of cornrades of mlr nature was fixed on 

m e  ( 1 )  

What follows in both the main test and appendices is a catalogue of the tragic hams 

and injustices endured by those umings ~r ho. because they are constnicted as immoral 

or. in some places. ilkgal. suffer unnecessarily. 

Bsfore my eyes appeared the images of the prrsccuted and of tliose 

already dainned who are ?*et iinborn. and 1 behold the unliapp). motliers 

beside tlieir cradles rocking cursed. innocent children! Then 1 sau oiir 

judges and their blind-folded eyes. (Ulnchs 2 )  

ülriclis's test is spiatterrd with metaphors and rropes of war and battle. as individual 

urnings come together to form one body at war. 

The present battle situation has totally changed. Pnor ro this u e  werc a 

dismembered body of defenceless weaklings. persecuted and mangled. 

seeking Our salvation miserably in esile and in hiding places [...] U'r 

simply refuse to alloa- ourselves to be prosecured! ! [.. .] Out witli you. 

you miserable persecutors. and do battle in an honorable way! We shall 

reveal that our sword is ~ ~ o u g h t  of geniiine rnight and right [...] ( 16) 

Writinp just after Lnrïchs and Krafft-Ebing. Havelock Ellis's seven volume 

Studies in the PsychoIom. of Sex. tvitli Voiumr II  solely devoted to sesual inversion. 
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was highly influential. and Duggan along with many others have already explorêd the 

content of Ellis's work in relation to early wentieth-centuq sexual discoursrs.' Wliat 

interests me hrre are Ellis's o w  encounters with the juridical process uhich 

demonstrate hou such a relativeiy mal1 and highly specialized literarure came to 

accrue the cultural authority and capital it eventually did both inside and outside of 

Judge Biron's counroorn. 

Radcl>ffe Hall wrote to Ellis eariy in 1928 to invite him to wnte the Preface to 

The Wcll. hoping that his suppon would keep the book From being read as a mcre 

"salacious diversion b!. undesirable element s of the public" ( Baker 203 ). Ellis agecd. 

His own work on sexual inversion had been seized by Scotland Yard in 1898 and. 

alrliough Ellis uas not charged. his book did have obsceniry charges successfull~- 

bro~ight against i t  in a sensational and very damaging mal k n o w  as Hdgrm 

Bc[lhon)ii,ch. George Bedborough was pan of a groiip in London called the 

Legitimation League. a socirty dedicated to ses reform. The Leayr  looked favourably 

on Ellis's work and stocked copies of his Sesual Inversion. However. the League had 

previously anracted the attention of the police. who were convinced that i t  was the 

haunt of another London poup k n o w  as the Anarchists. Capitalizing upon this 

opponunity to close d o m  both the League and the Anarchists. an undercover Scotland 

Yard officer approached Bedborough and purchased a copy of Ellis's Sexual Inversion. 

Bedborough l i s  arrested on May 3 1 1898. Ellis was also supposed to be arrested and. 

although he was not. Bedborough was cliarged in 1898 with possessing and seiling "a 

- 
Jenni fer T e q .  An Amencan Obsession. 1999: Halberstam. 1999: Bland and Doan. 

Duggan 1992: Weeks 1977. 
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certain lewd wicked bawdy scandalous and obscene libel in the form of a book entitled 

Studies in the Psvchoiom of Sex: Sexual inversion" (Ellis 1967.309 j. A Free Press 

Defence Cornmitter was established to defend both Bedborough and Ellis's text. but the 

case ended in anri-clima. (Weeks 1 54 j. Bedborougb was persuadcd to plead pilty. and 

was released. The effect of his rekase Kas that Ellis's book kvas lefi undefsnded, and 

labelled scandalous and obscene (Weeks 154 ). The judge had this to say upon 

Bedborough's release 

You might at the outset sa!. that this was a scientific book. But it is 

impossible for anybod! u i t h  a head on his shoulders to open the book 

mhout  srring tliat i t  is a pretence and a sliam. (Ellis 1967. 369 

Afier the tnal. an editonal in the h i d o i i  I)ar(v 'k,.«m-lr also condemnrd Ellis's book. 

anticipating the contradictop press coverage of The Well tnal. 

[...] the courts of the law and the cnticisms of the Press are the 

responsible organs of public opinion in such matters [ . . ]  we cannot talir 

the n e w  rhat the book has an'. scientific value whatever [io the contra?] 

in the dischargr of our duty to the public we feel bound to say that the 

book in question ought never to have been witten or printed [ ..] [it is] 

a highly rnorbid production, worthless as science cven if the science it 

professes to advance were wonh studying. (Ellis 196% 3 10) 

ironically enough. Sexual Inversion had been elevated to the status of roenr!/ic 

treatise by the time of The WeI1 obscenity mal just 30 years later. In an Amencan trial. 

People Y. Fricde et al. Febman. 2 1.  1929. the judge had a substantially different Scsual 

Inversion in front of him. 
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Although the book in evidence [The Well of Loneliness] is prefaced by a 

laudatory commentary by Havelock Ellis, yet it is he who, in his 

scientific treatise on the subject, States: "We are bound to protect the 

helpless members of society against the inven." Havelock Ellis, Studirs 

in the Psvcholow of Ses, vol. 7,356. The Coun is charpd with that 

precise duty here. 

Clearly, by 1929 sexoloa has not only accurnulated a geat deal of capital and prestisr. 

but authorizes a judiciary to act on its own and society's best interest. Sexolo&s appeal 

to supposed objective tnith in the name of botli scretiïe and k i~odedg~~  was supponed 

by rhetoric from scientific humanitananism in general and by the way science was 

increasinyly evoked as a signifier and discourse of mirh.% i ts searcli for biologcall!. 

based aiiths through the rational actiuties of obsening. describing and classifying 

sexual species. and by d r a ~ l n g  its images. metaphors. assumptions. and supposedl y 

self-evident facts from the culture which producrd it. sesolo_q\. sought to make 

important distinctions between vice and disease. and to provide. in a sense. a more 

humane treatment for those unfonunate sufferers (Dugpan 3 9 ) .  What i t  (re)prodiiced. 

however, were the ver). cultural narratives about gender and sexuality it purponed to 

scienti fical ly discover. In doing so, it inadvertentl y proliferated the possi bilities not 

only for resisting those narratives- but for deploying the tmths. metaphors. rhetonc. 

images and facts which supported those narratives back apainst themselves. a 

paradoxical strategy of resistance that Hall mobilized in The Well of Loneliness. 

s S. Hall suggsts that since the nineteenth centuq. science has been functioning the \va! religion and 
anthropolog used to. as "knowledge soothers used to make people sleep beaer in their beds" (Race: 
The Fioatine Simi fier. Videotaped Lecture). 



111. Ironic Proliferations and Sltamdess P ractices of Freedom 

In her book, Radchffe Hall: A Case of Obscenitv?. winen some 40 years after 

she favourably rewewed The WeI1 in %nie a d  T d C ,  Vera Brittain n ~ o t e  ille following 

s u m m q  of the British trial banning Hall's novel ( 1968). 

In November, 1 928. one of the most sensational prosecutions in the 

h i s t o ~  of publishing centred upon Bou Street Police Court. The action 

was initiated b- the Home Secret-, Sir William Joynson-Hicks 

(popularly known as "Jix'). after an attaçk by James Douglas. the Editor 

of the Sunday Express. on Aupst  19th. 1928. upon a nowl entitled j71~ 

Well of Lonrliness. irmaen by Radcl- Hall and piiblijhed by Jonathan 

Cape Limited. Sir Chartres Biron. the Bow Street magisvate. heard the 

case and pronounced the book obscene. Mr Noman Birkett [.. . ]  called 

Mr Desmond MacCarthy. Editor of Life and Letten. [to the witness 

stand] and asked him onl! one question: "In yoiir opinion is this book 

obscene?" This was promptly disallowed. He asked him no other 

questions and Mr MacCarthy left the witness box ~ i thou t  giving an? 

evidence. Mr Birken then announced that he had thiny-nine other 

witnesses whom he formall~ rendered, telling the magistrate that he 

întended asking them the ven same question. Sir Chartres Biron would 

not admit their evidence and the witnesses were not callrd (. . .] The 

magistrate ordered the book to be destroyed. (9-10) 



My analysis of the obscenity tnal is threefold: first. my reading of the 

nanscripts will argue that this esercise of juridical power generates, indeed proliferates, 

the desires and pleasures it renounces and seeks to regulate. Thus, the inven as subject 

is constructed in this moment that simultaneously paves the way for its resistancr." 

"Radclyflk Hall," now functioning discursively as both "lnven" and "Author." 

embodies that resistance in a moment where Judge Biron anempts io shamr Hall and 

bans The Well, a moment of excess. and hence. disruptivs rosistance wiiicli the 1-ortthn 

7'1nie.v. unwittingl) and rather paradosically mobilizes by reponing. In the tnal 

transcripts them selves. the moments of subjugat ion and resistance occur. ~ronically. in 

statements by Counsel for the Prosecution as well as by Judge Biron and noi b!. the 

defence counsel. Second. the tnal stages an elaborate rheatre where contests of literary 

meaning meet marters of national secunty as both defence and prosecution present tlielr 

v e p  different readings of the same test. the latter authonzed by Judge Biron's o w  

reading wliich. paradosicall y. is very similar to rny own . What erneraes in Judge 

Biron's reading of The Well are the simultaneous disavowals and sanctions of the 

supposed tmths of sesolofical discourse. On the one hand. Judge Biron refuses the alibi 

of essence as i t  was deployed in Hall's text ns-a-vis sexoloe while. on the other. he 

suggests that "such homble instincts" do exist and that "these women" ma' be "unable 

to resist thern" (4). Judge Biron imagines books thar he argues could deal with these 

instincts in a way that he would not find objectionable. books that "might have a strong 

moral influence." 

Al1 references can be iocated in "The Director of Public Rosecutions 1. Jonathan Cape 
and Leopold Hill" Novernber 9th. and 16th. 1918. Al transcripts are part of rlie Henq 
Lovat Dickson Collection. National Archives of Canada. Ottawa. 
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1 can imagine a book w-itten dealing with this subject that would present 

the whole matter as a tragedy [...] presenting these women as the 

prisoners of circumaances which. however much they fight against 

them. they are unable to resist-1 can i m a p e  a book [...] ("Judgement" 

3-4) 

Judge Biron. in essence, wites his own novei and his overdetermined tert clearly 

anticipates how he reads the novel he is asked to adjudicate. Judge Biron reads Tlie 

Well against the text he discursive1 y imagnes. seemingl~. but not qiiife, ad infinttiim . - 
The reading he eventually produces of Hall's test is esactly the same (meta-) test 

wntten by Siephtin Gordon via Hall in The Well, a test that remains bound by wliile 

rewriting the discursive. narratolopcal and epistemologicai machinec delineating wliat 

was thinkable about inversion in ille twentietli-centuq-. Judge Biron bans The Well 

because i t  is both a success and a failure: .wcrrs.yfid because i t  deploy an alibi of 

essence that judicial and sesological discourses cannot contain but ultimately aiitlionze. 

and a fùdurc. because it  is not the text he imagines i t  should b e  Third. my reading of 

these transcnpts wil1 argue that an understanding of the col1 isions between sesological 

discourse. jundical proceedinp and The Well must filter them through the lens of 

gender. racelnationality and sexuality. where gender is the privileged theoretical avis 

which is intelligible only through that of race and nationality. in other words, inversion. 

already medicalized. is now "narionalized" as well . Coming 1 0 oars afier the 

Pembenon Billing trial. The Well obscenity trial remains caught in a panicked 

epistemologcal contradiction where Englishness is whi teness is heterosesual. 

perversion and inversion its necessq. national Other. 
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Charges of obscenity were not actually brought against The Well or Radcliffe 

Hall. but, rather, against the two publishers. Thur. counsel retained for the defendants. 

the London publisher Jonathan Cape Ltd., represented by Nonnan Birken and Herben 

Metcalfe, and Leopold Hill of the Pans publisher Pegasus Press, represented by J B. 

Melville, sought to defend their clients against obscene libel, not The Weil against 

charges of penersion. The strategic position of the defence counsel. one that Radcljffe 

Hall herself vehemently disaqeed with. can be surnmed up in the following veq bnef 

excerp t . 

[W]liilst in [The Well of Loneliness] there is a very definite description 

of a phase of life that esists and which. i t  is not in question it  esists. 

there are no descriptions of acts which would bring this book within the 

bounds of pornopaphic work. (No\. 9. 1928. 1 ) 

J .  B. Melville. in particular. secures tiis opening statsment in the reiterated and !et 

highly unstablç positivism of sesolog. "[Tlhe book accrpts inversion as a fact in life. 

as a fact of nature. more as a fact of God's ow-n creation [ . . ]  . it i s  the la\+-. as it were. or 

a fact of nature. it  calls for no more apology in the sense of the novel than the lau of 

grarity. It exists [...] it is a fact-as tmly a fact as [...] the fact in the law of nature [...IN 

(2). Cunously though? haiing assened that inversion esists as a "fact of nature." 

Melville proceeds to disavow the v e v  "fact" he himself so vehemently evokes. And in 

that disavowal. Melkille's somewhat detailed reading of The Well bears remarkable 

similarity to more recent and less favourable feminist criticisrn which dismisses Thç 

Well on the grounds that it presents a heteronomative picture of the tragedy of - 
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lesbianim before it was rescued by feminism. Melville summanzes his position at the 

end of his natement with the following. 

1 am thinking of [...] this association and relationship which grow up 

between Stephen and [...] M a p  [...] what is the end of it'? [...] Uliat 

happens upon that'? [...] You uiil remember that the heroine. Stephen. 

decides to give up [...] MG. and to see that she resumes or starts life in 

normal affection with the man Martin. (6 ) 

Melville emphasizes Stephen's supposed tragedy at the end of tlir novel. and argues 

incessanti> that thé "fact itsel f '  is presented with relipous reuxence. social 

respectability, and above all. sesual consen*atism. "If it be a description of acts of 

sexual relationship. then that would br a ver) indecent thing [...] and I should be sorp 

to be briefed to suppon [it]" O). 

Altematively, The Well of Lonel iness presented in Judge Biron's Novem ber 1 6 

judgemenr differs dramatically fiom that of Mehille's defence statements 

("Judgement"). ironically. it is Judge Biron's reading of the novel which h~ghlights not 

only the "viragmious" eroticism of the test. but the thinly dispuised physicality \vliicli 

structures the relationships between Stephen and his lovers. Judpe Biron only partially 

refuses Melville's ( and senology's j discourse of naturalism and essentialî sm . replacing 

it instead \rith competing discourses of "vice." "disease," and "acts." Judge Biron 

begins with a self-referential and aiithorizing evocation of jundical power. "tliese 

unnatural offences behveen women which are the subject of this book involve acts 

which between men would be a criminal offence." and continues to describe in detail 

the moments. and effects. of viragmious sesual intimac- in the novel. 
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There is not a single word from beginning to end of this book which 

suggests that anyone with these homble tendencies is in the least 

blaneworthy or that they sliould in any way resist them. Evepbody. al l 

cliaracters who indulgr in these homble vices are presented to us as 

attractive people [...] the acnial phpical acts of these women indiilging 

in unnatural vices are described in the most alluring terms: their result is 

descri bed as giving these women estraordin- rest. contentment and 

pleasurr. and not merel' that. but i t  is actually put fonvard that i t  

improves their mental balance and capacity . (3 ) 

Judge Biron rather incredulously documents the evidence from The Weil whicli 

supports both Iiis. and my o\m, reading of the teut. 

U'hat does i t  po on to sa!." What is the result of these homble practicrs'' 

"It made me feel tembly strong [...] and gentle. It was good. good. 

good" -repratrd three tirnes. the last "good" emphasized in  that order 

that one may make no mistake about what is meant in this book. ( 5  

Again, Judee Biron reads the test in drarnatically different w a y  than the defencè. 

Then there is another passage concluding this incident [.. .] [Stephen] 

wites to her rnother in these terms: "You insulted what to me is natural 

and sacred". "What to me is sacred"? Natural and sacred! Then 1 am 

aslied to say that this book is in no sense a defence of unnatural practices 

between women, or a gionfication of them. or a praise of them [..] 

"Natural" and "Sacred"! "Good" repeated three times. (6 1 
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As Judge Biron continues. it  is possible to hace precisely the trajectory of the 

reverse-discourse mobi lized by Hall's text . 

Then what are the effscts of this book which is said to have been wrttten 

on a note of aagedy? What are the results of these homble practices- 

not that there was aagedy in people's lives. but, on the contraq-. what we 

are told: "The) no longer felt desolate, hungry outcasts. unloved and 

unwanted. despised of the world [ . . j  Love had lified them iip as on 

wings of fire. had made tliem courageotis. invincible. endunng [...] " 

What are the results of these vices as described in this book. on Mary 

"Yzt tliere was something quite neu in her face. a son of nise 

espression that Stephen had put there." (8  

Funhermore. Judec Biron reads the test beyond the speciticities of langiiapr. and forces 

the test to speak even u-hen i t  remains silent. 

There is anothrr passage [...] "And altliough theu could not haie put it  

into words. could not have esplained it ro themselves or each othcr. the! 

seemed at that moment to be looking beyond the turbulent flood of 

eanhly passion: to be looking straight into the eyes of a love that was 

changeci-a love made perfect. discamate [...] " Ln order rhat tlierr ma? 

be no mistake what is rneant by that passage there are four astensks 

placed directly after it. (8) 

In addition to reading for the erotic intimacy between lovers in the test. Judge 

Biron highlights the ways in which pnder  is denaturalized and deflrcted back upon 

itself through an alibi of essentialism. The specific passages in the novel u-hich incense 
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Judge Biron are those where Stephen identifies across genders and not only occupies 

sites of British aristocratie masculinity but deploys those narratives to highlight the 

injustice done to al1 invens. Quoting from the text where Stephen is confronted bu his 

mother and eventiially forced away from his home at Monon Hall. Judge Biron reads. 

"This temble dur iipon her love"-what does that mean? Then apain. 

addressing her rnother. "She held up her hand. cornmandina silence. 

cominanding that slow. quiet voice to cease speakinp. and she saYs: "As 

my tàther ioved you i love" "-this practitioner of unnarural vice!!- 

"'As a man loves a uoman that was hou I loved-protectn-el!. like m >  

father. 1 wanted to giïe al1 1 had to give"'. I am asked to say that tliis 

book is not a defencr of these practices? ( F j 

Belore Jiidge Biron concl udes. he comments. rarher ineffect ively . on Stephen's 

supposed tragedy and plea for toleration at the end of the te'tt. at once disavouing 

Melville's reading and. ironically. demonstrating Hall's success 

It concludes with a very sinplar hysterical passage in which God is 

innoduced [...] Therr are a p o d  man? other passages in which the name 

of the Deity is introduced in a way which is hardly appropnate [ ..] 1 

confess the way in which the Deity is introduced into this book seems to 

me sinplarly inappropnate and disgusting. There is a plea for existence 

at the end. That of course means a plea for existence in which the inven 

is to be recognized and tolerated. and not treated with condemnation. 

which the?; are at present. b>. ail decçnt people. ( 10 i 

Judge Biron quickl:. follows this passage with his ven. brief decision. 
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This being the tenor of this book, 1 have no hesitation whatever in sa'ng 

it  is an obscene libel [...] and 1 shall order i t  to be desaoyed. ( 10) 

The contradictions inherent in J u d p  Biron's decision emerge in his construction 

of the type of book dealing %th unnatural offences" which "would not in itsçlf' be an 

"obscene libel" (3). Both in the trial and in the Appeal. Melville unsuccessfiilly 

attempts to shape The Weil to fit Judge Biron's description. which reads as follows. 

I can imagine a book arittcn dealing with this subject that presents the 

whole matter as a tragedy, the traged? being that there ma)- be people so 

afflicted who try tlieir best to fight against this horrible vice. find 

themselves impelled in that direction or unable to resist those tendencies. 

with the result of the moral and physical degradation which indulgence 

in those vices miist necessarily involïe [...] I can imagine a book of that 

kind [...] having anflhing but an immoral influence: it misht have a 

strong moral influence [...] it [uould show] the tragedy of people 

fighting against homble instincts and being iinable to resist them. (1-1) 

But as I indicated alread?. Judge Biron reads a different test when he reads The Wrll 

Melville mes again with a new magistrate in the Appeal of December 11. 1928. quoting 

Judge Biron's words frorn the Novernber 16 Judgement, followed by his oun. 

[Ml)- submission to the Bench here is that if one examines this book 

carefully one ~ 1 1 1  see that the heroine. Stephen. whilst shc succumbs to 

temptation at one stage. is finally able to go back and. with al1 the 

commendation that the author c m  put into the passages of the work. and 

does finally go back into what on the obvious reading of tlie book is the 



lot which the inverted woman must face and endure, and that is 

loneliness. That is why 1 take the book is called "The Well of 

Loneliness." (Nov. 16. 5) 

Clearly Melville is trying to shape The Well as the "tragedy of people fighting against 

horrible instincts and being unable to resist," using one discursively authonzed test to 

overdetermine the reading of another. 

There is developed. or commences to develop. the tragedy of this book; 

and 1 remind your Lordsliip now of the words that 1 read of the Içamed 

Magistrate below. Here is the commencement of the tragedy of the 

pcrson so constitutrd that she c m  neithcr associate with men nor br 

welcorned by women. (9 

Both Melville's manoeuvrings in the Appeal and in the tnal. as well as the 

responses of the mapstrates who so rigorously disavow such a reading of The WH. 

dernonsnate the ways in which the powerknowledge regmes supporting tliesr varioiis 

interpretive paradi*ms are. to a cenain extent. not really under question herr at al1 

Judge Biron at once refuses the alibi of essence. but depioys a language of r i t s m c t * .  

Melville deliberately evokes the positivism of science and sexolop but his clients are 

eventually found pilty Rather, at stake are competing discourses of sesualit- and the 

needs of legal institut ions to strengthen their position by governing sexual ity throush 

"pastoral power" (Foucault 1980-8 1 229-230). Whar cs.stallizes in the transcnpts are 

the ways in which the judiciary mandates itself by constnicting the+t?ock it is 

supposedly autliorized to watch over. Judge Biron interprets his task as follows: 



[...] the test of obscenity is this, whether the tendency of the matter 

charged as obscenity is to deprave and compt those whose minds are 

open to such immoral influences, and into whose hands a publication of 

this son may fall. ( "Judgement" 2 )  

Moreover, Judge Biron reacts strongly to how The Well consmicts those who, like 

himself, are reasonable men and who disapprove of such practices: " [...] all characters 

who indulge ln these hornble wices are presented to us as attractive people [ . .  1 [whilr] 

those who object to these vices are sneered at in the book as prejudiced. foolisli and 

cruelt* (4). 

Similarly, during the Appral. the Attome1.-General prosecutine Hall's novel 

spends a great deal of time constructing the "piire woman or even a young man" wiio 

would be comipted bu reading The U'rll Ironically. sticli constructions inevitably 

legitirnate the ve- reading the- are tq-iny to regilate. 

"Then Angela forced hersrlf to think quickiy and she said jiist five 

words: "Could o u  m a n y  me. Strphenl" What does that mean? Imagine 

a Young person reading that. coming to the end of the page. Imagine a 

pure woman or even a s u n e  man of adolescence reading it "Could you 

m a n y  me, Stephen'?" What is the picture conjured up at once'? He says: 

What do those words mean? His mind revolves round libidinous 

ihoughts and i t  depraves him and compts him as he conjures up the 

picnire which the uTiter of this book intends. (Dec. 14.9-1 0) 

Like J u d p  Biron. the Attorney-General reads beyond the specificie of the test. 

sanctioning not only the reading hs seeks to conrrol but producing the supposedly piire 
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subjectivized fiock juridical power needs to watch over in order to strengthen its own 

power. 

My Lord, I must use plainncss of speech. What is the implication from 

that sentence: M a t  is the search which anybody who reads those words 

will make for the explmation? My-"1  snear 1 won't tonnent yo11"- 

the suggestion by Stephen to Angela that there is to br no pliysical 

interference with her. That is the sort of enquiry which readers of this 

are set upon. ( 12) 

Finally. echoing the imperial gaze of sesology and the nation-building imperati~e of 

humanitanan science at the end of the nineteenth-centiin*. "the pure woman or e\en 

Young man" is inevitably white. colonial. Christian. and heterosesualized. as well as 

sub~ect to a totaiizing and individualizing pastoral power. 

Obscenity is to bc jiidged by tlie standard of the l a w  of this realm [ . . ]  

Yoii mi@ get a native of another race. be i t  a white race or a !dlo~i  

race or a black race. accustomed to practices wvhich are n a  merel! 

tolerated but \vhich are pan of a reliaious ntual. and who miglit 

theoretically produce a book in this country which would not be obscene 

in their land. be 11 in Africa or any otlier land; and !et 1 apprehend that 

the Coun. if it thoufit ir obscene. would condemn it [..] In this countn. 

we have standards laid d o m  by the law [...] If [.../ not (4 i t  is obvioiis 

that even nation would be esposed to influences which i t  would be 

powerless to destro~. ( Dec. 1 1.20- 1 j 
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The corn pet ing interpretive and epistemological paradi p s  at tension in  the 

transcripts reveal the powerknowledge regme that delimits what is thinkable aboui 

sexuality. 1 will retum to a discussion of how this particular quote reveals tlie nation as 

heteroseaual trope in the final part of this section. For now, it  is imponant to 

foreground how essentialism is reflected. not surpnsingl y. in the corn pet in9 

representations of female sarne-sex desire by Melville and the Attorney-General 

respectively as well as in sexologtcal discourse itself. On the one hand. and mucli like 

the early second-wave feminist criticisrn of the test. the Attorney-Gcneral arpes tliat 

The Well ought io be banned because it  compts tlie wrurul and prcw friendsliips that 

exist "wornan to woinan." 

My Lord. it  1s passages like t hose which dispose of the suggestion that 

this is a srudy of a pure love. woman to woman. wliich is consistent t w h  

the natiiral uses of the body. The world does not cal1 unclean u,omen 

who ha\t intirnate and beautiful friendsliips. ( D e c  14th. 13) 

Melville. on the orher hand. deplo1.s the trope of the invert who esists as a fact in nariire 

and thus cuglit not to be punished. ironically disavouing The U'elt both as fiction and 

the very sesuality of the inven he argues exists as fact. 

(...] if it was a book which said that while this woman Stephen realised 

tliat what she took pleasure in [...] tliat wliat she was revrlling in [...] 

was beastly [and rhat] she none the less preferred to do it. that would be. 

would it  not. pornographic. be obscene, be something dispsting? But 

that is not the character of the book. Stephen is not that. Nobody 

suggests tliat this authoress had invented sorne monster for the piirpose 
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of wiiing a fiction that does not exist in the world: but she says that this 

woman, being a type that does exist, feels that there is nothing strange or 

unholy in wliai she feels [...] as naturally as it occurs to her natiire to do 

so, there is the request, the invitation by Stephen to Angela that die 

shoiild corne away and live with her [...] Up to this time nothing lias 

happened behveen them that could not happen, properly happen. 

decently happen. between ordinaq wornen. (Dec. 14th. 13) 

Here epistemological contradictions between a gender-separatist and a gender-inversion 

understanding of same-ses desire overdeterrnine hon i t  is possible for either Melville 

or the Attorney-General to talk about the contents of Hall's novel. In the newspaper and 

critical coverage of borh The Well and the obscenity trial a different contradiction 

emerges. Here ive see how Hal 1's novel became and remained an indeterminate and 

dialogic site where an alibi of essence does battle witli a repiidiation of essentialisrn in 

favour of metaphors of disease. 

Newspaper reviews pla~ed a cnicial role in bnnging about the obscenit? charges 

against Cape and Hill. As Brittain stated. advanced r e ~ i r w  copies Here sent out and 

James Douglas, editor of the Szindqr. E-rprc.w. condemned The Well as "insidioiis moral 

poison" (Aupst 19". 1928). It was Douglas who insisted that Hall's novel be cleared 

by the Home Secretaq and, from that moment on. "The Well of Loneliness" came to 

c a q  a great deal of currency as a newspaper headline. Of course. not al1 reviewers 

were as outrapd as Douglas. In fact. Meltdle himself deploys man)- of the favourable 

retiews as evidence in his defence. 
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[...] there are certain Press notices which 1 think are indicative of the 

general view of the Press. First of dl, from the "Moming Post": "Miss 

Radclyffe Hall's beauty of style and delicate, yet vivid, presentation of 

character and mood do not desen her". Then from the "Times Literary 

Supplernent": "Sincere, courapous, hi@-minded and ofien beautifully 

expressed." [...] The "Sunday Times" considers that she has courage and 

honesty. Then there is Mr Arnold Bennett witing in the "Evening 

Standard". and then the "Sahirday Review" saying: "Her appeal is a 

powerful one, and it  is supponed by passages of great force and beauty" 

[.. .] i t  does not appear likely that a book which is an obviously 

pomopaphic book wouid receive the powerful cornmendation of these 

critics. (Dec. 14.34 j 

What emerges in these reviews are the ways in which a discourse of essentialism and an 

alibi of essence function to facilitate a hnd of ontological will or ri& to not just 

visibility. but to counter-discursive voice as well. For instance, Bennett's Aupst 9th 

review in the E v e m g  Standard praises the novel and glurnly predicts the response it 

was to receive. "The Well of Loneliness is the story of one of the victims of one of 

Nature's caprices. Havelock Ellis stands by it [. ..] 1 cannot disagree with him ." 

in a clever and insightful re\riew, Bennett goes on to acknowledge the importance of 

Hall's noveI. 

Nature has no prejudices. biit human nature is less broadrninded. and 

human nature. with its deep instinct for the protection of society. can put 

up a powerfbl defence of its owm limitations [...] What [The Well] 
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arnounts to is a cry for unprejudiced social recognition [...] The future 

may hide highly strange things, and therefore conservative prophecy is 

dangerous; nevertheless, 1 mua say that I do not think the cry will be 

effective1 y heard. 

in h k  Apnl 1929 review in Canadian Forum, S. H .  Hooke also evokes the 

positivism of science and the alibi of essence to favourably review The Well: in doing 

so, he collapses morphology with ontolom in the same way as the Sex Variants study. 

We h o u  that nature, careful of the type and careless of the single life, 

from time io time throws off sports. individuais whose physiological 

make-up does not conform to the normal t ye .  and whose emotions, 

through no fault of their own, refuse to run in the normal channels of 

ordinav social sex-relations [...]. Science passes no moral judgement on 

the invert. any more than it  does on the individual bom with a 

superfluous num ber of fingers or toes. (243) 

Moreover. Hooke also names the productive irony of the British obscenity trial banning 

The Weil . 

But by the irony of life, society's blind reaction in the censorship to 

certain facts of Me defeats itself. As a result of the ban upon The Well of 

Loneliness, thousands of people have read the book and become aware 

of the facts of inversion who would ordinarily never have seen the book. 

nor become cognizant of the facts which it deals with. (244) 

Finally, Dr. Cliflord Allen's 1950 essa?, "The Personality of Radclfie Hall." 

published in The Inrernuiionui Journal ofSc-rologr, reveais the numerous identities 
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which were produced as effects of the 1928 collisions between The Weil, sexology and 

the Obscene Publications Act. Allen explores the relationships between Radclyffe Hall 

as "artist," "invert," and "author." His argument is absolutely crucial to understanding 

her exchange with Judge Biron in the coutroorn. an exchange the London T i n m  ran on 

page 5 of its November 17, 1928 edition. Allen likens the artist's creative process to 

that of science: 

Every artist creates in a peculiar fom because of the structure of his 

rnind [...] and [is] unaware that conscious motivation is controlled by 

deeper forces. [.. .] their carving was more in the nature of shaping a 

Stone which was already naturally half way on the path to be a piece of 

finished sculpture. The theory was that of a chose rrouvPe-a thing 

discovered, and the artist was only completing nature's work. ( 9 5 )  

Arying that both the artist and science reveal and discover what already exists in 

nature. Allen constructs Radclyffe Hall as doing both. The witer. he assens. is dnven 

bq' the forces of (human) nature ( ' l i s  innermost mental structure") whether he is aware 

of it or not (96). 

Radclyffe Hall as a novelist is interesting because it would seem that 

most of her work is an exploitation of her personal problems rather than 

the technically superior use of objective factors. (96) 

Thus. Hall's output as a writer will be cornpletely overdetennined by the verity of her 

sexual essence and by her creative process as an anis .  Allen praises her work. not 

because she was unjustiy treated by juridical proceedings. but because "her true 

position is that of an honest writer" (98). 
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1 have discussed in detail how Hall is produced as inven. What is perhaps even 

more notewonhy in Allen's essay are the ways in which he constructs the fi y e  of the 

author. In "What is an Author?" Foucault argues that the author's function cannot be 

understood simply as an elernent of speech. Rather, it  functions as a discursive and 

classificatory s ip .  allowing a number of texts to be grouped together and establishing 

relationships of homogeneity. filiations. reciprocal expl mat ion, au thentication or of 

cornrnon utilization arnong them. Finaily. the author, or what Foucault calls the 

"author-hnction." signifies as a discursive practice in and of itself. "in this sense. the 

function of an author is to characterize the existence. circulation. and operation of 

certain discourses wlthin a society" ( 1 24). What occurs in Allen's essay is a kind of 

"pige-back" effect. where the discourse of the "author" is collapsed ont0 that of the 

"invert" and "species." "Radciyîfe Hall" as "authof' unwittingly emerges out of Allen's 

analysis as a "cornplex and variable function" of numerous discursive practices 

(Foucault 1977c, 138). 

Thus, the exchange between "Radclyffe Hall" and Judge Biron becomes 

particularly critical. His banninp of The Well forecloses on the collisions between the 

various discursive technologies transforrning female same-sex desire into the discursive 

category, Invert. As such, however, he also facilitates resistance to that closure, and 

"Radclyffe Hall" challenges J u d p  Biron in a florid performance of that resistance and 

in an o r ig inq  moment of a reverse-discourse. Here is that exchange as it  appears in 

the trial transcripts. just as Judge Biron is about to render his decision. 

Then we corne to the incident of Mary. This takes place at the Front 

where? according to the witer of this book, a number of wornen of 



position and admirable character, who were engapd in dnving 

ambulances in the course of the war, were addicted to this vice. 

MISS RADCLYFFE-HALL: I protest. 1 am that wîter. 

THE MAGISTRATE: I must ask people not to intempt the 

Court. 

MISS RADCLYFFE-HALL: 1 am the author of this book. 

THE MAGISTRATE: If you c m o t  behave yourself in Couri 1 

shall have to have yoii rernoved. 

MISS RADCLYFFE-HALL: Shame! It is a shame! ("Judgement" 

6-7; and the Loden Tmes  November 17, 1928,s) 

Clearl y, the juridical proceedings intended to shame both sexed and gendered subjec t s  

as they were constmcted in The Well. But as Sedpvick notes. shame is an "affect that 

delineates identity-but delineates it without defining it or giving it  content [...] [ i t ]  is 

available for the work of metamorphosis, reframing. refiguration. transfiguration. 

affective and sqmbolic loading and defornation" ( 1  993, 12-1 3) .  What is delinrated. 

transfigured and queered in Hall's shaming of the court proceedings is not necessarily 

only the question of identity. but the veq  ternis of resistance as well. 

I K  The Outsider(s) Wirhin 

"White people are not white: part of the pnce of the white ticket is to 

delude themselves into believing that the) are." 



James Baldwin, The Pnce of the Ticket (xiv)'" 

It is no accident that such spaces were carved out in a British coumoom. Ten 

years earlier, Oscar Wilde posthumously fought his 1 s t  stand in a aial that ironically 

established the epistemological limitations that overdetermined this relationship 

between sexology and nation-building" It could be argued-in fact, should be 

argued-that what occurred during the Pembenon Billing trial of 19 18 was as much a 

reflection of the paradoxes and passions of its time as the O. J. Simpson trial was of the 

mid-1990s. Both Michael Kettle's Salome's Last Veil ( 1977) and Philip Hoare's Oscar 

Wilde's Last Stand: Decadence. Conspiracv. and the Most Outraeeous Trial of the 

Centuw (1997) agree on a basic set of facts which occurred in and around the spnng of 

1918 in London: the British authorities finaily permitted a privatr performance of Oscar 

Wilde's previously banned Salome to be danced by the American. Maud Allan. The 

part of Salome had been danced elsewhere but a version of this exotic and provocative 

play had not been seen in London. Noel Pemberton Billing. Member of Parliament and 

authodpublisher of the right-wing newspaper the Imperialr.~r (which later changed its 

1 O While what follows is an analysis of the continued production of British-ness at the end 
of World War One, I am also suggesting that this moment was one in which whiteness and 
British-ness were synonymous. Considerations of race, ethnicity, nation and culture mua 
acknowledge that while these are unique and distinct analytical categones, at certain 
moments in history they are folded into each other. While this section recognizes the 
analyticai and epistemological differences between them, its work necessitates an 
understanding of how race and has been constnicted as and, indeed, articulated to, 
discounes of citizenry as nation as empire as sexuality. 
1 1  RadclyfTe Hall kept few persona1 joumals but Diana Souhamifs new biography of Hall 
suggests that she identified with Oscar Wilde and his refusal of public shaming: "A 
generation after Wilde her cause was to rid lesbianism of the sti_ma of moral depdation. 
in her book she articulated a female homosexual identity. That. she knew, would incur the 
scnitiny of the law" ( 1998, 1 7 1 ). 



name to the b'igiionte), denounced Allan, accusing her and dl Salome audience 

members of being part of the "Cult of the Clitoris," a catcha11 for anone  guilty of 

degeneracy, perversion and loyal. to the extant cult of Oscar Wilde which, Billing 

argued, continued to infect the British empire. 

Billing had a secondary agenda that becomes clear in the January 19 18 edition 

of the Inipertaitst. 1 quote the article at length. 

There exists in the Cabinet Noir of a certain German Prince a book 

compiled by the Secret Senice from reports of Gennan agents who have 

infested this country for the past 20 years, agents so vile and spreadine 

such debauchery and such lasciciousness as only German minds cm 

conceive and only Geman bodies execute [...] in the begnning of the 

book is a précis of eeneral instructions regarding the propagation of evils 

which al1 decenr men thought had perished in Sodom and Lesbia [...] 

There are the names of 47.000 English men and women [.. .] Pnry 

Councillors, wives of Cabinet Ministers, even Cabinet Ministers 

t hemselves. diplomats. poets, bankers, editors. newspapitr propn etors. 

and members of His Majesty's Househoid [...] prevented from putting 

their full strength into the war by corruption and blackmail and fear of 

exposure. [...] [Tlhe stamina of British sailors [has been] undermined 

[...] Even to loiter in the streets was not immune [...] agents of the 

Kaiser were stationed at such places as Marble Arch and Hyde Park 

Corner [. . .] Wives of men in supreme position were entangled. in 

Lesbian ecstasy the most sacred secrets of State were betrayed. The 
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sexual peculiarities of members of the peerage were used as a leverage 

to open h i t f u l  fields for espionage. 

The Febmaq 16 edition of the former Imperiulisr, now the bigdante, (appropriately 

narned given that the Oxford Enelish Dictionaw defines vigilante as "watchfuiness. 

caution, circumspection" and a "vigilance commiaee" as a "self-appointed body for 

maintenance of order, etc., in an imperfectly organized comrnunitf"' makes explicit the 

link between the list of 47,000 names, Salome and British nationdism. 

THE CULT OF THE CLITORIS 

To be a member of Maud Allan's private performances in Oscar Wilde's 

Salome one has to apply to a Miss Valetta. of 9, Duke Street. Adelphi. 

W.C. If Scotland Yard were to seize the list of these members 1 have no 

doubt they would secure the names of several of the first 17,000 [...] AH 

the horors of shells and gas and pestilence introduced by the Germans 

in their open warfare would have but a fraction of the effect of 

exterrninating the manhood of Britain as the plan by which they have 

already destroyed the first 47,000. (58) 

Evoking the logic of specularity or "watching," where sexual and national 

ontologies are supposedly evident on the surface of the body, Billing juxtaposed the 

colonial with a heteronormative gaze when he Iibelled Ailan deliberately to create a 

public forum with which to expose the Gennan "Biack Book" containing the names of 

47,000 Engiish men and wornen who were supposedly sexual pen-erts. Specular 

econornies are both anxious and paradoxical. however. because the entire existence of 

the Black Book is predicated on the hysterical and panicked spectre of racial and sesual 



passing. in other words, these anxieties derive power fiom the anxieties and 

contradictions of a racially, sexually and gender-stratified society where ontological 

borders are penneable and where the visible is no longer the ground for knowledge 

(Ginsberg 4). Amy Robinson names this cnsis more productively: "The 'problem ' of 

identity, a problern to which passing owes the very possibility of its practice, is 

predicated on the false promise of the visible as an episternological parantee" ( 1994. 

7 16). Billing was undone by the fear that so-called Geman perverts were passing as 

English heterosexual patriots. The trope of passing signifies movement from a time and 

place where me identih 1s known to a time and place where it is unknown. That 

movement, as suggested by Billing's daims, is at once geographical, metaphysical and 

ontologcal. and produces passing as a trope of modemity which mil1 reappear as both 

time and space in later twrntieth-centu- butch and female-to-male trans-sexual fiction 

which 1 wiI1 argue cites this hinorical moment as its temporal frame of reference and 

this national idrntity as its spatial frarnework. Billing's ultimate goal can only be the 

incitement of a public morality crusade, or the production of a moral panic that uould 

fire up English morale during a panicularly brutal and politically volatile year of the 

''Great War." Billing was successfùl in creating that fonim, which bepan and ran for 

five days in the Old Bailey courthouse in May 191 8. 

Of ail the numerous ways that Pemberton Billing might possibly be 

remembered, the surest has to be that of "sensationalist showman." After entenng his 

Plea of Justification in that courthouse (his legai sstaiement of defence in which he 

enters a plea of not guilty to the charge of criminal liable), and despite neither knoning 

nor following evident iq rules, Billing refused a defence attorney and chose to defend 
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himself in court. Why he chose to do that becomes clear very early in both his Plea of 

Justification (where he speaks about himseif in the third-person) and his subsequent 

performance in the coumoom; 'Woel Pemberton-Billing says he is not guilty (...] and 

for a funher plea he says that al1 the defamatory matten alleged in the Indicmient are 

tme" (109). Oscar Wilde, accordmg to that Plea, was a "moral perven," Salome an 

"open representation of degenerated sexual lust, sexual crime, and unnatural passions 

and an evil and mischievous travesty of a biblical story," and Billing "the Sauour, 

Christ the King, corne to redeem hem in this moment of national perd" (109). 

The trial itself. presided over by Mr Justice Charles John Darling whose own 

name, or so Billing claimed in front of a press-filled galle-, appeared in the Black 

Book, clustered around several related themes: German sexologv and the specificity of 

its al ways already and. indeed. performative ("guilty") lanpage: Oscar Wilde's 

Salome, its coded (or, so Billing claimed, not so coded) penrersions, and the self- 

evident guilt of Oscar Wilde apologists; and the implications of the so-called Black 

Book for British national secun.. Like other sex trials. this one r a s  stnictured by a 

paradox, sta@ng in public. as nationalist spectacle, what it  rendered criminally deviant 

outside its domain (McClintock 2 19). By ordering the unspeakable spoken in public. 

the Billing trial took shape around the v e e  things it  imagines itself isolating and 

punishing. Billing claimed that if agents of German pewersion were passing within 

England's gates, then they would be detectable by their knowledg of medical 

discourse. in the Febniary 16 excerpt from the C'igdmre quoted above, Billing 

acknowledges in court that he chose the term clrtorrs quite carefully. The trial 

transcripts reveal bizarre and overdetermined skirmishes over the meaning of the rem. 
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When questioned about its medical specificities, Billing and his witnesses a rped  that 

while the clitoris was a naturai part of the female body. it was, more importantly, an 

excessive and "superficial" part which "did nothing to help the race," was "what 

remains of the male organ in the female," and, tbus, was profoundly dangerous (1  41 ). 

In fact, when stirnulated, it "possessed the most dreadful influence on any woman [so J 

that she would do the most extraordinary things" (1 26). Wilde's Salome staged this 

female state of frenetic hyper-stimulation and the word drtons itself, then. argued 

Billing, came to signib a group of perverse individuals of any gender who would 

"gather topether to see a representation of a diseased mad little girl" ( 14 I ). 

Billing's assertions became increasingly hysterical and perfonnative. Not on1 y 

was the clitoris dangerous to both nation and hearth, even the mere mention of the word 

uttered treason." Billing claimed that because clirons was such an obscure medical 

terrn, onl y oversexuaiized and perverse women and German sexologists would know i ts 

precise meaninp. After questioning Maud Ailan. for instance, aboui whether or not she 

knew the tem. Billing claimed that the term was so obscure that only a handful of 

professional medical men knew what it meant ( 1 15). Allan was supposedly capable of 

such degeneracies because these were the product of her genetic make-up. Her brother. 

William Henry Theodore Dunant, was executed for comrnitting a sensational ses crime 

in San Francisco 10 years earlier and Billing argued that, given that such degeneracies 

were inherited, Allan must be guilty of the charges against her. Allais  training 

similarly implicated her (she had taken her dance training in Berlin), and she was thus 

" Newspapen covering the trial both in 19 18, and then again in 195 1 when the scandai was 
revived, refused to pnnt the word *-clitoris" substituting a dash instead. 
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guilty of leading both the Cult of the Clitoris and what was lefi of Wilde's Cult of the 

Beautiful. What was not uttered dunng this performance of entrapment was that, at the 

very least, Allan knew the terni because her name had become publicly associated with 

it in Billing's own newspaper. 

The fact that this manufactured national cnsis was scriptcd to include Oscar 

Wilde was no accident. Wilde's mal, held in the same courtroom and similarly 

involving a charge of public libel, pennanently irn bricated homosesuals. Wilde. and a 

particuiar form of aesthetic pleasure. British homosexual men were taunted with the 

cries of "Oscar, Oscar!'' up to the beginning of World War 1 (David 5 ) .  And. as the 

transcripts of the Billing trial reveal. an artentiveness to poetic language. extended 

similes and 'ïhe beautihil" were enough to betray one's secret predilection for 

perversion. Moreover, the text of Salome was as much on trial as was Maud Allants 

reputation. In one particularly teiling moment. Judge Darling. who had already becn 

accused of treasonous perversion when Billing suggested Darling's name appeared in 

the Black Book, reads aloud from Salome and then perfonnatively disavows what has 

been labelled as incriminating comprehension. 

Darling: [quoting from Salome] "She is like a dove that has strayed. She 

is like a narcissus trembling in the wind. She is like a silver flower [...] " 

1 do not see where the Art is. Of course, 1 cannot understand it. 

(Laughter in Court.). (Hoare 1 16) 

Judge Darling's protest aside, Salome and Wilde both were impossibl y guilty . Wilde's 

reputation as a sodonine was well-known and Salome, the play which has made its 
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author's name "a household word wherever the English language was not spoken," was 

still banned in England ( 1 16). Billing chose his props and his wimesses very carefilly. 

The transcripts show that the actual text of Salome becarne as incriminating as 

German (or indeed, Wilde-an) sympathies might have been . Bil ling capiialized on the 

feud between Roben Ross, Wilde supporter and fnend, and Lord Alfied (Bosie) 

Douglas, by now Wilde denouncer, the latter appearing in coun as a translater of 

Saiome to support Billing's claim that i t was perverse and designed to appeal to sadists. 

hornosexuals and lesbians. and other assoned pervened indi~lduals. Bosie also clairned 

that Salome had been witten after Wilde had read Psychopathia Sexualis by Krafft- 

Ebing, one of the German sexologsts whose scientific theories were supposedly 

weakening England (Hoare 14647). Billing's own key medical witness was Dr Serell 

Cooke. who presented a detailed medical analysis of the play which argued that i t  was a 

text that would appeal to perverts precisely because it was filled with "the extraordinary 

[...] language tthat is usually employed by homosexuals" ( 145). Such language is used. 

Cooke assured the spell-bound courtroom. "to describe as beautifui and glorious al1 

their pewersions [and] for tliem to read into the distinctly physical acts of sex 

something spiritual" ( 145). 

Where Billing read Wilde and Salome as homosexual, Cooke read them botli as 

further evidence of sadism. Testifiing that sadism was the most monstrous of ail the 

sexual perversions, combining lust and sexual exciternent with cruelty and violence. 

Cooke went on to suggest that Salome and. by implication, al1 who would attend its 

production, were indeed similarly monstrous. When, at the end of the play. Salome 

kisses lokanaan's decapitated head. a moment of "pure Sadism." al1 ihose persons of 
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perverted instincts would "probably have sexual excitation, and even ~rgasm" assencd 

Cooke (Hoare 146-47). Later, when Bosie took the stand, he helped establish the 

supposed link behveen perversion and German-ness, and hence treason, when he was 

unable to contextualize Billing's reminder that the most successful production of 

Salome occurred in Berlin. Moreover, one of Billing's most important witnesses 

funhered what was being constructed as self-evident: "Sadism [is] the lust for dead 

bodies [.. .] that [is] from a medical treatise by a Geman [. ..] the Gerrnans were clever 

in advocating this as a means of corrupting people by means of Sadism as they have 

[been] [...] in advertising Salome" ( 1  32). 

As incredible and sensational as these claims seem, the anxieties investing this 

event become even more vexed as the frame shifis from the text of Saloine to the 

ihreats that it  and the "Black Book" pose to war-time national security. From the 

second day of the trial when the public galles was packed with wounded soidiers in  

pyjama-like blue hospital unifoms whom Billing had persuaded to attend ( 1 1 7) ,  

through pages and pages of transcnpts with questions like "Were there German agents 

usinp these public houses and baths and massage establishments?" ( 122). to Billing's 

ciosing statement to the j u d p  (who did exonerate him of al1 charges). "1 ask o u  to 

send me away From this place with the confidence that a verdict [...] will give me to 

cany on the very heavy task which, in the interests of my country, 1 have seen fit to 

commence" (1 72), the entire trial was steeped in discourses of nationalism. If Rosser is 

correct in arguing that sexology medicalized the inverted body, then the 191 8 Billing 

trial suggests that sexology quite inadvertently racialized, indeed nationalized. that 

body long before Judge Biron bans The Well in û similar kind of hystena. Or. perhaps 
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to frarne this assertion slightly askew, from this vantage point these early twentieth- 

century anxieties over sexuality, gender, and nation pose a series of questions which 

could not have been asked then: what was the role that sexuality played in the 

construction of nationality? Conversely, is nation-ness overdetermined by die gendered 

and sexualized discourses of empire? Yei again, whar role does the notion of nation- 

ness play in the production of not just sexual identities, but inhithin largr "imaginary" 

sexual comrnunities as well? 

Radclqffe Hall built her novel upon the preklous articulations accomplished by 

the work of the Billing trial both in tems of the sexual and national Otherness of the 

inven and the supposedlg natural ontological statu of British heterosexual mascuiinity. 

1 wiII retum to this legacy in the nrxt section. For the moment, however, i t  is crucial to 

situate ihis jiidicial irnbncation of nation and sexuality in the context of the sedimented 

ansieties fementing in and arowd World War One. By 19 18. the last year of World 

War Onc. Britain begms to think itself and its enemies differently: the British nation 

becomes the protectorate of the more helpless Belgurn. feminized and bnitalized by 

Germany. " Germany, however, remains simultaneously hyper-masculine, bu11 ying. 

13 Allyson Booth's Postcards From the Trenches: Negotiatin~ the S~ace  Between 
Modemism and the First World War (1 996) documents and analyses the rhetoric that 
Britain used to represent and justify its entry into the war and the ways in which that 
discourse not only personifies but also genden and sexualizes Germany, Belgium and 
England. "[Tlhe countq of Belgium (personified as a woman) was descnbed as having 
been raped by the country of Germany (personified as a psychopath) because of the ways in 
which her boundanes had been involuntarily violated by him" (7 1). See also Raitt and Tate, 
eds. Women's Fiction and the Great War; Fusseil's The Creat War and Modem Memorv; 
and Hqnes' A War Imagiined: The First World War and Endish Culture. Hoare documents 
the ways in which the sipifier "Gemany" also articulated "deviant" desires at the same 
tirne. "In 1908, the Eulenberg scanda1 rocked Germany, involving Kaiser Wilhelm and his 
intimate friends. knom to their enemies as the Iuiights of the Round Table or the 
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raping and Molating the innocent Belgum, and queerly effeminized (the Pembenon 

Billing triai), oversexualized and completely degenerate, iavading and compting the 

othenvise pure citizens of the British empire by luring them into deviant sexual desires. 

Indeed, as both a "system of ordered procedures for the production of T nidi" and a 

disciplinary, performative and liturgical site which paradoxically stages as a public 

spectacle what it renders criminally deviant, these British courtrooms remain haunted 

by fictions of desire (McClintock 1993). 

Fed by British war hysteria, the Billing trial was fundamental to Bntain's re- 

assunng itself during that destabilizing paroxysm of nationalism: World War One 

(Anderson 8 1 ). Benedict Anderson's choice of words is not without a kind of fniitful 

irony, given the Oxford Enelish Dictionary definition of paroxysm: "fit of chrase." On 

the one hand, the British Empire itself remains entirely imag ine  or fictional. "It is 

nice [srcl that what eventually becarne the late British Empire has not been mied by an 

'English' dqnasty since the early eleventh century: since then a motiey parade of 

Nomans  (Plantagenets). Weish (Tudors). Scots (Stuarts). Dutch (House of Orange) and 

Germans (Hanoverians) have squatted on the imperial throne" (Anderson 8 1 ). It is the 

latter rnember of the "motley parade" which initiated the interpellative hailinp of the 

R o p l  family fiom its fomer existence as the Gennan "Hanovers" to the British 

"Windsors" early in 19 18. Such a nominal co~ec t ion  to the abjected enem y that 

Camarilla" (42-44). Rince Philip von Eulenburg was an intirnate friend of the Kaiser's and 
in 1907 the two were accused of being lovers. A senes of v e q  public trials ensued. at 
which Magnus Hirschfeld testified and as "Oscar" came to signifi "sodomite" in Britain, 
so "Eulenburg" did in Berlin. Hoare suggests that the phrase "Do o u  speak Gennan?" 
functioned as a queer code in Paris for a shon time after the scanda1 in Berlin, which was 
sirnilady known as "Sodorn-on-Spree". 
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British sons were dying in trenches to defeat could on1 y have been a source of profound 

national embarrassrnent and dis-ease. On the other hand, and contrary to Sandra 

Gilbert's assertion that the Great War was a fom of sex warfare, a climactic episode in 

a battle of the sexes, World War One remains an histoncal event which produced 

particularly gendered and traumatized subjects as well as discourses of gender and 

citizenship at the sarne moment that it profoundly contested al1 of thern (1988). With its 

metaphors of German perversion as contamination and disease supposedly infesting the 

otherwise pure British nation, the Billing mal heaps heteronomativity upon biologïcal 

essentialism upon nationalism to insist upon-indeed. to centralize-a fictional 

imperative of heterosesuality. rnasculinity and British nationalisrn, despite evidence to 

the contrary. Then again. as Raitt and Tate note. the war brought about new levels of 

policing. interna1 surveillance and coercion Ma the British Defence of the Realm Acts. 

the likes of which Britain has not sçen since (1). Finally, new and prophetically 

discom foning discourses of nationaiism remained in Europe and were to explode again 

in a few Kars time. What becomes undeniably clear dunng this period. which 

historians are now be@nning to describe as the second Thiny Years War. 19 1445. are 

the ways in which the obsessively hygienic discourses of nation. gender. sexuality. and 

war imagine themselves lining up to centre whiteness, Britishness and 

heteronormativity as the subjects of modemity. The Billing trial, dunng the last year of 

that paroxysm, naged this aligning-abjecting process as a sensational and replative 

public spectacle. 

The suggestion that sexual identities map onto those of nation is not particularly 

noveI. In his oflen cited, and still influential treatise on nationalism, Irnagined 
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Communities: Reflections on the %gin and S ~ r e a d  of Nationalism, Anderson deploys 

naturalized, and naturalizing, discourses of sexuality and gender to demarcate nation- 

ness as cultural and psychic artefact (1983). By refusing the suggestion that nation-ness 

is only ideological or merely an effect of false conscioumess, Anderson argues that it is 

a product with profound emotional legitimacy instead. Nation-ness, Anderson posits. is 

an "imagmed political community [...] imagined as both inherently limited and 

sovereign" which cornes into being by aligning itself nith "the large cultural systems 

that preceded it. out of which-as well as against which-it came into being" ( 15-19). 

"Nation-ness." he continues, "is not the awakening of a nation to self-consciousness. 

but rather the invention of a nation where [one does] not exist" (15). 

Anderson's reworking of de finitions of nationhood bears interesting, if not 

paradoxical. fniit. "Nation" shifts from actually being a universal. pressisting culriire 

to something which is the temporal and performative effect of cultural and jiindical 

work. constructed as universal afier the fact (cf. "[Iln the modem world everyone can. 

should, will 'have' a nationality. as he or she 'has' a gender" [ l  J] ). Nation is not 

transhistorical. but, rather. is a spontaneous distillation of discrete histoncal forces that 

produces national identities as unmistakably particular. To reiterate the example 

Anderson uses, to be Greek, or indeed, in Billing's case, to be British, is to manifest a 

national essence as a very precise or unique ontology. Nation is spatially limited, 

marked by finite, if elastic boundaries. beyond which lie a11 other nations: -et. nation 

remains an effect of an unlimited fantasy or set of imaginings, because "the rnembers of 

men the srnaIlest nation bill never know most of their fellow-mem bers. yet in the 

minds of each lives the image" of their c~mrnonality~ communion or "deep. honzontal 
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comradeship" ( 1 5 ) .  Anderson's tropes bear repetition: "Ultimately, it is this Fraterniw 

that rnakes it possible, over the past two centuries, for so many millions of people, not 

so much to hll ,  as willingly die for such limited imapings" ( 16). 

hdeniably, Anderson's use of terms Iike "fiatemityu and " fel low-mem ber," as 

well as his assumption that everyone "has" a nationality like the? "have" a gender. is 

built upon some rather interest h g  assum ptions about sexuality and gender, assumpti ons 

which the Billing event shared and rnobilized. Parker, Russo, Sommer and Yaeger 

(eds.) argue in their introduction to Nationalins and Sexualities that Anderson's form 

of nationalism distinctly favours a homosocial form of male bonding. But as Sedgwick 

notes, the terni "homosocial" i s  marked by both discriminations and paradoxes (1985). 

On the one hand, it merely descnbes social bonds between persons of the same ses. On 

the other hand. it is a neolopsm fomed analogously to. yrt differentially from. 

"homosesual." in many ways. then, for Anderson to characterize nation-hood as a 

passionatel y felt brotherhood is. to quotr Sedplck, "to draw the "'homosocial ' back 

into the orbit of 'desire' [. ..]" and to dangerousl y "hypothesize the potential 

unbrokenness of a continuum between hornosocial and homosexual" ( 1985. 1 ). 

Represenhng nation-hood in this way would require that this passionate katern ity, 

constituted by an excess of affect and an always already fictional national spatiality. 

distinguish itself fiom more explicitly sexualized male-male relations and posit the 

homosocial-homosexual continuum as radically discontinuous instead. Tnak such as 

Billing's and The Well's perforrn precisel y this function. Dunng a decidedly 

homosocial event such as World War One, which has been characterized as the 
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"greatest changer of them all," the distinction between homosocial and homosexual 

slips and the state stands ready to enforce clarity at al1 costs (MacDonald 1 15). 

Anderson's assumption that everyone has a nationaiity like they have a gender 

suggests that each manifestation of nationality similarly functions within a system of 

differences, having no positivity or presence and defined onl y by that which it is not . 

Such definitional gymnastics clearly binds nation, gender and sexuality within 

econornies of self/other, where the one is forever haunted by its definitional other. 

Thus, as Parker et al suggest, the paradoxical task of constmctinp and sustaining 

national identities: "[Hlence, on the one hand. the nation's insatiable need to administer 

difference through [.. .] segregation, censorship, [etc] [. . .] and on the other, the nation's 

insatiable need for representational labour to supplement its founding ambivalence, the 

lack of self-presence at its origin or in its essence" (5 ). Such perfomative, discursive 

and reiterative work 1s not unlike that which Judith Butler identifies as crucial to the 

construction and regdation of pender fictions. If, as Butler suggests, it 1s the reiterative 

power of discourse to produce the phenomena that it replates and constrains. then 

what appears to be the spatial and temporaljacr of nation-ness cm also be understood 

as an effect of the historical operations of power (Butler 1 993). Thus, Anderson's 

nationalized subject ("the memben of even the smallest nation will never know most of 

their fellow-members, yet in the minds of each [ives the image of their deep, horizontal 

comradeship" 15) is produced in the same moment as Butler's gendered subject, both 

the effect of a differential system of difference (to be English is to be heterosexual and 

thus, not German and not perverse) and a regdatory machine?: "the forming of a 

subject requires an identification with the normative phantasm of 'ses' [or 'nation'] and 
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abjections, a repudiation without which the subject cannot emerget' (1993,3). Butler 

continues: "Further, the materialization of a given sex [again, read: -nation'] will 

centrally concem the regulation of identificatory practices such that the identification 

with the abjection of sex [or nation-ness] will be persistently disavowed" (3). 

On Sunday August 19, 1928. when James Douglas reviewed The Well and 

clairned ihat he "would rather gve  a healthy boy or a healthy gr1 a phial of piussic acid 

than this novel," he materialized those replatos) practices on the bodies of bot11 the 

inven and Hall's novel itself. He ensured that the appropriate bodies which are rendered 

are British, white, heterosexual, masculine and male." The tone and scope of Douglas's 

review pays uncanny homage to the sentiments mobilized by Billing only ten p a r s  

earlier The task. according to Douglas and Billing before him. was for British societ) 

to clean "itself frorn the leprosy of these lepers" and make the "air clean and wliolesome 

once more" ( S m &  Express Aupst 19, 1928). Manipulatine what appeared to be the 

self-evident factuality of an England which could not lose World War One. Douglas. 

like Billing, argued that the battle against such filth "had been lost in France and 

Gemany but not in England [...] The Engiish people are slow to rise in their wath and 

'.' Interestingly, "to render" means to not only "gve in retum" or "give back" but also "to 
reproduce, portray? give representation or performance or effect of," the latter definition 
being the one which gave the term its currency within early rnodemist poetics. 1 am 
certainly evoking those definitions; however, it is the term's meaning "to produce for 
inspection" which best serves my purposes here. As I will argue in the next section. Hall 
conmcts  The Well's protapnist out of the dixourses on masculinity available to her at 
that time, discounes produced and reified in and around the Pemberton Billing trial. and 
pol iced by the judicial gaze: het erononnativity, British aistocracy and British nationalism 
Stephen fails, as it were, because those discourses require that this masculine subject be 
housed in a male body. 



strike down the m i e s  of evil, but when they are aroused they show no mercy." 

Moreover, he mapped out the aligning-abjection process with volatile and nationalistic 

language: "We must protect our children against their spacious fallacies and sophistries 

[. ..] we mua banish their propaganda from our bookshops" and so on. Once again, the 

ghost of Oscar Wilde returns to haunt Douglas as much as Billing: "Literature has not 

yet recovered from the h m  done to it by the Oscar Wilde scandal. It should keep its 

house in order" (Hoare 46). 

Finally, what becomes even more remarkable about Radciyffe Hall is that slw 

both embraced and resisted that cultural legacy bequeathed her by histon. As t will 

argue in Section Three, Stephen Gordon's greatest lament in The Well is precisely his 

inability to perfonn his masculine and patriotic duties as he had been trained to bp his 

father. He is ail but excluded from the fratemal homosocial world of masculinity which 

he glimpses with his father before his death and then again with Martin Hallam who 

later becomes his rival for Mary. At the same time, Hall deploys tropes of nation within 

the text to demarcate a space of resistance for those divested of officiai nation-ness. a 

trope which she bequeaths to her descendants and which reappears as both the "lesbian" 

and "queer" nation some 70 years later. 



SECTION THREE: PASSIONATE FICTIOh'S 

RADCLYFFE HALL'S THE WELL OF LONELINESS 

"To teach ignorance is [...] to teach to un-know, to become conscious 

of the fact that what one thuiks is knowledge is realy an array of 

received ideas, prejudices, and opinions-a way of nor knowing that 

one does not know [...] [Thusj the question of education [. ..] is the 

question not of how to transmrt but of how to sztsped knowledge." 

Barbara Johnson, A World of Difference (84-8 5 j 

While the event of The Weil's publication was over-invested within 

economies of nationalism and sexuality, its own interna1 thematics, prirnarily 

questions of knowledge, self-knowledge and "ignorance," were similady articulated 

through questions of nation-ness, race. and sedgender. Aiison Hennegan's 

introduction to the 1982 Virago reprint of The Well begins with a bnef accounting of 

how The Well has functioned since its publication and stormy reception in 1928: 

in countless novels and autobiographies schoolgirls have been 

expelled for reading it and mistresses sacked for discussing it. 

Tremulous daughters have @en it to their mothers, preparing the 

grounds for revelations yer to corne: mothers have @ven it to 

daughters to indicate that personal revelations will be synpathetically 

received. Close female fhends have given it to each other as a delicate 
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hin! that friendship could include yet more. Since its first publication 

in 1928 imumerabie girls and women-in fact and fiction-have 

turned to The Well of Loneliness for enlightenment and suppon. (vii) 

Hemegan's observations are ironic in that while she does document the ways Hall's 

novel has been discursively productive circa 1982. what she cannot possibly have 

k n o w  is that even a cursory review of that cnticism reveals, more accurately. hou 

The Weil has read those 70 years of readers instead. 

While the narrative of Hall's stoq of an inven has not changed. what and haw 

that narrative is, and has been. invested within numerous pre- and post-Stonewall 

ferninist. lesbian. lrsbian-feminist. gay and lesbian. queer and trans-gendedtrans- 

sesual economies changes drarnatically. Tliere can be little argument tliat the book 

esists both before and after the most recent resurgence of butchJ1femme in the 1990s 

as evidenced bp Lesle! Feinberf s Stone Butch Blues and before and after the 

emergence discourses of trans-sexuality and trans-gender during the same time. What 

is curious is that The Well. more often than not, is cited as the transcendental lesbian 

text, butch-femme test and trans-sexual text al1 at the same time. Such unproblematic 

consmictions of history and reading accord The Well stability and continuin within 

economies that have used it to sipify discontinuities and incongniities instead. Given 

that every reading is in man' ways an inaugural production of the text, the history of 

The Well criticim (including the reading by Judge Biron which b a ~ e d  the novel in 

the same year it was published) functions to evoke a set of epistemological. political 

and jundical knowledges and to always already defer those knowled~es at the same 

tirne. Indeed, those readings emerge within an "after-logic" reading economy. a 
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later in time than The WeU appears only beside, even before it (Carlson 8). My 

reading of The Well throughoi~t this section is as much a genealogy of those 

articulations as it is the production of yet another. What emerges when that body of 

criticism is read as The Weil readmg its readers instead is an ironic confirmation of 

Virginia Woolfs assessrneni that "Nuone has read [Hall's] book" (Whitlock 560). 

My owu reading of Hali's novel is aniculated through'wih four a~iotns. First. 

that Srephen Gordon understands hhsel f  best through the lan-wge of biological 

essentialisrn as a man and recognizes himself as such: two, that most of the plot of 

The WeiJ shows Stephen mug@ing unsuccessfully. to pcrform thc duties of 

aristocraiic Briiisli iiiasculiriity and tiiereby wiii the recognitioii of liis fatiicr ad 

countn. the very process by which some foms of masculinity are accorded 

intellipbili~ : three, that Srephen is therefore evidence of the productive faiture of 

discursive fonnarions. especialb those of nation (British-ness) and religon 

(Chnsûanit-y) w%ere th- reatne gaider (mascuhmty): and fuially. that Stephen is 

white, a racial signifier tliat the critical analyses of Tl~e Well have failed io aniciilaie. 

My axioms are torsions of those found in two places, Eve Kosofslq Sedgwlck's essay 

"Gosh Boy George, You Miist Be Awfiiliy Secure in Your MasuilinTty!" and Richard 

mer's "White," and a point of deparhue from that found in a third. First, in her essay. 

Sedpvick rehearses a nurnber of propositions about the production and consumption 

of masculinity. the most important being rhar. somehmes. masculinity has notliing to 

do with men ( 1  995). She univenalizes masculinity. not as an essential identity but. 

rather? as a cuhrai and discursive subjca quite separate from men. "As a wornan," 
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she Hrites, "1 am a consumer of masculhities, but 1 am not more so than men are; 

and, iike men, 1 as a woman am dso a proùucer of masculinities and a performer of 

them" (1  3). Sedgwick performs a chiasmatic deconsmiction of lieterononnative 

gender regimes where minoritized gender identities are thought to be effects of 

essemial bodies. Sedgwck IS concwhp ~ i t h  others, both in and outside of lesbian 

contexts, when she flips that equation mto its head and suggesis bat the çairgorical 

imperative of masculuiity no longer be naturd or biological male bodies. There are. 

in other words, and have always k e n ,  masculinities without men ' 

Dyer's article. on the other hand. posits that the categrical imperatiw of 

whitencss necessime its h~pervisiblc invisibili-. Whitencss, Dycr argues. g m s  i ~ i  

representational power by paradoxically k i n g  bot11 ëverywliere and notliiiig" at h<: 

same moment (43 j. Whiteness masks itself as a racial categoq by colonking the 

definition of other noms (class, gender, hrterosesuality. nationality and so on) and 

by representing itself as the domain of the universal. In aaempts to particularize ihat 

univasal. whiteness is amtinilated ben by the v e q  thmgs it Merentially clakts not to 

be: nation, class, ediiiicity, sexiialitv, etc. LI ways akin to bot11 gciider and sexuahh.. 

the subject b e p s  to fa11 apan when whiteness is analyzed as whiteness. "An? 

instance of white representation i s  &ays inmiediately wrnething more specific [... j 

the particularity of whiteness itself begms to disappear" (46). In other words, where 

whiteness consmicts itself as self-suffitim~ and capable of holding power as a result. 

- - - - - -- 

1 D u i n  the witing of rhis dissenation. an event occurred which suggests that only 
now lias the discursive and constn~ctionist tum fmally been taken. On Wednesday - 
March 24th 1999- the Director of Civil Status in Montreal agreed to dlow a fernale to 
male trans-sexual (h) to change his gender leplly from female to male. even 
though he had na undergone gaiital surpeq (Glohe und M'ad March 25. 1 999. A l 1 ). 
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M e r  analyhcal scmtuiy shows it often physically andior rnaterially dependent upon 

differently ciassed and raced domestic senants. Consequendy, one of the primary 

tasks of whiteness becornes that of demonstrating its own Mmies in order to jushfi 

domination. 

In a colonial contes, for instance, whteness is ofien associated with 

modenùty, reason, order. and stability while blackness stands in for bacliwardness, 

irrcitionality, chaos and Mlence. niese are f~xed. impermeable and bound. so B e r  

argues, both with and as an evolutionary trajectoe from backwardness io 

reasodmodemity (49). Texts of colonial white supremacy. The Well included. often 

stniggie with the unportancc of fauh, tradittoh prcservauon of the conventionalitlcs 

and clear boundaries, al1 of wliicli keep whiientss clearly distinci fi0111 everytliing it 

daims it is not. Hence. concludes b e r .  "[ ...] whites and men (especiallyj become 

characterized by 'bounda~ess' " (5 1 ). In The Well the notion of boundedness 

includes both a psychic (which 1 will retum to below) but also a political geography 

referenced by the signifier Enghnd coteminous with everything Stephen believes he 

slioiild be: inasciiline, aristocratic, patriotic. lioliourable and above ail, white. Tiic 

modem nation-state of England authorùed pmïcular bodies as culturally intelligible. 

valuable and naturai. Whde Stephen reco-d himself as subject to that 

formuiation, lus unthidable body, that is a body between pnders, failed to 

materialize as a body that mattered. 

Ln The Well, white sociality is fi~rther articulated through tropes boiind b~ 

fixity, order and ripdity. The Gordon family interacts with other families pnncipally 

throiigh codes of beha\ior and ndes of conduct embodied in conirntionaiiy set picccs 
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like dimer parties, balls, foxhunts and the like. These ntuals are different from the 

gathenngs at Valerie Seymour's salons, and different again from those of the 

working-class domestic help which the reader occasionally accesses through Stephen. 

Finally, the codes of sociality suggested by the black Amencan brothers, Henry and 

Lincoln, are overdetermined by the belief that black people have more life, more 

body and more emotion because they are closer to nature. As Dyer notes, these racist 

ideas were endemic to processes of European expansion. colonization and nation 

building. Blacks. according to Hall's novel, are somehow more natural and have more 

life, which means body. emotions, sensualiry and spirituality as opposed to the mind 

and the intellect of whites and. in The Well. of the invert. 

But, as 1 wili suggest later. Henry. Lincoln and Collins, effect a kind of 

embodiment that eludes Stephen. Motifs of embodiment. as both Dyer and this 

dissenation argue, articulate whiteness through a series of compelling paradoxes. First. 

those white, especially Christian. subjects are corporeal beings that most value 

transcendence of that corporeaiity. As 1 will explore further. Stephen is wrîtten by a 

motif of ern bodiment that is d 'but not necessarily ln the body. Black and working-class 

subjectivities are reducible to corporeality but Stephen both is and is not. White bodies 

tend to stand in for dl bod~es, a notion of where whiteness is at once a non-race and the 

entire human race ar the same time. Second, whiteness is often marked by a 

commitment to heterosexuality where men are supposed to fight against the dark 

camality of sexual desires and women are to have none at al). Stephen is no exception 

here either: as a child. he is bound by the baser emotions that his crush on Collins 

evokes. As an adult. Stephen is supposed to know better and does eventually mature 



into adult sexuality appropriately controlled, contained and paternal ail at ihe same 

tirne. Hall consmicts a complicated set of desires for Stephen and falls inro a rhetonc 

of transcendence where the very source of those desires, the body, HAS to be 

controlled. Such is the stoic and masochistic glory of the irnperial hero. 

That said 1 take as my point of dcpamire recent qucnilous criticisrns whch 

poswssively articulate Stephen's body with singular, absolute and definitive statu:  '11 

is either definitively lesbian' or 7t  is definitively tram-sexud'. Such arguments are 

growided in what Judith Maibentam and C. Jacob Haie have identified as the 

"ButchFTM Border Wars" (Halberstm and Hale 283). The No Man's Land between 

female masnilinity and tram-sexual masculinity has bccn fracturing pcrsonal. local 

and national discussiotis hi support groups, on the pages of conutiiuiity publicatioiis. 

on email lists, and in special "Trans-" issues of publications Ike and .Yocial 

Tm. FTMs are accused of possessively and esclusively occupyng the catrgoc of 

(heteronormative) rnasculinity; often asainst or in opposition to butch masculinity, or 

ps t  lesbian wornen phyrng with pendu \hithout idenufving as vans-gendered and 

ofkn widioiit transitionhg siirgically (Halberstam and Hale 383). In soiiie camps. 

such battles are d e n  foupht over the sipifiers of masculinity. For instance. memben 

of one h mail list adtise each other on clothxng and hairstyles that are decidedly 

not-butch (avoid crew cuts; wear chinos or khakis instead of faded denim; avoid 

waist-length motorcycle lenther jackers and wear 311 length leaùier jackers instead 1. 

Curiously enoiigh, this serniohcs of rnasciilinity is less about a siipposed aiithentic 

male-ness and more about a serniotic mappîng of class topographies. 
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These border wars have erupted most profoundly in two places: first, over the 

body of Brandon Teena, the white working-class Nebraska youth who 1 have 

previously discussed and, second, over recent criticai re-investrnents in The Well. 

Such border wars, by focusing exclusively on gender, simiiarly over-invest the 

protagonist of The Well of Loneliness. In his recent book Second Skins: The Body 

Narratives of Transsexuaiity, Jay Prosser goes against 70 years of criticism by 

suggesting that The Well is not a lesbian novel at all. 

What 1s rernarkable about previous cntical work on the novel is how 

close i t  has corne. in the sarne moment as claiming the novel's subject 

as lesbian, ro perfonning that reading where Stephrn is a woman who 

really wouid be a man: that is, where she is not lesbian but a female- 

to-male transsesual. ( 136-37) 

in his insistence on origins of trans-sexuality and his assertion that such narrative 

ongins are to be found in The Well only when the lesbian subject retreats, Rosser 

argues that the visibility of Stephen as lesbian has necessitated the displacement of 

Stephen as female-to-male trans-sexual . "Rightly tracing Hall's debt to nineteenth- 

century sexologists." Prosser argues, "critics have wrongly reduced sexual inversion 

to homosexuality" ( 137). While my own argument looks similar to Rosser's, we 

differ hindamentally over the knowability of Stephen's identity. Sexual inversion can 

be reduced neither to hornosexuality nor trans-sexuality exclusively. Rosser's texnial 

evidence from the novel itself is slim and consists primarily of the dream Stephen has 

where he grafts Collin's unhealthy knee onto his own healthy one. Rosser's argument 

that "the drearn stand[s] as a transsexual fantasy of flesh gafted from one part of the 
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body to heal the female invert's own 'afflicted rnernber' " makes no sense within the 

logic of his own argument given that the grafting is fiom a female body onto what he 

himself reads as a femde body, that is, Stephen's (165). Moreover, Rosser argues that 

The Well cannot be a lesbian novel because of the repeated failure of lesbian 

relationships within the text itself (166). Again, Rosser overlooks the ways in which 

Stephen requires those relationships (with Angela and Mary) io fail in order to 

confirm what he already believes about himself-that is, that he has failed to confonn 

to his father's definition of manhood, a failure ha t  seems constitutive of masculinity. 

Such failures also function as an erotics where both failure and loss (femininity as the 

site of both thrilling pleasure and shameful humiliation) coupled with what appears 

on a first reading as a Christ motif construct Stephen's gender and sexual self. This 

trope is actually one of male masochism misread as Christian mart'~dom (masculinity 

figured as the Chrin who suffers and who takes pleasure in that sufferingi and 

overdetermines Stephen's libidinous and en/gendered subjectivity . 

Constructing the conversations between female masculinity and trans-sesual 

masculinity as a war between subjecrs marked only by gender and resoived only by 

eithedor resolutions disavows many other sites of contest which are equally if not 

more. important. The rhetonc of war which infuses these border skirmishes. as Elaine 

S c q  cautions. forces participants on either side of No Man's Land to arrange 

themselves into two sides. which not only formalizes the binary but does so on the 

condition of exclusive and eventual sinplarity- 

[I]n consenting to enter into war. the participants enter into a structure 

that is a ~el~cancel ing dualin. The' enter into a forma1 dualit';. but 
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one understood by al1 to be temporaq and intolerable. a forma1 duality 

that, by the very force of its relentless insistence on double-ness. 

provides the means for eliminating and replacing itself by the 

condition of sinylarity (since in the end it will have legitimatized one 

side's nght to detemine the nature of ceriain issues). (87-88) 

In any kind of war the participants perform some activity X and, as S c a q  

notes. musr out-X each other until one camp is the tictor and one the loser. which 

inevitably means surrendering the power to differentiate the former from the latter 

(89). En the butch/h  border war, that acticity X is the exclusive daim to authentic. 

naturd or real masculuiity conmuned as the exclusive marker of subjectivity and as 

ofieii, niapped back ont0 a surgically proàiiced male body. As 1 have supgrsted, b t i i  

class and race are as important in forming who Siephen Gordon is and how he may be 

accorded or denied the privileges of citizenship. Moreover. both sides of the border 

war invoke The Well as somehow indicative of their authentici ty . Such invocations 

are hirther pmof of the instabiliiy of masculinity. in its own subject but also iii its 

readers. The uiverted, masciilinr stibjcct of The Well thar is Steplieo Gordon caiuiot 

be reduced either to female homosexuality or tram-sexualie exclusively. He is 

indeterminate and marks a moment where the histories of female masculinrîy, üans- 

sexual mascdinity and, for lack of a better term, "male" mascuhity yzîu nation and 

race ail collide and overlap. Thus, as Rosser. Halberstam and Hale rehct .  Sedpvick 

and Dyer illuminate my argument: to begin to see white masciilinity we need to look 

for it where it references its ow difference h m  that which is not-male, not-white 

and not-middle-class. as if only non-~hitcness~ non-malenas and non-ctasscdness 
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can give each of those its substance (Dyer 47). Stephen Gordon works ver). hard, and 

mostly unsuccessfully, to articulate himself as not-female, not-sen.ant-class, and veq  

much the (good) son of his Father's Empire. 

I. Modernisî Predilections 

"Lesbian desire is eveqwhere, even as it ma? be nowhere." 

Martha Vicinus, 1987 (433) 

Feu could argue with the assertion that The W d  grapples wirh the 

oppositional imperatives of both continuityidiscontinuity and knowledgeiignorance. 

The ambivalent rnovement between these dualities becomrs the prima- srnicturing 

trope of t his modemist narrative passing as conventional realim . Where conventional 

~ i l d u n ~ r o m o n '  and Kunstlrrornan begin at the bepnning of the protagonist's life. 

The Well begins before the beginning. And where most heroes of Bildung.~rontom 

and Kunstlcr~ma~is receive an education of some sort. the hero of The Well leams. as 

1 have suggested in the quote that introduces this section, that he does not iinow who 

and what he is. His quest, then, is to both recognize himself in the subject-foming 

knowfedpes of his time (the Bible and sexology), also to un-[eam those ideas. 

prejudices and opinions, to rearticulate those knowledp-regmes in order to 

reconfigure himsel f as a differently languaged subject . 

2~ildungsroman is a genre of novel that follows the development of the hero from 
childhood into adulthood through a troubled quest for identity. When the novel 
descnbes the formation of a young artist, as in Hall's The Well of Loneliness. i t is 
called a Kunstlerontun. 
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The opening page of The WeU constructs an image that cisuafizes these 

doubled tensions and imbues hem with rneaning fiom the supposedly natwal and 

pastoral world (Whitlock 563). 

Not very far 6om Upton-on-Severn-behven it, in fact, and the 

Malvem Hilis-stands the countq seat of the Gordons of Bramley; 

well-timkred. wrll-cotiagd, wd-fençed and weli-watered, having. in 

this latter respect. a Stream that forks in exactiy the right position to 

feed two large lakes in the gounds. ( I I ) 

The fust grndered and naturalist trope is the convention of the Grear House and its 

surrouncûngs. Morton Hall welçomes the loveiy Irish bndc of Su Philip. Lady Anna 

Gordon. aiid iIieir love for eacli oilicr ripens in its embracr (1  2 )  Morton Hall also 

cornes to represent both self-order and social order as it resonates with image?. 

suggesting aability. certainty and protection (Skinner 23-24). Interes~gly. this 

image of stabiiity and order is gendered fernale and its lineage is traced. to echo 

Woolf', back h o u @  rnotliers. those female "archehpe[s] of the v v  perfect uoman. 

wlioin creatiiip God lias foiiiid good" (Tlie Well 1 1 ). The narrator geliders location as 

ideaiized fernininity: 

It [Morton Haii j has di@& and pnde widiout ostentation. self- 

assurance without arrogance, repose Mthout inertia: and a gentiç 

aloofhess that. to those who know its spirit. but adds to its value as a 

home. It is indeed like certain lovely wornen who, now old, belong to a 

bygone generation-women who in youth were passionate but seernl!.: 
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dificult to win but when won, dl Fulfilling. They are passing away. 

but their homesteads remain. ( 1  1 )  

The nmator fûrther binds this image of order with and through the trope of dornestic 

temporality by situaring them both w i h  the second trope, a supposedly naniral 

feminized landscape. Tm years mm h a  maniage. and as a conseqwnce of coming 

fiom "a race of devoted mothars," the hsh Lady Anna fmally concrives a child who 

is expected to be a boy ( 16). Her INhness. like her body. is enlisted into the senice 

of rrproducing the British aristocracy. Both Anna and Morton Hall becorne 

domesticated as a naturalized, pastoral refuge for her husband: "When the child 

nirred withm hcr shc would thmk it srirred mongly becausc of the plallant male 

creature slie was tiiding" (1  2). Aruia. Iiowcver. becornes indistuiguisliable from die 

feminized landscape around her. a landscape that mirors the biological changes in 

her ovin body as it is situated within the nahirai order. 

From her favourite seat underneath an old cedar, she would see these 

Mdvern W l s  in their beauh. and theu nvelling slopes seemed IO hold 

a new meaiuiig. Tliey were like pregiaiit woineii. fidl bosomrd. 

courapous [. . .1 [and] mothers of splendid sons! ( 1 3)  

Such meaning is discursive and projecaonal but remains that whch tyaruiizes 

Stephen: a supposdy natural conpence between body, self and nation. Stephen 

later rearticulates those m&gs through this naturaiized alibi of essence but, as we 

see later, this strategic recitation reproduces sunilar discursive limitations. 

Stephen attempts to find solace in and integration with that natural world 

smundmg Morton Hall, as do many Bdhngsroman and Kunflesromm heroes. His 



efforts are eventually met with exile and dienation instead (WhitIock 565). As both 

H m e p  and Whitiock point out. Stephen's quest is represented textuaily by the 

ovenise of the adverbial imperative "rnust" which overdeiermines both the direction 

and the tenor of Stephen's meta-gendered search for meaning. What befùis as an 

almon amoying stylistic tic evolves into an always aiready failed but profoundly 

productive rurson d b r c .  

The peak of the Camp staad out clearly defined bu snow that had 

fallen lightly that moming and as they breasted the crest of the Ml. 

the sun shone out on the snow. Away to the right lay the valle) of the 

Wye. a long. lovely ~dlillcy of decp bluc shadous: a talley of srnail 

Iioniesieads and riiotiiering trees. of soft undulaiions and wide. restfiil 

spaces leading away to a line of dim mountains-leading away to the 

mountains of Wales, that la- p s t  over the border. And because she 

loved ths kind of English valley. Stephen's suky eyes mirsr tum and 

test upon it: not al1 her apprehension and sense of injustice could take 

from lier eyes the joy of that seeing. Slie nirisr gaze and gaze. shr n m r  

let it possess her, the p c e ,  the wonder that la' in such beau&: whne 

the unwilling tean welled up under her Iids-she not knowing why 

they had corne there. (49, emphasis added) 

The mu« of stich rituaiized and naturalizing rites of passage suggests that these do 

not-indeed, cannot-happen for Stephen wliose own nature disrupts the hierarchical 

order of social relationships at Monon. Moreover, that rnzisr undenrites Stephen' s 

gaze as wcll? a word that is repeated in ths passage as often as niust. seresting diat 



Stephen "rnust gaze and gaze" and "n~ust let i t  possess" hiin mostly because it already 
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does not naturally possess him the sarne way it possesses his father. The acts of 

looking and gaing, as a perceptual mode and mode of desire respectively. have been 

theorized by both theorists of power and of desire, and those frarneworks combined 

have much to offer my reading of Hall's text. The practices of looking and gazing. 

whether they be identificatory or sexual. at oneself. at another. at oneself through the 

gaze of another or through the gaze of cultural scripts about gender, sesuality and 

race. map neatly onto the practices of articulation under scrutiny in this dissenation. 

None of these practices is innocent and al1 constitute the circuits that 

knowIedge.'ignorance take in t hi s novel. 

Panicularly in his Disciolinr and Punish. but in al1 of his works. Michel 

Foucault denaturalizes and theorizes whai we can safely identify as the panoptic and 

scientific view of enlightenrnent that. as 1 argued in Section Two. underuntes 

Stephen's meta-textual existence .' Foucault suggests t hat power is intricaiel y bound 

with and articulated through knowledges which produce panoptic self-replation. 

where pnsoners and. 1 would argue here, those subjected to powerknowledge rmth 

regmes, intemalize that continuousl y inspecting gaze. As a result, the subject 

' - ' ~ e  need no longer go to hiaory to trace the knowledge of human nature in ail its 
stages and periods. Why? Because now the geai map of mankind is unrolled al1 at 
once and there's no state or gradation of barbarkm and no mode of refinement whicli 
we do not have at the s m e  instant under our view." From a letter wrinen by Edmund 
Burke in 1777. Stuart Hall refers to this quote in his lecture Race: The FIoatrrtg 
Signfler to discuss the cultural functions of science in identibing and quantifytng the 
nipposedly natural ontological di fferences between races. n i e  scienti fic gaze 
produced a similar taxonorny of human sexual deviancy, a taxonomy which. as 1 
argued in Section 1, Radclyffe Hall rearticulates through Stephen Gordon in The Well 
and which the twentieth-centtq witers I discuss in Section Four also find themselves 
in and out of at the sarne moment. 



becomes its oun overseer, exercising surveillance over and against itself. disciplinhg 

its o~vn doàlity. Foucaiilt's discussion of how the panoptic gaze works is appropriate 

to accoiint for at least one layer of looks in The Well-that is, how women such as 

Anna and Mary l em to appraise themselves as the objects of surveillance and 

objectification throua a male gaze. Their value and power lie in their capacity to bc 

kautifui objecis. Women's bcauty is expectod to possess inen the way that nature's 

sublime beauty is supposed to possess and ovenvhelm its beholder in the passage 

quoted above. 

Where Foucault's a r p e n t  evplains how replative power regllnes constinite 

thc panoptic gazeze, psychoanalpis and frminin thcoq similarty suggest that powrr 

lies ai die lieart of an uncqual gendrrùig gaze froni men ai woiiieii. Wonien are 

defmed and constituted by that gaze from men: "defined Ui ierms of her visibility. she 

carries her own Panopticon with her w herever she goes, her setf-image a function of 

her being for another" (Joan Copjec. qtd in Kaplan. xcii). Feminist film theorists have 

been especially interested in theoriwig a male gaze. ar(.ng in grnerd that fminine 

siibjectivii) witliiii patriarcliy is iiievitably bound up witli the stnlchire of tlir gaze 

and the locaiization of the eye as auihority. Laura Mulvey and others have argued that 

as such the male gaze is totalking and demands tfiat women adopt a masochistic 

position, in effect, identihing with the male gaze and participatuig in their OMTI 

objectification ( Kaplan xîs). While the gaze is the not the object of this aork 1 do 

draw on a distinction tliat Kaplan makes in lier work betwern the "gaze" and the 

"look.- As these passages fiom The Well suggest, there is a contradiction within 

l o o h g  relations which 1 thmk is the same contrachcticm at the hem of masculinity: 
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that of behg the subject wbo has the poser to gaze but also behg the subject who is 

possessed by the object gazed at. When Stephen. Phillip and Martin guzc at women or 

at nature, they clearly do so with what appears to be full entitlement and yet the 

spectacle is not the object gazed at but the sublime impact that object has on its 

subject. Kaplan's distinctron between the look and the gaze alîows for a redefinition 

of how the gaze works. Kaplan argues bat the gaze should be understood as active: 

"the subject bearing the gaze is  not interesteci in the object per se. but [isj cmsumed 

hith his (SIC'J min anxieties. which are inevitably mived with desire" (sviiii). The 

object cannot look back as there is liale room within the gaze for a remed process. 

in othcr words, therc IS an amiety produccd in the subjcct gazmg that nccds IO 

foreclose oii die possibiliiy of a reiuni. "Tlir objeci is a tlurai io iIic s~ibject's 

autonom! and security and thus must be place& rationaiized and. by a circuitous 

route, denies' (Kaplan sviii). The gaze then 1s not a process. nor a relation: it is a 

one-way ody gaze that seeks to relieve anviety in the one gazing. Stephen's anueties 

about his ontological nature. and about his place in tIit mtural order. are ieiiiporaril~ 

relieved as long as lie is die one gazing at nahire, ~iot die one, ironically enoiigli. 

mistaken for nature. I descnbe Stephen's amieries as ironic because. in the long run, 

Stephen and his creator Radclyt%e Hall both rationalize thetr owm esistence by 

articulahg it to and h u g b  the same discourses which have unîhought thern. that is. 

gender asentialisms. sexolop and Biblical discourse. 

Exile from those nahiralizing discoiuses îs both inebitabk and 

overdetermined, and is most eiident in Stephen's relationship uith his best fnend and 

later rivai, Martin Hallam. Stephen tneets M d  at a New Year's E x  dance at thc 



neighbouring Antnm family estate. Colonel Antrirn is a regular rnember of the local 

hiint and Stephen's own participation in such hunts has becorne a topic of 

conversation. The Colonel, "small" and "henpecked," attempts to defend liis 

horseman skilis, but to no attail(91). hto this scene cornes MartiB Hallam who is 

introduced to Stephen and. as suddenly as Chloe Wted OliMa Stephen liked Martin 

(Wwlf 1928.81 j. 

it was Stephen who explained that she danced veq  bady: it \vas 

Martin iuho sugpsted that the? sit out their dances [ . . . j  he spoke 

simply. as one man will speak to another [... j And Stephen. the 

awkvard thc bashful. rhc tonyc-tied. heard hcrself tallong ui her tum. 

qiiite Cree&. I~ard Iierxlf asking hirii endltss questions [ .  ..] siicli as 

one man will ask of another . ( 92-3 ) 

This chance meeting benreen Srrphen and Martin is a trernendously unportant cwnt 

for it sets up the mosr important and telling plot-points of the entire novel. Manin 

latrr beconies Stephen's mal for Mary and brcomes the rery person to ~ l i o n i  lie 

gives M a 5  Almost al1 the critical readiegs of The Well to date, Iiowever, have mis- 

read the sipificance of the reIationshp benveen Stephen and Martin. I suggest that. 

first, we underaand Manin as off'emg Stephen the opporhmity, or, at the v e q  least, a 

fantasy of oppominity. to participate in that homosocial fraternity which is 

constitutive of natiomess; second. that Stephen lkes Martin. not just fiatemally. but 

homosofially, which is, as Mosse, Anderson and Sedpick suggest, always already 

homoeroticaily. Sexual desires benveen men are just as unintelligible to both Manin 

and Stephen as Mary's desire for Stephen and nccd. if Sedpvick is correct, to be 



present but simultaneously disavowed.' The nature of the attachent between 

Stephen and Martin is crucial to my argument that The Weli is a discursive event 

where the histories of white rnasculinity as male-embodied, female mascdinity as 

butch- and tesbian-embodied, and trans-sexuaI rnasculinity as meta- and failed 

embodiment all oirriap. Ln other words, if the discoiuses of late twentieth-cenw 

fernale masculinities queer the heterononnativa imperativc: of twentieth-centwy 

sexdogical and medical discourses, which have already collapsed female and mns- 

sesual rnasculinities. erroneously folding the latter into the former. then it is not only 

important but vital to trace both that queering and folding in and through the fictional 

text undcr dtscussion in d~is  section. 

As 1 argued iri rny previous sectiori, Mosse. Anderson. a id  Parker et CI/ agrec 

that nationalisms and sexuaiities are two of the most powemil dobai discourses 

shaping comemporary notions of i d e n t ~  (Parker 2). Anderson's assemon that 

eve-one has a nationality like they have a gender works best when neither of those 

identities is marked as such but funchon invisibly as the nomi or univenal iiistead. As 

Anderson notes, nationiiess is an unaginary or identificatoq set of relations 

predicated on an image of the commonalit), communion or deep horizontal 

cornradeship beiween members ( 15). For reasons that are admittedly indeterminate. 

Martin Hallam seeks out a fnendship uitli Stephen. one that is built upon a 

homosocial commonality of s h e d  identity. Their brotherly htenùty is one even 

they cm recognize: " 'She said: 'You're the only real fnend I've ever had, except 

4 As Oscar Wilde, Pemberton Billhg and an entire canon of English witers made very 
dear. "sameiioies [tms-sexd men] do hke [a;ms-sewual mm]" (Woolf 8 1 ). 
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Father-ur fnendship's so woriderful. sornehow-we're like brothers, we enjoy al1 

the same son of hg. '  He nodded: 'I know, a wonderfui fiienâshrp.' " (95 j. Stephen 

and Martin engage in boyish activities together: hunt, fence, ride, care for and 

understand their horses, and share a fundamental sublime awe of nature. "His youth 

met hm," the narrata reiterates, "and (they ] waked hand m hand" (95 ). Suddenly, 

Stephen's world is no longer solitary. The natural world around Sicphen and Martin 

protects the homoeroticism the? share while the syntax o f  Hall's descriptions iikens 

their fhendship to that between David and Jonathan in the Old Testament.' 

The hiUs must let Stephen tell [Martin] îheir secrets. the secrets of 

brpadis most cunningly hiddcn: die sccrcs of mai.i(l. unsuspccted 

green hollows: the secrets of rems that live only by Iiiding Slie mi& 

rven reveal the secrets of birds [ .  . .] [that rven] '*. . . in death the! were 

not divided." (9 5 j 

Stephen Iikens his friendship ~ i t h  M w n  to that benwen David and Jonathan. 

Howewr. the secrets buried in mir Well's symbolic spacrs are not witliout tlirir 

telltale sigis. Martiii is a Caiiadian, living in British Columbia, and is descrikd as a 

soliüuy and "queer sensitive fellow [...) with a sùange love of mes and primitive 

foresa" (94). He is as burdened as Stephen, tormenred by mamculate passions and 

' David and Jonathan are the biblical archenpes of inseparable male m'ends. David 
was a harp-player for Jonathan's father Sad who enrird David his p r e s s  d e r  
David killed Goliath. A hendsiup greu- between David and Jonathan and on several 
occasions, Jonathan secretly agreed to belp David Oee froni Sad againsi Saul's 
orders. Jonathan was Iater kilied in battle and Sad cornmitted suicide. Datid 
lamented the death of both father and son* but separately moumeci Jonathan's de&. 
claimitig their Biendship "sirrpassed the love of women" (2 Samuel I ). 
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unspeakable regets, emotions which surface in relation to what is perceived as the 

sublimity of nature. 

And [Stephen] taiight him the hiils whose plentifid bosoms had made 

Anna think of peen-@&ed mothers, mothers of sons, as she sat and 

watched therq geat unh the child who should have been her son. 

They clirnbed the venerabltt Worcestershire &acon [ .. .] above the 

Wye Valley. The Valley would lie half in light. half in shadow [ . . ]  

then Stephen's heart would tighten a little. as i t  aiways had done 

because of that beauty. so that one da' she said: When i was a child. 

t h  iised to make me aant to cry. Mamn." And hc answcrcd: "Somc 

part of us always sheds iears when we see lovely iliings-ihq nlakz lis 

repedul- [...) But when she [srcl asked h h  why this should be. he 

shook his head slow&-. unable to tell her. (93) 

Martin and Stephen h m  an intense attachent in and around their common love of 

nahm. but also tlirougli ttiçir deep. liorizontal atid no longer only honiosocial bui 

homoerotic comradçsliip as men. Tiieirs is a fiiendship diat canno; know or naine its 

own tems. Martin wants Stephen to corne to Canada with him to be a coloniaI 

cornpanion and patemalist sertie5 he soiys at Morton "held fàst by die c h  and the 

strangeness of StephenAer very strangeness it was that allured him. yet al1 the while 

he miist think of their Wendship. not even admitting that snangtness [...) delud[ing] 

hmself with these thoitglits of friendship" (97). Stephen, on the other hand, long for 

Martin to stay at Morton pemanently so he cm continue to enjoy --the 



cornpanionship of men. for their fiendship. their good-will, their tuleration. she had it 
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al\ now and much mare in M a t i f o  (96). 

Nature functions as a symbolic space in this text, which mirrors the sexiial 

tmth regimes of Anna and Philip (Malvem Hills as heterosexuabed); the masterfùl 

hm& of the Gordon and Antnm men through that same landscape (nature as hunred 

and conquered prey); and the unspoken hornoerotic desires between Stephen and 

Martin. 

Then [Martin] srarted ro tell her about his huge forests. so vasr thai 

their greenness seemed almost eternal. Great mes he told her of, erect. 

towering fins, man? ccntuncs and their gvth that of gants [...] then 

there were al1 clte Iiiimbler ireefok wltoin he spke of as friends iliat 

were dear and fmiliar: the hemlocks that grow by the courses of rivers 

[...] the siendrr white spnices that border the iakes; die red pines, diat 

glow like copper in the sunset. Unforninate nees these beaurifiil red 

pincs. for their tou& 1 m l y  wood IS coveied by buildrrs. "But 1 um't 

have iny roof-tree liacked." (96) 

Nature in the New Country is gendered male and Iike Martin and Stephen's mutual 

attraction, lies "somewhere beyond the horizonl" outside the fiame of tfus novet as its 

"space-off," or that which, by necessity, must lie outside of the frame (de Lauretis 

1987.25-6). The spsce-oK as de Latiretis theorizes it. is a not so much a litenl space 

off the visual field, althoiigh it is certainly that. De Lauretis borrows this tem from 

film theory which refers to the space not risible in the name but derable fiom what 

thc frame makes usible. The space-off can also be used to map a rnovement behwen 



the represented discursive space of the positions made avadable by diose hepmonic 
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discounes and the elsewhere of those discourses. the other spaces. both discursive 

and social, that exist in the margms of discourse or in the interstices of institutions, in 

counter-practices and new foms (26) .  They are, de Lauretis argues. not oppositional 

but in the tension of contradiaio~ rnuhiplicttv, heteroglossic coexistence. ~ a r t m ' s  

New Country is not at al1 visible but functions as a grographic space-off, an 

imaginay country inferable h m  England's colonial practices. Rose Trernain wil l  

locate Martin Ward in a similar space in the ending of her novel Sacred Countn. Hall 

locates M h  Hallam's imaginaq- masculinist pastoral world in the space-off. Like 

Philip with a feminized dornesticatcd landscape. d becomes Mmrn's job to husband 

the '-drep. p ~ c e l y  rivers" and .'manly" "rreci" trees-the no1 yci domesticated 

land-that this young man loved with "a primitive instinct*- and "srrange inesplicable 

devotion" (92-5,99). Like Anna who became part of that impenal landwape to be 

husbanded, it should becorne Stephen's job to be similarlv husbanded. Martin's hope 

is that Siephen share thts task uitii him but decidedly not as a fenialc companioti. 

"[U'jliy can't yoii corne back to Canada with me? Wliat rot it is, al1 tliis danned 

convention; we're such pals 'ou and 1 [...) what a fool world we live in!- (96). 

As Sedp-ick notes, the hornosociali~ of Anderson's natron-as-katemi';. 

similar to that shared between Stepben and Martin, must be aggressively 

distmguished from more explicitly sexualized male-male relations. like that imspoken 

cment of desire which also elusts between these two men. If the former 

(homosociality) continues to be infused by the latter (homosesualityj, the idea of a 

continuum of. rathcr than a broken coauiuity b-cen, homosocial and hornosexual. 



threatens the ideologcal and psychical foundation of nation-formation. That 

continuum becomes more C U ~ M ~ ~ O U S  rathm than discontinuous and, as both Gayle 

Rubin and Sedgwick show, the exchange of a woman b e ~ e e n  men allows the 

homosexual to be yoked back into the orbit of the homosocial (Rubin 1975: Sedpvick 

1985). Stranpiy, at this point in the novel afier Stephen is cleariy gendered 

masculine, in an instant Stephen is mis-wxed as fernale and is Forcrd. albeit always 

already unsuccessfully. to fulfill that tùnction. 

Srrphen expenences this enforced en-gendering as a psychic shock Again, 

many critics. Catharine Stimpson included. note thar Book Che ends wiih the shock 

of Stephen's fathm's dcath (Stimpson 1988). 1 suggest thar the pender shock ihm 

Steplirn expenences afier Martin's proposal ohnarriage is far niore disruptive and is 

a nama which repeats throughout indeed overdetermines. ihe plot. including 

Stephen's betrayd of Mary IO that sarne man. Martin's slw-mg of Stephen occur(s). 

predictably enough. "when winrer must @ve place to spring" (Hall 97). Where 

Siephen and Mamn had pre\jously shared a masdine gaze which desired the 

feminized and idealized ûtiier by projecrhg it. as this novel contuiues to do, ont0 tlir 

[andscape in and around Monon Hall. Manin looks round him one da); and reads 

Stephen no longer llookmg at natitre wrth hm, but in and of nature bemg looked at by 

him and him alone: "suddeniy [Stephen was] there as a woman" (97). These looking 

relations. as I have argued. are entirely less than ginocent. Matin's O-n desires for 

what pre\ioi~sly had been characterized as Stephen's strangeness are not any more 

intellipile than Stephen's longhg for the companionship o f  men. .e id cwiously, 



Martin comes to this mis-understanding as he gazes at the same cedar tree where 
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Anna had previously imagined the strong son she was carrying. 

Friendship! He mmeled now at his folly, at his blindness, his 

coldness of body and spirit. He had offered this girl the cold husks of 

his hendshq, msultmg her youth, her womanhooci, her beauty[.](98) 

As Rubin and Sedgwick would explain, a woman rwads to be exchangeci 

benveen them; M ~ T  will seme that funetion later in the novel as Stephen cornes to 

master this initial shr-mg, or moment where Stephen is i i~onyly  r a d  as ferninine. For 

now, Martin's proposal of marriage to Stephen in the garden they had enjoyed as 

brothers is received ulth horror. and Stephm's ineffable rcacnon describcd fiom a 

distance by tlie hird person narraior. 

"Good God! What's the matter. Stephen'?" She \vas staring at hirn in a 

kind of dumb horror [. . .] whde gradualty over her colourless face there 

was spreading an expression of the deepest repulsion-terror and 

repulsion he saw on her hce. and something ekc too. a look of 

oiitrage [...] But at rhat slie wheeled round and fled h m  hiin wildly, 

fled back to the house that had always protected. (98) 

Stephen expenences Martm's proposal as a betrayai but also w t h  an mverted 

"femaied panicox as his beloved Martin performs the rituals of heteronomative 

-- 

6 1 am refomdating whai has becorne k n o w  in legal cucles as the "homosesual 
panic" defence, where a person accused of antigay violence argues tliat heir 
responsibility for the crime was diminished bu a pathological psychological condition 
br~ught on by an unwanted sexual advance by another man. 1 am using the phrase 
"femaled panic" to describe a different kuid of response by a fernale-emtwdied mai  



rnasculuùty. as if that very performance suggested thai sornehg horrible had 

happened to Martin. 

[Wlithout so miich as a word she lefi hm, nor did she once pause in 

her flight tu look back. Yet even in this moment of headlong panic. the 

girl [SIC/ was C O ~ S ~ O U S  of srnethmg hkc amatemmit. amazement at 

herwlf, and she gasped as she ran: "It's M e M a r t i r + - "  And again: 

W s  Martin!" (98) 

Again. this first plot-point shows Stephen smiggling against not only the imposition 

of an unnatural heterosexual and fernale text ont0 whar he expetiences as his naniral 

malc self but also agamst tbc imposition of the coid husks of conventionalih and 

materialit) over iIiç siibjeci. a struggle against that original nitr.\: witli an iniperatiw of 

his own: "There musr be s o m e h p  wong with Martin." 

Srephcn rtmats, as aiua>r, to Morton Hall and to nature. Given that 

nineteenth-century English national identity forges itself out of a rugged and romantic 

masculinity. Stephen returns to that same synbolic space to make sense of h i ~ ~ w l f  111 

relation to Martui. As lie re-sembles Iuinself. tliis jouniey tluough the woods of 

Maivern Wls prefigures many joumeys Stephen will take later in the novel when the 

settmg changes IO Paris. There Stephm wanders as a h d  of male tlaneur in pon-war 

Paris once he is fmally eded permanently f?om Morton Hall. That distinctly 

twentieth-cenw Stephen is not this Stephen (325); this nineteenthîentury Stephen 

sril1 wanders Malvem hiis atternpting to re-gender himself in nature, while ironically 

who has been w~ongfdly been read and aeated as fmiale in the way that Stephen has 
by Martin- 
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enough still secure as the inheritor of a degenerating aristcmacy and national heritage 

which seeks to rejuvenate its supposedly authentic but hiling lineage (Whitlock 563 ). 

Stephen's efforts ro make sense of what happened are quite telling. He 

remernbers the things he loved about Martin, Iùs -'strong, o u n g  body, and his honest 

broun face," but also that he had feft so "contenteci, so naturat with hm'. because 

"they had k e n  like two men [. ..] [and] she had wanted Martin to treat her a a man. 

had expected it of him" ( 100- 1 j. Stephen's thoughts search for ontological 

explications: ("But what was she?") as he rereads moments from his childhood which 

seem suange. He remembers an early self-awareness of gender. "She had always been 

i q i n g  to be sornconc elsc-that a a s  why shc had dressed hcrscif up as young 

Nelson;" but ais0 of sexual i~.  -'the friend [Martin] Iiad tmed lober arid Iiad wanied 

fiom her what she couid not @ve him" but still "she could find no answers" ( 101 1.- 

FinalS. as Stephen attempts unsuccessfully to fmd cornfort in the same garden in 

which Marûn propsed marriage and in which the prepant Anna found congnience. 

he fin& oniy mernories of his €rst love, the fwale housernaid, Collms, and hts min 

rage w11eo lie fulds Collins in the pardeci witli lier male lover ( 102) -Tlu gardeil t a s  

7 What Stephen could not have knowm then is that it is  conceivable to read bis intense 
attraction to Martin as sexuai, but as honio.setintuf iustead of he~erose.mul. T h  is, 
where the DSM-IV necessitaîed that female-to-maie trans-senuais be heterosexually 
orienied post-surgery (be a heterosexual man), many pre- and post-operative luns 
understand themselves as htmivsexual (attracted to men, t ranssed  or othem-ise). 
As sugestecl by the cover of Jason Cromwell's book Tranmim and FTMx Tdentities, 
Bodies. Genders and SexuaLtjes (a series of phoîographs of trans-sexual men, somc 
without shiris revealing sur@caIly reconsmicted chests, erotically embracing each 
oti~r), many trans-sexuai men want to be in sexual relationsliips with otller men but 
oniy us men. not a-Y women. Thus. when Stephen longs for Mamn to "treat her as a 
man:" Stephen is a a e m p ~ g  to formulate his inarticulate homosesuai sesual 
attraction to Martin as well(100- ! ). 



fuii of a new memory now [.. .] and she tumed abruptly. [.. .] and waked towatd the 
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lakes that gleamed faintly in the distance [. . .] [to which] she instinctively went for 

codon" ( 102). Here Stephen faces the Limitations of his own ability ro find meaning, 

and is eded from the gender that this geogaphy once offered in the opening 

sentence of the book (Morton has "a Stream tiiat forks ni exact- the nght pontion to 

feed two large iakes in the gunds"). Stephen's sense of self no longer fils the 

temporal (in the hall of Monon "hung the finnu old portraits o f  Gardons-men long 

dead and pne but sbll wonderfully living, shce their [ . . . ) loves had made children 

from father to son-from father to son until the advent of Stephcn-) and spatial 

epistcmologics mflected in the m e d i a t e  corporcal and naturai world: "t sliall 

always stand outside" ( 105. 103). 

Curiously hou&, the fust time the word unnuiural appears it is not in relation 

to Stephen. Instead, R is articulated with nouons of matemi. and describes Anna's 

inability to love Stephen. Indeed, both Stephen and Anna are aiinost always awhward 

with each other. and their relationship is constituted by a -'suange shyess" and 

violent affect. As a clidd of seveii years old, Steplwi is already marked by ail 

inarticulate frustration, defiance and rage. "To cope with it, however, she would gke 

way a& h e s  to sudden fits of hot temper [...] ir relieved her to stamp and then burst 

into tears [...] in  me vague, chiidish way she had hit back at Mee (15). Anna 

responds to her "turbulent offspruig' with her own mis of matural feelmg: "queer 

antagoniçm that amounted almost to anger:" an aloof &distaste;" and hatred ( 1  5-16). 

That iso Anna rtxognkes Ui Stephen m ontobgicd kinship behveen Stephen and 

Phihp, one describeci as a hkeness whae Stephrn mas, m some way- "a caricature [...] 
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a blemished, uaworthy. maimed reproduction' of Sir Philip, and one which füled her 

with a violent passion, and instant diwvolvai ( 1 5- 16 j. Rwiously,  this kinship had 

been described in slightly different tems: "Anna, looking gravely at her daughter, 

ming the plennful auburn haù, the brave hazel eyes that were so U e  her father's, as 

indeed were die chiid's whole expression and bearing would be filied wnh a suddcn 

antagooisnt that carne v r q  near io angr*' ( 15). "quecr antagonism" which "came 

m y  near to" or "almost amounted to" angerer, but seemed to stop shon o f  full 

articulation. The rewlt of Anna's anragonism is that they both held -a Iirtle aloof 

when the? should have been drawing togethcr" ( 15). Twice this recognition is 

reitrrated the b t  tirne as "brave" and "plentiful:" the second as "blemshcd" and 

"maiined." as if die second repetition niust disawu. the drsire wliicli maniresis froiii 

the first but which must not be fiilly artjculated. Thus, what seems more unnaturai 

about Anna and Stephen's relationship is not necessirity her unacknowledpble desire 

for Stephen. nor her "gentle aloohess:" instead. the narrative suggests it is her 

antapnistti. "rageful aloofnrss" and abject rejection of Steplien ilnt arc decidedl? not 

natiiral ( 15). 

Whiie Stephen disidennfies with Anna. he cornpensates for that relationship 

by overidealizmg and eroticizsig gender diflerence, and then projecting the subtimrty 

of those supposedly naniral differences onto nature instead. "Stephen. acutely 

responsive to beaiity. would be dimly longhg to find expression for a feeling almost 

amountuig to wonhip, that her rnother's face had awakened" ( 1  5 ) .  Martin, too, is 

characterized as hanng lost his mother and. as a conseqwnce. he shares that same 

dent wmdupping and melancliolic a--e m thc face of naturally occwnir fcrninrnç 



beau@ (92 j. Stephen's relztionship Gth Philip, on the other hand, becomes an 
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altogether different site. This second gendered and naturalist discourse consmicts 

Philip as the rational, civilized rnaster. indeed, husband of diese feminized undulating 

landscapes and father of these natwalized British inheritms of aristocratie 

masculinrty. If Anna brcomes coterminous with the "pcrfka proportions" of Monon 

Hall's domesbcity-the drawing room (80) and the gardans. or restrained nature 

surrounding the house-then Philip's study, "menacing propheric." is  coteminous 

viith reason, learning and rnasteq over nature synbolized by the nnÿtl of the hunt, 

and by his naming of Stephen's condition ( Whitlock 563 ). Wherc Arma rejecrs 

Strpkn's abjsct disposition. Philip rea& al1 Lie can to understand it. 

Eveii tliougli The Well is ofren misread as one of the ongin- coiiling-oiit 

narratives. Stephen d w s  not know about his o\m inversion ana thus. as Halberstam 

argues, is not closeted but ignorant ( 100). Philip knows long before Srephen does: 

thus. self-knowledge becomes one of thematic problems of the novel. Stephen's 

inversion is knaw to most 0 t h  people around him before he knows i t .  Thal Stephen 

is named as Uiven by Pldip fust stages one of Tlie Weil's primai) tlieïiiatic 

prmcupations: that of the meaningrnaking process itseff. ïhe Well is not 

necessari- cmcemed with descnbing preciseiy how invasion is made or caused. 

Rather, it funcbons as a parable of meaning-makhp documenting how meaning is 

made by attending to the processes by which physical and psychologml markers ?et 

made into meaning, showing how disparate s igs  coalesce into ontological identities. 

Stephen fails to understand those meanings through the reading practices bequeathed 

to Iiim. that is. the fmdmp of one's self m nanue. and thus turus to die emergmg 



discourses of modernity, science and medicine for answers. in that domain 

conventionally markeù as masculine, his father's study. he final- finds them. 

Ironicaliy, upon discovering those answers Stephen does not coa2e out to die world; 

rather, he cornes rn to knowledge-reghes and discourse in ail their epistemological 

contradictions. In the en4 Stephea has to suspend those knowledges fmm w i t h  that 

is. fmd a way to articulate hunxlfthrough die same discourxs which have 

enunciated him in order to re-aniculate what the sesologists cannot yet fûlly know. 

Part of that knowledge is that service during World War I had productively provided 

an episternologcal space of self-knowledpc. Thar banalion'- hûd fomed in the 

"temblt" war yçars, our narrator tciis us. "War and deah had p e n  them a nght to 

Me. and lifk tasted sweei [ . . .] never again would [invertsj submii to behg driven 

back to theù holes and corners. The? had found themselws [ . . . j- (272). We s e  as 

much in the &or scenc (which I discuss brlow) rçhen Strphan attempts to amculare 

a body that rernains snibbomly marticuIate. But we also see this in Stephen's o m  

career as a witer . 

Oiie of the more uiterestiiig places wliere ive see Strplieii, and tliroiipli 

Stephen, Radclyffe Han. articulating a new social formation occurs when Stephen 

and h4a-y visd Paris. Herr "tbey [make] their %t real acquaiotance with the _&sh 

and tragic night tife of Paris that lies open to such people as Stephen Gordon" (378 ). 

As long as she lived Stephen never forgot her first impression of the 

bar known as Alec's [...] that m e e ~ p p l a c e  of the most miserable of 

al1 those who comprised the miserable am- [...] [alnd looking with 

abhorrcnce upon thess men drrnk-sodden dopcd as were on& toc? 
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many, Stephen yet felt that some t e m g  thing stalked abruad [...] 

Alec the tempter. the vendor of dreams. the dispenser of illusions 

whiter than snow; Alec, who sold linle packets of cucaine for large 

bundles of notes, was now opening whe? uith a srnile and a flounsh. 

at the next-door table. (388). 

Stephen hirnself is the one who both gazes and is undone by that gaze. Hence. his 

eftorts rationalize and deny that which he sees. There can be no mistaking the 

moralizing tone with which this scene is described. Rather than completely 

condernnin_p those in the bar, however, Stephen anempts to separate penwsity from 

perversion. WMe Stephen Lumself is undoubte-, and qutc litcraii). inscribçd \ d i  

"God's mark on [her] foreliead." a scar which is the resuli of an injiuy Steplieii 

sustained. ironically enou& while seriing uith the ambulance unit in the jar. he 

dors makc a dimincrion brtwern himself, subject of prmrnion for ahich hr çould nor 

be held accountable. and the son of perversle he descnbes at .4lec's. "willed. 

inunoral behavior or vice for wliicli tlie subject should be Iield accountable" (30 I 1. 

Steplien, nowr a well-kiiown aiithor, clearly believes he caii iindo tlie articiilatioii of 

inversion with, ùirough and as criminality, and dthough he suffers From those 

"treacherous nerves of the invert," he spends the last sections of the novrl m g  to 

h s h  his oum novel. a book. he argues. that uill tell the ûuth. "the rhole ûuth (as it] 

is known only to the normal invert" (379-90). 

Almost as if Srephen is self-conscious of his own disciirsive ccotea as well as 

bction,  he precipitates the metatextual and paradoxical collision benveen the 

humanitarian sesoloLjns and the invened mbject t h  t h e  articulated. 
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And what doctor cm know the entire tnith? Many times they meet 

only the neurasthenics, those of us for whom life has proved tao biner. 

They are good. these doctors-some of them veq good; the} work 

hard wing to solve o u  problern, but haff the the  they must work UI 

die dark-the ~ i ~ o l c  truîli is know oniy to the nmnal nivert. The 

dociors cannot make the ignorant thid.  c m o t  hop to b ~ g  home Lht: 

surerings of millions; only one of ourselves can some da- do thar [ .  . .] 

this is oniy the begiming. (390) 

This moment of consciousness cnsralliles for Stephen. ironicaIly cnough. tn an 

encornter ai Alec's: not only does Stcphcn now encompass "the meanmg of hasclf." 

he seeks to suspend and rearticulate tliat tiieaning as we11 ( 187). 

When Stephen receives Manin's offer of fnendship as an imitarion inro "the 

companionship of men." it is more accurate to say that it is an inçitation into the 

Company of his peers. Philip has always k e n  a trernendously Unponant influence and 

companion to Stephea cleariy. Sicphen's gender ptrforniancr is niodeled afier tliat of 

lus fatlier. Imponaiitly , we see Pliil ip readiiig the ~xologkts and fixing Steplien's 

image in their accounts of  inversion. something Stephen discovers in miilip's study 

long afier his deah 

Then she noticed on a shelf near the bottom was a row of books 

standing behind the others; the next moment she had one of tiiese in 

her hand, and was looking at the name of the author: Krafft-Ebing- 

she had never heard of that author before. AU the same she opened the 

battercd old book dien die looked more closeiyl for tlierc on its 
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rnargins were notes in her father's s m d  scholarly hand and she saw 

that her own name appeared in those notes. (204) 

It is profoundly ironic that in The Well it is Stephen's father (and not lus 

mother) who &parts such "edightenment and support," a torsioning of Hemegan's 

suggesûon that the novel has bctioned to articulate the unthkable and unspeakablc 

between wornen ("Tremulous daughters have given it io their mothers [...] mothers 

have given it to dauphters [. . . 1 close female m'ends have @ven it to eac h ot her [. . . ] ") . 

Such differing reading practices? conceptual fiameworks and modes of articulation 

arc the core issues of this dissenation: that is, there are ui the late nineteenth and 

iwentieth-centuries, profond conceptual and epistcmological contradictions and 

instabilities wliich have articulated o u  knowledgrs of  ans-sema1 arid feinalc 

masculinities. nose  instabilities. and the eventual yking of female masculinity 

together with the sign "lesbian," are as much the subject of this work as the novels 

which house those indeteminate subjects and their shared histories. In The Well. 

Philip grooms Iiis chiid accordmg to the codes of nineteenth-centun British 

aristocratie masciilbùty. Wliere the inoiliers of nineteenth-cenhu) ferninine herouics 

attended to ùieir daughters' maniage prospects, Philip attends to Stephen's masculine 

rites of passage. Stephen lems to ride and care for horses, partakrs m hune rvitfi 

Philip and the other men in the surrounding area. learns to enjo  phpical activities 

like fencùlg and weight-lifnng. and is accorded the pritiieges of a classical educntion. 

If Anna sits in the quiet shadow of the powefil cedar tree in the garden of Monon 

Hall, then Philip himself 1s al1 that such an ancient nee represents. In this novel that is 

preoccupied wi-ith plrrity of ongms and a humanist and panoptic c d d a i c e  m tlic 
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order of thinp. Philip appears &er we've already met h a  and Morton Hall, and 

after we've b e n  introduced to its anktocratic bloodline, the Gordons of Brarnely. 

They might look down fiom Heaven wirh raised eyebrows, and say: 

"We utterly r e h e  to acknowledge this curious creature called 

Stephen." But for ail rhat the could not drain her of blood, and hsr 

blood r a s  theirs a h ,  so thai do what they would the! could never 

cornpletrly rid themselves of her nor she of them-the- were one in 

their blood. ( 1 08) 

Whcre Anna becomes thc arche'pe for a11 women. antenor to tirnc. projccrcd 

mto naturalued space as that uhich prondes solace and comfort Phlip is thc 

sensitive dreamer, nlelanctiolic lover and idealized rilaster of natiudired spaces such 

as Monon ( 12 j. Curiously, nature is personified in relation to Philip and Stephen. and 

rhat same personrfied nature that is gentb matemal wRh Anna and quite daring by 

producing Stephen ( 108). becomes murderous with Philip. As if weighted doim by 

the burdens of tradition. convention and knowledge which the imperatiïes of 

masculiiiity dictate lie not silare. Pbilip. W<e the cedar tree afrer a siiow stonn. is 

cnished by the weight of what he know about Stephen's inversion afrer a quarrel 

with Anna where he "dared not speak it[s]" narne ( 1 1 1 ). 

The gardens lay placidiy under the snow [...] only one intimate of 

theirs felt anxious. and tliat was the ancient and wide-boiighed cçdnr. 

for the weifht of the snow made an ache in its branches-its branches 

were brinle Ike an old mm's (...1 but it could not cry out or shake off' 

16 tonnent [...] it couid utdy endure [...1 hophg Anna wodd take note 
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[...] one mominy Anna noticed its pli@ and she called Sir Philip [. ..] 

[and] because he loved Anna who loved the cedar. he must stand 

undemeath it directing the gardeners [. ..]. ( 1 14- 1 5 )  

Propheticaily, the tree collapses and its weight cnishes Philip who ironically looks 

"monstrously taii as he lay on that white" snow. Philip, whose prescnce continues to 

loom large as ideaiized rnascuiinity. dies befm ho c m  te11 Stephon the t~ut l i  about 

himseif ( l i 5 ) .  

Anne McClintock, citing Walter Benjamin, argues that representations of 

nation-ness and national time vacillate between nostalpa for the past and the 

impatient progiresrivc slougiung off of die past: she suggcsts funlicr thal tliese 

contradictory representations of tirne are produced as a natural division of' sender 

( 1995,357-59). These cornpetin? representations of Anna, as space and the 

reproduction of empire, and PMip as both historical tune (the end of the long Ime of 

Gordon men) and the domestic patriarch of British imperial nationalisrn. slide fiom 

the white univrrsalized and tmiscrrident aristocratie fami- mto a nietaplimical and 

nahualized social order. Historical tine and iiatiiral t h e  are iiiiis coiifigiircd and 

collapsed into familid time (McClintock 38-39). WistoricaI time, however. and 

namai space cease to cuculate and corne to an end at the same time that, as Benjamin 

suggests, the nostalgia for these invented images of nation-ness c m  the most 

ciirrency. Ln other words, "the rnapping of Rogress depends on systematically 

inventing images of archaic time ro identify what is historically new abolit 

eniightened, national progress" (McClintock 358). Stephen, as a contradicton 

national and modern Janus. cornes to represent both "that [which] melts and 
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transforms traditional attachments in favour of new identities and [...] a reflechon of 

'authentic' cultural values cuiied fiom the dqths of a presirmed commirnal past" 

(McClintock 358). Through metonymy, Stephen is marked as one of the last vestiges 

of a natural and fiedgling social order, aristocratie mascuht)., although he is, at the 

same tirne, exiled out of the very ordcr that produced hm. J3y the tune Anna banishes 

Stephttn from Morton Hall. he is at once the conservativr principle olçontinuity and 

the revolutionary principle of discontinuity, the end of the Gordon bloodline. 

"ln life and death rhey were not divided ; [ . ]  thy love to me wa i  

wonderfui, / surpassing the love of women." 

David's lament for Jonathan 

2 Samuci 1 

When Stephen returns to his father's study long afier his death. he experiences 

an epiphany with two books. The fia, as 1 explained earlier, was Krafft-Ebing's 

treatise on sexolow. in which Stephen found hs name wrinen ui his fatber's 

handu.riting. Stephen similarly fuids hinself witten and read by narratives Yi the 

Bible, the second book. The Well's Stahis as a narrative of cliange suniiltaneoiisly 



struggling to preserve the statu quo resonates throughout its appropriation of 

religious discourses as weil as those of naturalism, nation and gender. Niimrrous 

critics have already aaced Hall's influence and interventions in sexological discourse. 

Hall's second primary influence is the Bible that probldes imager), tropes, nmnves .  

names and qntau that an attentive reader of The Weil can no longcr ignore. Two v e c  

interesting and recent essays. Ed Madden's "The C1.éll uf Lonehe~s .  or The Gospel 

According ro Radclyfie Hall." and Margaret Soenser Breents 'Varrat ive Inversion: 

The Bibiical Heriiage of The iiéii ~j~Lotwtiwss and Desrrr of the Hran," situate 

Well firmiy ~lthin Biblica! discourse and rhetoric. As Madden notes. %ere has k e n  - 
littlc susmed analysis of the biblical language of [Wl's] novcl. Most f m i s t  and 

lesbiaii critics have dismisxd the biblical allusions and laripage as uiiforninarr and 

politicaIIy regressive; religious critics have ipored the novei" ( 163) As Madden 

esplains, however, such alhisions and langyage are. for Hall. the ver). site of contest 

as well as one source of the vitality of her polemic. Indeed. Madden names the stakes 

of sucli a confluence: "At stakr in the novel is [...] wliat inay bt  said about 

hoinosexiial or lesbian identity. wlio is allowed to say it. Iiow ir niay br interprèted. 

and what language may be used" ( 1  69). 

From its fi+uruig as "the Bible of lesbian literature" in Jane Rule's seminal 

Lesbian Images, to its reliance on biblical allusions, characters and narratives. ne 
Well hinctions as a tembook example of how to mm a laquage of condemnation into - 
a langtiage of validation (Rule 1975). Madden notes in geat daail Vie Well's 

proliferating biblical figures. tropes: allusions and narrative patterns. For instance, 

Stephen's maidsemant and later hend,  Puddle. evokes Job in her larncnt of a Ciod 
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who abandons the very thing it creates: "[Puddle] speaks those words on behalf'of 

Stephen: ni ine hands have made me and fashioned me together round about: Yet 

thoii dost desnoy me"' (183). Puddle, who is also an inven, is extrernely loyal and 

follows Stephen afier he is exiled from Morton. Puddle's loyalty is Iike that which 

Ruth pledged to Na&: "Where you go, I go, Stephen [...] AU tiiat you're sutking at 

this moment I've suffered" (205). Promises of endurance, deliverance and Frezdom are 

evoked when Stephen and fellow members o f  the expatriate artist comrnunity listen to 

two Afncan-American singers, Henry and Lincoln, m g  Black spirimals at a pa? in 

Paris. Stephen aansfoms their son@ of deliverance into h s  own when he asks God. 

a p n  cchomg Psdm 63. " Yes. but liow long O Lord liow long" (361 1. (1 will rctum 

to die racial plitics of tliis scene later in tliis section.) 

Stephen's name is the sarne as that of the fia Christian evangelistic m m y r  in 

the Book of Aas. But Stephen is aiso a Chnn figure: bom on Christmas Eve he 

supposedly sacrifices hmself for his lover Mary and fuids himself a "stranger within 

the gates" when he retums home ia Morton ( 2  12). The speaktng spirits who seem to 

possess Steplieii ui the fuial scene of the iiovel cry out "Oiir naine is legion" and "We 

have asked for bread: will you give us a stone?" a?luding to the man possessed by 

many demons in Luke 8 and Matthew 8. He too calls himse1P"Legion" (Madden 170- 

73). Moreover. HaU reitcrates a characteristically modemist motif-that of fathers 

betraying their sons-when she references Christ's assurances to his foilourrs that 

their father (God) will not betray them: "What man is there of you whom if his son 

ask bread, will he gve him a stone?" (Manhew 7). Finaiiy? if Madden 1s correct in 

sugsesting diat Steplien is a Clmst figure* tlien lie is a figure of both esile and 
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deliveranceisuffering. In a moment of ewsperation in Phlip's shidy when Stephen 

discovers his nme in Krafft-Ebing's book. Stephen tosses the Bible across the room 

and demands a sign £iom heaven. Where the book falls open, Stephen reads: "And the 

Lord set a mark upon Cain" (105). This moment foreshadows Stephen's woundùig as 

an ambulance driver in World War One, a wound that leaves h m  ulith a trcmendous 

xar on his face. Hall resigdies inversion as the mark of Cain and mrtonynicall) 

links inversion, the "stigrnata of  the abnomal." the scaring of Srephen in World War 

One and, later. the crucifixion of Christ, overdetermining an Invert.'CainChrist trope 

(Madden 169). Predictably enough. this chain of sipufiers tells us from the bepning  

of the twenticth cent- what we h h  wc'ie cLsco~cred ai its end-that is, that thç 

oiitcast and niessiah, nomial and iiiven, queer and straiflii are uie.utr-icably hiitid 

toiwithlthrough eac h other . 

Hall's pillvg of Biblical discornse dovetails effectiveiy \nrh theones of 

articulation that are the central objects of this study. As Stuart Hall reminds us. 

tbeories of articulation do no1 posjt that a subject is formed and by implication. 

refonned ,lm1. SUice siibjects are fntrgmged by discoiirse, iii tliis case the discoiirse of 

sexology or popular religion, so tbey must use and reconfigure those same discourses 

to, as S. Hall puts d, "conmua some narrative, however impoveished and rnpiue, to 

connect the past and the present: where the' carne fiom with where the} are" and 

indeed where they are bound ( 143). In niming these texts. discoiirses, and dialogic 

longua~e-hg processes upside-dom, subjects remake rhemselves, becoming and 

exceeding what they are in order to fuid a meaning that fits. Previously ignored 

Biblical analyses, especially Madden's argument that Stephen fùnctions as a Chnst 
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figure, are remrkabiy productive when we expose the interna1 workmgs of the 

articulations they work through the (inverted) gender politics of Hall's nove1. Where 

Madden asks how HaU appropriates a Chnstian discourse and incorporates or 

transfomis it uito a liberatory discourse, however, I want to question what is it about 

the figure of Christ îhat makes this articulation work so well'? ln other words, 1 do not 

necessariiy want to pursue the question of whether or not The Well is "Chnstian." 

whether Stephen is or is not a Christ fipure. and whether or not such a queering is a 

good or bad thing. Rather, 1 am more interested in pursuiny how fantasies about 

mascuhty embedded in thc figure of C h s t  arc reiteratcd in and bu the men in j& 

Weil and then function to producc, or perhaps inflcct, contcmporar) notions of femalc - 
and trans-sexual masculinities. Sùnply put: 1 an less Uiterested in ihe direct 

correspondences benveen Stephen and Christnrist, or in the facts of religiosity in the tex.  

and more interested m raising questions about how "Christ" Functions as one trope of 

male subjecnvity. The Siephen-as-Chnst motif is often misread only as Stephen-as- 

martyr: the motif lias far mon cumncy if wr  read ii as male masocliisiii tnstead. and 

understand it to hiiictioii as the privlteged trope of inasculiiiity ui tliis trxt. 

Judith Halberstam is panially right when she suggests that in order to best 

anmer the question " M a t  is masculmity?" we not look direaly at male masculimp 

but look askew at female masculinity instead: because "manu other h e s  of 

identification traverse the terrain of masculinity, diuding its poiver into complicated 

differenhals of class, race, sexiiality and gender [. . .] masculinin. [.. .] [besr] becomes 

lepble as masculinity where and when it leaves the white male middle-class body" 

(1998.2). However, and as many butches h o w  but rare- adunt. dic opponte is also 
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bue: in order to best understand and. indeed. fashion female masculin~ty one always 

looks askew a? male mascdinity. For my purposes here. 1 want to look dùectly at one 

parncular view of masculuiity. As a prodiictive trope, Stephen-as-Chnst-as-mawchist 

fixes nvo not aitogether unrelateci narrative motifs and irnperatives ahich folloa 

Well in late twentieth-cenniry fictions and autobiographies about butch and tram- - 
semai masculinities: Fust, that of renunciation. where stonc: buich maxulinity must 

renounce the tlesh in a performative disidentitication with the female body and 

aggessively re-identib with rounded masculinity; and second, that of an irnperative 

of transcendence, where a-ans-scsual rnasculinity must transccnd the limitations of 

the bodl  as the gound of identity and w h n h n  non-. prc- or post-operatix, rniist lire 

by ajiritlr ui die ability to privilege  spin^. or subjeciivity. over itiaieriality. 

Sipund Freud theorizeci three kinds of masochism: erotopnic. a primary 

instinct or corporeal pleasure in pain which is constitutive of the other two types: 

fermnine. which positions its presumably male sufferer as a woman whose desrres are 

to be placed in characteristicaily female situations Mie. for instance. heing treated as a 

small. hrlpless, naiiglity cluld, beiiig castrated, being copulated witli or giviiig binli to 

a child; and moral. in which "an unconscious sense of guilt" gives way to a need for 

punishrnent ( 1984, 193- 197). Freud tocuses particuiariy on moral masochisrn, which 

he argues begins when "the ego reacts with feelings of anxiety [. . . ] to the perception 

that it has failed to perform the behests of its ideat, the super-ego" ( 197). As Freud 

himself argued, many of hs owri patients who were diaposed as mawchists were 

either men or were etfeminized men who sou@ to be punished by the symbolic 

faber and to bave a passive (feminuic) sexital relation to hun. For ths moral 
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masochist, the ego reacts Hith feelings of amiety to the perception that it has not 

lived up to the demands of either the super-ego (the introjected representative of the 

parents) or the influences of the p s t  or traditions of teachers, piiblicly recognized 

heroes as authonties or self-chosen models (42 1-22). This introjected super-ego may 

become harsh, c m 1  and inexorable against the ego dia is m its charge. So it becomcs 

a representative of the extemal world and a muciel for the endravors of the ego. The 

resuic is that those sutiering as moral masochists are sufiring under the domination 

of an especially sensitive conscience and an wiconscious ultrarnorality which 

"provoke[s] punishment from this last representative of the parents [Le. a monstrously 

large and harsli. indred titamc supcr-ego]. [and] musi do what is uiexpedien~ musi 

act against liis owi interest. rtiust min the prospects wliicli open out to Iiün ui the real 

world and. must perhaps. destroy his o w  rtal existence" (Freud 123-15). 

Theodore Rek's sniciy of masochism warrants critical attention here as he 

posits a subject that is both male and masochistic. Where Freud's moral masochist 

seeks punishment ti.m the extmal wodd for adverse incidents, Reik's Christian 

masoclist is botli die victun and the victiniizer and tiicis seeks puiiisluneiit from 

within (301). There is something of the public spectacle, indeed, one mi@t even 

argue somethmp of the exhibitionin, which is consmuéve of the pleasurable 

punishmeots for Reik's masochist (72). Whereas Freud's subject might skillhilly 

manipulate extemal events ta solicit piinishmenr. Reik's manipulates public events to 

seek out both reward and punishment (3 14). Reik identifies four primas. feanires of 

hs masochist. aU of which have special significance for Stephen Gordon. Fust, the 

Christian masocl~ist~ l k e  Chnst Idself, seeks out die gaze of those wlio can eithcr 



reward his deeds or witness his suffering (35 1). Reik argues that the social or 

Christian masochist requùes an extemal audience, requues the central display of the 

body, as that display references Christ's sufferuig on the cross, and a master tableau 

or fantasy where what is beaten is not so much the body as the flesh, and beyond that 

sin itself (35 1 ).WWithui the Christian masochist lies the desire to remake the world in 

another image altogethm. io forge a ddifferent cultural order. Fading chat. the "nobility 

of the martyr i s  proved by his defeai' (352). Hence, the remaining three features of 

the Christian masochin are his reiteration of the need for fantasy; the suspension of 

punishmeni (or reward) for as long as possible: and the orchestration of a purushment 

impmtive w h c x  the rnasochxst aggrcssively demands punishment to relrevc the 

accumulatiog miet!. Ultimalely, or perhaps penultimately. the moral inasochist 

seeks to be raised on an invisible pedestal and, eventuaily, to assume his place within 

X Ljnda Han has forinulated an uiteres~g distinction between the body and the fksh. 
a distinction that I presume here. She argues that both are illusions, rhat is. both are 
cultiaal and pliantasmatic consmicts. Howewr, slie argues that the fimction of tlic 
body as an invention of reality is  to keep us anchored in the world we have 
constructed as real. "The 'body' of my [book] title might bc: understood as the 
cu1tural consmctions, the architectures, the fixed, stable sites that we know arc 
inventions of reality, but that we disavow as such in order to sunive the 
dixquiiibrium of our desires for the 'real' of our fiintasies" (10). Thcjlesh. on thc 
other hand, "1s a place toward which we reach that always exceeds our p s p ,  that 
indeed musr elude us for it is the site beyond (or before) the 'body' that permit5 us to 
continue making rcaiity even as our desue disavows it" ( I O ) .  In other words, the fiesh 
is that phantasmatic object of  our desires, our own longings for and raistances to 
mergmg the distinctions betweeen the red and the phantasmatic. Desire, she argues 
finally, takes place between the body and the fiesh. In ths dissertation, I posit a 
sirnilar distinction between these two sites and argue that for man' of my subjects. 
the gap between the body and the flesh is constitutive ofa complex and gendered 
corporeality. (Emphasis in original. Between the Body and the Resh: Perfonning 
Sadomasochim. New York Columbia University Press, 1998.) 
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a divine f d y  in the same way that Christ himself came to be installed in a suRering 

and castrat4 position as the living promise of redernphon (Silvman 45). 

One of the reasuns why this work will prefer Reik's Christian masochist 

alongside Freud's is that Reik aIIows me to analyze the content of Stephen's 

masocinstic fàntasies as particdariy Cimstian, and not just anaze  d~eir stnicturc. 

The content is far more historically specific and foregrounds the heroics of Nelson. 

the counly love rituals and ethos of his father Philip. but also suffenng as it was 

embedded in the spirituai cultures around Stephen. Gayle Rubin argues for such 

historical specificity and social content of rneanings in a 1994 inteniew whcn shc 

suggests thai ncitlicr can be rcduccd to c a s m o n  or (Lis Oedipus coinplex. 

Fetishism raises al1 sorts of issues conceniing dufis in the manufacture 

of objects. the hisrorical and social specificities of conaol and skin and 

social etiquette, or arnbiguousiy rsperirncrd body mwsions and 

minutely graduated herarchies. If al1 of this complea social 

Uiformatim is reduced to castration or the Oedipus complev [. . . j I 

thik sornethiiig importait has beeii lost. (79) 

Simultaneously as a set of desires and as a genderdgendering fanta-, 

masochisrn first emerges for Stephen dumg hrs pre-adolescent iibidmous cmsh on 

the housemaid Collins. His attraction to Collins is. interestingly enough. constituted 

by the same cornmingling motions of guiln pleasure, brooding ambivalence and 

thrilling shame that mark Srephen's relationship with Anna, altliough uniike thar 

relationship. this one cuts across important ciass and age differences; 'et it has been 

dl biit s~mnarily chnissed by both the coiuts and critics aiike. The section wiisre 



Stephen obsesses over Collins and languishes in powerlesmess 1s sandwiched 

between two vey important sections where Stephen attempts to materialize his 

phantasmatic mascuhe identity as impossible-real, and seeks that impossible-real in 

desire (Hart 9 1 ). In the previous section, Anna tries to corne to t e m  with bath her 

offspring and her di, bitter hatred of that chdd. Her "unnaturai" and "monstrous" 

anti-matemal instincts are ûkrned to a t h g  that had "crept upon her likr a foc! in the 

dark" and remain the one secret she keeps fiom Philip ( 16). 

Now there were times when the chifd's sofi flesh would be aimost 

distasteful to her: whcn she hated the way Stephen moved or stood 

stdl, hated a cc- largeness about her, a ce- ç d c  lack of p c c  

in fier movements, a cenain ~inconscious defiance. ( 16) 

Stephen responds to his mother's beau- by sensing his mother's feelings. rep1.s with 

aloofness or volatile fas of inaniculate rage. By the conchsion of the Collins episode, 

the pulf between Anna and Stephen has both widened ("They had gazed at each other 

as tbough a d m g  for something as though seekinp for something the one from the 

otlier; then the moment had passed-iliey Iiad waiked on in silence. no nearer in spirit 

than before" 32) and becorne gendered. Anna and Stephen share a ride into Great 

Malvern to shop and aie formerty tempestuous child performs the semaphoric ntuals 

of aristocratie mascu1inih. 

Stephen would suddenly spring to attention. especially if'tliey were 

crosshg the Street. She would look right and lefi for imaginary ttaffic, 

[andl slip a hand under Anna's eibow (...I Anna would feel the srnaIl 

hmd [ ...] and would tlmik that the hgers  were [...] strong and efficient 
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[...] Iike Sir Philip's [... ] and [she] would [try] to keep that displeasure 

fkom ha voice. (33) 

Siephen's cmsh on Collins and the fantasies, narrative scenwios and dreams that that 

crush mculates transfom the former Stephen into the latter. 

The Coltins cnish is activated by wo psychc ewnts: Stephen's ihhficatioii 

witb his father and Stephen's introjection of masculinity "She adorrd her fathsr [..] 

he was pan of herself. he had always been there. she could not envisage the worid 

u-irhout hm" and a recognirion of her "urgent necrssity ro love" ( 16). Such urgency 

focuscs his dcsircs onto the housemaid Collins and a sharcd but entirel- msipificanr 

dsceit brtnccn thern (Coiims o~crsteps hcr duties as a maid by t e lhg  St~phcn tu 

H as11 llis bands; Steplvn's nurseii~aid cerlsures h e m  bot11 and Strplien tlien wiuiesxs 

Collins' denid) binds hem in a moment of pilp collusion. Stephen's love for Collins 

is meparablé from his çontrmpr for die lie ("diis very mjusticr seerned to dract- her ro 

Collins. suice despismg. she couid still love her"). in a move designed to display 

Srephen's developing outrage at injustice. and his emerging belief m the redempti~e 

power of (aristocratie) honotir ui the face of the kss ~vonlij~. Hall forègroiiiids the 

ernerging overlap of desire and shame, suffering and satisfaction: "S  tephen brooded 

darkdy over Colluis' unworthmess: and y et [. . . j she still wanted Coiims [ . . . ] thnking 

about her made Stephen go hot d o m  her spine" ( 18). Witnessuig CoUùis kneeling 

and winerable. knowuig she %as a member of the semant clms who \ a s  being 

chastised by the nurse. then seeing her lie to prorect her job, was enoiigh to activate 

Stephen's empathy. harred and desire. Realizing that she needed Stephen's cornplicity. 
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complicared mix of identification and desire. sufferuig and pleaswe. 

Stephen stood speechless 6om a sheer sense of joy, all lier doubts 

swept completeh away. At that moment she h e u -  n o h g  but beau5 

and Collins. and the two were as one, and the one ~ ? i s  Stephen-and 

yet noi Stephen eithcrr. but something more vast. that the mnd of  x w n  

years found no name for. ( 1 8 )  

Such an epiphany initiates an identificatory chain of possible masculine 

subject positions. fantasies made amilable ro him in diffkrent kmds of narratkes. that 

Steplicn aies on und hr f i  die one that fi&. hterestingly. ttic pri~atç mc.mçnt tiiat 

iniiiaies the warcli for an ideiitity is cotivencd inio a searcli dirougli public narratives 

of heroics and suflering. a public spectacle anticipated by Rek.  

[Stephen] had v e q  much liked being read to, especialh stoies fkorn 

books that were al1 about heroes; but now such stones so stmed her 

ambition. that she longed intensely ia live hem. Stie. Siephen. noir 

loiiged io be William Tell, or Nrlsoii. or the wliole Charge of 

Baladava (...J And [shel would say pavely: "Yes. of course I'm a boy. 

ï'm y o u q  Nelson. and t'm sa-ç: "U?iat is fear?" [...] 1 m u a  be a 

boy. 'cause I feel exactly like one. I feel like Young Nelson in the 

picrine upstûirs." (20)  
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Stephen dresses the part of his chosen heroQ, d k s  about Morton in search of Collins, 

and perfoms until Collins shoos Stephen back to his niuser): 

Stephen's performances are not limited to secular heroes. One evening 

Stephen discovers two h g s :  first, thar Collins suffers daily with a painful knee 

mjiny and, IWO, after reacirng the Cliild's Book of Scnpture Stones, tliat Jesus had 

cbosen to bear pain-to sufler-for hose he loved. "That evening." the narraior 

suggests. "[Stephen] studied the picture of  the Lord on His Cross. and she felt that she 

understood Hirn" (2  1 ) Stephen prays fkeneticalty for God to give hirn the same 

amiction bat Collins has and. once he finally falls asiecp. Stephcn drcams that "in 

sorne qucer way she bas Jesus" (.22 ). In that dre;m5 Collms kneels and kisscs hn 

hmd. because Sieplien Iiad cured lier h e e  by paftirig pan of liis Iiealtli! one onio 

Collins' damaged knee. Frorn that nighht on, Stephen no longer dresses as Nelson or 

' Stephen's choice of heroes is interesting as both are remernbered for their leadership 
and courage. William Tell was a Swss legndary hero who s-mbbolize the stnigglr: 
for political and individuai freedorn. The actual existence of Tell is disputed. 
However. according to populnr legend. he was r late thineenth- and ml- fatirteenth 
c e n w  peasant wlio defied Aiisaian aiithority' was forced to shoot an apple frmn lus 
son3 head, was arrested for threatening the governor's life, saved the governor's life 
on route to prison. escaped and ultimatrly kiUed the povemor in an ambush. Thex 
events, together witb the others, supposedly motivated the people to rise up aga& 
Austrian tyrannical rule. Horatio Nelson was a British nava1 commander in the wars 
with Revolutionary and Napokonic F m < :  wlio won crucial victorics. As a milit- 
leader, Nelson was worshipped by officers and sailors alike, and was instrumental in 
helping io break the unimaginative strategic and tactical doctrines of the British na'. 
Upon h s  death, England gave hun a majestic h e r d  in St. Paul3 Cathedral. and his 
popularity as his ''country's hope in battle' was recordai and countless monuments. 
streets and inns namcd aftcr him. He is ofirn remembered in histoe books as the onc 
who introduced, as nomal practice, a new personal quality of leadership in which 
subordinaies were treated as human beiiigs. Orle of lus rnost farrious batde calls 
mirrors a cal1 that Stephen also hears when Engiand enters World War One but is 
prevented fiom M l y  fulfilling: "England espects that eve- man wlI do his du'-" 
(Chnstopha Lloyd Nelson and Sea Power 1973). 
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William Tell. Instead, he spent ail of his cime laieelhg on the floors to darnage hs 

own hees both to prove his devotion to Collins and to mact an identification with 

her suffering at the Mme the ,  dius complicating the supposed distinction benteen 

identification with (Collins, Chnst, those sufferhg from injustice) and desire for 

( C o h .  those suffermg f?om injustice). "1111 was realiy rather fuic to be m f f e ~ g "  

asserts Skphen. "if certainly sectmed to bring Collins much nearer: it xemed to mal,<: 

Stephen feel that she owned her by right of this diligent pain" ( 1 3 ) .  

Stephen's sufferinp fantasies not only foregound ambigities and 

contradictions but also imbrications of class. gender and desirc. nicy rcvcal how 

Stephcn's gendcr idcntity is articulatcd in and througb disavowxJ class identifications. 

(Thai ths classrd and geiidered subject is also racialized is an arguiicnr I will retuni 

to in the fmal part of this section.) in The Weil. secularized and aristocraric 

masculinity k n o w  itself and its desires best through a threshold figure. in this case. 

not the figure of the Victorian nurse but a housemaid. In I m ~ n a l  Leather. 

McClintock makes a ccovincing argument wlien shc suqests ihat the "irieii on the 

ciisp of modeniisin" fust encoimtered knowledge and self-discover) rluoiigii tl~c 

bodies of nvo differentiaily classed "mo?hersn: that of the biological but absented 

mother and that of die ever-present nurse (83-98). Br@g uith an analysis of die 

class relations. McChtwk goes on to read the diaries and Papen of Arthur Munby. a 

well-knotvn Victorian barrister and man of leners who had a cornpiilsive infatuation 

with the spectacle of working-women. She argues that Miinby's class fetish facilitates 

an analysis of the ways that domestic servants function m the psychosexual 

development of the Young men in thri carc. For Stephen, thar threshdd figure shrfü 
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fiom the nurse (who later becomes loyal cornpanion Puddle, the non-object who is 

not lost) to the housernaid CoIIins with whom he learns (and eroticizesj both the 

social scripts of class difTerence and his conceptions of gendered erotic difference. 

C o l h s  was Stephen's füst erotic arousal as weli as hs first sexual humliarion and 

rejection; this combination condenses and fixes for Stephen a masociustic and 

doubled erotics of loss (loss of his frst object, Anna. as well as Collins) and a split. 

abject& and cornplexly layered somatic identification (wiih Philip, an almost 

anachronistic f o n  of rnas~ulinity~ but also with C h s t ,  who suffers for those he 

loves, as wclI as with Coflins. who 1s abjcctcd in terms of class and suffers as a 

rcsidt ). 

This moment tliai coiisolidatrs dçsire. perlder and class is also a producrive 

moment of onhogona1 dis-identification for Srephen. As a spectacle where the 

injurious conmsts of femininrty arc on display but çonîrolled (that is, that some 

women are valued precisely for theu abilih to endure menial work m contrast wth 

otlirr wonirn wlio are prwed because the' cannot). Collins is able to fumisb Sirplirii 

with the recognition lie needs wlirn he is dressed iip as a boy. As tliat wliicli is iiot- 

(recogiizab1y)-ferninine but classed, CoUins then becomes the means by which 

Stephen similarly becomes not ciassed but aristocraticaily gendered. In other words. 

neither Collins nor Siephen is h a ,  the domestic but abjected and Cruel Ange1 in ihc 

Hoiisr. At one point. Collins cliastises Stephen for al-s being iinderfoot as 

"Nelson," and Stephen, dejected, siinks back to his room, replaces his boy-ciothmp 

with those chosen by Anna. and. in a fit of abject rage. beats the dois which look 



most like Anna (but also Stephen as a miniahire of Anna) in those clothes in tbat 

moment. 

p]ecause she so longed io be someone quite real. instead of jiist 

Stephen pretending to be Nelson (...I she would go to the cupboard. 

and gethg out Iim doils would bebgin to tonnait d ~ m .  Slic had a l \ - s  

dsspisrd die idiotic creaturrs which. howruer. anived with each 

Chnsmas and binhday. "1 hate you! 1 hate 'ou! 1 hate you!" she 

wouid muter, thurnping their innocuous faces. (20) 

Stephen does not rage directly at Anna. nor at Collins cither. but rathcr at a projection 

of ti~at whic 11 hc is exptxied to, but cannot pcrform. Thc mosi public and spcctacular 

feaiure of Stzpheifs grotesque body is i ls wrongocss in tiriie. space atid kiiowledge. as 

it makes the impression of a man in a wornan's clothing. 

Shr stood therr an enraged and ridiculou figure m her Liberty srnocl. 

with her hard. boyish foreams. Her long hair had partly escaped from 

its ribbon and the bou sagged doua linpl!. crookrd and foolisli. AI 

thar was lieay ùi lier face sprang uito view. die stroiip hie of the jaw. 

the square. massive brou-. the eyebrowso roo thick and \vide for beau'.. 

And yer there bas a kmd of large splendeur about hrr-ab~wd though 

she was. she was splendid at that moment-grotesque and splendid. 

like some primitive thing conceived in a turbulent age of transition. 

(52) 

An important part of that turbulence for Stephen ~ 7 1 1  occur when he 1s 

banisiied fiom Morton aftrr a disastrous &Ïr widi a married Axntncai~ u-utnan 



named Angela Crossby. It is possible to trace both the doubled erotics of loss 

(femininity as the site of both thn thg  pleasure and shameful humiliation) and the 

msochism rnohf(masciilinity as both the Christ who suffers and Chnst who saves) 

through aIi of Stephen's libiduious affais. Stephen's banishment from the pastoral 

Morton frmctions as the second most important plot-point of the novcl. M c r  

discovrring Collins in the a m  of a footman. the evcr ragehl Stephen eschew 

socialiry altogether. But long afier his father's death. and alier the beginning o f  the 

"breaking up of the stables at Morton." a fomiitous motorcar dnve into Upton to 

purchase new gloves affords him a chance m e e i q  with the Amencan h g e l a  

Crossby ( 128). It is no accidcnt that Strphcn's Fust adult &air is 4 1 1  an h r i c a n  

wornari. From oiu first glinipse of Angela to the moineni when Siephea is exiled froiii 

Monon. both Angela and her husband Ralph are consmicted as somewhar crude. 

suspect. "aggessively new" and almoa of an rntirely d f i renr  race ( 150). Like man!, 

of the men in The Well. Ralph Crossby is characterized as a "mean-spirited" man. one 

who is srnail. vile. peth. and yet. ironically. stilf enlireiy ineffectual and a faiiwe as a 

mai ( 1  50-5 1 j. "[nlhat Ralpli lacks iii virilit).. lie tries to make iip for by beiiig 

revengeful" ( 181). Angela, on the other hand, seems like a hybrïd Henry JamesT. S. 

Fitzgerald haoine m her American-ness: when Stephen fia sees ha, two dogs are 

engaged in a vïcious dog fight. Angela charges toward the dogs with her parasol "as 

though it were a lance" and as though she intended to enter into banle ( 130). Stephen 

finaUy rescues Angela's dog and stops to look at ils distraiight onmer: "Her hair \vas 

I...] cut shon like a mediaeval page: it \vas straighr- and came just io the lobes of ber 

cars [...] her s k i n  was very white (. ..j al1 thc coloiu that she had seernrd to Lie ut hcr 
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eyes, which were [...] of rather an unusual blue that ahost seemed tu be tinted wlth 

purple, and their candid expression was that of a child" ( 13 1 ). Stephen looks, and 

listens, to Angela, who, as it tums out, sp&s with "the drawl of the South." and it 

dams on h h  that "this wornan was Iovelp-she was k e  some queer fioumer that had 

grown irp m darhess, Iikc some rare, pale flower witiout blnnish or stain" ( 132). 

Like all of Stephen's love affairs. the trajactory oltheir relationship is one in 

which Stephen's Ionging for public recognition and reward penultimatdy fails to 

achieve that reward and culminates in public humiliation instead. Nevenheless, 

Angela's existence is crucial in that she functions, albeit tempordy,  as a re- 

discovered libiduious objcct tu posscss. Paradoxical~. Angla's absent-prescnce b«h 

consolidates Sieplien's gendercd class p s i  tioii (Angela recounts for Sieplien lier oir 11 

biographical histor-y which is filled with poveq. abuses and injustices) and confiates 

the previous loss of Anna and Collins with the loss of his ancestral home. and hence. 

status. Ralph discovers their f i a i r  and. afier confemng with . h a .  insists that 

Stepiien not see Angela agaui. III a corirron tation witli Anin and in the Iioiiourable 

marner beqiieatlied to him by his fatlier, Steplica protccts Iiis mothcr's repiiratioii by 

renouncing hs newly refound object to masculinity qua masculinity. that is. to both 

Ralph but also to Roger hm. .Angela's lover and Stephen's chddhood mal who 

also dixovers their affair. The body of the ferninine continues to function as a site of 

thnlling mmisochistic desire and public shame for Stephen. who eqxiences this most 

recent himiliation as b a h  the fn~ition and limitation of his identih as his father's son, 

Mer Philip discovers Stephen's disastrous crush on CoOins, Philip teaches 

Steplim to " be a inan" by t a h g  loss "hke a man:" 



"And now I'm going to treat you like a boy. and a boy must always bt. 
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brave, remember. I'm not going to pretend as though you were a 

coward; why should 1, when I know that you're brave? I'm going to 

send Collins away [J You're al1 the son that I've got 1 .  ..] You're brave 

and stronglimbed, but 1 want you to be wise [...] Stcphen. corne 

hue--look me straight in the ayrs-what is honour. my daughter?" 

She looked into his ansious. questioning eye: "You are honour." she 

said quite simply . (29, 6 1-6 1 ) 

Stephcn's scnsc of self is profoundly dividcd and split. but hc ne\wthcless mtrojecrs 

hs Fathrr which he experienccs henceforth and paradoucally as a non-corpureal 

body (or laws). aiiaclironist ic. idral ked as aliiiost dit-uiely trarisccnderir aiid yei 

alaays aiready failed. dead: "[Ajlways she had the sense of a dead thing that la! close 

agakt her heart [...] A corpsr-shc was carqu ig  a corpse about uith her" ( 195 j. 

However. ths corpse or body "that Iay close 10 her hean" is also. sunultaneously. the 

inirojectcd body of Clircsi with whom lie so profoundly idcnti tics. 

P e p e  Phclan notes ui her readuig of Caravaggio's paiiiting. T h  I ~ i ~ . r e i h d ~ -  (y' 

9. 771on1a.q that both the Carava-do painting and the biblical story from which 

Caravagpo rook hrs drama stage a paradosical proposition rn die stop of redernption. 

In the Bible, afier Chnst has been crucified. his body is entombed uith the cave 

entrance blocked by a large rock. The prostinis Mary of Magdaienr goes to the 

Christ's tomb and h d s  thar the large rock has been roiled away and rhat Chnst's body 

is no longer inside. She returns later with Peter and Simon to find an empry shroud 

tliat prc\lously wrappcd Clirist's dead body The men leavc. but MW. bcwildcrcd. 
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stands outside the empty sepulcher, weeping. Two anpls appear and tell Mary that 

the body that died Lives again. Christ himself then appears to Mary and says, "Toiich 

me not." He tells her to tell the disciples that she has seen him and, a week later, 

Chnst appears to them as welt. Thomas is not among thcrin, but when he hears the 

report he does not beliwe ir. He beiievcs hrs friends have seen a phantow and says he 

will brtiiwr Christ is resurrrcted onl) when he puts hs hand in the wound of Chnst's 

living body. Eight d a y  later. Jesus meets Thomas. Thomas noa. daims hr does 

believe since he can see him. But Chnst now doubts too and needs Thomas's 

vatidation afmost more than Thomas nceds Chnst's. Jesus takcs Thomas's hand and 

pilots Thomas' hgers in10 the uound. This is the moment that Caravaggio pmts. thc 

plungulg of Thomas' fuifers in10 Cliristas wouiid. 

Phelan argues that Caravag@o discovers nvo incompatible but related 

propositions in the story of the redemption, propositions and problems that similarl> 

resonate throughout The Well (Phelan 27-30}. First. the wound on Caravaggio's 

Christ does not bleed and s a  Christ similarly doubts wiic, he is after the resurrectioii. 

especially ( l i k  Steplieii) wlio lie is in relation to die inen witli whom lie s h e d  a 

histon and with whom he had tried to forge a colIective body. To quote Phelan: 

"Having given up ail his blood for saivmon. Christ, logic would mdicate. should have 

no more b l d  lefi. If he is a bloodless body is he still 'the son of God made manb?" 

(30). Chnst attempts to resolve the contradiction beween the divine body and the 

fallen body by giving his body to the Biblical script, a script thar had him say the 

words, "This is m). body, take and eat" (Phelan 28). Thus, Caravaggo narrates a 

fundamental uncertainh about the ontolog~ of C W s  body. an ornolog- that both 



The WeU, and the fictions of female mascullluty which corne after it, repeatedly 

rehearse. Butch masculinity. especiûlly Stone butch rnasciihty, spins around the 

same imperarive to renounce the body, an imperative that manifests as a woiinded 

imperative: "Touch me not." And yet, Christ's ontologieal stanis-that is, the viability 

of the self or mteriority (in other words, his awareness of hunself as the son of God 

made fleshj-musi bt: reflected through or perhaps with the matrnality of that same 

extenor or uncenain flesh. This particular trope. that of the imperatke of  the subject 

to transcend the limitations of the bot&. is rehearsed around and through the 

hpossiblc but cornpelling injunction to the intersubjcctive Othcr to *Touch me." 

Thomas docs appear tu touch Chnst; that whch hc touches appears III thc pmtmg aa 

a paradonical hole. a diresliold. IUniiial space k t w e i i  a fictional l r w g  body aiid ar~ 

(injsubstanriated non-real or metaphoricdl>. dead body. which does nor bleed. 

Such uanscendences, or resiprfications, are a consistent trope of ftm uans- 

senual ficnons which. after The Well. and whch. gwen the curent status of h 

surpies. require a leap of failh to read and hence. rnaterialize the noncorporeal 

absent (male, siibject as s~rhsrmriol uistead of die stand-iii or corporeal (feinale 1 

body. Chna needs Thomas to know him as real, to \himess hïm pubiicly as real. as 

the selfthai transcends the body. The Increduiig stages the drama ofintmubjectnw 

for both Thomas and Christ, but dso those for butch and fbn masculinities. That is. 

female mascrilinity is hamed. arrested in (passionate) fictions of gender. and o theatre 

of substanriation. where die aiithenticiv of the most intimately.felf self could oniy 

become r e d  that is, of suhsraitce, through the recognition of the Other and the 

masochinic renunciation of  thc flesh. The proof can ody be provideci bu the object c?f 
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desire for either irnperative ("Touch/See Me" or -"i'ouch/See Me Noi"), and camot be 

authenticated by measures of corporealih (Phelan 33 j. Undeniably, Christ's body is a 

failen body that manifests its own contradictions in a wounded, suffenng body 

SUNIarly, in a moment whch foreshadows Stephen's supposedly honourable love for 

M q -  whcre it fmds its most profound pleasure in the pain exercisrd trpon it by this 

s m  internalized corpus!corpsr of the Fathar('s LÛWS). a corpus reflected in Hall's 

choice o f  syntax (that is. ?ou must be honourable like Sour Father). Stephen "[finds] 

her manhood," ~iillfuliy relinquishes all Oes to Morton Hall and IO the world his 

father goomed him to inhent: hc leaves "the gree)' and cnunbluig niins" behind (,207). 

The ultmate moment whcrc Strplizn "takcs it bke a man" occurs in tlis 

supposedlv Iionourablr tnincation of liis relationsliip wiih Man, Llewellyi (Satran 

37-8 j.  M a n  poses a nimber of interestinp and productive problems for readers of 

Weil. but esprciaiiy for those rrading I-iall's nowl through die rnrddlr and touard the 

end of the nventieth centq .  Mary is the subject who exposes the limitations of whar 

Hall and Steplien could tliink (iluough scxolo& withm a modcl of inversion w-lirre 

one's performance of gender siipposedly sipities the tnitli of one's erotic tastes E w i  

thou&, for "men invens like Stephen, Wanda and Jonathan Brocken the problem of 

knowledge is one of coming mto knowledge about the self by learning to r a d  and 

articulate the sips so obviously wom on the body itself. for other inverts Like Valerie 

Sepour. Barbara and Jarnie, the problem of knowledge is not so miich about 

recognition as it is about re-reading and avoiding misrecognition: "The grades were 

so numemus and so fine that they ofien defied the most carefuI observation. The 

timbre of a voice, the buiId of an d l e ,  the t e x -  of a hand, a movement, a 
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gesture-since few were so pronounced as Stephen Gordon" ( 3 2 - 5 3  ). However, if a 

reader was to look askew at, or perhaps read apinst the grain of this third-person 

Iunited omniscient nanative which allows us-indeed. needs us to see-Stephen so 

clearly, it is possible to see that M q ' s  existence, albeit written completely through 

Stephen, is the h g  whch Lies outside of the h e .  and whose very imisibiiity 

conditions Stephen's hypervisibility Hall cannot kt Mary speak for herxlf in this 

text. Mary, who is marked as both ferninine and as \ower middle-class. funcrions 

primarily as a kmd of psychic projection of evepthing thar Stephen cannot quirr 

make sensc out of, and yct ail that he nceds not to bc ("sheW and "workhg-class") in 

ordcr to bc "tic." 

Mar). a 19 year-old orplian. riilerges out of aliiiosi nowhere io sene widi the 

Bredispear Female Ambulance Unit in France. the same one uith which Stephen 

serves. After the war ends. Stephen takes MW back to hs home in Paris, where 

semants do the work inside that home which Mary would nomally do. Where . m a  

Gordon found h m  place as the mistress of Morton Hall. Mary lacks the necessary 

training to niii a bouse of tliat class (3401 E w i  tliougii Man. activel!, piirsiics 

Stephen and eventually initiates their sesual relarionship. Stephen mandates hîrnself 

cour@ keeper and buiider of M@s "refuge" (356). Where Philip's patemdism 

engendered Stephen through a realm of action. howledge. and subsequent choices. 

inchdine those laid out for hm by sexolog. Srephen's patemalisrn similarl> 

overderemines Mary's path, insmicting him in the sexology he leamed h m  his 

father (33 1) .  Ironically, that path is one whch is quite different from his m n  and 

whch c m  oniy fuifil1 thc imperative of h o n o u ~ g  the Father bu decmg MF 



directly toward Martin. Such impossibilities are, of course, constitutive of desire for 
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Stephen. 

From the opening pages of rhe novel to the melodramatic conclusion, the 

erotic world in and around Malvem Hiils is conditioned as a pastoral, coud? 

romance. Boih Jacques Lacan and Slavoj 2 K ek theorize the worid of couiîly love as 

that constituted by untimorphusrs. or any kuid of construction that is mdr in such 3 

way rhat. by rneans of an optical transposition, a certain f o n  thar was noi visible at 

first si@( aansforms irself into a readable image (lacan 135). On the one hand. the 

primary fom WC think ae sec is Stephcn's tragc ssuffering in a culture that rehiscs to 

r e c o p e  his cornpethg needs to livc honourably and hith a parnier. The fom that is 

not immediaiaiely visible. altliough it is my Iiope tliat it certauily is L>? noir. is thai of 

Stephen trapped aithin the paradoxes of courtly and, according to 2 i2 el;, masochistic 

desies. Ail of Stephrn's love objecn are maked by uiaccrssibility. rven the onrs hr 

"acquires." Despite the rheroric, these women are not sublime objects. abstracted. 

elevated and idealized. Ttme womeh and esprcially Mary. hnction mucli likr rhr: 

paradoxical "Lady" of coiinly love foms. That is, tliey fimction as the space around 

which the subject's desire is structured. That space, as f ii ek reminds us. is bent like 

space m the rheop of relatnay: "the only way to reach the Object-Lady is indrrectly. 

in a devious. meandering way-proceeding straight on ensures that we miss the 

target" (91). Stephen proceeds head on with Mary. whisks her off to the idyllic and 

pastoral Oratova .a0 consmate  their desires. Biit in the long run. Siephen 

manipulates extemal ctrcumstances to rebuild obstructions and obstacIes. His 

introjection of an imperativc to love by honotir does not mix well m a culîtrre whoss 
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message to both Stephen and Mary is thar their union is essentid? dishonourable. 

That mtrojected ùoperative compels Stephen to sabotage Mary and to end their 

relationship. Both Lacan and 2 ii ek argue that in counly love the Lady fiinctions as 

the primaq parados. "The Object. therefore. is Literaliy somedunp that is created- 

whose place is encircled-thmu@ a network of detom, appro'umarions and near- 

misses" (Z iZ el; 95). Howrver. i t  would seem wident from Stephen's performance thai 

he himself is the paradox. His o m  reconstitution o f  aninciai obstacles suggests thac 

he fûnctions as the retraction. as the desiring subject but aiso the force that prevents 

its attainmenr (Z ii ek 95). The lo@c of c o ~ l y  love defines the parameters through 

uhch Stephni enacts a drama of croiic h m h c e :  that same maccessibriity. holduig 

back and suspensioii tliai. as I suggested earlier. is coiistinitive of iiiale masocliisrii. 

Stephen's desires are fulfilied paradosically by way of a public spectacle of incessant 

postponement . 

Maq functions as a paradoxicai realization and deferrai of Stephen's 

desire: she ais0 functions as one of the ueakest cliamcters in Hall's novel. Clare 

Hettuniiigs raises Uirrigiiiiig qiiestioiis about femiiiinity ui lier article -Out of 

Sight, Out of Mind? Theorizing Femme Narrative" ( 1999), one of the most recent 

theoreticai fora>% mto thmhg femme subjectwmes that provides some 

interestmg ways to rethink Mary. Hewnings revisits lare nineteenth-century 

sexology to argue that. h m  its inception. the logic of s e x o l o ~  has failed to think 

the femininr invert. Either the ferninine invert, who has failed in her femininity by 

passively receiving the attentions of the wong object (that is, the masculme 

woman), uill --cure" or rcdeem the blight on her femininity by renrming to the 



"real" heterosexual male or she has always already failed in her femininity 

because she is in the category thût Havelock Ellis suggests of -'wornen whom the 

average man would pass by" (qtd in Hemmings 452). In either scenario, shr 

remains teleologically bound by suspicions; either her heterosexuality is 

compromiscd or her supposedly natural feminuilt). is compmmised. The only 

other option dut xxology provides. Hemmings argues. is cunous. "Ellis's 

construction [of the ferninine invenj raises the possibility that, given thrir status 

as objects of masculine attention, al1 heterosexualiy-bound women have the 

capacity to commit the samc 'error' of mistaking the masculine invert's attention 

for 'the real thmg"' (452). Thus. argues Hermning rather than resohmy the 

probleni of tlie fertunine invert. Ellis universalizes the probleni as coiisriiutive of 

ail femininities. 

While the femme ma. continue to be haunted by hrr "inentable 

r e m  to heterosexudity." heterosexual femininity itself is scarcely 

free of perversion but remains Iiaunted m tum b? the possibility of 

seduction by the masciiline woinan. (453 j 

Memmings's arcment elaborates on Butler's rethinkuig of the relations benveen 

sex-uaiiy and gender in the sesender  system. That is, Hemmings's reading of 

feminkih pasits that sexuality works against gender to let that which cannot full- 

appear in any performance of femininity. its inevïtable perversion. persist in its 

disniptive promise (Butler 199 1,29). 

These renderings leave the house of feminînity in a state of disarray. Such a 

position as Hemmings herself notes. leaves the ferninine woman stnraurally 



positioned as object of both a heterosexual and a hornosexual gaze, and while 

femininity is conferred and consumed in those sexualizing gazes. it is also mie that 

one cannot tell, just by looking, which gaze she will rehirn (453). Femininity, and. by 

implication, her queer-ing cousin fem(me)ininity'", is thus a perception of a 

successful naturahtion of discourses of f-, espccially when those 

discourses are naturalized on what 1s also conventionally presuned to be a fernale 

body and especially when the effect is to receive and sirnilady naniralize a 

heterosexualizing male gaze. ' ' 
Hemmings makcs some important theoretical observations about ferninini' as 

well as the one suggcbied m the quots above. Shc. suggests, for example. that 

*-ferninuiin is conferred upon [a woinan] tliougii the masculine gaze" (153 1. 

Hemmuigs is responding to the way a cnsis of visuality around fern(rne)ininiry has 

been namrd in queer dieory and pcrformrd in querr fiction and performance an. 

Given that many of the sisual sipifiers of femininity are the same for both 

Iieterosexual and queer feinininr subjects. in representational contests quecr 

fem(me)ininiîy cai ofien pass as iieterosextial femhiiiih. In narrative tenns. as 

Hemmings argues, this means that the femme is invisible as a queer sexual subject 

- - -  - 

1 0  This panicdar formation which combines femme and femininity in such a wap so 
as to m d e s t  the relation and yet the J1fl6ronr.r. of these M'O ulbjects cornes from 
Lisa D u g w  and Kathleen McHugh's "A Fem(me)ùiist Manifestq- Womcn & 
Per/ormoncc: A .Journul of Fcrnrn~sr nzcory 8 2  ( 1 996). 
'' The term nuturuf~'ed~ to describe an effecî of mgendering, %as suggeded to me in 
conversation with Anna Carniilen' whom I t h d .  While usually referruig to a 
perronnative moment where an immigrant is conferred Canadian, or indeed. ai' 

national citizenship, I use it herc to reference a sVnilar performati\~e readinp pncnce 
which Mers a body type based on a (mis-)reading of a gender performance. one that 
is assumed to have emerged aaturdly out of tbat body. 



once she is out of the si&& of, or does not r e m .  masculinity's gaze (455). Or, to 
I8O 

phrase this the way Teresa de Lauretis did Li 1993 when she responded to the 

concems Esther Newon raised in 1989 about rhefewi~zrnr »~wn, "in most 

representational contests, (Stephen 's lover j M a q  uould either be passing lesbian or 

passing sirai& her (horno)sc-wality Seing in the last rnstance what camot be seen. 

Unless. [.. . 1 shc: enter the Eramcl of vision us or wilh a lesbian in male body h g "  (de 

Lauretis 1 993, 1 55 ,  emphasis in original). ln her earlier essay. Newon critiques 

Radclyffe Hall for the ways that she mculates "lesbianism" with masculinin;: 

The notion of a femnme lesbian connadicted the congenitai theop 

that many homosexds ui Hall's cra t.spoused to counter &man& 

that they undergo ptiiiishing "tlierapics." Tlioudi Sieplieri's lovers 

in The H e I I  are an ferninine and though MF' in effect. seduces 

Stephen, Hall calls hrr "normal." that is. heterosesual. [ .  . . ] As a 

character, Mary is forgettable and inconsistent. weakening die 

novel and saddling Hall wiili an implausible endin- [ .  . . ] Hall was 

uiiable ro piiblicly articrilate-perliaps to belie~e in-the pèrsoiia 

of a reaf lesbian who did not feel sornehow male. If sesual desire is 

mas-cuhe, and if the tèmininr woman only wants to amact men. 

then the womanly lesbian cannot logicaily exisi. Mary's real story 

has -et to be toid. (292-93) 

I quote Newton at length to foregound the historicity of the qiiestions rhat 

Hernminp poses about femme subjechvih. In the nvenrieth cenmry' lesbianism 

and frmale masculhty have been realized as p d e r  transiike or about 



movement in and across genders. But. at the same the .  there have k e n  pivotal 

and contradictory moments in this same century where the heterogmdering of 

desire, where sexual systerns are realized in and eroticize gender difference, has 

k n  repudiated for idedopal reasons. One of the effects of that repudiation has 

been to rendu fem(me)h.inity a logka1 impossibilrty. H e d p ' s  article, ihe 

hisior). and trajectory of Lm(me)ininities in mYnstream cultures. and queer 

cultural productions which articulate femme suggest thar moment is shifiing. 

The notion that femme represents an occlusion, an "miculare silence" but 

also a subjectivity hailed by a masculine gaze suggests equaliy rhat femme cm bc 

refused or repudiatcd br that s m e  gaze t Hall 1.14). Ncu ton 1s dends& nght io 

critique Hall's stratep in The Well of producmg closure by Iiaviiig Strplieii riobl!; 

rum Mary over to Martin (293). Despite ail o f  M q ' s  besr efforts to articulate 

herself, she remains bound by thai gaze-that is, both Stephen's and Manin's 

gaze. Newton aclnowledps some of the ways that Hall anempts to rethlnk Mq.: 

it is M e  wlio pursues Stephen wlien il\- are botli dnvtn  in the Breakspearc 

Ambulance Unit in World War One and it is Mary wbo continues to pursue a 

sexual relationship once they have left the war and have remed to Paris. Indeed. 

Hall aftempts to dlow for a femme gaze: 

Stephen was busily gwmuig her hair with a couple of bnishes tint 

had k e n  dipped in water. [. . .] Seeing Mary in the &ss she did not 

tum aroiind, biit just smiled for a moment al tlieir wo reflecrions. 

Mary sat doun in an am-chair and watched her. notichg the 



strong thui h e  of her thighs: nohciny too the c w e  of ber 

breasts-slight and compact, of a certain bauty .  (323-2s) 

Mary's desiring and lustful gaze can only be grafied onto and out of, that is, 

namtivety and WsuaIly bound bu. Stephen-s gaze in the minor. What follows this 

passage is a curious reatization of desire between Stephen and h h q  trmgulatcd 

through a gendering of domestic objects. Mary assumes responsibiliiy for 

Stephen-s wardrobe, acti~ities that h c ~ m w  her --And ?et there u-as somethin- 

quite new in [Mary's] face, a soA. wise espression [ .  . . ]  She was at the stage of 

k i n g  in love when she longed to do womanly tasks for Siephen-' t 323). Howevcr. 

!Maq is unablc, as if ciitnih, to articuiatr: her desires outside of a cc- 

fetisiiization and yet projectional personilicatiori olobjecis U i  Steplicn's beslrooiti. 

Those objects. and ironically. Mary's inarticuiateness. cm speak nothing other 

than "Stephen." 

The bed coutd onlp have been Stephen's bed (. . . ] The chairs could 

ml! have been Stephen's chairs [ . . ] The dressing table could on}) 

have beeii Iiers [m./. witli its tall silver inirror and iwcy bnislies. 

And ail these things had drawi into themselves a specïes of life 

derived fiom therr o m .  until th- seemed to be thinlrmg of 

Stephen with a dumbness that made their thoughts more insistent. 

and their thoiights pthered st~ength and mingleù ui th  Map's so 

thar she heard hersrlf cry out: Stephen!" (323) 

At a later moment in the narrative. Stephen is commanded home by his 

motlier. Lady Anna. althou& he is nistrutcd not to h g  M ~ Q  to Morton Hall 



Stephen respects his mother's wlshes and retums without Mary. Upon Stephen's 

departure, Mary herself takes up (temporary) residence in Stephen's audy to pen 

a letter to him that the reader never sees. Curiously though, as Leslie J. Henson 

agrees, the authority of that letter is ascribed to a pen other than Mary's: "That 

letter was full of many things which u less pnwlegedpcn hod besr /-fi 

unwrrfren-loyalty, faith, consolation, devotion; al1 this and much more she wrote 

to Stephen" (338, emphasis added). Even though the nanator insmicts the reader 

to understand this as a scene where "Mary met and defeated the world's first 

tentative onslaught" the defeat is tenuous and indeed left trnr7nrre)i in the scene's 

space-off, a place unthinkable outside the test and howable only as an occlusion 

(338 j. Thus. according to The Well. fem(me)ininity is yilp of passing as 

fernininity. aithough in this case. Mary is unable to retum a gaze at all. She is an 

object to be exchanged between men, or is. at best, an aniculate silence that 

suggests the possibility of articulation and agency in a place beond the authonal 

and masculine gaze completely. 

Stephen most becomes his gender qiia masochism in relation to a repudiated 

fem(me)ininity, a position chat strangely and ironically feminizes the subject even as 

it appears most instdled in its place as suffering and honourable. Such tensions are 

evident in Stephen's narnes. "Mary" is both Stephen's second name and the name of 

his lover. In the Biblical context, Mary is the mother of Chnn but also Mary 

Magdalene, the refoned prostitute who witnesses Chnst's suffering and redemptive 

resurrection. In the end, our Messiah figure must sacrifice Mary in a homosocial 

exchange wïth Martin Hallam, a gesture which is both stereotypically and 



simultaneously feminine (the surrendenng of one's own desire in favour of the 

beloved's) but also masculine (where men exchange women between them). Breen 

argues that Stephen can be Mary only insofar as he cannot have Mary (193). 

Paradoxicall y. while Stephen does resemble his second namesake slightly more than 

his firsr, 1 would argue that within this masochistic triangulation Stephen ("he") could 

only be Stephen ("he" qua "Christ") when he is not her ("Maiy"). This pendtirnate 

and masochistic act of self-sacrifice, the denial of one's own (~ongfi11) corporeality. 

is also where both trans-sexual and stone butch masculinity becorne most 

performative. somatically aniculating an ambivalent and meta-gendered identity 

which othewise haunts them respectiveiy: "Touch/See Me [the subject]" and 

"Touch/See Me [the body] Not". 

III. The .f rticulaiions of Whiteness 

"1 kept losing track of the subject." 

Judith Butler, Bodles that Matter (ix) 

While the sexual politics of Stephen's gender identity map neatly onto class 

politics, his discontent as a suffering man bears the most interesring fmit when 

mapped onto the racial politics of Hall's novel. As I have suggested already, what is 

ofien not read in and through The Well are the ways in which it aniculares a subject 

that is always already racialized. Much of the criticism of The Wei1 cannot know the 
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ways that it has ken, and continues to be, located securely within the operations of 

white supremacy by misreadhg Stephen's unintelligible gendered corporealiy as it 

matenalites. albeit paradoxically, through coloiu. A close reading of what The Well 

does know about race, and what that cnticism has missed, has much to tell us about 

the wa)r diat whiteness articulates itself as miversal througi1 particular fonns of 

sexual subjrctivity. The Well reads us mis-rrading the vrry  paradoxes it is written 

through: that modem sexual subjects aniculate themselves through a grammar of 

white supremacy, and that this gammar often fûnctions to formulate a narrative of 

chanpc (the emergence of diffcrcntly cmbodied subjccts of masculinity) whch 

simdtancously s t m g i c s  to inamtaui, as much as rcsis~. continu+ with tlie status quo 

wlien it allows wlutetiess io remain uiunarked. Part of wliat is (re)produced in ;lie 

readings of The Well when its cntics read for sexual subjcctivity and disregard 

racialized subjectirity is a performance and rrnrration of uhiteness. That failure. 

where whiteness is so hyper-visible as evenrhing. it becomes. paradoxically. 

invisible as nothing the nom. is one of the categorical unperaUves of white 

supremacy. 

The scene that most critics of The Well r e m  to repeatedly is the mirror 

scene. Because dits cmial importance to their, as well as to my o w ,  arguments. I 

will quote it at length. 

That night she stxed at herself in the giass: and even as she did so she 

hated her body with irs m~iscular shoiilders, its srna11 compact breasrs. 

and its siender Banks of an athlete. AI1 her life she must drag this body 

of lien lkc a monstrous fettcr imposed on 11e~ spmt. This strangeb 



ardent yet stenle body that must worship yet never be worshipped in 
1 86 

return by the meahire of its adararion. She loaged ta mah it, for it 

made her feel cruel; it was so white, so smng and so self-siifficient; 

yet uithai so poor and unhappy a h g  bat her eyes fükd uith tears 

and Lier hate t~ancd to pty. Slie began to grieve  ove^ it, touclimg hcr 

breasts with pitiful fmpers. stroking her shoulders. lrtting her hands 

slip along her snaight thighs-Oh. poor and most desolate body! 

Then, she. for whom Puddle was actuaily praying at thar moment. 

must now pray also, but blindly: fmding few words that seerncd 

&orth) of prayer, fcw words bat seemed to acomprus her rncanmg- 

for die did no[ hiou. the itieaning of Iierself. But die lovcd. a11d lovuiy 

grop& for the God who had fashioned her. even unto this biner lwlnp. 

( 186-87) 

h y  readmg of this scene must include a rethinkinp of the rnateriality of the 

bod? iüelf. In Bodies Tliat Matter. Butler takes issue wiiti the assuiiiptions of social 

constnictionist theory, arpiing, in pan, that the notion tliat gender is iinprintrd o m  

sex is no longer adquate. Questions such as "How is gender constituted as and 

duougb a certain mterpretanon of sex?" no longer deal with the sophmicahons of 

regdatory power r e p e s  whose success is measured by the very assumptions of that 

question: that is, un- and undenheorization of "sest' itself. Butler rephrases the 

question to account for limitations of pqing gender apart frorn seu. arguing oiir 

question should now be "how is it that treatmg the materialin. of ses as a yven 

presupposes and consobdates the nmiative conditions of ih own emmgencc''" ( 10). 



in other words, there can be no reference to a pure body that is not at the same time a 
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further formation of that body. 

Butler's insight into the perfomativity of discourse, not on materialit). biit as 

rnateriality, provides insight on the commentary that reads Stephen reading his body 

in die ~Tiirrm scene . If Butler is correct in suggesthp that a~ai)%cal mterropations 

should not accept the body or "sex" as a givrn, but should, hstead. foregound the 

normative conditions under which the matenalit): of the body itself i s  fiamed and 

formed through the differentiaî caregories of ses, then the differential categones of 

thcse critics (vans-scxd man not butch. lesbian not straight woman ) producc the 

body thcy nccd Thc Weil to articulate. in other r o r h .  the ideologicd investrnents of 

eacli overdetennine wliat kind of body rnarerializes in thai mirror. bur also uhicli kiiid 

of body cannot materidire. As I have noted a number of times already. Butler argues 

that it is "as important to think about how and to what end bodies are constructeci as is 

it [sic] uilt be to th& about how and to what end bodies are not consmicted and. 

Funhcr. to ask aRer tiow bodies wliicli fail to niaterialue provide the tiecessary 

'outside,' if not rlie necessary support, for the bodies whicli. in inaterializing the 

nom, qualifi as bodies that matter" ( 16). There are multiple bodies consmicted in 

The Well, bodies gendered, sexecl, classed and raciaiizrd. Accordmg to Newon, 

Rosser. and Halberstam. the only body that Stephen can see in the &or is 

uieiitably female. even when the language of the passage fads to articulate it as siicli. 

These critics fail to see that a racialired body, a white body, has also materialized, 

although, for whiteness to function most effecsvely as a marker of white supremacy. 

that whteness cannot be marked and mus always be trinnped or cloakcd bu gmder. 



These cnhcs al1 read, and by reading, arbculate Stephen's body as female in order to 
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build a functional polemic arotind it, even tlioiigh that is not whar the ianguage of the 

passage tells us. Moreover, the fact that Stcphen's white body has gone unremarked 

suggests that, in Butler's terms, the white body is hypermateriahzed and articulated 

ashiitb the norm the unnoticecl, unmarkcd in order for the gercndcnid body to be 

matenalized. Unmarked whiirness provides the necessary support for grndar in the 

same way that gender provides the necessan suppon for the matenalization of that 

raciai nom. 

Both Jay Prosser ( 1998) and Judith Halberstarn ( 1998) have thconzcd the 

processes of somahc maknaluation in The Wcll. offemg pruductivç r mis- )readings 

of its articulations of fendci. a id  wluieness. III Iiis Second Skins: The Bodv Narralives 

of Transsesualitv. Prosser explores the diafogic relations benveen trans-sexuali~ and 

narrative, arping that, because tram-sesual@ is not self-aident on the boa. tram- 

sexual identities emerge as an effect of autobiogaphy. Prosser suggests that pans- 

sexuality takes auiobiographicai nanative as ils primary qmpiom by manifestins thai 

wliich 1s nor Unrnediatrly obvioiis: the body's misrepresentation of the siibjcct's 

"authentic" self ( 142). Rosser rightly ames that there is a kind of vacillation 

between rage and pi@ in The Weil thar marks Stephen's relationship to "her" female 

body, whch misrepresents wha Stephen actually is .  Arguing that Stephen 

unequivocally s e a  a female body in the minor. a body marked bu hck. inadeqiiac)- 

and ontological failure, Prosser makrs the somewhat questionable assessrnent rhat 

because there are no scenes of "inteqation" in the novel. Stephen is forever mpped in 

thai "mirror phase" ( 16.3 )- The result- accordin- to Prosscr who does not spcci- what 



he means by "mirror phase." is that despite the moments of compassion and healing 
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evidenced by the transition from rage ro pity in the mirror scene. Stephen's bodily 

dienation remains frozen in the plot. "The female body is alien, honibly dislocated 

h m  selt" Drosser w"tes, "in the gap beween the morphology of her mascuiine body 

image and hcr duplicitous material female body, Stephen's alicnation is engcndered. 

and transgendered" (163). Without access to te ch no log^ @resumably hormones and 

surgery). Stephen never transcends or transfons "her" physical limitations. The 

whireness of Stephen's body, and its subsequenr qualities of strength, self-suficiency 

and leadership. are built around the phrase "so white" and yet that logc seems ro 

stand without notice. 

Presser's assertion tiiat tram-sexual subjectivity is an effect of narrative 

warrants reihinking. While narrative is indispensable in articuiating what othemise 

mighi not be entireiy self'-mident, The Weli stages the self-mident and self- 

knowledge as a cnsis of cenainties and a cnsis of langiage. As I have suggested. 

Steplien's gender differencr was evidrnt to aU but hirn His coining uiio knoukdgt- 

regimes, not cornhg oiit of a inetapliorical closet, is the primary thematic of the 

novel. The process that anows or perhaps facilitates one's owm knowledge of one's 

self is precisely rhat is at stake m The Weil. Indred, it seems much more plausible to 

argue that in The WeU bodies are the effect of both reading and re-articulation 

practices. As Rosser hmiself notes. Stephen's father cornes inro howledge about 

Stephen throiifh reading. In his study, Philip is surrounded by books, including those 

by sesolopsts. and by portraits of his family. Stephen pauited w i ~ h  matnarch Lady 

Aima. Phitrp's gaze travcls betwe~m text and image as lie l e m s  to read what Iic 
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notices in Stephen as "indefinable quality [...] that made her lmk wong in the clothes 

she was wearing" (27). Stephen's ddference is evident on his body as Philip rereads ir 

through Ulnchs. Pliilip wites in the margins of Ulrichs's text what he understands to 

be the mth about Stephen, notes whch Stephen later h d s  and uses to articulate 

h e l f  hto and through language. 

Rosxr offers an intereshg reading of the relationship betwecrn Strphen and 

the housemaid Collins. U'here 1 read this relationship as overdetermined by class 

differences, Prosser sees it structured primarily by gender difference. Prosser reads 

the dream that Stephen has where "shc," and Prosser insists on rcading Siephcn as 

fernale. grafl part of CoUuis's ~ o u n d c d  knee onto Liis own ui an cffon to be just Likc 

his beloved. Prosser argues that tliis moment of ideniificaiion hnctions to mark 

Stephen's gender difference. That is. Prosser argues thar when Stephen pafrs Collins's 

h c e  ont0 his oun. Stephen's " o w  body is displaced onto and rcscurd through the 

beloved's. In rescuing the wornan and establishg her difference. Stephen effectively 

rescues lisrself froiii lux OHII wotuanlioad" ( 165). Uiis. in otlier w m i s .  is a nionient 

of pre-sex reassiyuneot surgery somatic transfonnatioii. Ulm Proswr seeins to miss 

are the cfass dserences benveen Stephen and Collins and hou.. despite his youth. 

Stephen rnanaésts the arktocrmic and mascuiine riruals of cointship as a cornplex and 

masochstic rescue fantasu. These class Werences between Stephen and bis 

phantasmatic lover (in this case. Collinsi stand in. as it were, for a kind of cotinl? 

geender differencr and for an imaginaru coimly love that Stephen longs for but cannor 

quire rnaterialize in the flesh and so matenalizes in fantas-: that is, the (both gendered 

and erotic) plranircs cf suffcmg. The dfirence in social standing btween Stcphcn 



and Collins functioos to exapgerate Collins's need to be rescued (at least what 

Stephen perceives as CoUinsrs need). and then Stephen's rightfulness as ha rescuer. 

This motif repeats incessantly throughour The Well. Stephen rescues woundrd 

animals; befriends the domestic servants Collins and OId William; cares for and then 

gneves the deaths of social misfits Barbara and Jamie: pays for the weddmg of lus 

servants' daughter. Tbew khaviors cm be securrly located withui the domain of the 

charitable and patemal aristocratie patriarch. By ferishizing surgery and complete 

physical transformation as the only way to accomplish the trans-sexual quest for 

corporeal selfhood. Prosser disawws the ways that bodies are signified as masculine. 

and dic wa!. Stcplien m pantcular rcsigmfies what is always nusread as "her" and 

"slis" to a body tliai lie Iiimself siiggests is indctenninate. Wien die nmator describes 

Srephcn looking at the body in the mirror scene, what is certain is the colour of the 

bod?.. not its ses and, more importantly. wtiat that colour sûinds for: "[S)o white. so 

snong and so self-sufficient(.]" 

Critics continue io read Sicplien ttirougii a sedgender systriii structured by 

diiaiities. Wiat IS transfonned or traiisceiided in the mirror scrziie are biiiaristic 

penders: Stephen is neither one gender nor the other, but fi_mtraively intersexed-not 
C 

or, but and, borh ( h a  103). The language of die passage is structured by 

oppositional and bounded contradictions. These are noi necessarily resolved but stand 

as productive and articulate discourses that produce lunits and bind subjects within 

those Iimits. What appears ro pass as a reversal. where one emotion simply stands in 

for another, functions instead as a kind of carnivalesque site rnarked entireiy by 

escess. s~rrpliis and supplancntarity (S. Hall 300). Tliat wiiicli is inevitably reprcssed. 
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refused. disavowed suneptitiously rehirns. Stephen both hates and loves what he sees: 

muscular shoulders, small compact breasts. and slender athletic flanks. Only the word 

"breasts" signifies as a foundational minimum constitutive of female-ness; the 

remaining terms speak against those resonances, especialiy when compared with the 

ways that AM& Collui$ and Mary, the women who are prototypicaily fcmale, arc 

describeci. Stephen rages against and then pitirs thai same body. With the change in 

emotion cornes another reiterative and performative articularion: this tirne. she k g a n  

to touch "her" breasts. stroke "her" shoulders, let "her" hands slip dong "her" thighs. 

The irnprecisions and failed circumlocutions of ianguage mediatc these mcta- 

~culations:  "[Flcu uords [...] seemed ta encompas her meaning-for shc dtd not 

know if~e ineaninp" ( 187). Presser's privileging of twentieh-centq siirgical 

interventions i s  interesthg and uonic eiven that, 1ke Stephen's h a s e  in the rnirror, 

surgery for fans is not funchonal or usiblr within the srs/gendrr systtrm. .4s I uill 

argue in more detail in Section Four. the bodies that many ftms imape themselves to 

have cannot niaterialize outside die body o f  discursive. psyliic and liriguistic 

contradictions that aot only aniciilatc biit. also, contain diem. The body thar appears 

is, in many way,  constituted as "grotesque," an "unnaturar or aberrant body outside 

the conditions of inteihgibility in the sew'gender system, a body dtar is both gendew. 

and neither. This same intersexeci" body will be re-articulated in the fictions tliat 

comprise the founh and final section of this dissertation. 

" Ir is important to reiteraie here diat the subjects tliat I refer io as uitersexed in Iliis 
project are Merent h m  those who find ihemselves subjected to and by medical 
discourses that have assiped them. ofien nonîonsensuafly. that identih. The 
subjecü mder discussion in this work chorne? however complicated that choice rnighi 
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Despite the limitations of his thinking. Rosser raises the penultimate question 

about The Well. 

[Dlogged aaempts to read [The Well] as lesbian in spite of its 

narrative have been a case of wing to fit a square peg into a round 

hole. But in this fatlure to reconcile The Wcll to a lesbiazi ccmtcst lies 

the noueI's value for a transsexual canon: for it is those narratives that 

don? quite fit. which exceed or resist their homosesiial location thar 

(prrhaps like aanssexuais thernselves) mi@ fmd belon@ng in a 

transscxual conttxt. ( 1  68) 

Even tliough Prosscr opcns lus chaptcr on Thc Wcll with tlic monsous assertion tliat 

"ils critics have genrrally ageed o n  one tliirig: diat the sexual subjeci ar die cetiicr of 

Hall's novel is lesbianism." he does raise the question of why so many of its critics 

(Prosser mcluded) insist on invening it wnh defuiitrve currenq ai al1 ( 1 35). In fact. 

whetber or not the subject of Hall's novel is lesbian is the one thing the cntics most 

vehemenily quarrel over. N'hm Rosser asks this question. he anssers i t  by positing 

be. to surgcd ly  and hormonally redign bodies and subjectivtties: one of the 
limitations facing fh trans-sexuals is the inadequacies of the surperies. Whilc 
medical technologies have perkted surgenes thar can transfonn male hodies inra 
non-procreative but fdly fimctionhg f d e  bodies, the equident s u r p i e s  (thosc 
that cm transfomi female bodies into full? functioning male bodies) do not exist yet. 
nius. the result. not the intention, is often intersexeci Mies that pass as male wlieii 
clothed and/or naked fkom the waist up, but not fiom the waist dom. As Rosser. 
Devor. and others have already arped, the so-cailed tact of k i n g  an % trans-sesual 
oftrn means Living more permanentiy with an indeterminate body. a body that is 
neither male nor female. These medical failures flag the temporal relations of ses 
reassipent surgeries and draw our attention io a problematic temporal relatiou 
benveen gendering onto-perfomative speech acts, "1 am a boy" or "I am a pl." and 
the wentual corporeal ernbodurient which is o h ,  but not always. the eflect of these 
utterances. I tlieorize ttus temporal rehtîon more fui- in Section Four. 



category B. ûms-sexuality, for category A lesbianism, and ignores how both are 

racialized as white. Thar is. where he refutes the label "lesbian." he does so by 

replacing it with another, the label rms-sexuel." The Well, its siibject and irs aiirlior, 

for that matter, cannot be categonzed or concephialized other than as indeteminate. 

Trans-semi narratives evokc the novel as lesbian to refuse ii; iesbian-feminisrn has 

evoked it [and its subject) as intemalized misogyny to posit lrsbianism as " w o d  

identification and eroticism; Athena Dciuris's article "The Well of Genderlessness" 

evokes it to talk about gender, not sexuality: here, Rosser rvokes it as trans-srsual ro 

refuse an imbrication of flm tram-sexuality and fernale rnasculinity: Stone Butch 

Blues, as I ~ i i i  argue m Section Four. rewntes it la refuse the b~ sc.r:gmdcr 

system cotiipletely. Tlie Wrll fwictions as a hiid of polemical blatk slare. ivliicli is 

read and winen only to be refused and reurinen as the thing its readers need it not ro 

be. Its cntics, or so it seerns to me. agree on nothing. 

Judith Halberstam's Female Masculinin. promises one of the most merestmg 

readinp of tlirsr contradictions in Hall's novrl. Arguing tint Tlie Well presents "die 

best record we have of masciiliiie inversior1 in womeii," by whicli SIX meais a 

" What is especially ironic about Prosser's insistencc on labeiing The Well is that 
many fernale-to-male vans-sema1 autobiopphical narratives invoke Hall's novel 
ody to establish dicir own, and tram-scxualitfs, essentiai difference from the subject 
of Hall's test. For instance, in the first knom femde-to-male tram-sesuai 
autobiograpliy, Emer~ence: A Transsexual Autobio-~hv, Mario Martino (then still 
Marie) recalls buying a copy of The Well of Loneliness hoping to help his fernale 
partner corne to ternis with their situation. Tt did not work and Manino expiains w h y  

[1t uas] about the love relationshrp between two women it was so 
honestly and beautifuiiy u-ritten mat Becky felt she could accept their 
liaison [. . . 1 -Does eveqone feel ùUs way. Marie?' "Heavens. no! 
Besides. Becky. ~ozr and I ore no! icsbtm.  We relate as man to 
woman. woman to man." 1.. . 1 I could never fit the rnold of woman. 
( 1 32, empbasis in original) 



masculine identity expressed h o u &  a female scif and perceived by society as 

unnanird and wrong Halberstam argues that a sartorial aesthetic, that is. of tadoring. 

or men's clothes or cosnime, works in The Well to actively oppose the notion of a 

"me sex" by equating gnder  and cosnime (90). Halberstam argues that relations 

b-ea the invert and lus male costume providc the site where nakedness can anly 

sipifi essenhally withm the xdgender sustem. in contrast to clothing which actually 

defines the contours of  gender. In other words. masculine clothihing does for female 

masculinity what the penis does for male mascuiinity-that is, ir ..bean the subject's 

desire in a masculine modeT- ( 101). 5tcphen Iiterally redresses the wrongs of hcr 

cmbodment b' t a h g  on malt: clotlung mcticulously ~ i lo red  and fishiioncd to fit licr 

masculine spirit" ( 106). 

Halberstam is cenainly right Ui sugesting that Stephen marks his body as 

male through his identifications as woll as clodiing. Howevçr, Halberstam hersrlf 

permits an essentialkm to creep back into her argument when she sugzsts that what 

appears in the mirrot is Steplien's "secret fetnale body" (99). In othcr words. 

Halkrstam reads the body in Stepheds rnirror as uiideiiabiy female, a reading wliicli 

works againsr the ambivalent lanpage of the passage as 1 have read it and 

Halberstm's own assertion that we not read Stephen's body as the defuiitive site of 

dl meaning. Halberstarn wams against the violence of misreading Stephen as 

"lesbian." Stephen was clearly an invert. wbich is reducible neither to lesbian or rrans- 

sexiial. "When modem lesbian critics, historians, and theonsts Q- 10 r a d  an idealized 

lesbian history of Iesbian idennfication into and out o f  the bodies [...I of masculine 

w m a .  a great violence is done to the meaning of tliose t i ~ s ~ "  Halberstam argues as 



she grounds ber readinp of the materiality of Stephen's body itself within the 

normative and difFerentia1 categories of the sedgender system ( 109). h othcr words. 

"reading" for these critics seems to be the process where discourse functions nor ou 

matenaiity, but us matenaiity. For buth Prosser and Haiberstam, rhat emerps as 

hyper-rnatmia1it-y drroiy& the cracks of the sexlgader q t e m  is whiteness. 

Despite the best efforts of critics like Prosser and Halberstam who are armed 

with theones of perfonnativity queer t heop ,  parody and iron',, and post-feminist 

queer redeploynents of pnder performances' Esther Newton's 1984 essay, "The 

Mqihic Mannish Lcsbian: Radcl'ffe Hall and the New Woman," remains one of tl~c 

mus? sophinicated and cornplmi studies of both The Weil md female rnasculirut). 

U'liere Halberstani argues rliat nie Weil does noi mark a puirii of dcpariure froiii 

nineteenth-century notions of femaie fnendship. Newon arpes that Stephen Gordon 

hinaions as a kind of double and indetemate trope. shultaneously referencing a 

new political identity for women generally and a new sexual and gender idennty for 

lesbiaiis. Tl~e "lesbian" (tliat ü. Stephen) in Tlie Well asserted a ne% sexual idenrit'. 

distinct fiom that associated witli the world of frinale hendsliip. or the nvo 

generations of "New Womenn who preceded Han and who are the subject of Hall's 

d i e r  nowl The Udir tamp ( 1924). Newton's e s a y  does a brilhant job of surveqmg 

the discursive background of The Wejl by situating it x i h n  its multiple and diaiogic 

contexts. Where Newton is one of the k s t  critics to reciaim The Well, she argues that 

an enrire banery of camps hover over it waiting for its rventual and long over-due 

death. Heterosesual culture condemned it, according to Newon- because it argued for 

the lcsbian's ri@ ta existence. Lesbian fernirusm. on the oîher hand. treated it W;c the 
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embarrassiny cousin, hated the rnannish lesbiau and entirely wilIed it away. That said, 

"mannish lesbians," or that gnder orientation with which an important muiority of 

lesbians still actively idenrifi and "roward which another minority is erotically 

ataacted," embraced the image and witings about inversion as a way to break out of 

the asmual mode1 of romantic hcndship (Newton 283). Masculinity. in other words, 

signifies active sexual desiie in a way that femuunity in womrn's homosocial and 

pender-segregated world cannot. "Unlike Orlando." Newton argues, "Stephen is 

trapped in h i s t o ~  [and] cannot declare gender an irrelevant gme"  (290). 

Despite Newton's best efforts to rescue Stephcn's gender performance. shc 

i n e h b l y  reads the minor sccne as eiidmce of Sirphen's perpetual and agoninng 

estrangernents. Continuhg io read Steplieri as fernale and lesbian. Neu.ton doss 

acknowledge that Stephen has ieamed that "her body [should] be cherished [.. . ]  since 

its men@ ccold rejoice her" (289 in Newon: 58 in Hall). However, Newton reads 

against The Well by suggestinp that "in one of Hall's most moving passages Stephen 

expresses this liatred [of her body] as alienation" €rom his motlier. frotii w m r n  and 

fiom his own body. The uony of Newton's argument lies in wliar she does not, or 

perhaps, cmot  read. When she cites the mkror scene. she elides the words "so white, 

so mong and so self-sufficient" alloHinp the metonornous and syonynous 

relationship(s) to operate. Newton's is a reading practice that pushes the suffering and 

biitch body fonvard and forces the mistocratic and white body hto the backgrotinci. 

While Newton wrote her essay at a time when neither the former nor the latter were 

completeIy thinkabk as such. her elisions. which are not hers atone. contmue to 

do& and ultimateh;. reproducc, whrteness as univenaL unmarkcd and invisible. 



Despite its htations, Newton's essay stands as one of the eariiest and most 
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important interventions into, and articulation of, the functionality of sedgender 

system. Noting that for Stephen "crosshg-dressing is not a masquerade," Newton 

aclnowIedges, as eady as 1984, that female masculinity is one effect of the cornples 

processes of identification and social ccnisrniction. Rosser, on the otlier haid 

suggests that narrative manifests the body. whilr Halberstam argues that gender's 

physicalih is made in the masquerade. Al1 three argue ihai the mirror scene is the 

moment where ontologcal and essentialist mths, passing as the red_ renirn to fix or 

stabilize the meaning of rhat body. 1 suggest uistead that for Stephen the body is 

drsütbilizeci unniadc and remade m constnictions uf Uic nakcdness itsclî. The unagc 

of Stephen nalted in the inirror does not rcveal ontological tnitli but instead reads a 

kind of intersesed self that is. as 1 have been suggesting. an effect of invested and 

nabilizing reading and representational practices. Post-Butler critiques of essentialist 

constructions of identities and bodies iristead posit gender as drag or parody where 

identities (as die foreground) are read against the sipifiable limitations of the body 

(as tlie groiind). Wliat bappeiis if wr assume a differeni definition of drag or parod? 

where the body itself is the performance, the foreground, the thing dragged b o n d  

~dentrty~ which timctions as die *goundl I f  as Kram-Ebing noted in hs reading. the 

physical s ips of "viraginity" or inversion in a "wornan" are a "deep voice. manly gait 

[and] small manunae," (in oiher words. how the inwrt "makes the impression of a 

man in woman's ciotl~es" j, then what are the discourses of reading which continue to 

produce this fi-mie as a woman making the impression of a man and not a man's body 



makuig the impression of a woman's? In other words, what makes it possible to hear 
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"drapt' and think "cross-gender performance" and not "corporeal instabilities"? 

Pan of an answer lies in Butler's interrogation of the limitations of "sex." In 

her introduction to Bodies That Maner, Butler calls for a refomulation, indeed, an 

entre retirmkmp, of die tains of corporeal materialization as an effect of power. The 

production of bodily noms. argues Butler. is governed by an exclusionary matm 

which simultaneously produces a domain o f  abject bodies whtch are not yet subjccts. 

but which form the outside IO the domain of the subject (3). Thus, as Butler theonzes 

it. the formation of the subject requires an identification with the nomative idea or 

phantasni of p se^" an idcnlification that tahcs placc through a repudiabon o i  that 

wliicli is abjected. Wliat Slephen sees in tlie mirror constitutes that doniain of 

abjection. or a body outside of man). of the cultural norms that p v e m  the 

materialuation of bodies. Stephen has pet to assume a ses. and so. accordingly is m 

the state of becominp a subjecr. One of the primary themarics of Hall's novel is the 

abject. or that zone of subjectness that is designated "wilivahle." "minhabitable." and 

"in-articiilate" by \ m i e  of being oiitside die stanis of siibjectivity III the inirror 

scene. what happens when clothes corne of?? When Stephen lwks in the mirror and 

sees a body, the only gendered desmptors of diat body whch u m r  amculation are 

breasts. No other feature of the body will perform geender as quickly as die presence 

or absence of breasts. In the nest section of this work, both of the coniemporan 

novels thar I examine forepotind breasts and their rernoval as the beginning of re- 

assipunent surgenes. For the characters of Sacred C o u n ~  and Stone Butch Blues. 

gendcr identity is sipfied by thc absence or p e s a c e  of breasts. ïlie author 
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photograph of Leslie Feinberg. fer instance. portrays her with what appears to  be a 

completely reconsmicted chest. For Stephen. the smallness and compactness of his 

"breasts," combined with "the muscular shodders" and "the stender flanks of an 

athlete." work to emphasize Stephen's rnasculini~. not femininity. Where Prosser 

reads Stephen reading and hating thrs body as female, 1 fmd Srephen reading this 

body as male. "That night she starrd at hrrxtf in the giass; and evrn as shtf did x, shr 

hated her body with its muscular shoulders. its small compact breasts. and its 

slender f lank of an athiete." None of these emphasized words suggests that Stephen 

is reading a feminized body. What Stephen fmds "monstrous." "srcrilc." and 

"impositional" is detidedly not a f d e  bod) but the rmprcssion or form of a male 

body wlUch die body in the W o r  is begmung to drag. perfomi. hiirate. "It made lier 

feel cruel: so white. so strong and so self-suficient." Wlat Stephen pier.es. therefore. 

is not so much the "inadequate" or "incomplete" female body but the finion that hers 

is a female body at ail. 

Interestin&, iIie narrative pare ceases to travel with Steplien's io dcscribe 

what must exist below Steplien's waist. The fust long paragaph of the passage ends 

as Stephen %gins to gneven his body, and his hands travel down mer breasts, 

shoulders and d o m  "dong her straight diighs-". Despite the fact ihat what lies 

belou. Stephen's waist remains productively in-articulable, grotesque and monstrous 

(a porîrait that both Feinberg and Tremain revisit), Stephen nevertholas mrikss. reads 

and eventuaily lems to become the "impression of the man" he himself sers in the 

mirror. That man is not coterminous with the impression left behuid by Stephen's 

father (Phlip). Stepben is discmively unable to narrate the body hc secs in the mirmr 
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as it stands outside the phallic economy. That is, it is a man's body and yet it is, ai the 

same moment, masculinity without a penis. This contradictoiy image is one that Jess 

Goldberg (Stone Butch Blues) and Mary Martin Ward (Sacred C O I U I ~ )  rehw to and 

are able to articulate differently. Despite its phallic masculinity where social standing 

and class accomplish the work that the pais does no4 the contents of that 

indeterminais "-" are continudly filled in as fernale to gant Stephen lcgitimacy . 

fùnctionality and intelligibility: Stephen refuses such (dys-)functionality by remaining 

pmally inside of language and its interpellative irnperatives in terms of race and 

nation, but inside!out in ternis of gcnder. 

As 1 have shoun whilc mtics contest the sex of Stephen's body Ui the muror. 

those same critics neitlier n~aterialize nor contest tliat body as white. In die moment 

vihere Stephen looks hto the mirror and attempts to pass hto subjecti\ih, 

lunguugirng himself fiwn objéct to subject, Stephen's self-amçulahon(s) mirrvr &ose 

of white cntics when al1 neither notice nor mark whiteness as a constitutive 

performance of white suprrniacy. Even diougli Steplieti productîvely fails to pass 

coinpletely ashto gendered siibjectivity, lie also fails to notice rhat tlir white body 

does not exist outside of discourseo meaning or ideology. The racialization of bodies 

by white nrpremacy, or those technologies which similarly Iink bodies, identity and 

power, works to naniralize arrangements of power whch are. instead, mially 

constructed and historicaily variable. That is. the white body does not just exist: it ts 

as miich put on, as it were, as any other cultural identit).. It too is a prodiict of 

discourse, power-knowledge repmes and representational practices: and it is those 

technologes of white sqeinacy that are most successfid when n e  fail to n o ~ c c  



them. In The Well, they hinction to naturdize Stephen's whiteness and articulate it 

to/with gender variance in a number of veiled ways. 

It is precisely Stephen's (and indeed John RadclyKe Hall's) ciirrency as wlute 

aristocrats that fiords thern, both inside the text for Stephen as a novelist and in 

Hall's oun witing of The WeU, authorid intelhgbdity and power. Steplien publisiles 

his Fust book. The F m o w ,  and becomes. as a result. somethinp of a celebrity, which 

functions to incrrase his status amongst the artists at Valene Seytour's salon. One 

pamcular cvent ar that saion is wonhy of scnitiny, the ptheruig that feanires MO 

"Ncgroo". .4mccnccan brothcrs, Lincoln and Henry Jones. who provide the cntcrtainmcnt 

by smbming an old Black spiritual song. Al1 of tliose msfits, Brockett Jamis, Adolplic. 

Barbara. "even Valerie Seymour." wlio gatlier regularly under Valene's hitelagr are 

moved to epiphanic affective sublime bu the Jones brothers' suffenng. The lanLmge 

of the passage risrs ro new E3Biblical rrgstrn as the suffenng Jones brotfirrs sing a 

song of salvation. 

Aiid al1 the hope of tlie utterly hopeless of t1ii.s world. wlio must live 

by tbeir iiltinate salvatioii. all tliç terrible, acliing, Iiomesick liope that 

is bom of the infinite pain of the spirit seemed to break fiom this man 

and shake those who listenrd, so that they sat with benr heads and 

clasped hands-they who were also among the hopeless sat with bent 

heûds and clasped han& as they listened [...] (363) 

The result of the performance by blackness for whiteness is that Steplien Ends 

a vehicle in whch to manifests his ocrn gender discomfitures by identifjing with 

those suffkring h m  race and economic injustices. Ail the subjects m attcndaiice arc 
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Med.  as it were. to a kmd of spintual plane that supposedly transcends the limitations 

of that siifferhg body. The perfom'mce of sufferhg allows-uideed, necessitates-- 

that race (as racism, injustice, suffering) stand in for sex and gender variance 

(homophobia, gender variant discrimination. punishment) but also for those injustices 

causcd by class and wealth. But the former (ses) is never tnimped by the larter (race)' 

and aiways airrad! stands in as a particular. the specificities of whicli disappear 

against the injuries o f  the universai that Stephen represents by the end of the novel. 

As a figure that emerges from a specific positionalih (aristocratie, white, ahost  

male 1, Stephcn. like Chnst. suffcrs the afllictions of al1 who endure injustice even 

thou&. paradosicall!. Stqhcm's s u f h m g s  arc most reprcsentable as the sulfkrhg of 

rliosc irss privileped iiieti iis. The iviiversai is reprcsenied as ail particulars; and the 

parnculars disappear. inderd. are colonized b>- the universal. hisible and universal 

whiteness. as Q e r  notes, colonizes the categorical substances of other noms (in th~s  

case. racial specificip) until its own paniculanty disappears (16). Becausr Stephen i s  

dis-articulated from. and dis-entitled to. al1 that o t k r  men of his class are mtitled ta. 

Stepheii fiiiictioiis tnetonyinically for al1 injustice, evideiit ui tlic repetitioiis of the last 

sentence in the passage quoted above. The Jones brothers sing with "benr heads and 

clasped hands," which becomes ail the white listeners simnz wth bent heads and 

clasped hands. In the suffering of the particular. Stephen fmds his o w  suffering and 

the promise of his o w  redemption. 

And now there rang out a kind of challenge: imperious, tocid. almost 

temfjing. They sang it togeber. those two black brethren. and their 
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voices sugyested a multitude shouting [. ..) shouting a challenge to the 

world on behaifof themselves and of dl the afflicted. (363) 

By the end of the novel, thar multitude has changed f?om the parhcular "black 

brethrenn to the universal and transcendent "rnarred and reproachful faces with the 

haunted, melanchoiy eyes of thc mven[s]," subjects no longer marked by race (436). 

Stephen's transcendent whiteness either remains unmarked or has no 

substance q m  whiteness other than as the particulars of Henry and Lincoln's 

suffering. In addition, his suffering as a man who has lost the priiileges of 

masculinity is representable as the suiTcring of racial and class oppressions. That 1s. 

what Stephen Lanients. gncvcs, and mourns is tfir Ivss of wtiat a white classsd inale 

body can d o  he loses his riglit io protect England during World War One: lie loses 

Monon and the cornfons of the traditions which corne with it: he. in fact. [oses access 

to embodiment: and finalty, he loses other women, inchidmg his mother (there was 

that "indefinable quaiity in Srephen that made her look wong m the clothes she was 

weariog as thou& she and they had no right to each other. but above dl no righi to 

Anna" (271.). To be precisc, lie's denied masciiliiie curreiicy, espcially \chen 

compared to biological men Ike Roger Antrim. The price of his ticket into whiteness 

is far more tttan Roger's and hence the nonalgic, melanchoiic and morrmtirl [one of 

the entire novel. He loses community, hstory, place, things to which he is entitied by 

Mme of his class, gender and race. That loss is reuiforced in the subsrqiient readinps 

of the novel that allow that loss and Stephen's white body to stand umoticed. Butler 

is helpful when she argues that matter. including bodies. be read not as fked sites or 

sitrfaces? but as processes wliich stabilize over trmc to produce the effect of a 



boundary. fixity and surface ( 199 1. 10). My next section will inierrogate how that 

"monstrously" arti'culated and dis-arriculated white body in Stephen's mirror hns 

"materialized" in two contemporary narratives to both contest and consolidate, to 

àe(re f constnict, the articula conditions of its own emergence. 



SECTION FOUR: IMPRESSIONS OF THE MANI 

"(. . .] we have a story that by definition cannot be self-present to us, 

a aoiy that, in other words, is not a story, but musr becomr a story. 

And it cannot brcome a story except through the bond ojkxhng."  

Shoshana Felrnan, What Does A Woman Want? (14) 

"Thank-you for reading this joumal entry in class-it puts you into a 

complex history of reading and re-reading this text and suggests what 

is at stake for you in elaborating your history of reading if  [. . .] can 

you be more discursive [. . .] Be prolix? Verbose?" 

Kathleen Martindale, notes on a joumal entry. 

This penultimate section of my dissertation tells stones about reading. The 

first occurs in the mid-1970s. in an otherwise unremarkable hi& scbool in southem 

Ontario, where I read my first queer book, Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon's 

"[VJiraginity" or inversion in a "woman," characterized by a "deep voice, rnanly gaiait 
[and] mal1 mammae," "makes the impression of a man in woman's clothes," Krafft- 
Ebing, Pwchooathia Sexualis (4 10). 
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LesbianAhroman (1 972).? 1 had searched the school library for books that might 

help me corne to temis with, or find a name for, that elusive ditference that seemed 

w, obvious to me but defird lunguaging.3 

I do not remember how I found the book, but 1 am quite certain 1 did not find 

it in my high school library. Published in 1972, two years afier the appearancc of the 

Radicalesbians' manifesto "The Woman-ldentified Woman," and ten years before 

Adnenne Rich's "Corn pulsory Neterosexuality and Lesbian Existence," 

ksbianiWoman was marketed as "the most complete and revealing book ever 

written about women who love other women" (front cover). Part conduct manual, 

part autobiopphy, part apologia and certainly an excitiny read ai the time. 

lasbian/Woman articulated not oniy the term "lesbian" but aiso a Foucauldian game 

of tmth, an ensemble of mles and procedures with which 1 carne to recognize 

m yself as subject of a certain kmd of sexual praciice (Foucault 1985.26). 

What 1 thoufht LesbiamWornan and other tests, inciuding S a ~ ~ h o  Was a 

Ripht-On Woman (Abbott and Love), gave me then was an identity and the 

Ianguap to name wliat seemed to be the core truth of who "1" was? These texts 

- -- - - - . 

%an Francisco: Glide Publications (Bantam Books), 1972.1 will not attempt a 
definition of what may or may not constitute a "lesbian" or "butch" or "trans-sexual" 
text; 1 attempt innead a geenealoq of a specific reading practice. 1 am not so much 
interested here in what a "lesbian" or "butch" or "trans-sexud" text is but, rather, with 
what it allows a reader to do instead. Since this narrative serves to frame a number of 
the issues that will be taken up in further detail later in the section, 1 let the t e n s  stand. 
albeit with quotation marks around them, in part to problematize the tems and, also, to 
keep them hopefiilly from m i n g  away with themselves. 
3~orninp To Terms: Ferninim. Theorv. Politics edited by Elizabeth Weed. New York 
and London: Routledge, Chapman and Hall, hc., 1989. 
4 ~ o t h  LesbianWornan and Sa~oho Was a Rieht-Un Woman were published by what 
we now cal1 "main-stream" publishers (Bantam and Stein and Day respective] y ). 



could be read as lesbian autobiography, collocating an identity dispersed 

throughout psychoanalytic, medical, heterosexuai feminist and gay liberatory 

discourses, reversing that dispersion so that any lesbian could speak using that "1" as 

it was represented. The "1's" of these numerous discourses were now one entity, and 

spoke as that, empowered by a fom of nationalisrn, or so the story goes, that came 

to be known as the "lesbian nation." "Lesbians really did exist," the text told me, 

"and this book, written by Lesbians. proves it." In case there were any lingering 

doubts, the back cover assured me of its "truth." 

The authors of this book are lesbians. They have k e n  "manied" for 

over 20 years. They will tell you what itts like to gow up gay, to 

"corne out," to share a Iife with another woman, and to be a Iesbian 

mother. They will tell o u  how they-and rhousands of women like 

thrm-live, love and sunive in a male-dominated society. intimate, 

candid, filled with fascinating personal and social history, packed 

with m e  stones, here is the mon complete and revealing book ever 

wrinen about women who love other women. (back cover, emphasis 

added) 

Interpellated by the 'Lou," 1 began to lunguoge mysel f differently . Even though, as 

Jess Goldberg in Stone Butch Blues will cornoborate, these books were the product 

of a politicai rnovement that disparaged female masculinity as a capitulation to 

Perhaps this is not surprising given the lack of alternative publishers in the 1970s; 
however, it ail1 strikes me as a cunous fact, noteworthy to perhaps the intended 
audience of such texts. While they are clearly addressed to "lesbian" readers, they botli 
read as if intended for non-lesbian readers as well. 



consemtive patriarchal culture, they remained entirely productive of new 

subjectivities. 

1 tell this story of reading, and include the lengthy publisher's blurb from 

LesbiadWoman, for several reasons. Fint, since this section of rny dissertation 

represents a series of questions about the relationship between reading, identity and 

identification as well as a genealogy of reading practices vis-Q-vis the pomaits of 

female masculinity in The Well and selected contemporary texts-Stone Butch 

Blues by Leslie Feinberg (1993) and Sacred Countq by Rose Trernain (1992)- it is - 
necessary to locate those readings within one specific, aithough inevitably always 

already fictional, story about my own readmg practices. Indeed, "people tell their 

aories (which they do not know or cannot speak) through others' stones;" thus, this 

section will inevitably elaborate a particular story told not only through my own 

reading of Feinberg and Tremain, but the aories told by Feinberg and Tremain 

reading their predecessor, RadclyfFe Hall, who as we know, was herself re-reading 

the sexologists (Felman 18). 1 suggest that the contemporary prose narratives re- 

articulate the story of a sexual subject quite different from that produced by the 

games of tmth in LesbianNoman. My current texts re-read and re-narrate or 

animate one story of female masculinity as it was told in sexology, and then was re- 

written by Hall in The Well of Loneliness. In doing so, they cumulatively 

foregound and problematize the representational hiaory of female masculinity, 

"rummaging through the image reserves of the past in such a way as to show the 

history of representation" (Hutcheon 1989,93). Stephen Gordon lurks around the 

edges of the porûaits of femaie masculinity in these two novels, portraits bound by 
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but simul taneousl y re-orticuluting the limitations of the "invert" produced by 

sexology at the end of the nineteenth century. 

In this section, 1 argue that Stone Butch Blues and Sacred Countn. are most 

productively read as a re-articulation of the discourses producing female 

masculinity in The Well in order to foreground a particular problem in a genealog). 

of reading practices and to undo, or reread, rny own story as 1 have told it here. 1 

argued in previous sections that the discursive technologes producing the '-inven" 

as species, that is as both the lesbian of Martin and Lyon's text and the trans-sexual 

subject of Tremain's and Feinbergs. coalesce around the publication and 

subsequent banning of Hall's The Well of Loneliness. Hall's novel fictionalizes the 

late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century notions of female "inversion" as 

theorized in the nntings of sesologists. The obscenity mals in Bnrain stabilize the 

medical and legal discursive practices of a power-knowledge regime, in effect 

producing that which it attempted to "know" and regulate. The effect of this 

particular episteme was, and remains, the subject positions opened in and across the 

texts under discussion here.' 

The story of identity formation that this dissertation is interested in telling 

concems subjects as much wriaen by the reading of these texts as those that are re- 

b a t  is perhaps even more noteworthy for my purposes here is the role of the "author" 
in those practices. in "What is an Author?" Foucault argues that the author's name 
c a ~ o t  be understood simply as an element of speech (1 23). Rather, its presence is 
functional in that it serves as a means of classification, allowing a number of texts to be 
grouped together, and establishing relationships of homopneity. filiations, reciprocal 
explanation, authentification or of common utilization among them. Furthemore. the 
author, or what Foucault cornes to cal1 the "author-function," functions as a discursive 
practice in and of itself. "In this sense. the function of an author is to characterize the 



writing and re-articulating their own sense of self. That is, in limguaging 

themselves differently and thereby activating new social relations, these subjects 

aiso are performing an inevitable epistemological problernatic that structures this 

and, perhaps, any theoreticai exercise. Racevskis names that problematic: "thought 

contains thai which contains it as well; it is shaped by that to which it cm only 

tentatively, gropingiy attempt to @ve shape in tum. Thought and thought-of-self 

thus partake of the same paradox" (22). José Esteban MuRoz calls this problematic 

di-siùer~tification, and defines it  as a productive moment where "identities-in- 

di fference emerge from a failed interpellation within the dominant sphere. Their 

emergence is predicated on their abilip to disidentifi with the mass public and 

instead, through this disidentification. contribute to the h c t i o n  of a counterpublic 

sphere" (7). Mufioz theorizes the differential conscioumess as it emerges in the 

"minoritarian subject," or queers of colour; 1 also reference a Bakhtinian set of 

operations when I discuss how female masculinity articulates and re-articulates 

itself through the same languages it was produced by, permanently transforming 

botli (Muiioz 7). The wo prose narratives under discussion here, as well as rny oun 

desire to read and reread them, reproduce and work against the limitations of that 

epistemologcal problernatic. That is, 1 believe my own reading practice is at stake 

in these texts as much as each author's. 1 find myself in the unusual position of 

reading across both supposed geographical and temporal differences to once again 

lan~uoge disparate parts of myself in each of these texts. 

existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses within a society" (Foucault 
124). 
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The commencement of my graduate student career overlapped with the 

death of two of the ptimary men in my family, men very different from each other 

but with whom 1 identified: my pdfather  and my father. My parents divorced 

when 1 was very Young, around four years of age, and my relationship with my 

father continued in fits and Stans. It ended completely several years after the 

divorce. As an adult, 1 had little contact with my father, although rny early years 

with him remained precious memories. At one point in my adult life, 1 had the great 

pleasure of exchanging letters with him. in one set of letters, we did an odd thing. 

We actually "came out'' to each other. My working-class father, who had driven city 

buses for most of his adult life, disclosed to me that his marriage with my mother 

had failed because he "had always had sexual feelings about men." 1 told him that 1 

had always had sexual feelings about women, and a great deal of confusion about 

mg own gender identity. This curious exchange was intempted with the news thar 

my matemal gandfather, who lived in the same city on the other side of the country 

from where I resided, passed away and 1 retumed back for the funeral, not quite 

ready to visit my father. At my grandfather9s funeral. I discovered details about his 

own past. 

My grandfather was, according to the family narrative, one of the "Little 

Immigrants.'' 1 soon discovered that this phrase referred to the white, working-class 

orphaned children shipped to Canada fiom the homes of Thomas John Bmardo. a 

philanthropist in nineteenth century London, Endand. Thomas Barnardo. dong with 

other humanitarians-Annie Macpherson, Ellen Billbrough, Dr. Guthier, and Mary 

Carpenter- were deeply moved and troubled by the numbers of poor children and 
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"orphans" living on the streets of London (Bagnall 9 1 ). They established a series 

of Reformatory and Industrial Schools known as "Ragged Schools" (because of the 

ragged clothing of the attendees) for homeless and abandoned children; in the 

nineteenth-century, they struck a deal with the Canadian government whereby the- 

would export large nurnbers of these children to Canada to work as " f m "  help and 

"mother's helpersT' in Canadian homes and f m s .  In 1 833 the Children's Friend 

Society and the West Kirk Workhouse took over 200 children between them to 

Canada and placed them out as apprentices (Wagner 309j." The workhouses had 

been sending young men and women abroad for many yean and the prisons, 

refomatories. and even the ragged schools. had been sending prisoners. released 

pnsoners, and students to the colonies for some time. Thus i t  was that in 1869 that 

Maria Susan Rye, who started her work by helping young women to emigrate, 

tumed her attentions in a different direction and took her tirst group of children to 

Canada. 

At its peak. this emigation was responsible for shipping anyhere  between 

80,000 (Bagnall9) and 100.000 (orphaned or abandoned) children to Canada, a 

ready-made, exploitable ' ~ o r h n g "  class. Most of these children, now known as the 

Barnardo kids, would end up working as indentured domestic servants. My 

grandfather was one of those boys who came to Canada via Montreal in 19 16 as a 

young boy to work as farm help. My grandfather stayed on with this particular 

6 Numben vary drarnatically. Wagner henelf reports: '*The demand in Canada for the 
sences  of the children seemed unlirnited: in the yean before the First World War up to 
30,000 applications had been received annually [ . . . ] The mo17ement had so grown in 
sire and complexity that it was practically impossible for an objective assessrnent to be 
carried out" ( 1982,2 14). 



situation, living in the barn, il1 fed, beaten and overworked, until he was old 

enough to run away. He did, and set up a iife for himself in Canada as a laborer, 

eventuaily marryng my grandmother in Nonhem Ontario. One of the inhabitants of 

a Ragged School. my grandfather was still unable to read and wite when he died in 

1992. 

Six weeks d e r  I retumed home from my grandfather's fimeral, on 

Thanksgiving, 1 received a phone cal1 telling me my father had died. 1 once again 

returned east for another funeral. 1 said goodbye to my father at the funeral and 

visited his home. In my father's home, 1 discovered that while it was unlikely that 

he ever acted on his feelings for men, he cenainly did act on what 1 could on1y read 

as a cross-gender identification. My father's home read like the home of an old 

woman: thanksgiving pies remained freshly baked on the kitchen table: half-knit 

sweaters dangled on knitting needles beside his favorite chair; al1 tables were 

covered with lace doilies; and 1 found on the wall a very old photograph of him as a 

young boy wearing a dress standing beside his own mother, who treated him as the 

daughter she never had. Afier a ven ipous  flight home, 1 dove back into my first 

year of a Master's program and have been attemptinp to make sense of my 

relationships with these two men ever since. 

About one thing 1 felt cenain: these were the primary infiuences on my 

gender. M y  grandfather had an entirely ambivalent relationship with England: I 

suspect he had always felt abandoned and banished From it. although. as a Fung 

boy from a very poor famil y, he had already lived the life of an exile on the saeers 

of London. He remained vehemently class-identified and anti-British for his entire 
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life, continuously evoking cultural traces of England while constantly disparaging 

them at the sarne time. He worked as a laborer and was a rough, hard-dnnking and, 

at times, physically abusive man. He was also, however, a weet, charming 

storyteller and 1 spent much of my time as a child listening to his stories and longing 

to be jun like him when 1 grew up. My youngest years were similarly marked by an 

intense relationship with my father. He was also a working-class man, a hard- 

drinking laborer who taught me ail the best parts of being a boy right up to the timr 

of my parents' divorce: riding rny bike, playing baseball, going skating and playing 

street-hockey. There was always, though. that s o n l e h g  o wer bir diflerrnr about 

my father: a softness that 1 certainly could not name at the time but which seemed to 

make so much sense when he named it much later in a letter. and when 1 saw i t  in 

the test which was his home. Strangely, find traces of both of these men in the 

noveIs 1 read here and, in finding these traces, find traces of myself. The rough, 

smoking, hard-drinking yet somehow wlnerable masculinity of the butches and 

flms in Stone Butch Blues brings my father back to me, while. in some kind of 

temporal and geographical displacement, 1 find traces of a repudiated white British- 

ness in Sacred Countw and The Well. If the temporality of the /readmg, subject is 

neither clock time nor the temporality of living beings but, rather, the temporality of 

the unconscious, then, time and time again, 1 find myself in the "I don? know yet" 

and the "Oh yes, 1 already knew that" of masculinity as it is perfonned in these tests 

(Soler 64). That is, my own performance of masculinity is shaped by these temporal 

and epistemolo@cal distortions and- ultimately, losses (retroaction: "1 already knew 

1 identified with them"). Each time 1 read one of these texts. 1 corne closer to 



memones that are entirely allusive. ineffable and, despite rny own hopes, 

nonrepresentable (anticipation: "1 can't and never will know either of them yet. and 

so can't know I've lost them"). Perhaps, both retroaction and anticipation are the 

very reasons why my own narrative is afrer7 rearticulation idas Hall's, Tremain's 

and Feinberg's? 

"Between the idea 

And the reality 

Between the motion 

And the act 

Falls the Shadow." 

T. S. Eliot, "The Hollow Men." epigaph to Rose 

Tremain, Sacred Countn: 



The texts that 1 consider here are ail written in a tradition of realism, with 

little of the parodic or self-reflexive langage play or expenmentation often 

characteristic of contemporary texts. Indeed, the "worlds" of the texts are 

represented or rendered in such a way as to give the reader the illusion of "actual" or 

"ordinary" expenence. While there is little or no direct poaching of actual citations 

between texts such as "Sexual inversion in Women" and The Well of Loneliness, 

and none between The Well and the contemporary texts, there is, nonetheless, 

productive discursive conversations between texts, as well as a shared structure of 

signs, features. and a comrnon stock of literary procedures and conventions. 

Taken individually, The Well and Stone Butch Blues scem as though they 

are worlds apart. However, when read side by side they seem Iike the inverted 

mirror image of each other, sharing stock features, metaphors and tropes, characters 

and conventions, yet separated by history, geography and class. The Well opens 

with a "Commentary" by its own discursive "mentor" Havelock Ellis, while SBB 

opens with an acknowledpent of the Stonewall 'butches, passing women, drag 

kings and drag queens, FTM [female to male] brothers and MTF [Male To Female] 

sisters-transsexud and transvestite-" a taxonomy similar to those categories 

found in sexology only now authorized by the signature "Stonewail" (Feinberg 5). 

The Well also opens with a genealogy of Stephen's farnily name and place; SBB 

opens with an account of two workingdass and "already bitterly disappointed 

-- --- --- - - -  

By which I mean temporally. both behind in place and later in time but also in pursuit 
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people," Jess'ss parents (Feinberg 13). In The Well, Stephen roams the pastoral 

farnily estate at Malvern Hills; Jess roams the unpaved streets of the "projects," 

Buffalo, New York. Stephen identifies with the pomait of "young Nelson" as well 

as "the fumy old portraits of the Gordons" while Jess queers narratives of 

masculinity such as "Captain Midnight," "The Fugitive," striking union men. and the 

leading men of adult movies during the Saturday matinees at the local theatre. in 

their home, Mary attends to the intimate details of Stephen's wardrobe. Likewise. in 

SBB, a heterogendered eroticim is not only sipified by the performative details of - 

Jess's wardrobe, but by the femmes' recognition of those details: "Jackie smoothed 

rny lapels and nodded in approval;" "Peaches fussed with my lapels:" "Edna held 

my eyes as she walked over to me and smoothed my lapels:" "The femmes just kind 

of smoothed the lapeis of my suit coat and held me in their gaze" (Feinberg 30. 58. 

103, 108). Stephen's body does not fit his gender identification and he is taunted 

uith the question "What is it?" Jess's does not fit, and she  is similarly taunted wirh 

the same refrain, "How the hell should 1 h o w  what i t  is." Stephen characterizes 

himself as "never [. . .] worshipped in retum by the creature of [his] adoration" 

while Jess too is a "aone" butch. Stephen's world evolves around the strength of 

masculine fi gures-Stephen hirnself, Phil ip, even Stephen's rival for Mary, Martin 

Hallam-while Jess's world evolves around Theresa, Jacqueline. Angie. Edna and 

or quest of. 
8 While Stephen is perfectly logical as "he" or %m," Jess seems less so. As the novel 
itself suggests. Jess makes sense only outside of these categories. While it is possible to 
use the newly invented non-gendered pronouns "ze" and "hir.'. 1 find them too awkward 
for this project. Thus, 1 have chosen "fie" and "heir" to, in essence. perform the 
impossibilities of the split and differently gendered subject who rernains borh bound bu. 
but strangely and gotesquely outside of, the sedgender system. 



Ruth, figures of femininity to whom Jess retums, and by whom Jess is tended. 

after every beating. 

Even though 60 years separate The Well and Stone Butch Blues, both 

received popular but not cntical acclaim upon publication. It is precisely 

that popular context that interests me and the ways in which the reading of these 

narratives in that context nages an ironic reassenion of subjectivity at the moment 

of its derision, a devaluing which, as 1 argue in Section One, began with late 

nineteenth-century s e x o l o ~ .  Where The Well incited legal action and obscenity 

trials everphere i t surfaced, SBB both inci ted and ignited discoursr. Published 

origmally in March of 1993. its first two press mns were doubled. By the end of 

1994. it was in its third printing and has not slowed since. Feinberg hehelf 

piincniates its success: "I've pt ten hundreds of letters. not oniy from al1 over this 

country [United States] but fiom England. India, Australia, Sweden, Canada, al1 

kinds of places [. . .] and 1 don't think its done yet" (author inteniew). Ln 1991, 

Stone Butch Blues won both the prestigious Amencan Library Association Gay and 

Lesbian Literature Award (Fiction) and the Lambda Literary Award (Small Press 

Book). To date, Stone Butch Blues has been translated into German and Dutch with 

book tours following fast on the heels of both translations. There are at least two 

Intemet listservs solely devoted to discussing SBB; there has been at Ieast one 

documentaryQ about Feinberg and, in a recent interview, Feinberg confesses that 

i h e  still receives letters addressed to Jess Goldberg. the "fictional protagonist of her 

novel" (Lee 3 1 ). One reader review at the huge online book retailer. hazon .com 

OUTLAW. Nisa Lebow with Leslie Feinberg. U.S., video, 26 minutes. 1994 (UMM). 
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(an indicator of popular acclaim if ever there was one), named what many of the 

wnten of hundreds of web sites argue about Feinberg and he/r novel, making a 

daim that anyone who reads lesbian or trans-sexual fiction will at least recognize: 

This powemil [and] deftly-told aoiy is a "fiction so that it could tell 

the tnith" [and has] captured the imaginations of a generation of 

young gender-transgressive or questioning women. It coa~ed  out of 

the closet a cornmunity of FTM (fernale-to-male) persons, and 

popularized Leslie Feinberg as a leading gender warrior. ("NYC") 

In early 1994,I co-wote an article about Feinberg and had occasion then to 

inteniew he/r about the success of heir novel. One of the first questions 1 asked 

Feinberg was about the status of SBB as autobiography. "1s i t  true?" 1 asked 

Feinberg over the phone, "Did i t  really happen the way !ou wote it''" 1 \vas to 

discover then and in every subsequent article about Feinberg or the novel, that hrir 

answer to this most fiequently asked question is always the same: "1 always ansiver 

that question with another question: 'Mat ' s  at stake for you in that question?"' 

Like Radclfie Hall, Leslie Feinberg. the author. is constantly confused with Jess 

Goldberg, the character; so much so that SBB continues to appear on reading lisis of 

English departments courses on life-wriiing and autobiography. in part, the no~el 's 

form and narrative voice encourages such misrecognitions. Written in the first- 

person, Stone Butch Blues is characterized by a narrative style that is as gritt-y? 

abrupt and blunt as many of its workinpslass butches. As Kate Bomstein quipped 

in a reiiew: "Sone Butch Blues is not an easy read. Then again. anyone a h 0 3  ever 

k n o w  a butch knows they're never easy to read" (28). 
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But it is the subject maner of SBB that continues to conaibute to the 

collapse of the distinction between the author and main character. Echoing previous 

Bildungsroman like Well, SBB passes as a fairly conventional coming-out 

novello. Published by a midl alternative press, its author photograph occupies over 

25 percent of the cover space (and like The Well, SBB is rarely mentioned in 

reviews without a photograph of the author) while the author biography gives 

permission and credence to those misreadings: "Leslie Feinberg came of age as a 

o u n g  butch in Buffalo. New York, before the Stonewall Rebellion. She is a 

joumali st and typesetter by trade" (back cover). The cover design itsel f seems to 

welcome the confusion between author and subject. The back cover is splir with a 

horizontal line running from the top left corner d o m  through the bottom right 

corner. One side (the right side) is black and shows a photograph of Feinberg. flat- 

chested and dressed in a man's suit and tie, standing at a podium, with the author 

biogaphical information under the image. The other side is a pale blue and 

implicitly asks (and answers) the question evoked by the author photograph: 

"Woman or Man?" It continues: 

10 While seeming to share many features, the dieerences between these trans- 
narratives, Bildungsruman and the coming-out narrative warrant brief mention. The 
Bildungsroman, as a fairly conventionalized f o m  for coming-of-age stories, tends to 
present that "coming-into-age" within a linear notion of time and a construction of 
subjectivity as. for the most pan, quite stable. The coming-out narrative, as a similarly 
conventionalized form, also tends to reproduce those conservative features of the realist 
Bildungsroman, only foregrounds the "self," "body" and "age" of that coming into 
against the teleoIo@cal backdrop of sexual identity. The nanatives under discussion 
here problematize these constructions of "self' and "body" relative to 'rime" and the 
supposed self-evidence of that body's gender. In other words, the 'place" of the trans- 
narrative-the not-yet rnaterialized body outside of conventional temporal 
h e w o r k s -  is quite different from the place of the non-tram Bikùzngsrumon and 
coming-out narrative. 
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That's the question that rages like a n o m  around Jess Goldbeq, 

clouding her life and identity. Growing up differently gendered in a 

blue-collar town in the 1950s. Coming out as a butch in the bars and 

factories of the prefeminist '60s. Deciding to pass as a man in order 

to survive when she is left without work or a comrnunity in die early 

'70s. (back cover) 

The publishing machinery itself draws specific parallels between author and 

characier: both are marked by wireadable genders; both grew up working-class; and 

both "came of age" in a blue-collar t o m  "before Stonewall." 

The stakes of rny question to Feinberg in 1991 are much clearer to me nou. 

than they were when 1 first asked the question. At stake in both Feinberg's and 

Hall's text were questions produced by their fom-the relation between redit). 

realism and readers-questions that remained orrrcirlare as the direct result of Judge 

Biron's banning Hall's text in 1928 as obscene moral poison. E. J. Graff. in a review 

of Stone Butch Blues for Tl~e h m e n  '.Y Revicw of  book.^, describes the physicality 

of the relationship between the reader. the novel and the realism of these texts. a 

triangulated relation that provokes disbeiief and denial as much as identification 

and catharsis. 

Stone Butch Blues shows us a world that was lived. Even when the 

writing was simple, the insights and details are authentic and 

powerfûl. For instance. there's the never-ending anxiety about 

bathrooms: will Jess and the other butch women be harassed if thcy 

p into the women's room-or the men's? There's the shit floating 
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in the jail toilet in a scene that wilI tum your hair white. There's 

Jess's jaw clicking when she tries to talk, after cutting the wires that 

held it in place for weeks after a beahng. You bslieve: ihis hoppened. 

So how do you keep rrading? At trmes I had to siop and look ut the 

pictirre on the back of the book ro remind rnysep; This womarl 1.7 sidl 

d ~ v e .  She wrote a book. Ir '.Y okay. (Graff 25, emphasis addedl 

Where Biron disagees and eventual disavows the "It's okay" imperative of Graffs 

reading strateg? readers of SBB require i t  to keep reading. Graff s need to 

physically handle the book is one familiar to rnany readers of Feinberg's first-person 

narrative. It functions to distance oneself from a painhl narrative that is unbearable 

and compelling at the sarne tirne that its very rnateriality deflects repression, 

pounds incredulity. and allows the reader to si fi through the denial that acts as a 

mechanism against pain. Hence, the Io@c of Graff s trauma (and inderd. of Biron's 

fear) in response to painhl realism: "You believe: this happened. So how do ?ou 

keep reading? At times, 1 had to stop and look at the picture [. . .]" and so on. The 

materiality of the book allows the reader to work through the trauma of reading such 

a painfully realistic text ("You believe: this happened [. . .] 1 had to stop and look at 

the picture on the back of the book"). As we saw in Section Two, it was this v e n  

success of the vensimilitude of Hall's text that compelled Judge Biron to remove it 

fiom circulation for almon 40 years. 

The fact of SBB's translation into German and Dutch is fascinating given 

the distinctly Arnerican flavour of the text Lri opposition to The Well, whose 

context and content are far more European, SBB is set in Amencan cities (Buffalo 
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are littered with the events of Amencan history, events which have a direct impact 

on the characters and the emergence of the novel's aiornatic commitment to social 

justice: an injury to one is an injury to all. The conshictions of these events, in 

conjunction with the slippage between reality and fiction (which 1 discuss below) 

foreground SBB as, above all, a history of the present (Foucault 1977b, 3 1). Many 

of these events-the shooting of President Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr: the 

emergence but also the decline of American factories and unions: the communist 

panic of the late 1950s; the Stonewall Rebellion of 1968: the student upnsings in 

universities: the aftermath of slave- and increase of racial tensions: the rise of 

lesbian-feminism; and the emergence, ai the end of the novel, of contemporaq gay, 

lesbian. bisexual and trans-gender liberation movements-funct ion as meta-texnial 

plot hnes compelling the cal1 for justice which undem~tes  this text. Shuctured by 

three stages or movements-Jess's coming out in the bars of Buffalo: he!r passing 

as a man in New York city: and he/r eventual and paradoxical reiurn to queer 

communities that stand in for heh former butch-femme communit-Jess 

Goldberg's is a homecoming quest narrative that succeeds where it fails. That is, 

Jess does not return to the communities from which s/he had been exiled but s h e  

does become part of a meta-textual rearticulation of a new community that 

ironically and extra-textually, receives both he/r and heir narrative. The contest of 

reception for Stone Butch Blues is precisely the same "trans-gendered or 

questioning community of ftm (female-to-malei subjects-' coaved out of the closet 

by Feinberg and heh text ("NYC." Arnazon.com). It is this very community rit the 
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novel that receives Jess Goldberg as sAie exits from the subway into the middle of 

a gay and lesbian protest where she is coaved ont0 the stage to speak. At this 

closing moment of Feinberg's text, the distinction between the extemal production 

and reception contexts of the novel and its interna1 tirne-fiame and world entirely 

collapses ("You beiieve: this happened"). Both Jess Goldberg and Leslie Feinberg 

function as metonymic sipifiers and "gender waniors leading cornmunity of the 

trans-gendered" ('-NYC," Amazon.com ). 

Sacred Countn. was published in the same year as Stone Butch Blues and yet 

its author has not emerged as a gender warrior. While its subjects are rural. poor and 

British, as opposed to the Arnerican urban labouring class represented by the 

subjects of SBB, they have a great deal in common with thern; indeed. read 

together, the books function as disparate echoes of The Well in many important 

ways. Where Stephen Gordon mourns the inabilitp to sewe and protect his country 

as one of its sons sinplarly detined as such, Jess Goldberg and Maq Martin1I Ward 

(SC) articulate their positions between homes, between metaphoncd countries, and 

1 Mary's name changes constantly in x: "Mary" exists where bbMartin" does not yet 
and, in the end, when "Martin" finally exists, "Mary" does no longer. Thus, the main 
character of Tremain's novel is known either as "Mary," or "Martin," or occasionally, 
as "Marty." "Mary Manin" does exia in this text only in relation to her gandfather 
Cord who, after Mary first tells him that she is, in fact, Martin, actually calls her "Mary 
Martin." Cord is recognizing Martin's stmggle to self-define but he is also evoking the 
US. singer and actress, Mary Martin, best knovm for her singing roles in rnusicals but, 
also, for her work in the title role of J. M. Barrie's children's play Peter Pm. Barrie's 
play tirst opened, starring Mary Martin as Peter Pan, on October 24, 1954 ai the Winter 
Garden Theatre in London; the play celebrates the adventures of a linle boy who refuses 
to grow up and, like Mary Martin, travels to a utopic 'Never Never Land.' and becomes 
a legend. More recently. the pejorative "Peter Pan Syndrome" has been coined to 
describe men who refuse to mature and accept the responsibilities associated with adolt 
masculinity (see Dan Kiley's The Peter Pan Svndrome: Men Who Have Never Gronn 
m. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1983). 



between "real" (qua thinkable) genders in No Man's Land. Even though both 

Mary Martin and Jess seek out medical interventions in order to alter their bodies 

(especially through chest reconstruction surgeries), they both retreat from thar 

process and choose to reside permanently in No Man's Land, neither one gender nor 

the other, but both. In addition, each text, like The Well, narrativizes temporality 

and spatiality in order to demonstrate the assertion 1 made earlier, that the subject's 

time is not linear but, rather, is after articulation through tropes of retroaction ("1 

always already knew I was a boy") and anticipation ("1 cari-t wait until I am a boy"). 

in Sacred Countq, tropes of "country" and "nation" funher complicate those of 

time, where the knowable past-Swaithry, England-is home to "Mary." and until 

at lrast the penultimate moment of the novel. "Martin" is the future. located 

differentially in another country: not-Swaithey. 

Published in Great Britain in 1992, and in North Arnerica during 1993. 

Sacred Countq has been utterly eclipsed by the populanty of Stone Buich Blues to 

receive less popular, but slightly more critical, attention. SC is the sixth novel by the 

British novelist Rose Tremain, who is manied, lives in England, and who received 

widespread kudos for her earlier novel Restoration. Although mostly witten from 

an omniscient point of view, has many first-person sections where its many 

characters tell those same events fiorn their own points of view. Seemindy less 

interested in wide narrative bmsh strokes, Tremain's novel does tell stories of 

subjects who exist across three generations, many of whom rernember Engiand 

during the wars. and many more who. like those who pause to remember the dead 
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King George VI, moum the passing of time and the inevitability of change which 

brings about the end of glorious England. 

This novel, which is full of people sorting out their identities, moves through 

30 years of Mary3 life after that painful two minutes of silence as she tries to 

transfonn both herself and the image others have of her. Elegiac and melancholic in 

tone, SC, a novel obsessed with transformations, is still unable to, as a whole, adapt 

or fully rnoum the effects of changes. Walter Loomis, an heir to the Loomis & Son 

Farnily Butchers, wants desperately to transfonn himself fiom a butcher's son into a 

country and western singer and evenhially does by moving to his sacred country: 

NashMlle Tennessee. He fails to become the singer of which he had always dreamt. 

Edward Harker, surrogate father to Mary and famous for his cricket bais, marries his 

housekeerer Lrene, and waits for the day when his sou1 wiII transcend his current 

body and transmigrate into another rime and place. England itself. as an imagn- 

landscape that this novel shares with Hall's, continues on a trajectory mapped 

earlier by Hall. only now it tums its back on al1 its inhabitants (286). Mary's mother' 

Estelle Ward. whose own mother died in a glider crash. keeps checking herself into 

Mountview RestHome where her best friend is Nice the Chicken Woman, a person 

who feels herself happier as a hen than as a human. 

Refemng to rooms or divisions in a prison or hospital (as in "psychiatrie 

ward") and the act of parding or defending a place (10 men somrthitzg) but also 

suggesting confinement, custody and a guardian's control (o ward of the starr or 

coun), the "Warcïg family name overdetermines the potentialities of its charges. 

MW's brother Timmy Ward sees himself at the intersection of a 90-degree angle 



that cuts across that family: the horizontal line of his swirnming career and the 

vertical line of his calling into God's service as a minister. H i s  desire is to see both 

lines snetch across space into infinity. Patriarch Sonny Ward remains bound by 

physical and psychological injuries from his senice in the war and kills himself 

rather than see his farm taken over by large industrial fanning practkes sweeping 

across England. "Al1 I wish," he tells his son when Timmy refuses to husband the 

land Sonny fought to protect, "is that the fucking Gemans had shot a- my hem" 

(256). Estelle Ward too seems bound by that war: she often ties beside her husband 

hoping to kill herself in his wakr: "I put my face close to his mouth, and breathed 

his breath, like mztsrardgas. For I had often thought, the breath of a person -ou no 

longer love or respect could be a poison to hl1 yoii" (42, emphasis addedl. As Mary 

herself tells us. she is trapped in the No Man's Land between genders, but also 

between her waming parents. neither of wiiom, by the end, is able to fully transform 

enough to parent their children. While -does end with the ovemre Estelle makes 

to Martin, the novel as a whole, with its individualist explanation of Mary Martin's 

distress and without a larger cultural interrogation of the seqender  system that 

necessitates the existence of No Man's Land, is unabIe to move beond the limits of 

its self-imposed wards and confinements. 

Despite the depth of its narrative, the richly woven texture of its langage 

and the breathtaking crispness of its voice, Sacred Countrv has failed to draw the 

popular success that follows Stone Butch Blues. Tremain's novel was revîewed in a 

nurnber of venues: The New York Tmes Book Rewm; The ?Chen  's R c w ~  qf- 

Books; Xew Srate.snian R- Society; and The .-lnrroch Rewew. While almost al1 of the 
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critics highly praised its narrative style and voice, not one hailed it as an overall 

niccess. Graff reviewed it for The U'omen 's Revrew of Books alongside Stone Butch 

Blues and while Graff praised its content and fom, she critiqued it on a number of 

counts. The most curious criticism Graff levels againa Sacred Countn. is the exact 

opposite of the praise that GrafTheaps on SBB; that is, the latter is a success 

because it references a reality ourside of itself, butch-femme histones acrrioliy lived 

by its author. Sacred Country' on the other hand, fails for precisely the same reason. 

Tremain is a "married witer." Graff tells us, who researched (read: rtoi I I F ~ ~ ;  an 

assertion assumed by Graff) the lives of trans-sexuals to wite  this book. Hence. its 

"outside-in method sliows in the novel's missing hean" (26) .  in other words, somc 

60 ya r s  after Radclyffe Hall's novel was published and banned, criiics continue to 

measure the vent). of a novel agsinst the supposedly self-evident truth of the 

author's sexual essence. GrafT argues that the result of the oursrdwn nirthod is thai 

Mary's trans-sexuaI surgery feels like a maiming, a tembly sad mistake. even 

though. as I will argue later in this section, the success of both Mary Martin's and 

Jess Goldberg's characters is ihat botli follow the exact same path and end their 

transitions before they have completed them. That is, both acquire power in what 1 

identified earlier as a mamillian economy by rernoving the sipifiers of 

objectification within a phallic economy-breasts-without adding the requisite 

penis. Both acquire a particular kind of currency by completing the narrative 

articulated by Stephen at his mirror. in The Well, Stephen anempts but is unable to 

articulate himself and his body into being; his is a productive failure. Martin and 



Jess begin where Stephen failed: they articulate thernselves and their bodies into 
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being through what 1 have been c a l h g  onfo-perfomative speech acts. 

The socio-cultural impact of this articulation process is, as the "NYC" 

reader on Amazon.com alluded to, the rearticulahon of larger comrnunities that 

remained bound by the sarne constraints that bound Stephen Gordon, albeit in 

different locations in different moments in history:Both of these texts, as distant 

cousins of Hall's The Well, show the characters ambivalently subjected to and by 

the discourses of the sedgender syaern, but especially by legal, medical and 

psychiatrie discourses. Stephen knows that sympathetic docton c m  be important 

alIies but that, ultimately, one of the inverts themselves must wite  the novel that 

Stephen produces as a writer in The Well. Jess Goldberg is continuously mistreated 

and rnisdiaposed by doctors; she, however, remains misread until s/he is able ro 

pay one enough money to physically aid he/r transition using male hormones and 

surgeq. Similarl y, Mary is both helped and hindered by psychiatrists and surgeons 

but continues to feel "like a horse, trying to pull along the idea that a surgeon could 

transfonn me" into Martin (204). By necessity, al1 of these narratives. including my 

own, articulate subjectivity through the discourses and diagnoses made available by 

medicine and, as the benefactor of sexolog and clinical psychiatry; but. al1 three 

also rearticulate resistance to those discourses, evidenced by' among other thinps. 

Martin's resounding "No" (295) .  As 1 argue in more detail below, that "No" is also 

a repudiation of very particular losses and constraints in these texts. If, as 1 

suggested earlier in my own narrative, these identifications are also 

disidentifications, then these fozrr narrames together elaborate a genealog of 
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present onto-performative identifications and dis-identifications with masculinity. 

but also, as 1 suggested, with masculinity in the (F)/fathers. At the same time that 

Martin's '*No" produces dis-identi fications with the Father, i t also facilitates the 

onto-performative rearticulation of masculinity, and inverts/perverts the temporal 

and linear logic of that phallic economy fiom No Man's Land in order to render it 

dysfunctional. That is, such men do not find a secure place in the patnarchal order; 

they reconfigure it from No Man's Land. In one panicularly pregnant scene. we see 

Martin, as a speech act, languaged into action after Mary is attacked by Sonny who. 

in a fit of rage, violently cuts off the bandages that have been binding her breasts. 

"'You're an abomination,' [Sonny] said. [. . .] He held her breasts in his hands He 

pushed hem up, showing them to her. He said: 'Look at them. Go on. You look at 

them!"' ( 1  17). Manin rehses that interpellating gaze md his reply could be 

Stephen's at the mirror, or it could be Jess's in front of man? mimors, or it could 

even be rn y own actiion as a language effect. the onto-perfonnative remiculation of 

the differently-gendered and counter-discursive speaking body: "[Nlow it 's over. 

Except rhat it isn't. It's now that it al1 bepns" ( 1 18). 

II. Scen es of (InJutterability 

"[Tlhis 1s probably best. This is the future, but it's a future without 

words. Things will be done and never spoken about. '- 

Rose Tremain, Sacred Country ( 162) 
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Sacred Countrv begins with the performance of both terms of its title: 

Mary Ward, daughter of Sonny and Estelle, enters into two minutes of silence on 

February 15,1952 somewhere around two o'clock in the aftemoon to moum the 

dead King George and emerges fiom it with the realization that she is, in fact, a 

boy." As we will see, that gendered space which will become Martin will also 

become M q ' s  sacred place. Because the second hand had fallen off Sonny's cheap 

watch, the impoverished Ward family knows neither when to begin nor end the Mg11 

and are dramatically out of synchronicity with the two minutes of silence that they 

imagine the rest of England is o b s e ~ n g .  What begins as an unsynchronized two 

minutes evolves into 30 minutes and, for Mary, into a life-time. While many people 

across England wept during the "silence that was h e a y  ivith eternity," weeping 

"not rnerely for the King [. . .] but for the long, ghastly passing of tirne," the Ward 

farnily gathers in their potato field looking "pathetic and poor," out of time wiih 

"that of the nation as a whole" (34).  

M a t  is supposed to be a shared ritual of grief becomes a moment of 

punitive t p m y  as Sonny insists on absolute sileilce. ironically. Tirnmy ( M e ' s  

brother), Estelle, and M q  herself live out noisy and dialogic dramas as those 30 

minutes pass. Enelle begns speaking her thoughts aloud whiie Mary chides Timmy 

12 George VI died on Febniary 6 1952 and was buried on Febniaq 15. It is fitting that 
this novel opens with the passing of King George. As 1 will argue, Sç is as much about 
the changing identity of Engiand as it is about changing genders. It opens with the 
passing of King George, the king responsible for accelerating evolution of the British 
Empire into the Commonwealth of Nations and the postwar transformation of Great 
Britain into a welfare state, and ends in 1980, just after the election of Margaret 
Thatcher. It is appropriate that this novel which is so much about silences which 
articulate and communicate more than language, which always fails, opens with the 
death of George who had a severe speech impediment. 
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for pulling his boots off. S o ~ y  insists on starting the '-two minutes" over and it is 

during this second repetition that Mary feels history changing the way time changed. 

And then the idea of them waiting there in the field, the snow liale 

by little settling on them and whitening them over, gave Mary a 

strange feeling of exaltation, as if something were about to happen to 

her that had never happened to anybody in the history of Suffolk or 

the world. (5) 

That repetition is as much about being subjected to and by both the national and 

temporal periodizations signified by British "Royalty" as i t  is about subjection to 

Sonny's violent. patemal rnasculinity. It is also a repetition that productively fails to 

condition and enable national and gender identifications. Instead, these identities 

are disnipted and reconfiped in the same moment that they are constituted :Butler 

1991.29). Mary silently utters that newness, and Martin is bom in the space of that 

meta-speech act. Martin functions as a new kind of space bom out of a silent 

temporality and grief, a silence [national] within a silence [a quiet farmer's field] 

that was already there: "[Mary] stared at her famil y. took them in, one, hvo, three. 

quiet at last but not as ni11 as they were meant to be, not still like the plumed men 

guarding the King's cofin" (6). Nobody but Mary knew that the rnemory of that 

silence would last a lifetime: "1 have a secret to tell you." Mary utters to herself 

during these silence(s), "and this is it: 1 am not MW. Thar is a mistake. 1 am not a 

girl. I'm a bof (6). 
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and "countries," other than the supposed real ones, are produced in this novel.13 

Repeatedly, silence and its communicative functions fil1 in spaces where language 

fails. Ml of the moments of silence in Sacred Countrv function to mark the limits of 

language. instead, bodies communicate things unintelligble and repeatedly 

circumscribed in language. When Mary asks Miss McRae, her teacher, to let her 

move in, sileoce is the vehicle through which the details of Mary's life are 

acknowledpd: "She continued to look out Miss McRae's front parden. Silence 

came again" ( 121). Later, afier Sonny assaults Miss McRae: "1 sat in silence by 

Miss McRae's fire [. . . ] She said. 'Time changes everything.' " ( 150). Eventually, 

Mary confides her secret to Edward, who becomes her surrogate father: Weither of 

us spoke for quite a while and the silence rnarked the passinp of something" ( 154). 

Gilbert, the town dentist who seduces one of his patients, Walter, can only live with 

his mother by "allowing himself ro imagine the silence that would arrive when hr 

finally left the house" (193). During their affair, Gilben tells Walter: "Things \ r i I l  

be done and never spoken about" ( 162). Later, when Gdben leaves Walter and 

moves to London. Walter's pain is ineffable: "Gilben was far beond the reach of 

his words" ( 194). Finally, when Mary contacts Dr. Beales, the psychiatrist in 

London who will authorize Mary's sex reassignment interventions, Mary 

communicates the truth of her life in silences between the fabrications: "they sit in  

silence'' (23 1 ). 

13 The dictionary definitions of 'Mence" mark the limits of these functions: one. 
abstinence from speech or noise. being silent, the fact of not mentioning a thing: two. 
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for ascribing an agency to laquage, recognizing in it "a power to injure" or wound 

(1997, 1). Part of the reason why, or so she argues, language can injure is because, 

"in some sense, we are linguistic beings, being who require laquage in order to 

be" (1-2). My project has been arguing, like Butler's, that names are powerful 

imperatives that have the ability to injure because they have the potential to 

authorize being as well. "The name holds out another possibility as well." Butler 

argues; "by being called a name, one is also, paradoxically, given a certain 

possibility for social existence, initiated into a temporal life of language that 

exceeds the pnor purposes that animate that call" (2). Louis Althusser theonzrd one 

relation between speech and social being by elaborating the interpellative function 

of speech. According to Althusser, the speech act brings the subject into linguistic 

existence by hailing the passerby with "hey you there." The one who recopizes 

himself and tums around to answer the call is a subject (of the d l )  animated into 

existence. Thus. the act of recognition in language becomes an act of constitution. 

The hailing of Mary Martin, however. occurs in a national moment of 

silence, not languag. While in this moment, national identification or hailing 

achieves successful recognition (the worhng-class Ward famil y obsewes the two 

minutes of silence, albeit painfully out of synchronicity with the public rituals of 

what is represented as the rest of England and, hence, outside a shared and 

naturalized fiction: time), it also remains unsuccessful in that Mary fails to fully 

recognize herseif and her body as something which is like that of the rest of the 

absence of sound- stillness; without speech or other sound; three. oblivion. state of not 
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nation. Even though Sonny's fully authorized performative, "Shut you up, girl," 

accomplishes the linguistic silence, it fails to silence or still or gender that body ( 5 ) .  

The grammar of Mary's obsewation of their silence bears this out: "(?vlaiy] stared at 

her farnily, took them in, one, two, three of hem, quiet at last but not as  srdl as they 

were meant to bey no[ srill like the plumed men guarding the King's cofin, nor srdl 

like the bulrushes in a lake" (6). 

The Iike of these similes foregrounds the ways that *'England," and indeed 

any national identity, signifies in representations (the plumed par&) but also in 

pictorial images of its boundaried geographical matter (lakes, marsh land and 

moors) not as but always already like something quite different From itself A simile 

is. after-all, a self-conscious cornparison between two unlike things. a fiction and. in 

the case of national identity, a hegemonic and dwursive one. If, as Benedict 

Anderson suggests, nation-ness is an imagined fratemity that is produced in 

moments like the death of a king, then in this instance, for the Ward family, that 

irnaginaq relation fails. Not only is masculinity depicted as dissembling. but 

British-ness continues the trajectory of min mapped by Hall's novel. Tremain's 

novel is set on the sarne soi1 . Performing as a good citcen of England means 

pmicipating in public rituals, protecting the alnerable, husbanding the land, and 

irnagining oneself as part of what Anderson described as a "deep, horizontal 

comradeship" that constitutes a national psyche ( 15). Like Hall, Tremain shows that 

fratemity very much in crisis. By defmihon, England is outdated, dissembled. 

imploding and no longer viable. Bot11 Martin and Walter find their sucrcid in 

being mentioned: four. make d e n t  by force, supenor argument 



Nashville, U. S. A., but that discovery necessitates the fa11 of England: 

'"England!' he said through the smile. 'You mean to tell me England's still there?'" 

(304). 

If Mary fails to recognize henelf properly-that is, if she succeeds in 

misrecognizing herself as quite unlike the thing she is supposed to be. a silent 

British girl subject of England and subject to gender-then we must concur that 

something of the body is evident both in and outside of the speech act. in Excitable 

Speech, Butler cites Shoshana Felman's work on the literary speech act to rnake nvo 

useful points: first. that while there are often distinctions made between the dornain 

of the "mental" and the domain of the "physical," the acts of languaging are 

themselves physical acts. That 1s. "speaking itself is a bodily act" ( 10-1 1 ). Second, 

the fact that speaking is itself a physical act does not imply a simple unit? of these 

rems. It does suggest, though, that the speaking body signifies in ways that are not 

reducible to what such a body "says." That is. to quote Felman. "the body becomes 

a sign of unknowingness precisely because its actions are never full' consciously 

directed or volitional" ( 10). That unknowing body marks the limit of intent ionality 

in the speech act where the speech act says more, or says differently, than it means 

to say (Johnson 84-5). In speaking, the act that the body performs is never full? 

understood, such that Felman and Butler c m  argue, "the body is the blindspot of 

speech, that which acts in excess of what is said, but which also acts in and through 

what is said?' ( 1  1). The body, then, is redoubled in the speech act: there is what is 

said, and there is a kind of saying that the bodily instrument of the utterance 

performs ( 1  1). For Mary Martin. silence is the body tripled: there is what is (un)said. 
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then a kind of not saying of which the body is the instrument, then (re)saying 

when the body re-articulates i tsel f di fferenti y. That is, gender changes have their 

own agenda, and that agenda in Sacred Countrv is to articulate a corporeality (and 

its failures) not self-evident in language outside of performative tropes of silence 

(Cromwell 3). Martin's body speaks in the silence of that two minutes and, by doing 

so, perfoms a kind of reversa1 of effects where narning enables the process that 1 

have called an onto-performative articulation: disidentification, re-articulation and 

materialization. 

My argument collapses J .  L. Austin's supposed clear-cut distinctions 

between different kinds of speech acts. According to those distinctions. locutionary 

speech acts are those that merely say something: "illocutionary" speech acts are 

those that, in saying, do what they Say, and do it in the moment of that saying as 

opposed to performing an act of saying: finally, "perlocutionq" speech acts are 

those that produce certain effects as their consequence. As Austin himsel f realized. 

these are distinctions which cannot hold. "There can hardly be," Austln wote, "any 

longer a possi bility of not seeing that stating is performing an act" ( 1 38). 

Austin3 work privileges moments of speech rather than performative acts of 

silence. Such speech acts require correspondences between laquage, such as "he" 

or "she," and their referents, a correspondence that my texts clearly trouble. Stephen 

begins the work of articulation, but is unsuccessful. Jess and Martin begin where 

Stephen's work ends ( W s  now that it ail begins") and materialize themselves and 

their bodies as things which language says cannot exist by finding themselves in the 

auditory and linpistic space-offs oUin speech acts, or in the occlusional spaces 
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where regimes of knowledge name that which supposedly cannot exist in order to 

disavow it. T m  a boy," Mary utters in an onto-performative moment of silence, 

birthing Martin as a direct effect of the non-saymg. The longer-term consequence of 

the non-speech act is the matenalization of Martin's body that, pnor to the two 

minutes of silence, does not exist, but certainly will eventuaily exist in the funire 

(post-hormonal and surgical interventions). The morphology of Martin's body 

aiready exists and is every bit as "real" (that is, i t exists as an effect of discourse) as 

M q ' s .  It seems not to exist because there is, as yet, no language with which i t  can 

be hailed as a body that rnatters. 

In Stone Butch Blues, Jess Goldberg articulates himsel f through the sarne 

trio of onto-performative acts. What is significant about the way that this onto- 

petformative articular trio works-disidentification, re-articulation and 

materialization-is that it too functions as a kind of auditory space-off where botli 

Jess and Jcsse find themselves. For Manin, materialization is the product of silence: 

for Jess it is the product of labour. Jess does the work of ntuklng and re-nlokrng 

identity as a process that resists the price of whiteness, that is, as a comrnodit>. 

purchased in a (white supremacist) economy of sinplarity, where identity must be 

reduced to its lowest-common singular denominator. Where silence is the 

productive trope of Sacred Country that allows Maiy to disidentify with Sonny's 

"Shut you up, girl" and Martin to find himself in the auditory elsnuitere of a 

degrading Engiish-ness, labour is the trope of Stone Butch Blues. Jess lahortrs- to re- 

articulate identity at the meeting point of many different discourses. a point where 
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whose power invests its subject as singular and essential (Le., either you are your 

geader or your race or your class but certainly never al1 at the same moment). For 

Jess, the process of unionrng, however contingent, is precisely the moment where 

she arrives in representation. articulates and re-cognizes helrself into perception 

and, to return to Muiioz again, is the same moment when "the social order receives 

a jolt thai may reverberate loudl y and widely, or in less dramatic, yet locall y 

indispensable, ways" (6). 

Like Sacred Country, Stone Butch Blues drarnatizes the failures of both 

interpellation and identification. Its opening pages articulate those linguistic and 

discursive failures and Jess. unlike Stephen, possesses self-knowled_ee differentially . 

That is, Jess knows what s/he is not: "No one ever offered a name for what was 

wong with me. 1 only came to recognize its melody through this constant refrain. 

'1s that a boy or a girl?'" (1  3). Throughout he/r life, Jess hears this refrain 

repeatedly and feels the physicality of its enforcement when she  is constantly 

attacked and beaten. The scenes that follow that refrain and those beatings show 

Jess engaged in a drarna of recognition (m-cognr&lon and re-cognote), the mental 

l4 1 am relyng on multiple meanings of the word union: Iike his father, Jess becomes 
actively involved in his trade union; Jess's unioning, however, also functions as a trope 
in Stone Butch Blues where those marked by difference and oppression can work across 
those differences. 1 also use the noun union to reference a larger entity or whole 
resulting from combining, but not assimilating, parts of constitutive elements, 
especially that nexus of discourses which work together to aniculate subjectivity: class, 
race, gender, and sexuality. American history is filled with loud and often violent 
ironies relative to its ideological and political investments in unions, especially 
noticeable in and around fantasies of national citizenry, enfianchisement, the 
"American Drearn" and "equality." These historical and contemporary ironies are 
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work by which the mind attempts to look again at a thing and, when necessary, to 

make revisions and arnendrnents until it thinks it is seeing the thing as it really is. in 

oîher words, Jess's life work is to make revisions and amendrnents both on he/r 

body a d o r  in language to make one or the other fit. Indeed, part of the erotic 

intensity in Jess's affairs with femmes cornes from the pleasures of recognition. 

where Jess's lovers know he r ugarn as similar ro ihrm, and provide a mirror in 

which Jess sees that he!r labour has been successful, or not. 

One of the matedes of sunival that Jess chooses, a strategy that eventually 

works both with and against the conditions of (un)intelligibility mandated by the 

sedgender system, is that of passing. Where Martin emerges to enable Mary's 

brcorning more hrmself, especially once Mary leaves Swaithey for London, Jess's 

p~ssing enables self-alienation and alrnost virtual erasure. Again, where there are no 

mirror scenes in Sacred Countq (a point 1 will retum to later), Stone Butch Blues 

repeatedly rewrites Stephen's scene at the mirror to stage the failures of passing and 

the failwe of interpellation. The first time Jess look into a minor, f i e  has just 

entered into the forbidden zone of he/r parent's bedroom. 

I went directly to my father's closet door. His blue suit was there [. . 

.] it took even more neme to open my father's dresser drawer. His 

white shins were folded and starched stiff as a board [. . .] it was too 

late. T m  late. 1 stripped down to my Cotton panties and T-shin and 

slid on his shirt. It was so starched my eleven-year-old fingers could 

hardly ?et the collar buttoned. I pulled d o ~ n  a tie from the rack. For 

manifested in both identity politics, with its focus on "cornmon ground." and in the 



years 1 had watched my father defily twist and flop his ties in a 

complicated series of moves [. . .] 1 tied it in a clumsy h o t .  1 

climbed upon a footstool to lift the suit from the hanger. Its weight 

surprised me. It fell in a heap. 1 put on the suit coat and looked in the 

mirror. A sound came fiorn my throat, sort of gasp. 1 liked the little 

girl loohng back at me 1. . .] 1 stared in the big miror over my 

mother's dresser, trying to see far in the future when the clothing 

would fit, to catch a glimpse of the woman 1 would become [. . .] 1 

wondered if 1 was brave enough to grow up and be her. (20-2 1 ) 

More thai any other scene in SBB, this one invites us to see Stephen lurking on the 

other side of that mirror. Like Stephen's, Jess's scene at the mirror initiates he/r into 

subjectivity. Unlike Stephen, however, f i e  recognizes heirself as conventionally 

female. dthough femde with a h s t .  That is. she is part he/rself and part heir 

father. She is neither one nor the other, but both. If Stephen's scene at the mirror 

fixes female masculinity within the limitations set by sexoloe. then Jess's scene(s) 

at the mirror troubles and proliferates female masculinity beyond those limitations. 

In other words, if The Weil of Loneliness wrestles the subject's portrait away fiom 

sexoloa, then Stone Butch Blues languages and re-onrcu/ates that subject position 

somewhat differently. 

Gayle Rubin's "Of Catamites and lungs: Reflections on butch, gender, and 

boundaries" emphasizes the torsional relationship between discourses of 

masculinity and female masculinity. 

fantasies of sesual and racial assimilation 



Foms of masculinity are rnolded by the experiences and 

expectations of class, race, ethnicity, religion. occupation. age, 

nibculture, [. . .] national racial, and ethnic groups differ widely in 

what constitutes masculinity, and each has its own -stem for 

communicating [. . .] "manhood" [. . .] There are many different 

ways to be masculine [. . -1 and there are at least as many ways to be 

butch as there are ways for men to be masculine: actually, there are 

more ways to be butch. because when women appropriate masculine 

styles the element of travesty produces new significance and 

meaninp. Butches adopt and transmute the many available codes of 

masculinity. (469-70) 

in the moments in Stone Butch Blues where we see Jess at the mirror, we see h m  

lobouring to aansform those codes in relation to heir identity, and workoig to make 

he/r body fit in relation to he/r gender identification. In helr search for the "how" of 

female masculinity, we see Jess altematel y emphasizing either "female" or 

"masculine:" that painful oscillation does not end until Jess resolves to transccnd the 

two ternis altogether. Where masculinity for Martin meant not heing lack. femalr 

masculinity for Jess is a subject position that emerges precisely in the gap between 

"female" and "masculine." Jess too refuses lack and the gaze by having he!r breasts 

removedi dhe too (eventually) challenges that economy by remokiing breasts (in a 

equation where an ernpowered subject is masculine which means a lack of 

(obvious) breasts but without adding a penis. 
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One of the early mirror scenes in Stone Butch Blues occws when Jess, just 

at the onset of the feminist movement, lives with Theresa. Feinberg painaakingly 

documents the violent relationship in the early 1960s between gay and lesbian 

cultures and the police; in this scene, Jess has just been arrested in a bar raid and is, 

once again, beaten by police. Jess looks into the mirror and sees a different "Jess" 

loohng back at he/r than the very young "Jess" dressed in helr father's suit. This Jess 

seems to be well on he/r way to becoming the "woman" s h e  wondered if uhe will 

grow up to be. 

1 drifted in and out of consciousness. I remember Theresa propping 

me up apainst a brick wall [. . .] [chewinp] her lower lip and 

[fingering] the bloody places on my shin. "I'll never get these nains 

out." She held my head on her lap al1 the way back [ . .] And then I 

found rnyself in our home again [ . .] As 1 looked in the mirror 1 felt 

sony for the reflection-bloody. bruised, lumpy. ( 136-37) 

This portrait occurs when Jess considers passing as male through hormone 

injections. Heir world is changing. Lesbian-feminism is making it hardcr for the 

butch-femme culture of Buffalo to sustain itself. A recession is closing down 

factories eliminating vital jobs for butches. And Jess sees heirself in a dream about 

Rocco, a female-to-rnale trans-sexual s/he met much earIier in helr life. Sex 

reassignment surgery emerges in the histoncal moment in which Stone Butch Blues 

opens. It is an option Jess has chosen: "She reached fornard and stroked my cheek. 1 

touched my own face. i felt the stubble of beard" (132). 



We do not see Jess in a mirror again until after he/r body responds to 

testosterone injections. In an image that resonates with Stephen's scene at the 

rnirror, we see Jess as dhe begins to read this slowly ernergiog portrait of the 

masculine body. 

As 1 brushed my teeth, 1 glanced in the mirror and had to look a 

second time. Beard stubble roughed my cheeks. My face looked 

slimmer and more anplar. 1 stripped off m y T-shirt and BVDts. My 

body was lean and hard. My hips had melted away. 1 could actually 

see muscles in rny thighs 1 never knew 1 had [. . .] this is almost the 

body I'd expected before puberty confounded me. Almost (. . .] 1 took 

a hot, soapy shower. enjoying the feel of my hands on my skin. It had 

been so long since I'd been at home in my body. ( 17 1 ) 

Later. we see Jess at a barbershop, looking at heirself in the barber's mirror. seeing 

hehself reflected back through his eyes. 

1 looked at myself in the minor. "Well, maybe something different. 

Maybe it's time for a change." The barber smiled. [. . .] "What about 

a Rat top?" "Yeah! That would be a change." [. . .] With a flounsh he 

pulled away the red cloth that covered me and gave me a hand mirror 

so 1 could see the back of my hair. "What do you think, my fnend?" 

This time I didn't try to hide my excitement. 1 was passing. (1 72) 

Once more, we see Jess in the bathroom mirror at Annie's house. Jess, now passing 

as male, is known as Jesse. The addition of the "e" on the end of the narne is 

curious; while evohng. but not definitively, Jessre, the "e" functions to add the 
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absented femiaine back on to Jess who is now completely passing as male. The 

addition of the diminutive letter functions as a performative to signify masculinity 

(Jess's passing) but also to s ip i@ what cannot be revealed in that passing but which 

nevenheless remains fundamental to it (Jess's resipified male body). Jesse's name, 

as a form, mirrors the transformation of Jess into Jesse-that is, it is a performative 

imitation of cutting off the breasts and adding a scar. It is Jesse with whom Annie. 

heterosexua 

with careful 

Annie reads 

, meets and becomes lovers. The sex scene bstween them is described 

irony as the reader continues to read Jesse as both he and f i e .  while 

Jesse only as he. At the end of the scene. Jesx tucks his dildo into his 

briefs and heads into the bathroom in darkness. 

1 locked the door, pulled rny bag out from behind the tub, replaced 

rny dildo with a sock in rny briefs. 1 IookeC in the mirror as 1 

splashed cold water on my face. Still me looking back at me [. . .] the 

light was on when I retumed to the bedroom. 1 clicked it off [. . .] 

Annie came into my arms and nestled against my shoulder. "You are 

one saange man." (192) 

Ironically, Jesse's strangeness relative to heh body is the least obvious when 

s/he's with Annie. Much earlier, the butches of Jess's world are asked to honour 

Butch Ro, upon her death, by wearing dresses to a funeral that was to be attended by 

Ro's fmily. Al1 of the butches show up wearing women's clothes and look. as 

Stephen did, rnonstrously and grotesquely wrong. 

These were burly, bigshouldered he-shes who camed their 

womanhood in work-roughened hands. The? could playhlly slap you 
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on the back and send you halfway across the roorn. Their forearms 

and biceps were covered with tattoos. These powerfùl butch women 

were cornfortable in work chinos. Their spirit roared to life when 

they wore double-breasted suits. Wearing dresses was an 

excruciating humiliation for them. Many of their dresses were old, 

fiom another era when occasional retreats were still necessq .  The 

dresses were outdated, white, h i l y ,  lace, low-cut, plain. The shoes 

were oid or borrowed: patent leather, loafers, sandals. This clothing 

degraded their spirit, ridiculed who they were. Yet i t  was in this 

painful drag they were forced to say their last goodbye[.] ( 1 1 7 )  

This painful and grotesque drag is donned once again when Jess and sorne other 

butches are shut out of factories and consider dressing as female to find 

employment. " 'This is a real crisis.' Grant stressed. 'We either got to change how 

we look or we're gonna starve to death! Katie got sorne wigs' " (143). The butches 

try the wlgs on, hoping to find temporap work in deparmient stores until the plants 

reopen. 

Four Stone butches trying on fashion wigs. (t was like Halloween, 

only it was creepy and painhl. The wigs made us look like we were 

making fun of ourselves. Grant told me, "1 put one on, no% it's your 

turn, Jess." Edwin shook her head while she held up a mirror for me 

to see. 1 threw the wig on the floor. "1 look more like a he-she with 

the big on." (113) 
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The Oxford Endish Dic t iona~ defines "grotesque" as "strangly or 

fantastically diaoned." As such, the grotesque is a usehl trope for thinking about 

the meanings attributed to abjected female masculinity. The label of "grotesque," 

which implies "deviance" in its opposition to the normative femininity and 

masculinitv, signifies beyond 'unattractive;" it suggests a kind of nirreal inversion 

of a well-ordered state. Grotesquerie is associated not only with the ironic parody 

typical of tlir carnival, but also with the external public expression of a disordered 

imer state (Russo 8). The grotesque draws attention to heterononnativity in its 

mockery of it. In The Femde Grotesque, Mary Russo writes: "The images of the 

grotesque body are precisely those which are abjected from the bodily canons of 

classical aesthetics" (8). The grotesque exists in a dialectical relationship with the 

classical. Like the mutual dependence between the perverse and the normal, the 

grotesque requires a category of "beautiful," against which i t  is set up. to be 

intelligbie. Russo argues: "The classical [beautiful] body is [. . . j  closed, static, self- 

contained, symmetrical and sleek [. . .] the grotesque body is [. . .] multiple and 

chanpng [. . .] it is identified with [. . .] social transformation" (8). in other words. 

the grotesque body crosses boundaries; it pries apart overdetermined distinctions 

and articulates new forms. It becomes clear that the grotesque body is that which 

intempts normative repetitions of gender. 

Bakhtin's work on the grotesque body also warrants mention here. Ln his 

work on Rabelais, Bakhtin elaborates a theoiy of the grotesque body to 

conceptualize social formations- social conflict and one particular means of 

carnivalesque resistance. Bakhtin suggests that the grotesque is a system of matenal 
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irnagery, created by folk humour, that builds upon associations of feasts and the 

body to degrade and parody high culture. Bakhtin's ideas about degradation are 

particularly interesting in that degradation is essentially an ambivalent act that is 

Iinked with the bodily lower stratum. 

To degrade also means to concem oneself with the lower stratum of 

the body, the life of the belly and the reproductive organs: i t  

therefore relates to acts of defecation and copulation, conception, 

pregancy. and binh. Degradation dies a bodily grave for a new 

birth. (1  968,23) 

Bakhtin's grotesque body, like his notion of dialogism, pnvileges the d u a l i ~  

of the supposedly sinplar u n t  That is, the grotesque body, depaded or brought 

back doun to earth, is a body that is constantly productive of its Other. 

It is not a closed. completed unit; it is unfinished. outgrows itself. 

transgresses it own lirnits. [. . .] the body discloses its essence as a 

pnnciple of growth which exceeds its o m  limits [. . .] From one 

body a new body always emerps in some form or other. ( 1968,261 

The grotesquely gendered body, like those displayed in these scenes. is that which 

calls attention to normative gender roles while it distorts and inverts them. These 

grotesque bodies-like Stephen Gordon's-always exceed their own limitations and 

suggest the opposite gender even when fully displayed and costumed as the 

supposedly correct gender. What is mocked in these scenes is not femininity per se. 

but the thought somehow that these he-she's were women. Their bodies are not 

closed units but produce a new body: that is, the? produce the impression of a male 
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body, especially when contrasted with the clorhing conventionally associated wlth 

fernininity. Krafft-Ebing identified this contradiction when he noted that femaie 

inverts "make the impression of a man in wornan's clothes" (4 10). The 

contradiction between butch masculinity and the female wip marks these bodies as 

grotesquely degradng the sedgender system that in tum has so violently misread 

them. 

One of the last times we see Jess in a mirror, f i e  is at a gm working out. 

By now, the constitutive contradiction between "femaie" and "masculine" is 

completely erased, as is the contradiction between the "Jess" the reader knows, and 

the "Jesse" of the mirror image. Without that fiame. Jess's subjectivity threatens to 

foreclose on itself by reaching i ts log cal end: that 1s. Jesse is completely passing as 

a man. 

1 thought about my body a lot as I pressed against the resistance of 

cold iron. 1 enjoyed getting leaner and harder. 1 thought of my femme 

lovers who cursed each thickness and fold in their bodies-beautifid 

flesh 1 loved. But as 1 watched myself clencli my muscles wliile 1 

pumped, 1 found the weight and shape of my own body pleased me. 1 

concentrated on my discipline and endurance [. . .] I leamed that 

strength, like height, is measured by who you're standing next to. 1 

was considered a scrawny guy in the a m .  (2 10) 

When al1 traces of Jesse's former self are erased &er Edna, one of the "femmes 

from the old days," has lefi he/r. Jesse finally realizes s h e  is just as isolated and 

trapped passing as male as f i e  was living as a butch in a lesbian-feminist cityscape. 
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I took my time in the shower, trying to scnib away the grime of 

isolation with hot, soapy water. Loneliness had becorne an 

environment-the air I breathed, the spatial dimension in which 1 

was trapped [. . .] 1 [. . .] looked in the bathroom mirror. The depth of 

sadness in my eyes fiightened me [. . .] As much as I loved my beard 

as part of my body, 1 felt trapped behind it. What 1 saw in the mirror 

was not a man, but 1 couldn't recognize the he-she [. . .] I simply 

becarne a he-a man without a past [. . .] I could see my passing self. 

but even I could no longer see the more complicated me beneath my 

surface. (22 1-22) 

The need for that constitutive tension between "fernale" and "masculine" has 

retumed. Jess has quit injecting hormones. and wonders if dhe can retum to the 

past, and to the first portrait of he!rself in he/r father's suit. "1 [. . .] remembered the 

child who couldn't be catalogued [. . .] 1 saw her standing in front of her own 

mirror" (222,  emphasis added). Yet Jess knows that is impossible: "1 thought how 

brave she was to have begun this [. . .] I wasnt traveling backward [. . . ]  who Kas I 

now ?" (222-23, emphasis added) This "now" produces one of the final and lasting 

images of Jess in the text (265).  Jess and Ruth-a trans-sexual male-to- 

fernaleifemme "whose voice is as complicated" as Jess's-spend a Christmas 

together and exchange gifts (265). Jess gives Ruth a sewing machine: " 1 could te11 

by the way her fingers trailed across the machine how happy it made her. ' I'll make 

you a suit. she whispered' " (266). In retum, Ruth gives Jess two gifts: the first is a 
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copy of Gav American Histon.. The second is a pf t  of re-cognrtion and rrsibrlrr). 

in representation. 

"Look," Ruth took the book frorn my hands and turned to the index [. 

. .] "This whole part is about women like you who lived as men." [. . 

.] She handed me a package wrapped in red tissue paper. "Open this." 

inside was a watercolor of a face filled with emotion, loohng up at a 

host of stars. It  was a beautiful face, a face I'd never seen before. It 

was my face. (266-67, emphasis added) 

Unlike al1 the other portraits in SBB, that face is not described for the 

reader. The indeterminacy of the final portrait of Jess functions. in many ways. to 

leave that question not jusr unanswered but unanswerable and is a strategy that 

Tremain uses although to different ends. Where Martin finds himself by answering 

the question "are you a man or a woman," Jess re-articulates the question itself- "it 

could never be answered if it  had to be asked" (222). "All my life I'd been told 

everything about me was really twisted and sick. But if I was a man, 1 was 'cute.' 

Acceptance of me as a he felt like an onping indicmient of me as a he-she" ( 178). 

With Ruth, a potential femme lover, Jess negotiates the question and knowledge 

materializes in the gap left by unknowing. "I laughed and picked at my salad. ' Do 

you know if I'm a man or a woman?' 'No,' Ruth said 'That's why 1 know so much 

about yod " (254). Like The Well of Loneliness, Stone Butch Blues opens as a 

quest narrative where Jess struggles to find he/rself in laquage. However. unlike 

The Well of Loneliness, Stone Butch Blues ends by deîonstmcting and re- 

ariiculating the tems of the search that is its own imperative. 



III. "Between the Motion und the Act" 

Jess's and Martin's crises of embodiment are rearticulations of that which 

Stephen Gordon represents through a dis-identification with Christ. a v e n  the 

importance of mirrors in both The WeH and Stone Butch Blues, it is curious that 

there is not one scene where Martin sees himself in a literal mirror in Sacred 

Countrv. In the former novels. Stephen and Jess struggie to articulate themselves 

within a sptem of representation and signification that has languaged them out of 

existence. Martin. on the other hand, refuses the discursive anxieties of em bodiment 

vis-à-vis language. His method of articulation is less bound by language and more 

constrained by imbrications of masculinity and suffering. Where Martin does exist 

in language, his body paradoxically exists outside of the reality-effects of language. 

That is, his body is not so simply materialized or hailed into being by language. In 

this sense, Sacred Countn funchons as a kind of anti-coming out narrative. 

Whereas Stephen and Jess quest to corne into, unlearn and rearticulate (somswhat 

different) Inowledges, histones and lanpages, Martin seeks to emerge as the 

teleological end of Mary's suffen'ng. 

Elaine Scarry argues that pain shatters or unmakrs subjectivity precisely 

because it is an experience that is fundamentally unrepresentzble and destmctive of 

the ability to language. "The tendency of pain." writes Scany. 

not simply to resist expression but to destroy the capacity for speech 

is in torture reenacted in oven, exaggerated fonn. Even where the 



torturea do not pemanently eliminate the voice through 

mutilation or murder, they mime the work of pain by temporarily 

breakmg off the voice, making it their own, making it speak their 

words, making it cry out when they want it to cry, be silent when 

they want its silence, tuming it on and off, using its sound to abuse 

the one whose voice it is. (54) . 

Not only can pain shatter the ability to articulate, it also culminates in what S c w  

calls an "unseen sense of self-betrayal" (47). In torture, the subject's own body is 

expenenced as an active agent in the production of pain. Tonwe that forces the 

body into one position for hours at a time. for instance. aansforms the subject's 

body into yet another agent of pain for the torturer. Bodies that formerly may have 

been the agent of pleasure are now repiaced with a body that is made a weapon 

against itself. As Scarry so emphaticaily argues, 

For what the process of torture does is to split the human being into 

two, to make emphatic the ever present but. except in the exuemity 

of sickness and death, only latent distinction between a self and a 

body, between a "me" and "my body." The "self' or "me," which is 

experienced on the one hand as more pnvate, more essentiall y at the 

center, and on the other hand as participating across the bridge of the 

body in the world, is "embodied" only in the voice, in language. The 

goal of the torturer is to make the one, the body, emphatically 

cmshinpiy presenr by destroyng it' and to make the other. the voice. 

obsenr by destroymg it. (49) 
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For Mary and Jess, subjects of a kind of dornestic daily torture both as 

children and as adults, resistance to pain means reversing the process. In particular, 

Mary becomes silent during pain and in that silence Martin's voice emerges to 

refuse obliteration by claiming a body that must be hs ,  a body that emerges afier 

pain. Pain paradoxicall y shatters and consolidates subjectivi ty as a di fferent gender 

both spatialized and temporalized in another hune of reference. Mary's 

preoccupation with inventions and inventors mirrors the failure of embodirnent as 

s u ~ v a l  strate0 and the need to articulate gender beyond those categories 

recognimd within the sedgender system. Her reconfigurations of time, piven that 

Manin emerges in the gaps behhieen time, also allow her to think outside the 

nationaiized terms of "history," to conceptualize a time she calls "pre-invention." 

which is especially interesting given that she imagines herself as the teleological 

pre-invention space of Martin (33). She is able t-in fact, needs to-think of the 

world in a state of becoming where daily items such as Estelle's sewing machine, 

farm equipment, the revolver and themorneter are things that, once upon a tirne, 

did not exist. " '1 always thought the world was finished,' " Mary says to Miss 

McRae, who had just gîven her a Dictionarv of Inventions (30). " 'Well, that's 

perfectly me, Mary' " Miss McRae responds, 'and this also means, of course, that 

there is a great deal yet to corne, ihings we might not be able to imagine now'" (30). 

One of those things not yet invented is Martin. "Before, no one had dreamed of a 

boat with wheels, jua as now, no one could drearn of Mary Ward not being a girl [. . 

.] one day, she would be in a dictionary" (3 1 ). Someday Mary would be credited in a 

similar dictionary for creating something new. That 'ïiew" thing will be the product 
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of an inverted rituai of rransubstantiation, where new substances interjected into 

Mary's body, including the filling of a cavity, become the building materials of 

Martin. As Mary explains: "As Gilbert began to drill into her decayng tooth, she 

felt Mary annihilated a linle more each second, Mary becoming fragments, pulp [. . 

.] behind him [. . .] she could hear the nurse grinding some substance [. . .] mortar 

and she thought, this substance is new and is part of Martin Ward" (70). 

The new substance that is constitutive of Martin is the product of suff'ering. 

One of the things that Mary Mariin shares with Stephen Gordon and Jess Goldbeg 

is the belief that masculinity somehow is coterminous or metonymic with suffering. 

J u s  before Gilberi dnlls Mary's tooth, he probes it: in that moment, Mary finds 

Martin, and more: 

[Tlhe probing for Mary, was like an electrocution and al1 memory of 

no-pain vanished and became the past, to which there was no r e m  

[. . .] beyond the two faces and beyond the light, beyond the lost past 

[. . .] Mary rediscovered her old ally-suffenng. She had forgotten its 

power [. . .] but now, once agaln in its Company, she let herself yield 

IO its transforming propeaes [. . .] Her thoughts were clear and hard. 

(70) 

Mary Martin sees transformation, change and "re-invention" al1 around her. The 

fint love of her life, Lindsey Stevens. becomes Mrs. Ranuif Momt (1 70); Cord's 

face is partial1 y paralyzed from reactive palsy but then changes back again ( 1 35): 

Sonny always favoured Mary, until Timmy was bom (1 2-1 3). Sonny wants Tirnmy 

to take over the family f m ,  but Timmy refuses (284-85): kinp  die. epochs corne 
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(139); revolutions threaten national stability in France (221); and an American 

female tennis star beats a British male player (337), confirming that even "the 

Empire [i tselfl had a life-span" (284, emphasis added). But Mary Martin's 

construction of masculinity as mffering is the most consistent trope of the novel . 

Mary equates suffering, silent suffenng, with the mortar of masculinity and, by 

extension, with the body of Martin. 

Mary's father Sonny is a paragon of suffering masculinity. Sonny was one of 

many British subjects injured during the war when part of his left ear was shot off 

and he watched a "small piece of himself floating away" (6). His own suffenng 

makes him revisit that moment, only during these times the wounds are self- 

inflicted: "In his deaf rages, S o ~ y  would gouge at [his ear] with his rhumb. making 

blood run d o m  his neck" (6). Throughout the trajectory of Sonny's life, he 

becomes increasingly silent, as if he were functioning like a trapped animal. While 

Sonny is very different from Stephen's father, Philip, both men fail as the subjects 

of England. Philip is crushed by the weight of the tradition he is forced to c a q ;  

Sonny and his broken watch signify the end of time as he and men like him have 

known it. If England's time as a nation ends with the death of King George ((-lhey 

wept not merely for the King but for themselves and for England: for the long, 

ghastly passing of time" [3]), then Somy's watch, as a symbol of patriarchal time. 

marks its dissolution and breakdom. It is important to note that the broken watch is 

not passed on to Timmy who, despite Somy's best efforts, refuses to carry on in his 

father's footsteps: neither tirne nor his homeiland remain sacred ta him. Somy's 
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defeated, wounded, broken, powerless, unrelenting, self-destructive, dying off. 

"He'd lost half an ear for England. England owed him something, a few glasses of 

something every ni@. 'Dam nght,' as John Wayne would say" (162). Sonny 

retreats into his rnind, identikng with the increasingly more phallic bearers of 

masculinity-that is, an idealized "Arnerican" cowboy-and attempting (al bei t 

unsuccessfully) to fùlfill the requisites of adult. rural masculinity: he lives to pass on 

his own corner of England to Timmy who eventually refuses the family farm. While 

Timmy does not challenge his father, he "successfully" lives without resolving the 

contradictions that mark him, by his father's standards. as a failure: "His mind 

emptied itself of his old and present life and filled up wi th  the life to come" (236). 

Sonny's powerlessness cornes to its logical conclusion when, aher Tirnm y 's final 

refusa1 of the fann, Sonny shoots himself with his own rifle. 

Just after Sonny hlls her pet bird. Marguerite, Mary3 silent interlocutor, 

Mary first decides that "if 1 suffer a lot, 1 will grow a man3 skin" (31). Again. in 

school: "She reminded herself of a pupa. suspended by a thread in its interim life. 

She imagined that as she gew. her man's skin was hordrnrng on her" (95, emphasis 

added). Even afier Mary is beaten by her father? and her breast bindingst5 violently 

tom away, Mary believes her vengeance will come from being just like her father: 

"Without speaking, she said to her father: When I'm a man. 1 will kill you" (50). 

15 Bindings are made from either long strips of cotton, wide tensor bandages. or 
medical abdominal binders worn across the chest to flatten the breasts and create the 
illusion of flat-chestedness. 
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Even in this particularly violent attack by Somy, Mary equates emotionality and 

the release of pain with the end of hope and the death of Martin. 

She hauled her neck free of [Sonny's] choking wrist [. . .] She felt a 

sickly sorrow, like a dose of poison going into her and spreading al1 

through her. She started to cry. This was a thing she never wanted to 

do and never wanted him to see as long as she lived. Not crying was 

what had given her hope. ( 1  17) 

MW directly correlates phallic masculinity with suffering and with hegemonic 

consmictions of a male body in a relation where one could easily stand in for the 

other: "If I suffer and refuse to CF. a penis wiIl g o w  out of ail tliat is locked away 

inside. It needs only time" (34). 

In a move that allegorizes the constitutive impasses of masculinity and its 

failures to acquire the phallic power of the father, time passes and Mary's male shn  

faits to appear. 

She was fifteen and she could see and feel darnage al1 around. It had 

begun in her. Her flesh had refused to harden as she believed it 

would. It had disobeyed her mind. in her mind, she was Martin 

Ward, a lean boy [. . .] she hoped that, with the bandages on. i t  would 

be her mind that showed. ( 1 1 2) 

Where Stephen Gordon's suffering was Christ-like. Mary's seerns tmer to ber 

gender(ed name) when the product of her pain is a new entity named Martin. For 

both Mary and Stephen, to be Macb means to be possessed by men, to be powerless. 

to exist as a "crime against herself' ( 5 ) .  On the other hand, to be Martin means to 
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occupy-indeed, embody-harchess and physicaiity; it means to "take possession 

of things," not to be possessed; finally, it means to be objectified as feminine and to 

be identified with the fernale body, especially with breasts ( 1  79). Mary realizes that 

Martin is no longer "little Martin" when he has sexual fanrasies about Lindsey. In 

her sexual scenario, Mary's breasts are Lindsey's, who "begged me to go deeprr 

into her, to hun her. She said: 'Destroy me, Manin.' [. . .] 1 wasn't little Martin 

anymore. 1 was a young man" ( 150). 

Like Stephen Gordon, both Jess and Mary leam that to he o man means to 

suffer silently and bravely within impossible contradictions. One of those 

contradictions in SBB is between race and gender. Within a white supremacist 

economy, whiteness functions by violently marking its dflercncevjrom those 

wpposedly marked by race. radier than by interrogating dfliwncec. wrthui, or the 

ways those marked by whiteness are different from each other. Thar is, one of the 

ways that white supremacy works is by privileging and regulating singularity of 

subjectivity, bindinp the subject to whiteness through its appeals to universality. As 

a Jewish child, Jess learned that to be he!rself meant to be possessed by others, to 

endure violence, anti-Semitisrn, rape, institutional violence and discipline, parental 

abandonment, and dail y terror. 

One of Jess's first lessons in gender as racial enforcement occurs long before 

dhe is even I O  years old, when 4lie is anacked by a group of neighbourhood 

children. Nthough, even then, Jess is unintelligibly different, he/r gender difference 

could not be articulated on its own terms. Jess is chased. tied up. beaten and locked 

into a neighbour's coal bin. The terms of he/r emergence are telling. 
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1 don3 know what [Mn. Jefferson] thought when she heard dl the 

thurnping and kicking in her coal bin. But when she opened the iittle 

trap door on the coal bin and 1 squinned out onto her kitchen floor, 

she looked scared enough to fa11 down dead. There I nood, covrred 

wrrh cool soor and blood, tied up and half-naked in her kitchen. ( 1  8. 

emphasis added) 

Significantly, Jess ernerges from this first expenence of alienation and violence ar 

the hands of white children marked not only as different. but as rocra/(v d t f i rew 

That is, heir difference is only intelligible through the pnm- tropes of difference 

that have currency in the U.S.A. during the 1960s: that is. racial difference. While 

Jess's last name marks he/r as Jewish and therefore. racially different. f i e  visually 

passes as, aqd identifies as, white (Britmian 109). As Deborah Britzman rightly 

argues, the supposed fact of Jess's whiteness is not enough to effect 'public 

nomalization" (109). The image of Jess standing in a neighbour's kitclien. bleeding 

and covered in black soot, functions metonymically to forepound heir difference. 

That is. Jess's pnder difference is one still unthinkable, and this scene functions 

almost allegorically to allow racial difference to stand in, as it were, for gendrr 

di fference. 

Jess's history as a stranger does not begin with this incident. When Jess was 

an infant, he/r mother was entirely indifferent t o  her. in the absence of matemal and 

patemal care, she was numired and raised by the Dineh women who lived across the 

hall fiom he!r and he!r farnily. As long as someone else was doing the work of 

raising Jess. the proxirnity of the Dineh women seemed insignificant. But when Jess 
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answers heir father's question one day %th words he'd never heard before," 

Jess's father "brescues" he/r from matemal negiect ( 14). That rescue reveals a racial 

panic: "He said later he couidn't stand by and watch his own fiesh and blood be 

kidnapped by Indians" (14). Within economies of white supremacy. this is an 

instance where a uhire-appearing subject is so utterly alienated from mainstream 

white culture chat rr 1s like s/he begins to pass as another race. While Jess's 

Jewishness does not mark he!r as visually different (the one instance of it rnarking 

he/r as different is when s/he is outed by he/r last name) he/r gender difference most 

certainly does; that visual difference, in this scene. registers on a rocralized scale. 

Of course, Jess's appearance on a racialized scaie of difference does not exempt 

heir from the histones of racism within which Yhe matures. One of the more painful 

lessons of that maturation occurs when Jess's interracial fnendship with Ed ends 

with Ed's suicide. It is not until years later that Jess finally reads the book that Ed 

gave he/r-W. E. B. DuBois's The Souls of Black Folks-which forces Jess to think 

the differences, rather than similarities, between them. Ed leaves Jess a final 

message underlined in DuBois's book: 

It is a peculiar sensation, this doubleîonsciousness, this sense of 

always looiung at one's self through the eyes of others, of measurina 

one's sou1 by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt 

and pity. One ever feels his twoness-[. . .IWO souk, wo thoughts. 

two unreconciled striving; two strivings[.j ( 1 78 ) 

As Jess matures and finds he!r way to the butch-femme community in 

Buffalo, s/he is taken in. as it were. by Butch Al and her lover, Jacqueline. From 
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eady on in heir childhood, Jess leamed that to survive dhe had to '-toughen up." 

and it is with Butch Al that s/he learns to take if Iike a nmn (30). The result is that 

Jess(e)'s strategies of sunival matenalize as Stone hardnsss, an identity similar to 

that which built Martin from a substance as tou& as monar.16 Al eventually 

becomes a significant father-figure to Jess, teaching he/r everything ~ h e  needs to 

know about suniving as a young butch. 

It was always the same lesson: toughen up. Al never said exactly 

what was coming. It was never spelling out. But 1 got the feeling it  

was awful. I knew she was womed about my surviving it.  1 wondered 

if 1 was ready. Al's message was: b u  're no[ ' ( 30 ) 

Al teaches Jess the rnechanics of making love to women as a stone butch and 

teaches Jess how to sunive bar fichts. rapes. beatings and eventual 

institiitionalizations. "Toughen up" was the message and, for Jess. 'toughen up' 

funcrioned as symptom of but also a syllogistic tnangulation of masculinity. That is. 

to be a butch meant to be tough and emotionally invulnerable, to be granite hard. 

impenetrable, unemotional and manly. Therefore. butchness can to be synon'mous 

with 'stone' hardness. Jess represents it this way: "Deep d o m ,  my insides seethed. I 

knew 1 was stone, too. It was a home a l m  system that didn-t seem to have an on- 

off switch. Once installed, the sirens went off and the gates shut. even if the intnider 

was ioving" (94). 

Despite their differences. M q ,  Jess and Stephen are srom and monor hard 

in an economy where masculinity becomes synonymous wlth suffering and where 
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suffering or stone hard toughness functions as the sexual trope of female 

masculinity. Stone burchness, as it is taken up in SBB, generally refers to the denial 

of sexual reciprocity for butches. The term emerges out of butch-femme cultures in 

the U.S.A. and, while sipni%ng any number of specific practices or snategies, the 

outcorne is oflen the sarne: butches are perceived to be the ones denying themselves 

sexual pleasure. in other words, it can be argued that it is the figure of stom burch 

niasculrnriy that, in many ways, marks the limits of and disrupts an easy and 

heteronomative reductive of butch-femme to heterosexuality. For stone eroticism 

and other pndered exchanges of desire, the scene of heterosexualit' is most 

certainly recalled bur it is also most cenainly displaced. Butch masculinity is the 

site of self-denial and sexual abnegation whereas femme femininity is the site of 

erotic satisfaction. In other words, the butch ienies his o w  pleasure while insistins 

upon scxuoll~ sen7rcrng the femme. Shr is the site of erotic control, not hc. As 

Butler describes it: 

A stone butch may well seek to constinite her lover as the esclusive 

site of erotic attention and pleasure. And yet, this "provkhng" butcli 

who seems at first to replicate a certain husband-like role. c m  find 

herself [src] caught up in a logic of inversion whereby that 

"providing-ness" tums to a self-sacri fice, which implicates her in the 

most ancient trap of feminine self-abnegation. She may well find 

herself in a situation of radical need. which is precisely what she 

sought to locate. find. and fulfill in her femme lover. in effect. the 

f he images used to characterize this toughness-monar, granite. even stone-are al! 
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butch invens into the femme or remains caught up in the specter of 

that inversion, or takes pleasure in it. ( 199 1,25) 

Precisely because of that inversion and its effect-masculinity's radtcal 

need-stone econonires reference a very femme-centric organization of sexuality. 

Butler, however, does not specify the nature of that radtcal need. 1 suggest that. at 

least in the telvts under consideration here, that radical need is the unsatiated and 

accumulating erotic anxiety of the masochistic subject. But. it can also refer. as 1 

argued in Section Three, to a theatre of transsubstantiation whose subjects 

understand themselves as overdetermined by onto-performative but also corporeal 

failures. The nerd? then is for ontolo~cal reicognition. In The Well. Stephen 

represented this theatre as the spectacle of Christ's suffering. The pnmary vehicle 

through which this non-visual subject couid manifest itself to Stephen was through a 

onto-performative dis-identification with Christ. As 1 arped  earlier. two 

imperatives overdetermine that dis-identifkatory articular practice-"Touch See 

Me [the self between the visible body and the non-visible flesh]" or "TouchiSer Me 

[in the wong body] Not." I arped that female masculinity is frarned or amested in a 

passionate theatre of (trans-)substantiation, where the authenticity of the most 

intirnately felt selfcould only become real, that is, as a subject ~ i t h  substance as a 

reality efTect. through the recognition of the Other and a rather paradosical and 

masochistic renunciation of the body in favour of the flesh. This penultimate and 

masochishc act of self-sacrifice is precisely what the signifier srone references; for 

subjects who expenence themselves as u~onply corporealird. that is. subjects like 

materials commonly perceived as white and are associated with whiteness. 
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Stephen, Martin and Jess who understand themselves as wongfLlly ernbodied, 

the sexual performative "Touch Me Not" materializes that which the se'dgender 

systern has lunpaged out of existence and into No Man's Land: subjects who know 

they exist, yet who cannot materialize through "he" or "she" exclusively. in SC' 

Martin articulates the economy of No Man's Land through spatial metaphors of 

country; he does not retum to England to complete the sex change. For him, it is 

completed in the metaphorical and sacred space behveen Engiand (the old country) 

and Arnerican (the new). Ln the end. he finally locates on a farm very much Iike, but 

different from, the one on which he grew up in Swaithey, with a father(-figure) 

similar to but unlike Sonny. Jess, on the other hand, self-articulates from No Man's 

Land between genders by u m m n g  and luhourrng for social justice. Neither 

character attempts to resolve the crisis of embodiment but both certainly remain 

haunted by its complex imperatives to self-articulation. 

For each of my characters, and indeed for every firn trans-sexual in an! 

narrative I have read, and in some cases, on the covers of those books as weI1, the 

most imponant imperative of materialinne masculiniiy is a hard-looking flai chest. 

M a p  describes her own breasts as abjected white egp ,  soft and porous, like 

embryonic fluid, "squashy" and parasitic: these breasts are quite different fiom the 

hardened mortar that is Martin. 

She touched her breasts. The skin of them was very white, their 

texture indescribable, like no other part of her. The) seemed like 

sacs enveloping the embryos of other thinp, as if something had laid 

two eggs under her skin and now these parasites were growing on 
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her. She always touched them when she woke, hoping vainly to 

find them shrunk or burst or sliced away [. . .] They were sti11 there, 

hard yet squashy under her pyjamas.( 1 12) 

Above ail else, a flat chest has become the Msual signifier of maleness. HaMng a 

flat chea allows one to pass as a man on the Street. The absence or presence of a 

penis, imagined or othenvise, has, ir, popular culture, been the signifier of gender: 

either you had one or you did not. In each of my texts that challenge that economy. 

breasts, either hannp or not having them, has assumed that position and eclipsed the 

assumed presence of a penis. While packing or wearing strap-on dildoes, or stuffing 

one's crotch with a pair of socks to simulate a bulge, frequently accompanies a flat- 

chest, rernoving or rendering breasts invisible seems to function in many 

performances of female masculinity as a rite of passage. The presumption of breasts 

circulates more thoroughly in popular culture than the penis because the? are much 

more immediately visual and therefore, far more reprc.srnrohle. Stephen Gordon 

apnizes over his chest in a mirror scene that many critics misread in order to assign 

the tag "female." The cover photoqaph of Frankie Hucklenbroich, author of A 

Cwaal Dim, shows the author wearing a man's jacket and black nirtle neck 

sweater, sitting in a chair with (quite large) breasts positioned under the flaps of the 

jacket, the side of one just barely visible. Jess Goldberg, like many other trans- 

sexualhrans-gendered subjects, saves money in order to begin sex reassipent  

transitions: in every case, the first intervention is always chest reconstruction. in the 

few extant ftm rrans-sexual autobiographies-Self-Made Man: Emerrrence: Dear Sir 
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or Madarn; What Took You So Lon~?~~-as  well as in many drag king shows and 

other performances of female rnasculinity, taping, binding or, for the trans-sexual 

autobiographies, surgical removal of breasts, is the first step toward changng 

genden, often even before the use of male hormones. 

Breasts mark their subjects as ferninine: from their biological function to 

their fetishization in popular culture, breasts sipi@ femininity. In popular culture. 

for instance, one does not need to go much funher than the men's magazine, 

Esqiwe, for proof. "BREASTS! The Triumph of Cleavage Culture" screarns the 

headline, while Pamela Anderson, co~tumc.d in a man's white t-shirt and man's 

briefs. stares aggressivel y into the camera, hands poised to lift  the t-shirt and 

presumably, expose her in farnous breasts (Februq  1999). Inside, the article, 

"Breasts, Reassessrd." is introduced with a digital l y produced photograph of a 

naked man sleeping between a woman's breasts while the text tells us that '*breasrs 

have a potentiai for synbolic meaning unequaled by even the primary sexual body 

pans" (Udovi tch 87). Breasts, in other words, function as a discourse of gender and 

are the "cultural artifact [of] the latter half of the twentiethsentury" (87). 

The flatchened has its place in the fashion world [. . .] but even 

within the slender subcategory of the supermodels, it is the cunier [. 

. .] rather than the more willowy mannequins whose narnes you d o i t  

know, who usually have the mainstream appeal [. . .] Barbie. Beth 

17 Paul Hewitt, \sith Jane Warren, A Self-Made Man: The Dian. of a Man Born in a 
Womanos Bodv. (London: Headline Book Publishing. 1996): Mario Martino with 
harriett. Emer~ence: A Transservual Autobioera~hv. (New York: C r o w  Publishers, Inc.. 
1977): Mark Rees, Dear Sir or Madam: The Autobiogra~hy of a Fernale-to-Male 



and Veronica, dl still popular figures in the lives of little girls, 

have breasts that start at their shoulders and end at their rib cages, 

just above the waist. In fact, 1 would Say that if there is one thing that 

feminism has had no impact on whatsoever, it is [female] body 

image. (87) 

The article proceeds to tauonomize feminine subjectivity according to its breasts. 

There is the dumh breasr (Manlyn Munroe): the mean hreast, ben symbolized by 

Madonna's missile-shaped bras: the poww brram (Aily McBeal); and breusrs wuh 

agendas ("bra-burners"). Above all, the article reassures us, "curves are, pound for 

pound, the best bargain" to be had (88). 

Today's amazon is supposed to own her breasts. not cut them off or 

trade them in [. . .] she is not oppressed by her breasts nor anned 

with them but empowered by them. Her femininity [. .] can't get 

there by following a straight line. She needs curves. (89) 

Mark Simpson and A m  Bolin agree. explorhg the failures and successes of 

both male and female body-builders respectively by examining how they manipulate 

breast tissue. in her audy of female body builders, Bolin argues that notions of 

'*fifimess" are overshadowed by Western ide& of the feminine body as soft and 

cuwaceoiis. These conflicting discourses constrain female body-builders and 

weight-Mers who remain bound by beau- noms even as they denaturalize the 

female body. Despite the trend toward .jack chic' in mainstream culture, where 

athletic and muscular female bodies read against notions of Frailry. female body- 

Transsexual. (London: Cassell. 1996): Raymond Thompson with Kiny Sewell, What 
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building remains saturated with contradiction. Bolin suggests that these 

contradictions impact even the judging of the spon to the degree that women who 

"look too much like men" c m  tarne overdeveloped musculature with breast 

augmentation and hyper-fernininity in hairstyles and haircolounng (blondeness 

remains the colour of choice), make-up, long fingemails, and so on. 

Where female body-builders produce grotesque bodies that cm si pi& 

masculinity (no breasts), male body-builders nsk hrper-feminization, especially 

through steroid use and the overdevelopment of pectoral muscles. Mark Simpson 

argues as much in his essay. appropriately titled "Big Tits! Masochism and 

Transformation in Bodybuilding," where he intenogates male body-building as a 

site of paradoxical heterosexual reassurance but homoerotic enjopent .  Simpson 

argues t hat while body-building involves the eroticization of masculinity. i t does nor 

automatically or logically lead to homosexuaiity. Rather, Simpson argues, body 

building, combined with steroid use. creates a site of h?pennasculinity in which the 

exaggerated and anxious display of masculinity becomes its opposite. That is. every 

time men try to pasp something consolingly. sturdily. essentially masculine. i t  a11 

too easily transfonns into its opposite (30). Steroid use in body-building. a measure 

used to combat the lack of physical "manliness." in efTect prornotes castration of the 

subject at precisely the same moment. Ironicdly, the unavoidable logic of steroid 

use builds up the male body only to simultaneously take the bodybuilder one step 

closer to its opposite. Simpson quite by accident locates one muscle-mais body as 

pan of the grotesque when he argues that body-builders drarnatize on their flesh the 

Took You So Long? A Girl's Joumev to Manhood. (London: Penguin. 1995). 
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insecurity, the uncertainly and the inevitable failures of hyper-rna~culinity.1~ 

"Testosterone level[s] plummet, sperm count went to zero and all the oestrogen 

[sic] in his body, which had been accruing for years, tumed [. . .] pecs into soft 

doughy breast s" (a). 

For almost any subject who possesses them, breasts s ip i@ femininity; for 

these subjects of masculinity they s ip i& mis(re)copition. cnsis and 

disidentification. Like Martin, Jess relates to heir breasts with profound confusion. 

Already feeling more appropriately gendered once f ie ' s  taking testosterone. Jess 

descnbes heir newly foming but now di fferently m~srecognized body: "My beard 

greu. in hl1 of color: blond streaked with red and brown and white. In the open 

fields of life, my beard was a bush to hide behind. Almost no one seemed to 

recognize me anynore when I was out in public" ( 175). But as the homones 

increasingly ariiculate Jess's body as masculine, they also increase the juxtaposition 

of that extemal impression of masculinity with Jess's breasts, a juxtaposition that 

becomes unbearable. 

1 hated my breasts more than ever. Binding them eveq day had 

flattened the muscles, and they hurt. But 1 had finally saved up two 

l8 The figure that Simpson p e s  on to describe has made several appearances in 
popular film recently, the most memorable as Bob in Fieht Club (1998). Bob is a former 
weight lifter, whose previously overdeveloped pectoral muscles have fallen. Bob 
signifies doubly in the film as both a grotesque and feminized man, upon whose bosorn 
the main character weeps whiie in a men's self-help group, and as a grotesque butch. a 
quasi-man who is quickly killed off once he becomes part of Tyler's 
mascuiinist/mascohistic and fascistic anti-corporate underground. Even in death. Bob's 
grotesque body continues to s ip i f i  femininity as he becomes the vîolated and idealized 
mother. 
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thousand dollars. 1 called the surgeon [. . .] 1 told him 1 wanted to 

be flatchested. (1 75) 

Jess enters a hospital, has radical breast reduction surgeq and is released far 

too soon. Upon he/r retum home. a trope that Rosser has argued organizes much of 

the novei, Jess cornes face to face with the limjtations of he/r strategies of 

containment (1998, 179). That is, as I noted earlier, Jess sees he/r o w  stoneness 

functioning as a "home secunty system" which blocks unwanted and presumably 

unsafe inmiders from accessing he/r. including he/rsel f. Repeat edl y, Jess 

acknowledges that heh always already overdetermined challenge was to learn io "be 

ar home" in heir body. repardless of irs gender. l 9  If Jess's body functions as a 

metaphorical home for he!r, it  also functions as one source of alienation. The result 

is that sihe hehself has a dificult time miving home after being away so long. 

Home is fetishized in this text and remains an impossibility. Hence, he!r aaempt to 

corne home after surgery does not succeed, as Rosser sugests ( 184). Jess enters as 

a wounded intruder. 

1 had ro walk a long way from the bus to my house. When 1 finally 

got home I put my key in the door, but 1 remembered the door 

needed to be pulled inward as the kes was tumed. When I finaIl>. 

pulled hard enough to tum the key, I knew I had hurt myself. ( 1  77) 

With a profound ambivalence and almost entire absence of affect, Jess names the 

aakes of living so profoundly alienated-that is, s/he articulates even further 

19 it is overdetermined because as Jess later determines, sihe cannot be at home in hex 
body until it is no longer indicted by the question. '% it a m a n 3  or woman's?" 
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misrecogni tion and a renewed "non-person" status even afier working to make 

he/r body fit. 

A duIl pain throbbed in my chest. I aood up carefùlly. When I 

opened the closet door, I saw myself reflected in the full-length 

mirror mounted inside. 1 could tell fiom my beard growth I had slept 

for days. My chea was bandaged. There it was-the body I'd 

wanted. 1 wondered why it had to have been so hard. ( 177. emphasis 

added) 

That Jess misrecognizes he/r ow-n image even inside the cfosrr, compounds 

misrecognition upon misrecognition to expose the illusory status of "realness 

norms" both in and outside that closet (Butler 1993, 130). Stone Butch Blues is, 

inevitably. a novel where both identities and bodies are profoundly contingent and 

unstable. Jess's identity and body are constantly resignified and, like many subjects 

of masculinity. the boundaries of he/r masculinity are continually policed against 

invasions of supposedly inauthentic foms of itsel f. While passing as Jesse. he 

rediscovers an old butch friend, Frankie. who is lovers with another butch, Johnn-. 

Jesse responds with a kind of homophobia, arguing that if the objects of Frankie's 

desire are not the righi ones-that is, femmes-Frankie's masculinity 1s in jeopard?. 

"What makes you think you're still a butch?" Jess questions (207). But Jess he/rself 

has retumed as Jesse, a man. "What makes p u  think you're still a butch" Frankie 

replies. Ail of the men in Feinberg's text-Jess, Jesse, Ben, Duffy, Ai-function as 

particular instances of masculinity, each quite different from the other. al1 of which 

indict articulations of universal masculinity. Stone Butch Blues is profoundly 
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assertion that pnder  performances are always aiready marked by invested 

misrecognitions as well as an unstable coexistence between an efficacious 

insurrection and painful resubordination ( 1993, 1 28). 

[n The Well, Martin Hallam sirnilarly rnisrecognizes Stephen, although for 

different reasons, even though the results are severely distressing for Stephen. 

Despite the dienation fiom. and often profound disidentifications wi th, their 

extemalized self-representations, there exists in these subjects a fùrther imperative 

of articulating masculinity, one that this categoq shares with, perhaps even 

foregrounds, male-em bodied masculinitp-that is, the imperative NOT to be 

feminine or to be minead as female. Not only are breasts a signifier of such 

femininity, ihey also si p i @  both the phallic gaze and the deployment of that gaze. 

in a phallic economy where the absence of breasts or, to write it othenvise, a lack of 

breasts, signifies phallic power, if a subject were to remove the signifier of 

objectification-breasts-then presumably that subject, in lacking that object. 

acquires phallic power. Ln an econorny where power is not sponynous with 

possessing a penis but possessing the phallus instead, then transsexed or intersesed 

bodies-that is, bodies that mak the tmprcssion ofa mun-challenge thai econom y 

without re-inscnbing a penis. 00th Martin and Jess remove from themselves the 

objects of a male gaze-breasts-and with the heip of testosterone, pass as male; 

yet neither goes die full route of becoming masculine by adding a penis. Neither 

finds it necessary. Within a mumilhan rconomy. breasts function to inven lack: 

breasts become the sipifiers of phallic power. If an empowered subject? one fûlly 
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registering in the symbolic order, is masculine, and masculinity on a Msual scaie 

is epitomized by the absence of breasts, then the subjects of fernale masculinity are 

not, as Halberstarn suggests, the subjects of a contradiction between a male 

subjectivity and a femole body (1 29). Rather these are the subjects of a grotesque 

inversion of a phallic economy where subjects who lack the "pound(s) of flesh" that 

si p i @  objectificati on, purchase phallic power by losing breasts (Lacan qtd in 

Silverrnan 183). 

The perception of the existence or lack of breasts is, for the most part. 

dependent upon whether or not the body under discussion is clothed. Some might 

argue that the naked ms-gendered body could not exist, although such an 

argument-that such bodies might bear traces or scars of a former engendenng that 

mirht render the current gender ~naufhentrc-fails rniserabl y when faced wi th the 

cover of Jason Cromwell's book, Transmen and FTMs (1 999). The black and white 

photograph on the cover puts flesh on the argument I am making: it shows about I O  

or so men, several of whom are depicted without shins, whose bodies fully read as 

male. Ln particular, one white man who stands facinp the camera, his chest weii 

developed and covered with a fine layer of chest hair, reveals no obiious scars. 

Loren Cameron's self-portraits and photographs in Body Alchemv similarly reveal 

reconstructed chests with few visible traces of medical interventions. These 

partiaily clothed bodies ail1 read as masculine. 

Several photographs of Cameron naked articulate masculinity paradoxicaily. 

Self-portrai ts, these images reveal a white mano bearded, Gth cropped hair, chiseled 

face, muscled lep.  arms and chest muscular and well-defined, tattooed. one hand 
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squeezing the shutter-release bulb while the other balances a dumb-bell, or show 
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the subject self-injecting what 1 presume to be testosterone, or holding a surgeon's 

scalpel. All of these portraits fully reveal pubic hair yet, where one might expect to 

see a penis, one does not. Even with such an absence, the subject cannot read as 

anything other than masculine. The subject's welldeveloped and surgically 

reconsmcted chest-without breasts-signifies what the lack of a penis fails to: the 

intersexed subject's masculinity wom like a second skin as r f i t  werc clothing. 

1 K "lsn 't This Dalance Also Real?" 

Bakhtin's suggestion that one's self is enabled by one's disidentification 

with an other without whom identification as self could not occur is worked in both 

of these iexts with slightly different outcome. In Sacred Country, when Mary 

attends Lindsey's wedding, she ironically noums 'Ihis joining of the two sides- 

woman and man" (168). 

The bells of the church were pealing like mad. pealing for this 

joining of the two sides-woman and man. I thought. they're nnging 

like they ring at the end of dl the wars. They think al1 the soldiers 

have corne home. They don't h o w  I'm still out there in the mud. in 

no-man's-land. (1 68). 

Mary and Martin are bound in a dialogc relation on either side of No Man's Land. 

where the one cannot exist without motioning to the other. To motion means to 

gesture to a person, directing him or her to do sornething. But as a noun, it also 
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references both movement (the changing of place or manner of moving the body 

as in walking) and simulation of that motion or gesture, as in "going through the 

motions.'' In the places where Mary exists, Martin is gestured to but cannot fully 

matenalize. Once Mary gives up going through the motions and changes places by 

leaving Swaithey for London, Martin emerges almost full time. The change in 

location mirrors Martin's repositioning; he is no longer inside, waiting to corne out. 

but is worn on the outside instead. 

Martin acts to matenalize himself. He buys his first pair of jeans, never takes 

them off and, in fact. bathes wearing them as if they were no? only a second skin but 

the nght skin. When Mary aas  a child. the girl's clothing she was ofien costumed in 

felt foreign and. as a kmd of second skin, failed to do what that skin was supposed 

to do, that is. to funciion i s  a boundaq between inside and outside. 'The heat and 

the smocking had made her chest itch so much she had scratched it raw and now 

little circles of biood were visible among the sillq stitches" (9). That costume is 

Molently rejected when Mary becomes an adult and moves to London. M q  throus 

her clothes out of the window of the rooms she rems to leave them Iying on the 

ground like "suicided skirts" ( 178). While in London, Mary's name changes again 

and becomes Marty when he works for a poetry magazine called Lthrny. Marty 

begins to develop a sense of belongin? in space. which has always functioned as a 

trope of the body in this novel: "Martin developed a sense of 'becoming a part of  

London, not jiist being 'in it"' ( 1  82). And Martin eventually finds a sympathetic 

physician who u-il1 assist M a c  in initiating the acts that will result in the 

materialization of his body, an act that transmigrates Mary's body into Mamn's 
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body. "1 had to move it" Mary decides, "or it wouid die right here [in Swaithey]" 

(1 73). 

Martin's decision to matenalize a male body occurs in the novel at the sarne 

time that his childhood sweetheart, Pearl, reaches adulthood. The fascination and 

love between Mary and Pearl began, at least for Mas ,  with Pearl's birth and are 

represented through an interesting simile. "Mary watched. There was something 

about Pearl that mesmerized her. h was as if Pearl were a lantem slide and Man. 

sitting on a chair in the dark" ( IO). A lantem slide is a slide used for very early types 

of slide projectors hown as mapc lantems. The magic lantem was tlie pre- 

invention prototype of the slide projector. which positions the light source in front 

of the picture so that the image is formed by light reflected from the picture. in 

essence. the projector transfers images in an enlarged fom ont0 a screen. The 

simile constructs M- as the tiewer of the image projected ont0 Pearl, suggesting 

that "Pearl," the white, translucent, rare gem, both refracts enough li@t to enable 

something else to project, and is the slide upon which that image is formed. 

Pearl functions as both the vehicle of Mary Martin's self-image, as the thing 

without which that image of Martin could not be formed, and as the epitome of 

white femininity From her name, to her association with light, her clothing which is 

often white ("She gets into her white nightdress" 2481, to her career choice as a 

dental nurse complete with requisite white unifonn and shoes. to her complete 

preoccupation with professional and personal cleanliness, Pearl functions as a trope 

of white ernptiness and cleanliness. Not onlv is she always already shrouded in 

white, Pearl has the uncanny ability to whiten the u-orid around her. On a train-ride 
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home, Pearl looks out the window and even the previously green fields seem to 

transfonn themselves in her presence: "During her journey home, the sun went 

down and the green on the fields took on a peculiar whiteness, Iike frost" (27 1). Not 

onfy is her skm colour pale white, she seems to shimmer whiteness: "Pearl's 

swimming costume was turquoise, the colour of the water, and in the light of the 

baths her limbs looked shining white" (273). She nsits Martin after his chest 

reconscniction surgery and tends to his post-surgical recovery. When Martin bepns 

to emerge. Pearl rnoums the loss of Mary. -'I feel so sad," Pearl says. when Mary 

tells her about Martin, "Isn't thai I'm disgusted. Not really. It's just that [. . .] It was 

M e  I cared about. And voire killing her" (249). Pearl cannot love Martin the 

way she loved Mary and, eventually. shr falls in love witli Mary's brother Tirnmy. 

This new.  of course. 1s devastating for Martin +ifho had just returned home from the 

hospital where he had his breasts removed and chest reconstructed. "1 deluded 

myself that my life as Martin. holding Pearl in my amis. was going to come one da! 

This was the name of m l  future, l f unm and Pearl. estb c. 19%. " (3 1 I ). 

The date 3976"  is a curious marker for Manin und Pearl. Martin's chest 

reconstruction surgery and Pearl's di sclosure both occur in 197 2. Martin's 

attempted rape of Pearl, an action that occurs on "the night of Pearl's secret," is not 

even recounted until chapter "1973," an action which ends with Pearl stained by 

Martin's phallic "fluids" (3 11). "Using al1 my strength, 1 took her thin wrists in my 

hands and pimed them down behind ber head [. . .] 1 could feel my two triangles of 

wounds tearing and starting to bleed [. . .] M y  blood came throueh the gauze and 

stained her" (3 I I ) .  Two important motifs emerge with this date: First. Mary's hiture 
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as Martin is iuilaiowable and unthinkable without Pearl. Her sense of herself, as 

Martin, does not exist without Pearl, an idedized white ferninine subject who 

functions to reflect and refract Martin. Recalling that there are no literal mirror 

scenes in Sacred Countrv, Pearl functions as Martin's metaphorical mirror withoiit 

which he fails to exist. Second, Pearl functions as a mirror which exists outside of 

linear time and that exists within traumatic, unconscious tirne as Mary. Even though 

Pearl refuses Martin's constructions of her (-'Al1 she kept saying was: "1 am not a 

thing. 1 am not a th i~ ip .  1 am not a thrnp!" [3 121). Pearl represents a temporal and 

geographical displacement for Martin. She is. up to this poini. the space referenced 

by the title of the novel: his socred c o m n ,  a future time and place from which he 

is now esiled. "Surgery alters tirne." Dr. Beales tells Martin just after he advises 

him to lrave England because "there is nothing left in Enaland that's precious to 

you any more [. . .] Go and find something new" (3 17). That new, which is a new 

time, place and. indeed, a new sacred country. is for Martin what it was for Stephen 

and Jess: an ontological space profoundly outside its oripn- temporal and 

geographical frames of reference. Like Sonny's, Mmin's identification with British 

masculinity has failed, especially since "England" is rlowly becorning a thing of the 

past, a shadowy simulacmm of its former glory. Even the land fails: "the land in 

Endand was turning against the farmer. It was so hred it refused to grow an'hing [. 

. .] It had been on the side of the famer for a thousand years and now it was on the 

side of min'' (286). "England [. . .] You mean to tell me England's still there?" s q s  

one Amencan, (301) less an observation and more an imperative echoed by 
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Martin's anival in Temessee: "1 no longer wait for time to pass [. . .] The past is 

another country" (340). 

If tirne is signified by space, then the space marked by "fem(rne)ininity" 

exists in an curious relation to reading temporalities. It is almost impossible to read 

Leslie Feinberg's novel Stone Butch Blues and not see a simila., yet more 

productive, gafting of fem(me)ininity ont0 and out of female masculinity. If, in The 

Weil and Sacred Country. fem(me)ininity becornes indistinguishable from - 

femininity, in SBB fem(me)ininity seems to be ariiculated in a time-space slippage 

and passes as radical lesbianjknrrnism instead. One of the biggest heartbreaks that 

Jess m u t  corne to t ems  with in the novel is her relationship with Theresa. Tliat 

corniltg to temu is announced in the begnning of the novel through the letter that 

sets the scene, as it  were, for the dramas that unfold later in the rea.  .L Hernrnings 

argues. the author of the letter acknowledges that Theresa, the former working-class 

femme to whom it is addressed, cotild be realized in any number of subjects and in 

any number of future class-based and sexual trajectories. She could be either 

"turning tricks," or "waiting tables" or "leaming Word Perfect 5.1" ( 1 1 ). She could 

also be in a lesbian bar, -'looking out of the corner" of her eye for the butchest 

woman in the room or she could be with women who, unlike Jess and Mary, "only 

bleed monthly on their cycles" (1  1 ). Finally, the letter-writer acknowledges, Theresa 

could be passing as heterosexual but still working-class, "lyng with an unemployed 

auto worker who is much more iike me" ( 1 1 ). 

As a slippery and indeterminate subjecr of either femininity or 

femfme)ininity. Theresa leaves Jess when Jesse decidcs to pass as a man and 
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Theresa refuses the non-consensual , im plied heterosexuaiity that accompanies 

passing. In that moment in - SBB. Theresa chooses the emerging lesbian-feminin 

separatist movement that provids a way for her to transcend her own past and the 

limitations of passing as heterosexual with Jess. "You were banished too," Jess 

writes, '30 another land with your own ses" (1  1). in as much as Mary was invisible 

and unthinkable, banished to a space-off outside of the text, so too are Theresa and 

the other femmes "from the old days" who remain subject to a masculine gaze and 

definition. Clearly, and even though Feinberg cm think fem(me)ininity in more 

complicated rems than Hall. femininity is still made visible in sexual terms only 

through the gaze, and then the presence, of a masculine subject, whether male or 

female In other uords. if the ferninine woman is not heterosexual before retuming 

the gaze as Hemrnings suggests, then neither is she lesbian (454). in narrative ter rns. 

this means that the femme is invisible as a queer sexual subject once she 1s out of 

the sight. or dors not retum the gaze, of the masculine woman (454). Theresa can be 

an) or al1 of the Theresa's named in the letter. especially when caught in Feinberg's 

gaze. 

Extra-textuaily, presuming such a place outside tert is even possible, SBB 

has been slightly more productive. Less than wo years after its publication. well- 

known lesbian poet Mnnie Bmce Pratt published a collection of vignettes called 

Sm (1995). Pratt's book finally senled gossipy rumours that she and Leslie 

Feinberg had become lovers. What initially functioned as a network of 

information-that is, what was to become a very public love story with both autliors 

undertaking book tours with the other, etc.-eventually becarne a much larger 
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incitement to reverse-discourse and to what 1 have calling onto-perforniorive and 

meru-reoniculazions. In other words, the event of SBB has grafted that invisible 

subject of fem(me)ininity onto masculinity from which fem(me) eventually 

separates. 

S/HE is a collection of photo-poetic snapshots that is hailed by and writes 

back to Stone Butch Blues. Ratt writes about the ways in which she reads herself 

into Stone Butch Blues and, conversely. the way Stone Butch Blues is productive of 

her desire. Of a particularly memorable and public reading where Pratt heard 

Feinberg read excerpts from SBB. Ratt wites the following: 

Standing in the pit of the auditorium. you are someone 1 don't know yet. 

handsome in siky shin and tie, hair clipped close almost as skin on your 

fine-boned head. You read a story about bar raids in the 'SOS, a d a w  

scene on the Street between a butch just released from jail and the 

woman who has waited for her, who now smooths her shirt and mourns 

the bloodstains that wiII never wash out. As you read, 1 am the woman 

who touches the shin. startled to be so translated to a place 1 think I've 

never been [. . .] in the dim light of the auditorium. you see me standing 

in your past. (65 j 

Acknowledging that she is not a "femme from the old days," Pratt resists and repudiates 

Feinberg's mis-reading of her in letten, '30 write to correct you. to esplain about my 
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lesbian-feminist coming-out" (65). Nevertheless, Pratt remains hailed and S / H E  

becomes one of the fird texts to delineate fern(me)inity outside of a masculine gaze.'* 

Curiously, this particulas scenario fiom SBB is referenced repeatedly, where a 

woman or femme, depending on who is telling the story, waits for the butch just 

released from jail and whose shirt is covered with bloodstains. In Jess's letter at the 

beginning of the book, Jess writes: ''1 remember when we got outside to the parking lot 

you stopped and put your hands on my shoulders and avoided my eyes. You gently 

rubbed the bloody places on my shirt and said, T l l  never get these Stains out.' Damn 

anyone who thinks that means you were relegated in life to wonying about my ring- 

around-the-collar" ( 1 O). Like Man; in The Well. who similarly undertook the task of 

mending Stephen's clothing. one of the primary sipifiers of masculinity, Theresa in the 

novel, and Ratt. reading herself into the scene, seem to organize their desire around 

masculinity's most visible signs, clothing. What makes this panicular realization of 

fem(me)ininity slightly differenr is its ironic relation to the narratives of femininity 

"Ring around the collar" is a phrase fiom a television commercial which sold a nain 

20 Other texts ba t  aniculate femme outside of or challenge a masculine gaze include 
the film Bound (1996); Joan Nestle's new collection of essays called A Fragile Union 
(1 998), where she discloses that her new lover is femme: poetry, short fiction and 
performance pieces by Toronto artist Anna Camilleri, formerlp of Vancouver's 
performance troupe Taste ïhis, whose collection of work Bovs Li ke Her ( 1998) 
explores fem(me)ininity and female rnasculinity without radical othering; and, most 
recently award winning short film maker (PreMenstmoi S~ottMg [USA 19973 and & 
Minutes of Femme TV [USA 19981) Machiko Saito. "Super Hero" by Camilleri and 
Saito's work are particularly notewonhy as they both not on- articulate fem(me)ininity 
outside of masculine gaze, but they also aggressively challenge and assault that gaze so 
much that the viewer has liale choice but to either endure shattering violent images, or 
look away. Sadly, al1 of these works, which are equaily referenced by the term rmns 
gendered (no hyphen to mggest that they defamiliarise and reaniculate work that I have 
reconfigured as tram-gendered) are beyond the scope of this work but constitute an 
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removal product, and whose narrative spun around the neurosis of a white middle- 

class suburban housewife who womed constantly about the obviousness of sweat stains 

on her husband's white work-shirts. Of course, the sain on the butch's white shirt is a 

blood stain, left there afier yet another brutal beating, and it signifies daily and yet 

unavoidable trauma. The femme's ironic resignification of this popular advertising 

jingo both queen and eroticizes gender in the face of a daily onslaught of hostilities. It 

also witnesses female masculinity's wlnerabilities in a context where, as 1 have 

suggested already, such wlnerabilities appear in what Biddy Martin calls a mediated 

form that carefullp orchestrates and limits the conditions for contact (4 1 ). 

You ran a bath for me with sweet-smelling bubbles. You laid out a frcsli 

pair of white BVD's and a T-shirt for me and lefi me aione to wash off 

the f i n t  layer of sharne. 1 remember, it was always the sarne. 1 uould put 

on the briefs. and then I'd j u s  p t  the T-shirt over my head and you 

would find some reason to corne into the bathroom. to ger something or 

put something away. in a glance, you would memorize the wounds on 

m y body like a road map. (Feinberg 9) 

if gender is, as Butler suggests, the repeated stylization of the body. then 

hererogendered desire is a fairly precise and culturally prescribed stylization and 

eroticisation of psycholo~cal processes (Butler 1991,25; Martin 41). In al1 of the 

texts under consideration in this project, masculinity is represented as a 

woundedness where it manages the presentation of that wlnerability without being 

reduced to it, and ultimately controls it by orchestrating and limiting the ternis of 

- - 

important and emergent rearticulation of fem(rne)ininity beyond the limits and control 
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contact and attachrnent (Martin 43). Fem(me)ininity, at least as it is imagined by 

a masculine gaze, is represented as possessing a stoic and quiet strength that tends 

and wimesses those wounds. As Biddy Martin suggests, it is masculinity's greatest 

humph to prevail over those same vulnerabilities and dependencies: 

Like the Lost Boys, the wounded putch] is inhibited from making it 

completely alone; he expresses a need and a longin?, a loss that 

primarily [ .  . . ] the girls [ .  . . ]  c m  help heal, by synpathinng. 

admiring, and woming. [His] wound accowits for his dependence on 

others without jeopardizing his capacih for independence and 

heroics. To suni ve and flourish, he m ust. after all. retum to the game 

and prevail-prevail not only over his opponents but also over his 

own vulnerabilities and his dependence on otliers. (10) 

hdeed, this ma! well be the case of that which is excluded or which cannot appear 

in gender identifications, signified in SBB by the bracketed and femininng 'e' on 

Jesse when Jess is passing as male, retuming to constitue desire. Or. to phrase this 

as Butler has, "That which is excluded For a gken gender presentation to 'succeed' 

may be precisely what is played out sexually" ( 199 1' 25). In this case. what retums 

are masculine dependencies and fem(me) semal power. 

Later, in bed, pou held me gently, caressing me everyhere. the 

tenderest touches reserved for the places 1 was h m  [. . ] Yoii didn't 

flirt with me right away, knowing I wasn't confident enough to feel 

sexy But slowly you coaxed my pride back out again by shouing me 

of rnasculinity. 
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how much you wanted me. You knew it would take you weeks 

again to melt the stone [. . .] Only you could melt this stone. (Feinberg 

9-1 1) 

If Halbentarn is correct in arguing that the best way to discem masculinity is 

by analyzing it at a distance from the body authonzed to perform it  (the discursively 

produced male body), then the subjects of female masculinity remain bound by the 

same contradictions as male embodied masculinity (2). There is a contradiction 

which Functions to constitute the male subject, and that is the imprrative to no! ~ L J  

the frntrriine (the object of desire) but to successfully idenruj, with the nlascvlrnr 

which. because of a profound ambivalence, is not fully possible either. The problem 

is that men of any gender must find a way to become different men than ihe 

generation before them in order to di fferent iate themselves from. even ovenhrou . 
the father. But in al1 of these novels. fathers, including the anstocratic father of The 

Well. have a way of destroying themselves (Sonny) or being destroyed by social - 
conditions (Jess's father). Thus. it seems that assening power over the father 

becomes a productive irnpossibility. Martin ultirnately fails to accornplish this 

assertion but, also, decides not to return to England for complete sex reassipnent 

surgeq. Like Stephen, he refuses the command from medical and psychiarric 

discourse to fully align power, heteronormativity and anatomy. Unlike Stephen, 

Martin makes the No Man's Land between genders quo countnes his oun .wcrcd 

country. 

Stems sends me a command. He says: T s  time to corne home. It's 

time to go on with your life." He believes 1 should have what he calls 
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"reconmctive surgery." He thinks 1 am one of the few female-to- 

male transsexuals for whom the creation of a penis is of cntical 

importance. This penis [would bel real flesh, my flesh, moved and 

sculpted [. . .] Stems believes that 1 will never be happy until I am 

capable of [being a woman's lover]. [. . .] He thinks this is what 1 

keep dreaming about [. . .] 1 tell Stetns in a letter that 1 have no desire 

to retum to England. (352-53) 

What Martin keeps dreaming about is revealed in the novel 's ending 

Where Jess and Stephen's birth parents fa11 out of the picture, Martin's mother 

remains an integral part of the text and, indeed of Martin. In fact, her first words to 

Martin end the text: "Tomorrow was the word 1 kept using. I'd say: 'Tomorrow. 1 

will do something about Mary"' (362). Estelle decides to wite  a message on a 

home-made greeting card, although we do not know for sure that she actually sends 

i t .  The act of writing the card is a complex one for Estelle, who similarly fails to 

find an adequate laquage with which to speak but who nevertheless names Martin 

in a second-person, epistolary speech act. 

It is easier to wite a greetings card in the mind than it is to actually 

wi te ir. The message in the mind can always be altered. It can go 

through any number of invisible revisions. It could be metaphoncal 

or fantastical [. . .] The act of witing it has changed it. It icn't really 

what you meant io Say. It isn't even a greeting. I stare at it. 1 read it 

again and again and again. until the words have no meaninp at d l :  

"Dear Manin, Please forgive me. I hope you can. From Our  mother. 
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It doesn't look as though it's been wrinen by a mad person but only 

by a woman with no imagination. (362-63) 

But words do have meaning, especiaily the word Martin. While Estelle does write 

the word Marhn, the world of Martin does not supercede the reality of Mary in the 

same way that in SBB Al will supercede the world of dlbson. The supposedly real 

and self-evident world continues to be privileged over the supposedly non-visible 

and Estelle, whose narne means gzridrng srar, fails to reconcile with Martin. 

Where Martin's "No" fates him to almost complete social isolation. Jess's 

failure to fully become a man evennially acts as a catalyst for socialiry Jess's 

ultimate rejection of masculinity does not end the novel. in a moment of profound 

crisis where s/he could no longer see he!rself in a mirror, s/he remembers bot11 

heirself, but also Stephen, in the mirror, "the child who couldn't be catalogied [. . .] 

1 saw her standing in front of her oan  mirror, in her fatlier's suit" (222). Those 

necessary and, 1 argue. productive conceptual failures. the inability to be caraloped 

or languaged, would be undermined if Jess continued heir transition into manhood. 

Jess does not r e m  to an originary beginning. She heirself realizes that d e ,  in 

fact. could not "go home. 1 wasn't traveling bacbard.  1 was hunling forward 

toward a destination 1 couldn't see" (223). That destination is in a queer New York 

that emerges post-Iesbian-feminism, a time and place unimapnable to Jess, one 

both outside the novel's fmne of reference and still strangely anticipated by its 

meta-textual ending. "Was it rny imagination or were a few of the Young women 
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butch, a few femme?" It is precisely this butch-femme community that appeared 

during the late 1980s and early 1990s that was to cal1 Stone Butch Blues their own. 

Even though Jess remains a figure out of time, she eventually works to find 

fhends and employment in New York. He/r community is built around Ruth, a 

male-ro-/enme  ans-sexual woman, while she also finds employment as a 

typesetter. Jess is able to work with Ruth to resolve questions that rernain 

inarticulate. Where once Jess was unable to find her  way into language and 

representation ("There's things that happened to me because I'm a he-she that I've 

never talked about (. . . ]  I've never had the words [. . .] 1 needed my own words" 

275)- Sne is able to now find a way to re-present heirself and he!r past. Where Jess 

lived in a world where he/r identity existed outside of language and text. he!r work 

as a t-qesetter, setting type in relief and in the proper order for pnnting, provides for 

heh entry into the spbo l i c  order. Just as Jess lived on the boundaries which 

regulate normative gender identities and function as their inverse opposi te. so shc 

now works at nighi setting in relief the code which made printed lanpage possible. 

"At ni& 1 lived inside the coding strings. my face illurninaied by the ghoaly light 

of the terminal. The code phrases became my poem. The curves of type against 

space sang to me: the melody meant everything, the words meant very linle" (263). 

Jess laboirrs to manifest histories-the very ones that produce heir-to materialize 

that which hnctions as a necessary Other to heterononnative cultures. "At work, 

when everyone else is at lunch. I've been typesetting al1 the history that I've found. 

tlying to make it look as important as it feels to me. That is what 1 want to leave 

behind" (27 1 ). 



Jess is able to take the inverted and abject shadows of the world and 

reveal them as an important pan of the machineries that allow the so-called "real" 

to function as the real. One of the most profound scenes in the novel occurs when 

Iess visits Butch Al in a mental asylum. The shadows compete with the supposedly 

'teal" when Jess manipulates the master's tools by passing as "Ailison's nephew" to 

cal1 Al back for one last goodbye (Lorde 1984 1 22). Both of these worlds compete 

in this scene for dominance even as Allison eclipses Butch Al. 

Al was locked up in a fortress [. . .] "Al," I said softly. 1 looked 

around, but no one was paying any attention to us [. . . ]  "Al. it's me 

Jess. Maybe -ou don't recognize me, but maybe i t  you looked at me 

you would." Al didn't move [. . .] I put my hand ever so pently on 

P 1's am and looked long and hard at her profi le. (287) 

in that moment. Allison continues to eclipse Al jus as the real eclipsed the shadow, 

and as Martin continues to be drsappeared by Mary in z. An old woniart, not butch 

Al, sits tied to a hospital chair and Jess(e) almost completely gives up on seeinp he!r 

mentor Ai. 

"l'm sorry," 1 said, "forgive me, Ai. This was selfish. I didn't realize 

until just now [. . .] Go back to wherever you go. I'm s o q . "  (288) 

But in that moment, Butch Al reappean out of Allison's body. 

"It's OK, kid," a familiar old friend's voice said. 'It's alright." 1 

looked up and saw Butch Al miling at me. The tears arearned down 

my face. She wiped them with one hand [. . .] T o u  look nice." she 

said. "Cm anybody else see you. or just me?" "I'm real. but only you 
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can see me." Ai nodded and turned back to the window. "We're 

from the old days." An emotional storm cloud passed over her face. 

"Leave the old days alone. Don't bring me back, I'm dead." (. . -1 

"Al," 1 said, but her spirit had left like the wind slarnming a door 

shut. "Al?" [But] she's gone. (288) 

In a dream that tums Plato's allegory of the cave inside out by suggesting that the 

world outside the cave is only 'real" if its inverted and necessary Other is not. Jess 

rearticulates the ternis of the s h a d o ~ y  and supposedly un-wol world around heir 

relative to the world that uhe and Al were necessary to but from which they were 

e~cluded. '~ 

There were people al1 around who were different like me. We could 

al1 see our rcflections in the faces of those who sat in this circle [ . .] 

One of the oldest in the circle caught my eyes [. . .] She held up an 

object . 1 understood I was supposed to accept the redness of this 

object. 1 looked more closely. I t  was the ring that the Dineh women 

@fted me with as an infant. [. . .] She pointed to the circle die ring 

cast on the pround. 1 nodded, acknowledging that the shadow was as 

real as the ring. Shr srniled and waved her hand in the space betwern 

the ring and irs shadow. Isn 't dus dstoncr also mal7 She indicated 

our circle. 1 looked at the faces around me. 1 foIlowed the shadow of 

- - - - -- 

21 The validity of those shadows is anticipated by Stone Butch Blue's front cover 
image that shows Leslie Feinberg in negative. That is, the cover photopph on the back 
shows a flat-chested Feinberg standing at a podium while the front cover appears to be a 
negative of a close-up photogaph of Feinbeq. The photographs, relative to each other. 
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her hand against the wall of the hut, seeing for the first tirne the 

shadows surrounding us [. . .] Aren 't rhese con>iected, she asked 

woràfessiy? (300-1) 

Jess's letter to Theresa which prefaces the novel but which is actually 

written at its end marks the emergence of a different time and place, one whose 

fiame of reference is both remembered and memorialized by Feinberg's novel. The 

irony of the reception of Stone Butch Blues is that i t  also helped to reanimate butch- 

femme cultures as it loops back through these archives. Curiousl y, though, Jess 

functions, in the end, as both subjected to and alienated bu that sarne world. Late in 

the novel, Jess emerges f?om a subway entrance to hear a gay and lesbian 

dernonsnation. Jess eventually speaks at that rail' which, as man' trans-sexual 

theorists document and which Jess alludes to, both welcomes and excludes subjects 

such as hex. The irony of Jess's impromptu speech at the rally 1s that she  still must 

articulate, that is, language he/rself, OUI of the binds of even queer misreadings to be 

intelligible. "The woman who was chairing looked at me. 'Did you want to speak?' 

1 nodded, di- with anxiety. 'C'mon up, brother,' she urged me." Jess begins he r  

speech with yet another in a long series of onto-perfonnative articulations. only this 

one functions as a repudiation first: "I'm not a gay man" (296). Those misreadings 

are the begnnings of new disiden tifications, articulations, alliances. 

"My name's Beatrice. 1 redly like what you said." 1 shook her hand 

and found her power in the sureness of her gnp. "You been out a 

long time, huh?" she asked me. 1 didn't know if she meant how long 

show that a photogaph (as representation. as text) cannot materiaiize without the 
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I'd been gay or how long I'd nood and watched the gay movement 

fiom the outside. Both were m e .  (297) 

Like The Well, both Sacred Countw and Stone Butch Blues remain bound 

by their discursive frames of reference and dialogic articulations. They are 

conaituted, however, at Ieast to a certain extent, by a collapse of the temporal and 

geographical moments out of which their subjects emerge. While it might be 

excessive to Say that each narrative marks the end of history. i t  is entirely possible 

that the' both mark the end of historical iime as their subjects experience i t .  Each of 

these subjects by necessity dis-articulates and re-articulates the ternis of i ts own 

unthinkability, unleaming the supposedly self-ebident certainties of the genders 

overdetermined by the sew'gender system and replacing them with whar that system 

needs to repudiate in order to function. Manin and Jess both accomplish what was 

unthinkable for Stephen Gordon as he stood in  front of his mirror attempting to 

language himself out of the shadows and into existence. Martin and Jess both refuse 

the impossibil ities of supposedly sel f-evident certainties. Ail through Sacred 

Counrw. Walter. who, like Mary, similarly escapes Swaithey to transfomi himself 

into something new-a counny music star-puns on the instabilities and multiple 

meanings associated with the word "countq." Referencing both nation and a 

particular genre of Amencan rural Song Walter's world of country music mirron 

Mary Martin's quest to escape but also to contest the limitations of a language that 

daims she cannot exist. "Country" music becomes a metaphor for the process of 

self-invention, the limitations of which Martin unthinks. As Mamn prepares to 
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sacred country (Tennessee, U.S.A.), he reuniies with Walter, who gives him the 

names of fhendly places in Nashville. "You go in there and hang around. People are 

kinder there," Walter tells Martin. When Martin asks why, Walter responds that it is 

because "they are country people." "Swaithey people are 'country people'," 

responds Martin, confused about what exactly it is that Walter references by the 

term counrry Walter explains to Martin that he means -'countryœ* to s i p i e  not only 

a geographical entity but also a lifestyle and identity (country and western music 

people). Walter maps both of these meanings-that is, country and music culture 

and England as the old past country-onto regirnes of knowledge, a re-charting that 

allows Martin to hope that his h v a l  in NashMlle will miculate new possibilities. 

"It's not the same. Swaithey people think they know things. The? think they've pot 

everything mapped out. Country Music isn't about knowing things, it's about 

knowing nothing and discovering everything for the first time" (267). 

By the end of the novel. Martin's refusal of complete reassignment surgery 

allows him to remap gender, starting with his oun intenexed status, neither one 

gender nor the other but both from an imaginary No Man's Land. Whereas Stone 

Butch Blues ends with Jess unwning once again with hi@ to work as a union 

organizer in the ci. (299). Sacred Countrv retums Martin to an almost isolated life 

on a small Tennessee work fann. The WelI and Stone Butch Blues end with 

different visions of cornmuni- each doing dtfferent kinds of cultural work. in 

Hall's text, the vision is one where Stephen, as both invert and artist, imagnes his 

prophetic role as authonzed by "the quick, the dead, and the yet unbom [. . .] she 
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could see their maned and reproachfùl faces with the haunted, rnelancholy eyes 

of the invert-eyes that had looked too long on a world that lacked d l  pity and ail 

understanding" (436). Stephen emerges from bis vision with his purpose as artist 

clearly defined: "there was only one voice, one demand; her own voice into which 

those millions had entered [. . .] 'Give us aiso the right to our existence!' " (437). 

Similarly, Jess writes he!r letter to Theresa and sends i t  to the Lesbian Herstory 

Archive in New York City, established by Joan Nestle whose own w~itings helped 

to theorize and authenticate butch-femme sexual cultures. Stone Butch Blues also 

ends with Jess working as a union organizer to ally with union men and women in a 

class-based infrastructure to labour across di fferences within class. Duffy, Jess's 

long time union organizer. narrates his own violent enperiences w i t h  a communist 

panic. similar to the moral panic that Jess fought against. " 'Got red-baited out of 

the bindery where we used to work.' D u f ~  explained. ' 1  pt kind of bumed out, 

drank too much. Then 1 quit dnnking and got that job organizing. and I'm still 

working for the same union"' (298). 

if SBB ends with the image of a union across differences as a solution to a 

communist panic, then ends with an entirely different kind of union. 1 have 

wntten above that ends with Manin living an "almost" isolated life on a fm in 

a wishful nowhere found in Tennessee to foreground rn y own ideological occlusions 

when reading this text. in an earlier draft of this section, I had misread where Martin 

actuall y lives. If being May means living in an alien body complete with the two 

white egg-like substance5 on her chest, then to be Martin means not only to no 

longer have breaas but to, metaphorically, change colour. That is, gender changes. 
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at least those which transforms biay into Martin, are racialized in this text. 

While living in Tennessee, Martin becomes a labourer on the f m  of an old white 

judge, Judge Riveaux, a place that reminds Martin of his father's farm in Swaithey: 

'*There's no garden, just as there was no real garden at Swaithey" (348). Martin 

agrees to work for Judge Riveaux aiongside his other f m  labourers, a black 

couple, Jeremiah and Beulah and their two children. What's significant about this 

family is that Jeremiah, a name which seems dramatically out of place in the 1970s 

in Tennessee, becomes Manin's immediate boss. Seeming as if they have just 

stepped out of a Faulkner novel, Jererniah and Beulah speak in a broken Englisli 

while working beside Martin: " 'An' she' right. 1 got some reasons. One reason 1 pt 

is her [Beulah]. An' Mrs Riveaux, Miz Judge. she always did evep  way treat me 

fair" (35 1 ). Jeremiah and Beulah have become a kind of substitute fami l y for Martin 

as he begms and ends his days working as if he were black labourer,sen.ant on the 

estate of a white patnarch in the southem United States. For Martin, Arnerica 

becomes a utopic, imaginaq and sacred country of rebirth. 

The subjects of female mascutinity articulate selCselves as that which esists 

in that gap between body and the flesh, in the space between the real and the 

shadow. These formerly impossible but new subjects are no longer rnarked b- 

Stephen's long scar across his forehead but, instead, are a new gender marked by 

sacred scars across their chests. These are the telling and productive failures of 

fernale masculinity where butches and Ams function in a "countq'' where al1 men 

fail but only a few are man enough to enjoy it. 



POSTSCRIPT: BOYS 00 CRY. 

NOTES TOWriRD A RADICAL (RE)THIFiKING OF THE POLITICS OF GENDER 

1. HiIaty Swunk, Bovs Don 't Crv and Bodies in CrisIr 

In his review of Bovs Don't Cm, J.  Hoberman, writes, 

Coproduced by the tireless Christine Vachon, Boys Don? ('y has a 

family resemblance to I Shot rlnc!r. Warhol. which she produced in 1 996 

(both produced by the production Company Killer Films]. Like the 

Warhol film, Boys Don't C n  is a polished first feature, npped fiom the 

headlines and constructed around a stellar stunt performance. More 

cmcially, borh movies are intelligently glarnorous evocations of sexual 

insurrection. But where Valerie Solanas the antiheroine of l Shoc An& 

Uiorl~ol was her own ideologue, the surreal being at the hem of Bq-.\. 

Don'f C'y left no text behind [ .  . .). (n.p.) 

The understated but very successful film by firn time director and Columbia University 

film student, Kimberly Peirce, won not only critical acclaim but mass media atrention 

when its lead actress, Hilary Swank, won an Academy Award and became "a household 

name [. . .] and the toast of the t o m  as one of the moa acclaimed actresses of the year" 

(Hollywood.com web site). On the night of the 2000 Academy Awards, female 

masculinity, the events in Falls City, Nebraska of December 3 1. 1993, and the dyamic 
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duo of Swank and Peirce took centre stage. "We have arrived!" was the banner email on 

one trans-gender/trans-sexual listserv the next moming. 

Such an arriva1 makes Hoberman's assertion that "the surreal being at the heart 

of this film lefl no text behind" even more ironic. Disregardhg the adjective surml  as 

text, it is obvious that there is not an absence of text about this being but rather, a wild 

proliferation of discourse, an excess of texts-in fact so many competing, contradictory 

and sometimes acnmonious texts that they confound even rny attempts to avoid those 

discourses by, at least ternporarily, not narning this subject. To name this subject is to 

hail i t  into subjectivity and discourse; but naming c m  also threaten closure and 

summary. To refer to our subject as "he, Brandon Teena" is to surel y evoke one text, 

Brandon as a boy, as a heterosexual boy, an assignation dramatically different from "she, 

Teena Brandon," lesbian passing as a boy, or "f ie ,  Tenna Brandon," butch dyke, or "he. 

Billy Teena," the '~ailer-park Romeo," al1 actual narnes that this subject used ar 

different tirnes in his ancüor her young life. As I explained in my introductory section 

when 1 discussed the four community events, these are precisely the same knowledge 

producing and discursive operations that invest subjectivities with contradictory 

currency . 

in her acceptance speech at the Academy Awards, H i l q  S w n k  made an 

important interventionhtemption in this scenario by euloping the political text she 

thinks our subject lefi behind: "And last, but certainly not least, 1 want to thank Brandon 

Teena for being such an inspiration ro us d l .  His legacy lives on through our movie to 

remind us to always be ourselves, to follow our hearts. to not conform. 1 pray for the day 
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when we not only accept our di fferences, but we actuall y celebrate our diversity ." Swank 

was, of course, acknowledging the price Brandon paid for bequeathing that legacy. By 

the end of the week irnrnediately following the Academy Awards, Swank was sharply 

criticized by Brandon's mother for using maie pronouns to refer to Brandon. Swank 

quickly responded to her criticism by issuing a public apoloe  to Brandon's famjly for 

supposedly "miaepresenting" him by using a masculine pronoun (Toronro Star, Sunday, 

Apri12,2000). 

Similarly, Peirce, as filmmaker, is not without controversy: currently her work is 

drawing legal protests both from the people whose lives and real names she uses in the 

film and from Aphrodite Jones, a joumalist who wrote a nonfiction book about 

Brandon's life and death, and who claims she owns the "life rights" of the major 

characters in the narrative ( 1996). Jones owns the legal right to tell the worhng-class 

stories of the Brandon family, the ~ i s d e l '  sisters and the other major players in the stoe 

of Brandon's life and death. If Jones does not get paid first, no one c m  be paid. 

including the actors in BDC but also, for instance, the Tisdel sisten, who signed story 

rights over to Jones. Despite the class-based gaze of this story evident in descriptors like 

"Romeo and Juliet in a uailer-park," the ownership of these "life stories" inflects this 

situation with class politics right fiom the start (Ebert n.p.). While Jones' book was the 

first, she paid for ber rights in an economy where it seemed no one would be concemed 

about what happened in Falls City, where these workingclass lives are measured in 

' To avoid confusion benveen Luna Tisdrl the character in Bovs Don't Cry and Lana Tisdel 
the actual person, 1 will use "Lana" when refemng to the character and "Tisdel" when 
refemng to the figure on whom "Lana*' is ioosely based. 
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dollar-values al1 the time. The former sentiment proved wrong, but the latter remains 

profoundly and ironically accurate. 

One of these characters who no longer owns the right to her own stoy is Lana 

Tisdel, Brandon's lover, who also has filed suit against Peirce. Her chief complaints 

about Peirce's movie are that it puts her at the scene of the murders and shows her doing 

little to help aftenvard; Tisdel also claims ba t  the final love scene in the film between 

Lana and Brandon is a fiction which implies she is a lesbian, something she continues to 

deny (Beaird n.p.). 1 will retum to a discussion of Lana a bit later in this Postscnpt. At 

this point, 1 want to flag the differences between Lana Tisdel as a character in the film 

and Lana Tisdel as the actual off-screen person who was Brandon's lover. Peirce's film 

Follows unwittingly in the same footsteps as Feinberg and Hall in the sense that readings 

of their work suffer from a blumng of reality and fiction, in so far as these can be 

separated. While almost al1 of my dissertation has explored prose narrative, 1 am draun 

to Peirce's film because it shares tropes, codes, discourses and voices with the three 

prose narratives: more importantly, i t  works those codes and tropes through the same 

discourses of race, class and gender, a reorganization that foregrounds the function of the 

gaze in mediating ideologies, subjectivities and narratives. 

Confusions over Brandon emerge at two other places. A recent A&E Americon 

Justice rniai-documentary i n t e ~ e w e d  one member of the jury that con~lcted Tom 

Nissen and John Lutter for murdering Brandon, who talked about the profound 

conhisions caused by the lack of a stable referent. To be specific, that juror discussed the 

ways that the shifting pronouns in the coumoom aimost resulted in a "hung jury." Some 
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folks refened to Teena; some to Brandon; other folks talked about the deceased as a 

"he," some as a "she;" many times, the jury had to stop the proceedings to ask for 

clarification about who was actually referenced by the pronoms. In the film Bovs Don't 

&, this kind of heteroglossia plays out in different ways. h an early scene in the film, 

for example, Brandon, who is already passing as male, defends a potential love interest 

against the unwanted advances of a very large man in a bar. Seconds before the man 

throws the first punch at Brandon, he yells, "you got to be kiddmg you little fag." The 

confused epithet marks Brandon as a site where queer identities, unbeknownst to the 

characters in the narrative corne full circle to a dialogc heterosexuality: it also marks 

Brandon's success at creating a vensimilitude of sofi heterosexual masculinity, an 

identity overdetermined as failed masculinity. 

ïhe destabilized and destabil izing pronoun referents of an y conversation about 

Brandon reveal the complexities of the texts that Brandon left behind, and the challenges 

that those texts create for the relationships between langage, subjectivities and bodies. 

As border wars, they demonstrate the overdetermined link between narrative and truth. 

Nurnerous filmmakers are seekmg to present different versions of Brandon's narrative. 

These versions compete not only for ownership of the dead but also for the means of 

reproducing the so-called tmth about Brandon. The film-makers of The Brandon Teena 

Stow fight with Kimberly Peirce in the pages of the gay magazine, The ..ldvocote. over 

who has told the "real" story of Brandon. Susan Muska and Greta Olafsdottir claim BDC 

lacks a moral point of view and a political critique of what happened to Brandon. As it 

tums out, Muska and Olafsdottir themselves had optioned and sold the rights to their 
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documentary to Hollywood producer Don Murphy, a project also eclipsed by Peirce's 

film; apparently they are not pleased with the success of BDC (Glitz n.p. ). 

The recent disputes over Brandon Teena's textuaiity ailow me to retum to the 

argument I outlined in my introduction. Both Brandon and Peirce's film are situated 

discursively within No Man's Land where "authentic" masculinity is under dispute and 

where the supposedly self-evident relation between male subjectivity, physicality and 

power is contested. In this Postscript, I want to do a number of thinp. Firn, 1 reiterate 

my argument that in the No Man's Land between lesbian masculinity, fians-sexual 

rnasculinity and (for lack of a better term, where that lack is sigificant) niale 

ntuscuhry. subjects only temporarily secure meaning by evoking and then repuchating 

one of the others. Second, 1 want to recall that three people were killed in that fannhouse 

on December 3 1 ,  1993: Candace, Brandon and Phillip Devine, a o u n g  black man who 

was a lover of Lana Tisdel's sister, Leslie. Phillip's death is not depicted in Bovs Don't 

m. It  is important to theorize this racial occlusion and to secure it within the operations 

of white supremacy. Finally, 1 want to retum bnefly to the question that haunts this 

entire project-that is, the ways in which masculinity is imbricated with femininity and, 

in the case of female masculinitv, with femme. My argument throughout this project 

remains simple: to name the film's subjects, like any of the subjects in the texts under 

discussion, with even the srnailest and apparentiy most self-evident sipifiers available 

in language-that is, with a pronoun-is to overdetermine that subject as text, as 

subjectivity, in discourse. 
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Operations of language both rely on but resist, c l a h  but refuse, subjectivity at 

the moment of its most profound but most productive derisions-something that began 

with late nineteenth-century sexology. Hoberman's assertion no~thstanding,  Brandon 

functions as a meta-text, always already overdetermined as text but, at the same time, 

putting that text into cnsis. To frame this axiom slightly differently: the utterance of a 

pronoun c m  be likened to paroie which simultaneously references langue, that 

supposedly transcendental ground which secures the meaning of the parde in the body. 

Once named. each pronoun as signifier (that is, "he, Brandon Teena" or "she, Teena 

Brandon") does at l e s t  two kinds of cuItura1 work: each functions as the h i t i on  and 

limit of the discourses undenmiting the sedgender system . But each utterance also 

functions to radically intempt those discourses-an interruption that s ipals  the entry 

into the mainstream of subcultural identities and categories. This entrance is marked by a 

non-linear temporality (Foucault reminds us that "discourse is not life; its time is not 

yours;" [guoted in Butler 1993,2231) and by a parasitic deconstructive senes of 

operations which illustrate Bakhtin's assertion that "when one finds a word, one finds it 

already inhabited [. . .] every thought, feeling and experience must be refracted through 

the medium of someone else's discourse, someone else's style, someone else's manner 

[so much so that] alrnost no word is without its intense sideward glace at someone 

else's" (1984,202-203). While that occupation of language in No Man's Land proved 

fatal for Brandon, it provides important texts to both think and unrhrnk. 

But let me up the anre on these discursive battles. If, in No Mans Land, we cm 

no longer use the body as a foundational parantor of gender, and if we can no longer 
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measure the former by the latter, or vice versa, then what secures the other performances 

of geoder which are the secondary effects of that supposed foundation-identities such 

as lesbian, butch, femme, heterosexual? What is it that might distinguish lesbian from 

wornan, ms-sexual masculinity from butch rnasculinity, trans-sexual man fiom bio- 

boy, lesbian femininity from heterosexual fernininity? Performances of masculinity, 

female and othenvise. in Bovs Don't C ~ J  foreground its many registers. Recall that 

Sedgwick names these registers threshold effects, places where incrementai rnovement 

dong one dimension (say for instance. Brandon as a butch lesbian) suddenly appears as 

a variable on an entirely different dimension (Brandon as a heterosexual boy). In terms 

of gender, Sedgwick advises, it is sometimes necessary to cross over the threshold of one 

thing (lesbian masculinity), or flip its nvitch from on to off, in order to register on 

another scale completely (heterosexual masculinity). in her performance of female 

masculinity in BDC, Swank accomplishes reainess eflcls akin to those of the drag kings 

who create an illusion or simulacrurn of a reality that is better or more real than the so- 

called original. Part of the surprise of her performance is that it accomplishes this 

without the layerlng that often helps drag kings to achieve verkirnilinide. Unlike man', 

but not dl. drag kings, Swank seems to identify as female and feminine; she had to tind 

her way onto a map of masculinity2, and then enter a portal to female masculinity, and 

Again, one of the things that marks Swank's performance of masculinity as redistic but 
which confuses "Hilaj '  and "Brandon" in the senice of an anti-transphobic and anti- 
homophobic agenda is the, by now, well-homi fact that she prepared for the role by 
"actuaily" passing as a boy in her persona1 life. i n t e ~ e w s  with Swank always focus on how 
she bonowed her husband's clothing and accompanied him to social events as "Hilary's" 
brother. Swank also taiks about losing weight to make her body seem more boyish but she 
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then "switch off' in order to register as simpl y masculine. Ln other words, to roughl y 

rearticulate Sedgwick, the rheostat that might adjust the searnless gradations from 

femininity to female masculinity to, in this case, heterosexual masculinity ("man") 

seemingly had to be intempted by the odoff switch of wornan first, lesbian second 

(Sedgwick 1995, 18). 

Lf, as 1 have been arguing, the body is not the stabilizer of gender, then what is? 

Butler, Sedgwick, S. Hall, Bakhtin, and many others might agree that one of the most 

frequently used stabilizers of gender is discourse and, specifically, narrative. Subjects 

either recognize or misrecognize themselves in fernininities and masculinities that 

conaitute us and that we, in Nm, re-articulate (Sedgwick 1995, 19). In an undergraduate 

English course called "Recent Women's Fiction," in which 1 taught Sacred Countw, 1 

posed two questions to my students: 1 ."Will 1 be able to recognize myself if! was not 

my gender" and 2. "How do you know you are your gender?" One of the more 

interesthg answers was: "identity is like an image of younelf that you want to move 

towards. This is what I was thinking about in class when you asked how do any of -ou 

know you are o u r  gender? My immediate response was, well 1 know I'm a girl cause 1 

know that 1 want to be a girl. and it's a constant working towards that image of what 1 

want to be, while recognising i: as a desire, not a stable core." In BDC, Brandon 

recopizes himself as boy through a negation: "I'm not a dyke" which also rneans "1 am 

not a woman." As we proceed to watch him watch himself in mirron, comb his hair in a 

more masculine way, bind his breasts and auff his pants on two different occasions with 

also recalls how difficult it was to find a hair stylist who would cur her apparently long hair 
into a boyish style, something that a number simply refused to do ("Beat"). 
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a pair of socks, we read him moving toward an image he hhas of himself. Not only does a 

dynamic of self-recojpition or mis-recognition articulate the meeting place of discourse, 

subjectivity and physicality, but that dynamic is only knowable as and through those 

articulations. One of the heady pleasures of BDC lies in watching Brandon elaborate that 

fantasy of himself as a boy; that pleasure is equaled later by devastation as the carnera's 

gaze is complicit with the shattering of that fantasy. 

One of the mosr telling and non-verbal articulations in BDC occurs in and around 

the stylization and recognition of Brandon's hair as masculine. The necessity of a 

masculine hair-cut resonates fiom the opening words of the moue to the final rnurder 

scene; in many ways, the style of Brandon's hair constmcts part of the newly ernerg-ing 

cultural identity of "boy." While there tends to be a somewhat disturbing uniformity 

amongst the subjects of femininity in the film (Lana's mother. Kare, Candace and Lana). 

masculinity ranges from the stereotypical constructions of working-class men as drunken 

truckers (the first trucker Brandon fights with). roue ,  violent "red-necks" like Nissen, 

Lotter, and the boys who chase Brandon througb the aailer-park yelling "dyke" and 

"fagpoi," inept law enforcement officers (Sheriff Laun), to Brandon, the teen-age, non- 

phallic, weei, good-looking, charming Young boy with small hands, good hair, a tidy 

appearance, one who, above all, treats women with respect. Swank's ponrapal of 

Brandon both relies on and queers the new teenage boy, the not-male pinup, whose 

appeal is similar to that of Leonardo DiCaprio or the proliferating boy-bands. These teen 

idols and objects of teenag girl(-power) fandom and consumption are sexualized 
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through a feminizing gaze to safely threaten with the qualities they lack: phallic power 

(Studlar and Sandler 9). 

In BDC, we first encounter Brandon as a voice sayng "shorter" at the beginning 

of the film. When the credits stop rolling, we reaiize that Brandon is instmcting his 

cousin to cut his hair even shorter. As he looks into the mirror, he continues to style his 

hair until he is satisfied that it looks convincingly masculine. The scene then cuts to a 

roller rink where Brandon, who will eventually introduce himself as Bill y, is to meet a 

young gr1 narned Nicole. Brandon is wearing a curious outfit as he approaches the rink 

doors-a western shin and a very large cowboy hat tliat his cousin eventually pulls off 

his head. Brandon attempts to pass as a country and western cowboy3, the likes of which 

we have seen already in Tremain's novel when Walter transforms himself into a country 

singer. As "Billy" walks toward Nicole who is standing with a group of her girlfnends 

talking about the qualities that make up her 'dream' boy, we overhear her conversation: 

"Yeah, that's okay." she says. "as long as he's sweet and has good hair, that's 

important ." 

We see Brandon looking at himself repeatedly in mirrors throughout the film. 

continually combing and recombing his hair into a more masculine style to achieve 

"'good hair." Brandon's sense of himself as an object of (adolescent) desire is ekident in 

' The cowboy image surrounds Brandon. Local Falls City and Lincoln newspapers reponed 
that Brandon was burïed in "men's clothing, wearing her [sic] favorite cowboy shin and 
black cowboy hat;" The next day a relative of Brandon's insisted that the papers print a 
retraction stating that Brandon was buried in "a black and white striped shirt purchased in 
the women's section of a local store" (Minkowia 24). Again, such proliferating and 
competing narratives remind us that definitions and self-definitions are not second- to 
discourse and power: they are, as S. Hall suggests, the sites where this nruggle is engaged. 
They are, in fact, the aakes to be won or loa in that struggie (1981,239). 
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these looking relations where the camera ferninizes him as a subject of non-phallic 

masculinity through its gaze as we watch him watching himself be watched (Berger 46). 

But Brandon also possesses a masculine gaze himself. Brandon seduces Lana by 

watching her sing karaoke, a country Song that Iater plays afier the murder scene just 

before the closing credits, and then by chasing her around the yard of her mother's house 

as he takes Polaroid pictures of her. The film's gaze also focuses exclusively on Lana's 

face and breasts during their firn ses scene to show the effects of the very thing Brandon 

is not supposed to possess-phallic power. During that scene we see Brandon have oral 

sex with Lana but we also see hirn reach into his pants just before the carnera cuts to 

Lana's face while Brandon presumably fucks her with a penis/dildo. These contradicton 

lookng relations funher the gender instabilities already present in both the film and 

Brandon's identity. In the end, after the rape has occurred in Falls City and Brandon has 

been outed, it is his hair style that most disturbs Lana, even &ter she has made love to 

him. Lana and Brandon are planning to leave Falls City; Lana is packing her thinp and 

Brandon meaks in through her bedroom window to help her pack. He attempts to kiss 

her and Lana turns away, asking "Did you do something to your hair?" Brandon answers 

"1 don? know [ . . . ] but 1'11 try to put it back," and proceeds to correct his hair in the 

rnirror. Hair styles in this film, especially Brandon's, function to demarcate the space of 

boy relative to other masculinities. 

Such gender instabilihes are M e r  evident in NO dialogic utterances in the 

film: 'Tm not a dyke" and "1 have a sexual identity crisis." These function as double- 

voicing articulations, sites where stabilizing (centripetal, moving toward center) and 
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destabiiiùng (centrifugai, out from center) conceptualizing impulses collide. These 

utterances substantiate Foucault's assertion that language as discourse is productive, and 

Bakhtin's pnmary axiom that the utterance always evokes its present, past, and possible 

future contexts. Butler pedorms the productivity of language in the forceful but almost 

annoying disavowal for which she is most famous. "Who or what is it that is out, made 

manifest and fully disclosed, when and if I reveal myself as lesbian [. . . ]  To claim that 

this is what I am is to suggest a provisional totalization of this 'I' [ .  . . ]  such a statement 

presupposes that the I exceeds its determination, and even produces that very excess in 

and by the act which seeks to exhaua the semantic field of that '1' " ( 199 1, 18). Butler's 

rernarks dlow that the constitutive nature of the word signifies multiple meanings and 

traces of its past usages. refuting yet affirming those echoes, traces and reverberarions as 

i t  inevitabl y relies on them. If lanpage is the space of confrontation of differently 

oriented accents, then by re-articulating and 'Ye-languagmg," subjects reconfipre both 

the social context in which speech occurs and themselves as well. To repeat: these 

transformations are what constitute language as dialogic. 

The contestation and rearticulation of gender variant subjectivities in lanyage- 

intersexual individuais; non-operative, pre-operative and post-operative ftm and mtf 

trans-sexuals: trans-gendered people-that exist outside of a supposedly referential 

epistemology and linguistic systems? function as touchstones for what can be (somewhat 

reductively) identified as the noisy and dialogic condition, if not crisis, of language and 

bodies in posmiodernity. As 1 explained in Section One, that crisis of languag is 

particularly evident in the deployment of gendered pronouns. In this project. 1 have used 
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pronouns strategical ly to identiS tacticai re-articul2tions of counterdi scursive 

subjectivities and practices that have produced new social formations. That is, if subjects 

are in dialogue with discourse and speak it as often as they are spoken by it, then the 

processes of "self-articulation," which have been the object of this shidy and of Peirce's 

film, are themselves already, indeed, always already, metadiscursive. If, as Stuart Hall 

suggests, those articulations produce arbitrary unities out of contradictory elements. then 

the linkages between those unities c m  be broken ( 14 1). Hail's theory of articulation seeks 

to break the links between concepts that are the residue of opinion and custom. 

1 have argued throughout this dissertation that theorizing articulations and dis- 

articulations lead inevitably to the question of how the event of Boys Don'i Cry occurred 

when i t  did. How is i t  that this film and its narrative are intellipble at a117 M a t  are the 

discursive and articular relations between Brandon's deferral "I'rn not a dyke" and 

Brandon's confession to Shemf Laux that he has a "sexual identity crisis"? Dors one of 

these utterances secure the other and how can that summary be secured. especially i n  No 

Man's Land? Are butch and female-to-male trans-seauality as much at odds with each 

other in Nc Man's Land as trans-sexual boy vs. bio-boy? Does "butch" capitalize on 

both the failed successes of "lesbian," which itself disavowed and repudiated 

masculinity so thoroughly as to constitute it as an absence that became a successful 

presence? 

Barbara Johnson anticipated such paradoxicai questions when she wote on the 

failure of success: 
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If the deconstructive impulse [of female masculinity or queer theory or 

trans-seaual theory or perfomativity] is to retain its vital and subversive 

edge, we must become ignorant of it a p i n  and again. It is only by 

forgetting what we know how to do, by setting aside the thoughts that 

have most changed us, that those thoughts and that knowledge cm go on 

doing what a surprise encounter with othemess shouid do, that is, Iay bare 

some hint of an ignorance one never knew one had. ( 16) 

Bovs Don? Cw performs the imperative. both pedagogical and political. of reading for 

productive ignorance and surprise. of reading for both the radical instabiliiies and yet 

political irnperatives of the body and, in this case, its death. as an object of ignorance. By 

'ignorance' I refer again to Johnson who argues thar to read for ignorance means to read 

to un-know, "to become conscious of the fact that what one thinks is knowledge is really 

an ana? of received ideas, prejudices and opinions-a way of not knowing that one does 

not know. Thus. the question is not of how to transmit but of how to suspend 

knowledge*' (84-5). Bovs Don't Cn. shows us that these identities do not pre-exist 

knowledge and tmth regmes but, rather, are occlusions that are also CO-extensive and 

simultaneous with and as their means of articulation. 

To articulate or atternpt to h o w  the subjects at the heart of Bovs Don't Cp- 

that is, subjects who are off the gender m a k i s  to theorize how they are mostly dys- 

fundional elements of the sedgender systems and knowledge regmes. But it also means 

to read not what appean in or as a representation. but to read for the space-off. for the 

blind spots of those representations. Recail From Section n r e e  that 1 argued that Martin 
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Hallam's masculinist homosocial country in The Well is situated in the space-off: there 1 

borrowed from Teresa de Lauretis who poses a problem that is central to my work. that 

is, how to discern subjectivity in representational practices that always already occlude 

that which cannot be discemed? To h e  this in de Lauretis' tenns: "[Most of the 

available theories of reading, writing, sexuality, ideology, or any other cultural 

production are built on [ . . . 1 narratives of gender [ . . . ] bound by the heierosexual 

contract" (1987,X). The solution de Lauretis suggests is to read them rfsrx?hrrc. 

[T Jhat elsewhere is not some mythic distant past or some utopian future 

history: it is the elsewhere of discourse here and now, the blind spots. or 

the space-off, of its representations. 1 think of it  as spaces in the margns 

of hegemonic discourses, social spaces carved in the interstices of 

That space- 

institutions and in the chinks and cracks of the power-knowledge 

apparati. (25 ) .  

off or elsewhere is the productive place within representation. especi aily in 

dialogc image-making, that is not visible in the frame but inferable fiom what the fiame 

can regster (26). As Peirce puts it in BDC, Brandon dies in Falls City' a t o m  that 

Brandon's cousin tells us "isn't even on a map." Brandon dies in the space-off of 

Amencan ciass geography and. while Peirce puts Brandon on the map by introducing 

this new subject into the field of vision of Amencan popular culture, the costs of 

cartopphic intelligibility are hi@. 

1 have been suggesting throughout this project that Tremain and Feinberg 

complete an articulation that Hall begns but is not able to hlly realize. When Stephen is 
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at the mirror, he is unable to articulate what is outside the frame of that mirror-his body 

fiom the waist down. A cnsis over how to represent the invert and, as what, has figured 

as the crisis in each text fiom Stephen's scene at the rnirror ahicii fails to show his body 

to Rivkele's epistemologcal crisis in The God of Lèngeance when she does not know if 

she is still a virgin after having sex with a woman. Bourdet aiso grapples with this crisis 

in The Captive where Mdm. D'Aiguines, the inven seductress. never appears. The inven 

is relegated to the space-uff, a place of productive possibi lit);, where the fantasy of 

embodiment can be embellished. Because the inven's body is not representable in 

langage. it remains imaginable in that space just outside the frame. Feinbeq atternpts to 

refocus the reader's gaze frorn that space-off to the field of vision but is unsuccessful as 

Jess obsesses over identity in mirrors repeatedly. Of all the authors under discussion. 

Tremain is the least anxious about M h n ' s  body and its representability as irnagmary. 

Recall that Sacred Countn, has no rnirror scenes; in a sense, the narrative functions as a 

metaphorical mirror. The novel ends with Martin living and working in an imaginar) 

Tennessee where a reader can discem the shape of his imaginary identity more fully. 

After Matin's resounding "No" to Dr. Stern's suggestion that he complete his identih 

with a surgically created penis, the question of Martin's masculinity rarely surfaces 

again. 

I have argued throughout this project that the space of identity is one site where 

power-knowledge regimes work. As such, it cm also be a site of un-knowmp; a site not 

of the absence of laiowledge but of contradictory and unstable arnbiguities which render 

knowledge-regimes dis-functional. The subjects of these spaces cite and articulate 
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authoritative sedgender discourses to enable resistant counterîitational dis-articulations 

at the same time. To create "something new," as Gerald Hannon discovered when he 

attended the "Crossing Borders" trans-convention and reponed on his expenences for 

Now Moguzrne, an identity or a gender supposedly not thinkable inside the sedgender 

system evokes but simultaneously repudiates-grafts-that new identity (trans-gender 

boy) onto identities (butch non-phallic masculinity and heterosexuaf boy) that are 

thinkable. The effect is to resignify what that gender looks like and, indeed, how it dys- 

"articulates" them as subjects similar but ultimately not reducible to it. Peirce makes 

Brandon intelligble by having him performatively cite authoritative discourses ( T m  not 

a dyke") to enable an articulation (Brandon as a man and boy) that severely in-site(s) and 

destabilizes masculiniry, sho~ ing  i t  as a caregory in cnsis. But. as 1 discuss later in this 

Postscript. Peirce also forces this subject back into an economy where the penis is the 

ground of identity when she depicts Brandon's exposure with such vensimilitude. 

But Brandon also articulates himself through another utterance in the film. 

confinning Hall's assertion that "almost every fixed inventory ni11 betray us" (S. Hall 

198 1,235). This citation also signais the ambivalences at the core of those 

performatives. Mer the rape scene, Brandon is i n t e ~ e w e d  by Sherrif Laus who 

repudiates and reiterates the violence of the rape by blaming Brandon and berating him 

vith questions about his gender. Brandon knows that he will not be taken seriously if he 

cannot make himself intelligible. This ritual accounting, like the many that take place 

outside of the cinema, is where the production of the uns~mbolizable, the unspeakable. 

and the unintelligible is most articulated with. and as. social abjection. At this point. 
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Brandon says, "1 have a sexual identity cnsis," drawing on the clinical language and 

taxonomies of psychiatry to give an accounting of himself as abject. This scene is 

handled with geat ski11 by Peirce for Shemf Laux is not depicted without his own share 

of abjection. Yet, at the same time, Brandon's articulations are precisely the stakes to be 

won or lost. Once again, clinical assesnent provides intelligibilitv, definition, and an 

alibi. That alibi reworks ernotional and conceptual contradictions in order to clear a 

space of recognition and enable articulation. Hence the importance of this film and its 

mainstream recognition, or mis-recognition, is the double-stake of containment and 

resinance that it makes inevitable. To recall Stuart Hall: popular culture is more than jtist 

one of rhr sites where that ambivalent struggle for and against definition is rngaged: it is. 

in fact. the very thing to be won or lost irt that nruggle (1  98 1.259). In many ways. the 

fact of the rnovie's popularity suggests Brandon's admittedly contingent "rucccvs " nl 

that momc.i~r. 4 

J That success was recently compromised by the most recent legal decision on 
Brandon's case. in a truly bizarre mIing, on December 6, 1999, Nebraska District 
Judge Onille Coady mled that Richardson Country authontses were l 4 O . 0  
responsible for Brandon's wrongfui death by passing on the information they did to 
Nissen and Lotter and by not arresting them. Brandon's mother, J o h n  Brandon. 
had sought 5350,000 in a wrongfbl death suit against the Richardson County 
officials, c h a r p g  that then Richardson County Shenff Charles Laux had allowed 
the iwo men who raped Brandon on December 25, 1993 to remain at large and to 
p on to kill Brandon with his two hends on December 3 1 .  The suit also charges 
Laux with deliberately inflicting emotional distress on Brandon while inteniewiog 
hirn when he reponed the rape. J u d p  Coady awarded $86,224 in damages and 
found Lotter and Nissen 85% liable for Brandon's death. Coady also ordered Laux 
to apologize to Brandon's family, "her" fn'ends and to his own community for 
continually refemng to Brandon as an "i t." Brandon's '*forced confession" 
hinctioned to pathologze him in front of an expert who had already donc so. in 
order to report the crime cornrnitted against him and to be taken and treated 
seriously. In many ways, Brandon was unable to successfully do what the subjects 



II. Th in king Whiteness 

More troubling are two other articulations that also occur in the film. In 

December 1993, three people were murdered in that Nebraska f m  house: Brandon; 

Candace or Lisa, and Phillip Devine, a young black man who was dating Lana's older 

sister Leslie, and was, like Brandon, staying at Candace's. Peirce's version of these 

events only depicts the death of Candace and Brandon. Peirce's occlusion of Phillip's 

death is a troubled whitewashing of the events. If, as I suggested earlirr. gender 

functions as a threshold effect where movement along one axes can suddenlp register on 

another, and that, in order to read for masculinity, we have to shut off the nvitch of 

femininity, than to read for race, and for whiteness as a race, the opposite is irue. When 

reading whiteness as a race. it is necess- to flip the srvitch from off to on. to invert a 

racialiïing gaze-to invert what is normally h>pervisible (people of colour) in order to 

read for what is everywhere but invisible-that is. whiteness. 

As a racialized identity, whiteness operates best when it cloaks itself to function 

not as a particular race, but as rhr human race, as univ:rsal mankind. White supremacy 

aîlows whiteness to remain unmarked; it works by cloaking itself as the universal and 

of the novels under discussion here have done, and that is, find a way to 
rearticulate himself using the same discourses which had articulated him as a 
subject in the first place. While Feinberg, Hall and Tremain al1 allow their 
characters to work within and then transfon the discounes that have produced 
them, Peirce does not. Brandon was, and remains, permanently fixed and 
languaged by those discourses. He is so pemanently that Nebraska District Judge 
ûrville Coady divided up responsibility for Brandon's death as follows: Nissen and 
Lotter were 85?6 responsible; County Sheriff Laux was 14%, and Brandon himself 
was Ioh responsible for his own death (FTM International Newsletter 19). 
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the nom around which al1 other races, especiaily those marked by colour, supposedly 

circulate and define. On the one hand. white domination is reproduced by the way that 

white subjects colonize the definitions of normal. Ln this regard, Brandon's death stands 

in as a tragedy that can signi- many other tragedies, including, apparently, Phillip's. To 

have depicted Phillip's death in BDC would require an explanation of the perceived 

intrusion of race into a film about gender and trans-sexuality. On the other hand. if the 

invisibility of whiteness colonizes the definitions of other noms, it also marks itself as a 

category so that the representational power of whiteness cornes precisely from its belief 

in itself so thoroughly eveqwhere and e v e ~ h i n g  that it fails to Msually regster at ail: 

hence, the assenion that tliis film is not about race. but about gender. Yet. if the house in 

which the murders occurred is figured as a discursive and oppositional site. Phillip's 

death was as much the effect of masculine rage as Brandon's was about white rage. If 

Peirce chose to read rhrough one lens ai time, which she clearly did, then it possibly 

makes sense not to show Phillip's death. But a multi-accentuared dialofic lens that can 

read for complexity wil1 show that the subjects of that site-a white working-class single 

mother, a black man dating a white woman, and a white trans-sexual man datinp a white 

working-class grl-are all, at one time or another, Others necessary to a white 

masculinity that responds with rage to these dys-functional re-alignments of power. The 

fact that Phillip's death is not depicted c m  only be read as yet another articulation of 

white supremacy where one identity (gender) trumps another (race) to leave whiteness 

invisible and naturalized. 
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Peirce's occlusions in the production of the film are entirely different from the 

kind of white class-based identities-that is, white trash identities -visible within the 

film's narrative. The term white [rash refers to a hybnd intertwining of racial and class 

identities and foregrounds the contradictory and conflicting relations of power beiween 

those two sites. As Wray and Newitz argue, white nash is a cornplex cultural category 

that refers both to actually exiaing white people living in (ofien rural) poveny but that 

also designates a set of stereotyes and myths about poor whites (4). The expression 

hinctions to identib that which seems unnameable: a race (white) that is used to code an 

econornics (class) coupled with an insult rhat signifies excess (trash). Race functions 

then to explain that which is much harder to discern. class (Wray and Newitz 8). 

If race vis-à-vis Phillip's deatli lurks in the space-off of this film. then the 

qmbolic location inside the film hinctions as a geographic and class space-off where 

white trash is the forrn of whiteness that is most visible. The class-based culture of Falls 

City naturalizes class differences. Most of the interior scenes in BDC take place either 

inside bars or in Lana's rnother's house. The first time we meet Lana we see her in a bar. 

drinking. unable to stand on her own without the help of her friends. Candace works in 

the bar and both girls seem to spend leisure time drinking and singing karaoke. Lana's 

drearn is to become a famous karaoke singer. Later in the film. the girls find ernploy~~ent 

in the canning  facto^, working the night-shift and, on their days off, dnnking. The 

viewer's first encounter with Lana's mother shows her passed out from too much 

alcohol. To be working-class, according to this film, means to spend a great deal of time 
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consuming alcohol. That leisure time activity seems to commence with the onset of 

adolescence. 

White masculinity in the text does not fare any better. Annalee Newitz argues 

that whiteness often emerges as a distinct racial identity when it can be identified as 

somehow primitive or inhuma.. . To see white as white rather than just as "another 

person," that white needs to be marked out as different from those whites who observe 

them ( 134). Newitz cites, for example, Hillvbillvland. the study of representations of 

"mountain people" in Hollqwood film, to argue that the figure of white trash man is a 

spectacle not just because he is poor, but because he is sometimes monstrously so 

( N e ~ l t z  134). Almost without exception, the men in BDC seem monstrously inhuman. 

Lotter eaplodes into homicidd rage seerningly over nothing: Nissen lifis bis pant Irg to 

reveal self-inflicted scars from knife garnes that he and Lotter play. The men who are 

stock features in the bars of the film either aggressively harass the gris or start bar 

brawls. None of them are employed: most seem single or othenwise unattached: and 

Nissen and Lotter seem savagely white. Afier beinp accused of raping Brandon. John 

Lotter replies: "If1 wanted to rape someone, 1 have Mallorf-a female fhend. The only 

working-class men who have joos in BDC are the law enforcement officers, Sherrif 

Law in particular; his treatment of Brandon easily situates him as savage and 

excessively brutal. The working-class whites in this film are racialized and demeaned 

because they fit al1 too easily into the primitiveicivilized binary as nihilistic primitives 

(Newitz 134). 



III. Genders Bwond Mmculiniîy and FemininQ? 

In Bovs Don't Crv, Lana is depicted as young white trash but she also is depicted 

as a subject of fem(me)ininity; moreover, the film's fictionalized post-rape love scene 

between Lana and Brandon reconfigures Lana as a lesbian. Despite Lana Tisdel's 

objections, in the two love scenes behveen Brandon and Lana in the film. both subjects 

becomr their gender, not rramcend it. Through these dialopc sex scenes, BDC severs 

the overdetermined linkage between queemess and masculinity by bringng 

fem(me)ininity into focus. The result is that Brandon's identity as a trans-sexual boy is 

not completely stable in the film: indeed, his prosimit- to Lana overdetermines hou we 

might read him. But, the carnera also is complicit in de- and rr-constnicting Brandon's 

identity and works against the dialogism of these scenes to contain how he should br 

viewed. 

The first love scene beween Lana and Brandon shows him operating witli the 

very thing he is supposed to lack-that is, phallic power. Brandon and Lana have sea for 

the fira time outside, at ni& on a blanket, in the shadow of the lights from the factory. 

The sex scene is choregraphed around h a ' s  pleasure so that the camera focuses on her 

face from above. Lana's (not Brandon's) top and bra are off and as 1 have suggested 

dready the camera lingers on her face while Brandon performs oral sex. When Brandon 

enters the scene again. he is still fully clothed and remains dressed even when he hcks 

h a  with what is presumably a dildo. Curiously, the carnera quickly flashes d o m  
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Brandon's shin, apain from what we are to perceive as Lana's viewpoint, to reveal very 

slight cleavage. Lana seems, fiom this point on, to have an idea that Brandon's body is 

female, even though she later runs her hand over the bulge in his pants. Her narration to 

Candace and Kate about the event tells a different story, however, one that reveals 

Lana's participation in the adolescent fantasy that Brandon builds and which she shares. 

"Afterward, we took our clothes off and went swimrning." she tells them. infusing the 

narrative and its setting with a kind of pastoral and adolescent innocence. 

If (Mary) Martin Ward's is not. in a productive way. a body that mattered. then 

Brandon's matters a great deal. Admittedl y, given the Msuality of the film genre, it is 

much more difficult to de-emphasize the body. But where Stephen Gordon's and Jess 

Goldberg's identities are caught in the gaze of identip knowledge regirnes as they are 

reflected in the minors into which cach looks. Tremain *tes as if Manin's penis is a 

non-issue. not-knowable and therefore, outside of economies that invest it  with a 

particular kind of currency. It is as if Tremain replies to Brent Ledger's ansiet tes about 

tram-sexuality masculinity as depicted in the documentary You Don't Know DK k: 

Tremain's reply might be that yes. what you cannot see. you cannot know. As 1 have 

argued already, the economy which defines Manin thrives on his epistemolo~cal l m -  

rrpresrntabhy. The size, shape and look of his (imaginas or othenvise) penis does not 

matter for, in the end, Tremain situates him outside that phallic economy full y passing as 

male albeit in a somewhat unredistic rural, poor space-off v e n  different fiom the one in 

which Brandon Iived. Bovs Don't Cm, on the other hand. shows the very painful way 

that knowledge regimes are authenticated as Brandon's phallic power is esposed and 
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rehted. The film confïnns paradoxical subject positions, especially in the disrobing 

scene. The fantasy of gender that Brandon builds and that Lana eventually desires and 

shares is enabled; but that same fantasy is violently shattered when Lana and the viewer 

are forced to wimess Brandon's body. Brandon's penis, both the simulacra that he hcks 

Lana wiiith but also the presumed one that emerges when he is passing, 'Works," as he 

says in the film, but is reveded and therefore known and re-cognced as fantasy. 

The second sex scene occurs rnuch later in BDC afier Brandon has been exposed 

and raped. Brandon's fantaq of his boy body is traumatically kiolated in the sarne way 

that Mary Main ' s  fantasy is when her father violently cuts away the binder which 

concealed her breasts. Nissen and Lotter corner Brandon in the bathroom and tear his 

pants off. M e n  Lana is forced to look at Brandon with his pants pulled down. no penis 

in sighi, the film action stops to show what Brandon sees as he looks away from Lana 

The film shows another Brandon, not harmed, standing behind Candace and Kate. This 

second Brandon is wearing a blue shin and is shown as if in a mirror (in the same way 

we see Stephen) from the waist up. The camera then cuts to the second Brandon's gaze 

and shows us what he sees-that is, the first Brandon with his pants down and his arms 

being held by Nissen and Lutter. The second Brandon is unable to bear what he sees 

(that his, himself being exposed), and he simply walks away. in this intense moment. the 

dialogc split in Brandon between the imposed and (en)forced reality of his body 

cornpetes and wins over the fantasy of his identity as a boy. From this moment on, his 

lack of penis and his rape overdetemine him as female, allowing the viewer. like the 
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other characters in the film, to read him this way. The second seu scene attempts to 

assuage that violation but the events of the narrative refuse that assuagernent. 

M e r  Brandon has been exposed and raped, Lana nsits Brandon in the middle of 

the night in the shed near Candace's house where he now is staytng. Brandon moves to 

rest his head on her breasts while Lana asks him, 'bhat  were you like before al1 this? 1 

mean, were you like me, a girl girl?" Brandon answen "yeah, like a long time ago and 

then I guess 1 was just like a bop @ri. and then 1 was just a jerk." Lana's hands continue 

to tender1 y caress Brandon's hair and face as he confesses that man! of the things he had 

told Lana were lies. Lana leans in and kisses Brandon, then they move as if to have ses. 

Lana then hesitates and says, "1 don't know if I'm gonna know how to do it ." Brandon 

replies. T m  sure you'll figure it out." 

At this point, the camera moves behind Brandon's back and Lana takes 

Brandon's shin off, with his back facing the camera: we only see his back. Lana looks at 

his body. This love scene is less an anempt to re-assen Brandon as female and more an 

attempt to consmict Lana as femme. The direct suggestion of the film 1s that this time 

Lana fucks Brandon. even though, as h a  takes Brandon's shin off, the camera does 

not show Brandon's chest: that is only available for Lana's pleasure. What the viewer 

sees is Lana looking. touching Brandon's head and back with v e n  fem(me)inine hands. 

decorated with rings, long nails and bright red nail polish. Brandon as a boy is p n e .  that 

identity departine dunng the exposure scene where Brandon looks at a version of 

himself leaving. But Brandon as a tram-pendrr boy nevertheless remains. Brandon nill 

sipifjing both masculinity but also a kind of mlnerability and woundedness which 
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requires that Lana take care of him both emotionally and sexually. Lana nurses him back 

into a version of himself in the same way that Theresa nurses Jess in Stone Butch Blues. 

Once again, in a film made at the very end of the twentieth-centun. female masculinity 

seems synonymous with woundedness; fem(me)ininity is reconstructed as sexually 

powefil, nurturing and aggressive. The srrpnse of Peirce's film is that it  unwittingly 

bnngs fem(me)ininity into focus and transforms a previously unreadable image into one 

that is, at least contingently, visible. 

This reconstniction is made possible partly because of the last 20 years of writing 

that has emerged out of lesbian butch-femme cultures. One of the reasons for the border 

war between butch and Fmi trans-sexuaiity is that within the twentieth-century, 

lesbianism has been articulated with masculinity vis-à-vis gender inversion. W ~ a t  we are 

beginning to see now is resistance to that articulation by those occluded from it, that is. 

by femme lesbians. In interview after interview, Kimberly Peirce repeats over and over 

again that she was drawn to this story because she "fell in love with a girl who was 

living in a trailer park. who didn't have much rnoney, who didn't have any role models. 

and yet who successfully transformed herself into a fantasy of a boy" (Glitz n.p.) In 

attempting to remain me to the precision of those desires, Peirce argues that the film is 

"an emotional artefact" of the love between Brandon and Lana. While the film is being 

hailed as the amival of ftm trans-sexuaiity in mainstream culture. 1 read it as an anempt 

to queer Lana in order to render her more an artefact of the film-maker's investments. 

Peirce henelf sums up the noisy dialogism in No Man's Land between lesbian 
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masculinity, &ans-sexual masculinity and popular constructions of masculinity in the 

following way. 

[I]n addition to representing a queer archetype, Brandon actually 

embodied many traits of the traditional Hollywood hem. He had the 

innocence and tendemess of Montgomery Clifi in Red River or a young 

Henry Fonda, the naive determination of Jimmy Stewart. He was a 

rebellious outsider like James Dean, a shy, counly gentleman around 

women like Gary Cooper [...] Bringing Brandon to Hollywood was like 

brinpng him home. (Glitz n-p.) 

Peirce locates Brandon within a very pmicular Hollywood tradition of 

masculinity. That reading of Brandon is curious gven it situates him always alreadg 

within the reaim of fictionalized but also wlnerable mascuIinities. Such fictionalizations 

of soîalled reality suggest that Bovs Don't Cry suffers from identity confusion as a 

film; it is not a document-.. yet Peirce ciaims to have been tme to other emotionai 

relationships between Lana and Brandon. Tisdel's lawsuir betrays her own ansiei~. and 

hstration over the film's verisimilitude claiming Peirce misrepresented basic facts. But 

Peirce relied on many textual accounts of Brandon's death in the media. many of them 

sensational, to gafi this hybrid film narrative fiom those accounts and her own 

i n t e ~ e w s  with the main characters in the story. As an example of a vans- or even inter- 

generic text, Bovs Don't CN is the product of both a formal and an epistemolo~cal 

grafting. where one text is a hybrid of another: a new fomi or entity is produced from a 

meeting point of two things where the new entity is no1 reducible to either. Peirce. 
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Swank and Chloë Sevigny, the actor who plays Lana in the film, grafi a seemin& new 

Brandon and Lana from the textual accounts of their lives, each produced from but not 

reducible to the media representations; each is a tram fom from the other-that is, a 

hybrid form that does not transcend the so-called original but rather hails from and 

moves between its parts. 

Brandon's life, not at al1 unlike Stephen's, Jess's and Manin's, is text; each is 

knowable only in relation to each other as texts, in conversation with a histos of 

discourses. textual practices and their many articulations. Trans- subjectivity emerges in 

the contradictions, lacunae and space-offs of discursive formations-in the No Man's 

Land between genders. between narratives. discourses and ideologies and. indeed. in 

conversations between texts and their readers. M a t  is produced in that elsewhere i s  the 

impossible-bodies that de@ matter. 
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